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Feature mismath
Deponeny in Indo-European Languages
Abstrat
This thesis investigates voie mismath verbs (deponents), verbs that take non-ative mor-
phology but are used in syntatially ative environments. The fous is on the non-informant
Indo-European languages Hittite, Vedi Sanskrit, Anient Greek, and Latin, supplemented
by data from Modern Greek.
On the empirial side, this thesis ontributes to the debate on the status of the external
argument of deponents by showing that the surfae subjets of deponents are agents (rather
than experieners). It furthermore adds new evidene to the question of whether or not
mismath behavior is ontinued in the non-nite formations of deponent verbs by providing
a disussion of the mirovariation and general typology of deponents in Indo-European.
I propose an analysis of agentive deponents in bivalent (Greek-type) voie systems that
derives their properties from the nature of these voie systems, in partiular the fat that
non-ative morphology is not valeny-reduing, but spelled out post-syntatially together
with tense and agreement features if vP does not introdue an external argument. I argue
that this happens in deponents beause their roots are lexially speied to merge their agent
argument below vP. Evidene for this omes from the link between deponent behavior and
verbalizing morphology in the Indo-European languages studied here. This behavior may
moreover be linked to partiular aspet/Aktionsart morphology.
This analysis has impliations for our understanding of the interation between middle
and passive morphology in these languages, as well as of non-alternating verbs (verbs that
take only ative or only non-ative morphology) in general. I also argue that it orretly
iii
predits whether or not deponent behavior is ontinued in non-nite formations of deponents.
A entral goal of this thesis is the investigation of deponents both from a synhroni and
a diahroni perspetive. While hapters 2-5 are onerned with the synhroni aspets of
deponeny, hapter 6 disusses the ramiations for the reonstrution of the Proto-Indo-
European (PIE) voie system. I argue that it is possible to reonstrut voie mismathes for
the proto-language and disuss examples of suh PIE deponents. The Appendix furthermore
ontains a olletion and disussion of the Indo-European deponents on whih this study is
based.
iv
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Chapter 1
Deponents as feature mismath
verbs
1.1 Introdution
The term deponents ' is traditionally applied to verbs that take non-ative (middle or passive)
morphology, but are semantially and syntatially ative (Lat. d	e-p	onere `lay aside', s. the
verb's passive meaning
1
) in languages whih morphologially distinguish (at least) between
an ative and a non-ative voie. The phenomenon is best known from Latin and Greek, but
other languages with similar voie systems also have deponent verbs. In modern treatments of
deponents, these verbs are often desribed as instantiating a feature mismath beause their
surfae non-ative morphology does not seem to math their syntati behavior (p. the
use of the term mismath in the papers in Baerman et al. 2007). These verbs are puzzling
beause they hallenge our understanding of the funtion of voie morphology in general. If
non-ative morphology an be apparently arbitrarily assigned to verbs that do not have the
right syntax or semantis, then what governs its distribution? The intuition that deponents
display the wrong (namely non-ative) morphology in the syntati environments they our
1
For a detailed disussion of the history of the term see Flobert (1975).
1
in presupposes that there are anonial ontexts in whih we expet this morphology, and
that deponents do not form a subset of these anonial ontextsthey are instanes of non-
anonial use of non-ative morphology.
I argue in this thesis that in addition to being interesting from a diahroni point of
view, voie mismathes an also help us understand the synhroni distribution of non-ative
morphology and its derivation in languages with a partiular kind of morphologial voie
distintion.
The term deponents is usually used for both intransitive and transitive verbs. This study
fouses on transitive deponents in older Indo-European languages. I onentrate on transitive
deponents beause this is where we nd instanes of feature mismath, or non-anonial
use of non-ative voie, whereas all intransitive deponents an be explained as instanes of
the anonial use of non-ative voie. I argue for this in more detail in Chapter 2, based on
Alexiadou and Doron (2012).
Conerning the hoie of languages under study here, there are several reasons why anient
Indo-European languages suh as Latin, Sanskrit, or Anient Greek should be the enterpiee
of a study of deponeny. First, although these are non-informant languages, they are attested
in large and easily aessible orpora that an be expeted to provide data for the dierent
syntati environments and diagnostis that will be relevant, and they display patterns that
are not usually disussed in the ontemporary literature on deponents. Seond, the voie
systems of these languages are well studied and deponeny is robustly attested. Third, these
languages an provide valuable information about the diahrony of deponents due to the
time span of their attestationin the ase of Greek, for example, it is possible to trak the
development and syntati behavior of deponent verbs over a ourse of almost 3,000 years.
This makes them valuable soures for testing dierent theoretial approahes to deponeny.
Furthermore, from the point of view of omparative reonstrution, studying deponents in
early Indo-European languages may lead to new insights for the reonstrution of the Proto-
Indo-European (PIE) verbal system as well. The question of the original funtion and
morphology of the middle voie in PIE has been intensely debated by Indo-Europeanists, as
2
has the question of whether or not PIE had a separate voie ategory stative besides ative
and middle (e.g., Jasano 1978, Rix 1988, Oettinger 1992, Jasano 2003, Meiser 2009). I
argue in this thesis that there is no need to reonstrut a distint morphologial ategory
stative and that the funtions assoiated with that ategory in the previous literature fall
under the anonial funtions that are ross-linguistially assoiated with middle morphology.
Furthermore, Proto-Indo-European, like many other languages with a bivalent voie system,
also had instanes of non-anonial use of middle morphology (that is, deponents).
1.2 Bakground and terminology
In order to learly delimit the objet of study, namely mismath verbs, it is important to be
lear on terminology, sine the term middle is often used not only to designate a partiular
type of verbal morphology in a given language, but also for ertain syntati onstrutions or
situation types (as in Kemmer 1993). That is, it is used both for ertain syntati ontexts
or funtions and for the morphology assoiated with those funtions. To make this more
expliit, onsider the following gure. The bottom line lists the syntati ontexts a, b, ,
d, and e, the top line the morphologial exponents available in a given language, α and β.2
In a bivalent voie system, α would orrespond to ative morphology and β to non-ative
morphology. The term middle ould in priniple be used to refer to a subset of either of the
two tiersthat is, a subset of syntati ontexts, say,  and d, or one of the morphologial
exponents, like β.
Fig. 1 Syntati ontext/morphologial exponene
morphology α β
syntax a
@@✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
b
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
c
AA✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
d
OO
e
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
2
I use morphology in this and the following gure to stand for Voabulary Insertion at Spell-Out, as in
Distributed Morphology, not in the sense of a separate module of grammar.
3
A lot of onfusion arises from the use of the term middle for both tiers, that is, both
for syntati ontexts and morphologial exponene. For instane, the following examples
from English are usually referred to as middle onstrutions (see Keyser and Roeper 1984,
Are-Arenales et al. 1994, Stroik 1999, Alexiadou 2012):
(1) a. These toys assemble rapidly.
b. Bureaurats bribe easily.
. I'd say bottles would sneak in easier than travel mugs.
3
Desriptively, the internal argument of these prediates oupies the surfae subjet position,
reminisent of unausatives and passives. Unlike the latter, however, they annot our with
an agentive by-phrase:
(2) Bureaurats bribe easily (*by Mary).
This onstrution is alled middle beause it shares features with both ative (verbal mor-
phology, i.e., no passive partiiple) and passive (demotion of the external argument) lauses,
4
and beause it orresponds to the so-alled generi or dispositional reading that verbs with
non-ative morphology in languages like Modern Greek an have:
3
I owe this beautiful example to Grethen Kern.
4
The intuition that the middle is somehow a ategory between the ative and the passive voie, sharing
features of both is in fat why Anient Greek and Latin grammarians oined the term. Thus Dionysius Thrax in
his Tékhn	e grammatik
´¯
e (Art of grammar, 2
nd
entury BCE): diathéseis eisì tres, enérgeia, páthos, mesót	es
(...) mesót	es dè h	e potè mèn enérgeian potè dè páthos paristãsa There are three voies, ative (enérgeia,
`ativity), passive (páthos, `experiene; state'), and middle (mesót	es, `entral/middle position') ... the middle
is sometimes loser to the ative, sometimes to the passive. (see Flobert 1975: 6f.). Note that Dionysius Thrax
was aware that these funtions ould orrespond to dierent surfae morphology: his example of a passive is
the formally middle/non-ative present túptomai `am (being) beaten' (Greek does not have a morphologial
distintion between a present middle and a present passive), but his example of a middle inludes the likewise
formally middle aorists epoi	esám	en `I onsidered' and egrapsám	en `I wrote (for myself)' (and Greek does have
morphologially distint middle and passive aorist formations).
The term mesót	es was translated as medium by Latin grammarians, but was not usually used in the desrip-
tion of the Latin voie system, whih was desribed as ativepassive: genera uerb	orum s	ue signi	ati	on	es
sunt prinip	al	es duo, 	at	ua et pass	ua. Ex h	s n	asuntur aliae, neutra omm	unis d	ep	on	ens There are two
basi verbal voies or meanings, ative and passive. From these, others have now developed, (namely) neuter,
ommon, and deponent (verbs). (Diomedes Grammatius, 4
th
entury CE, see Flobert 1975: 14). The last
three terms (neuter, ommon, deponent) were reated in an attempt to desribe the behavior of verbs that
did not show a morphologial alternation between the basi voies ative and passive in Latin.
4
(3) Modern Greek (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012: 16):
afto
this
to
the
vivlio
book
diavazete
reads.nonat
efkola
easily
This book reads easily
In other words, the name of the English middle onstrution derives from the fat that
the same onstrution in languages like Greek is assoiated with a partiular type of mor-
phology. But this morphology is found in many other ontexts as well (e.g., reexives and
antiausatives), and it is not lear that these form a natural lass with the middle onstru-
tion in a language like English. For this reason, I use the term middle only to refer to a
type of morphologial exponene, and not to the syntati or semanti properties of the verbs
that take this kind of morphology. This is important, sine middle morphology is found on a
variety of dierent verb lasses (see Chapter 2).
The term middle is exlusively reserved for verbs marked by middle morphology in
languages with an ativemiddle or ativemiddlepassive voie distintion and is used here
synonymously with the term medium. The term non-ative is likewise used for verbs marked
by middle morphology in languages with a bivalent voie system (in other words, I use middle
and non-ative synonymously for bivalent voie systems).
Moreover, muh of the literature on the middle is dediated to nding the ommon se-
manti or syntati denominator of the funtions this morphology is assoiated with. That
is, the fous is on the bottom tier of gure 1 above.
In this study I deviate from this tradition in that my primary onern is not the relationship
between a, b, and α or , d, e, and β, but those instanes in whih the anonial assoiation
between the two tiers seemingly breaks down. Conretely, these are ases in whih a partiular
syntati ontext of the syntax tier seems to be assoiated with the wrong exponent on the
morphology tier. I illustrate this in gure 2.
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Fig. 2 Syntax-morphology mismath
morphology α β
syntax a
@@✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
b
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
88
c
AA✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
d
OO
e
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
Here, some members of the syntati ontext b, whih is usually assoiated with the
morphologial exponent α, are unexpetedly assoiated with the exponent β. These are
mismathes between the anonial mapping of syntati ontext to morphology, and the
primary fous of this thesis.
In order to understand when this mapping goes wrong, it is of ourse neessary to know
what happens in the anonial ases, when a and b are mapped to α and , d, and e are
mapped to β. This is disussed in Chapter 2.
I will not disuss languages like English in whih there is no distintion in morphologial
exponene between ative and middle onstrutions, sine the mismath situation illus-
trated in gure 2 never arises in suh languages. That is, English-type languages do not have
deponents (I disuss the reasons for this in Setion 5.3).
Finally, I use a more onstrained denition of deponeny than that whih is usually used,
namely that deponents are transitive or intransitive verbs whih only take non-ative mor-
phology. I argue in Chapter 2 (based on Alexiadou and Doron 2012) that this denition
misses important generalizations onerning the anonial funtion of non-ative voie. I pro-
pose my own denition of deponeny in Setion 2.4, where I argue that only verbs that are
agentive and transitive but take non-ative endings should be onsidered instanes of feature
mismath, and hene deponents.
1.3 Texts and methods
Before disussing deponeny in the older Indo-European languages, there is an important
methodologial point to be made. Beause some of these languages are attested over quite
a long time span, it is important to be aware of dierent diahroni stages of eah language
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and onomitant hanges in their verbal systems, as well as individual lexial hanges. That
is, a given verb may be a deponent in stage A of a language, but swith to ative morphology
in stage B. This is often the ase in Hittite, where deponents almost ompletely swith to
ative morphology between Old Hittite and Neo-Hittite, even though the time span here is
relatively small (a. 400 years). On the other hand, a given verb may be deponent in one
partiular dialet of a language, but ative in another. For instane, in the Ioni dialet
of Anient Greek, many verbs that are morphologially ative in other dialets take middle
morphology (Behtel 1924: 246.), like the verb déomai `want, need', whih is usually ative
in Atti (dé	o). In order to give an aurate desriptive aount of the distribution and the
paradigms of deponent verbs in Indo-European, I therefore onentrate on partiular orpora
from whih I draw the examples disussed here. This ensures a ertain degree of temporal
and dialetal homogeneity. Deviations from these orpora will be speially indiated.
The importane of philologial auray when using data from non-informant languages
in ontemporary syntati theory annot be overstated. To give an example, Lavidas and Pa-
pangeli (2007) list the verb biázomai `I fore' in their table of Anient Greek middle transitive
deponents (p. 101). However, this verb is also attested as formally ative already in Homer
(albeit only one), and the Homeri middle forms are moreover used both as deponents (i.e.,
they are syntatially ative) and as regular passives. Sine a passive interpretation of formally
middle verbs is entirely expeted in Anient Greek, treating this form as synhroni depo-
nent is problemati under the standard denition of deponeny. Other verbs, like mákhomai
`ght', hépomai `follow', and khráomai `use' whih are listed in the same ategory do not
usually take ausative objets (hépomai and mákhomai take dative objets, khráomai takes
genitive or dative objets), but are inluded in their list despite their own denition of transi-
tive deponents as ausative-taking verbs (p. 99). These few examples should sue to show
that generalizations about the behavior of deponent verbs in these languages are likely to be
skewed if they are not based on a philologially lean and learly dened orpus. Heuristi-
ally, this preliminary philologial work has the same status as eldwork on an understudied
language, the testing of native speaker intuitions on island violations, or an eye-traking ex-
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periment on the interpretation of adjetives in dierent ontexts, albeit with the big aveat
that ungrammatial data is usually not available. That is, it is one of several methods that
an be used to onstrut linguisti data sets, and this is how I use it in this thesis.
Furthermore, even though the goal of this study is not to give a philologially omplete
desription of deponent verbs in these languages, fousing on partiular linguisti orpora
means that a desriptively omplete disussion of a partiular pattern is at least in priniple
possible. This will beome relevant in Chapter 4, where I disuss the behavior of deponents
with respet to partiular tense-aspet stems.
For Sanskrit, I fous on Vedi Sanskrit (a. 1,500-500 BCE, followed by Classial Sanskrit),
and I onentrate on the Rigveda as the primary soure of data beause of its (relative)
hronologial and dialetal homogeneity, oasionally supplemented by other Vedi texts.
I use the metrially restored edition by van Nooten and Holland (1994). Further soures
for deponent verbs in Vedi inlude handbooks and ditionaries suh as Whitney (1885),
Grassmann (1996), VIA I, as well as studies on subomponents of the Vedi verbal system
suh as Gonda (1951), Gonda (1979) and Kümmel (1996).
In the ase of Greek, I onentrate on the Homeri epi poems (8
th
entury BCE), using
the edition of West (1998-2000) for the Iliad and that of van Thiel (1991) for the Odyssey.
Relevant soures on the Anient Greek verb inlude Shwyzer (1939-71), Chantraine (1953-8),
Rish (1974), and van de Laar (2000).
For Latin, I fous on the work of Plautus (late 3
rd
/early 2
nd
entury BCE). Latin is the
only one of these languages for whih a designated study on deponents exists, that of Flobert
(1975). An important online soure for both Greek and Latin are the online orpora and
ditionaries of the Perseus Digital Library at Tufts University (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu).
Other relevant soures for Latin are Draeger (1878), Baldi (1977), Leumann (1977), and Weiss
(2009).
For Hittite, I onentrate on Old Hittite. Important editions of Old Hittite texts inlude
Honer (1997), Neu (1980), and in general the editions of the StBoT-series. Other relevant
soures for Hittite are the Chiago Hittite Ditionary (CHD), Kloekhorst (2008), and Honer
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and Melhert (2008).
Sine Modern Greek has the same type of voie system as these languages, I will rely on
it for omparison and to test properties of deponents that annot be tested in the older Indo-
European languages (for obvious reasons). Furthermore, material from other Indo-European
languages suh as Avestan, Old Irish, Toharian, and Modern Albanian will be disussed.
1.4 Overview: Properties of deponent verbs
The Indo-European languages under disussion have essentially bivalent voie systems, in
whih a syntheti ative voie is opposed to a syntheti non-ative voie. This opposition is
usually labeled ativemiddle in Vedi, Avestan, and Greek, ativepassive in Latin, and
ativemediopassive in Hittite. To avoid onfusion, I use the over term non-ative for
what is variously alled middle, mediopassive, and passive morphology in these languages.
Independently of the term used, non-ative voie tends to have the same funtions in these
bivalent voie systems (see Chapter 2).
Finite deponent verbs always take non-ative morphology. Some old Indo-European lan-
guages show signs of an emergent trivalent voie system, in whih a morphologially distint
passive is opposed to the older ative and non-ative/middle voie. This is inipient in Vedi
and Greek at the stages under disussion. However, in both languages, distint passive mor-
phology is only available for ertain tense-aspet stems. Finite deponent verbs in these lan-
guages usually take middle (as opposed to passive) morphology. They an also take passive
morphology in some ases, with dierent results depending on the language (see Setion 5.1).
Interestingly, there are no ases in whih deponents in trivalent voie systems exlusively take
passive rather than middle morphology.
With respet to their syntati behavior, transitive deponents in Indo-European behave
like transitive verbs with ative morphology. They have nominative subjets and ausative
objets. The following passages exemplify this for Latin, Anient Greek, Vedi Sanskrit, and
9
Hittite
5
:
(4) Latin, Plautus, Merator 695697:
sed
but
oquos,
ooks.a.pl
quasi
like
in
in
mari
sea.abl
solet
be.wont.to.3sg.pres
hortator
initer.nom
remiges
rowers.a.pl
hortarier,
inite.inf.pass
ita
so
hortabatur
inite.3sg.ipf.pass
But just like at sea a rowing-master (lit. `initer') is wont to urge the rowers, so he
urged the ooks
Both verbal forms of the deponent verb hortor `inite, urge, enourage' in this passage take
an ausative objet and behave like a normal ative transitive verb: the lauses oquos ...
hortabatur he urged the ooks and remiges hortarier to urge the rowers have the same
ative and transitive syntax as the formally ative and semantially quite similar verbs instig	o
`inite', or mone	o `admonish, advise' as used by the same author:
(5) Plautus, Miles gloriosus 573:
Bene
well
me
me.a
mones,
advise.2sg.at
...
You advise me well, ...
It is worth stressing that the forms of hortor in (4) annot be interpreted as syntatially
passive, as is lear from the passage, and they annot easily be explained in terms of the
funtions usually asribed to the middle voie, either (i.e., self-benefative, reexive, intran-
sitive, et., see Chapter 2 on the anonial funtions of the middle voie). Both (4) and (5)
are ative and agentive.
The same holds for Anient Greek. In the Homeri example in (6), the deponent t´¯numai
5
Citation forms are the verbal root (or stem) for Sanskrit, the 1sg. for Anient Greek and Latin, and the
3sg. for Hittite.
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`punish, take revenge on' takes an ausative objet.
6
(6) Homer, Iliad , 3.278-9:
kaì
and
hoì
who.nom.pl
hupenérthe
beneath
kamóntas
passed.on.ptp.a.pl
anthr
´¯
opous
men.a
t´¯nusthon
punish.2du.pres.mid.
and (you) who in the underworld punish the men who have passed on
Despite its middle morphology, t´¯numai has exatly the same properties as a omparable
morphologially ative verb: it is agentive and has an ausative objet.
In Vedi, the root tr	a `protet' is a deponent root: All its verbal forms take the middle
endings, but it behaves like an ative transitive verb.
(7) RV 2.23.4a-b:
tr
´¯
aya-se
protet-2sg.pres.mid
jánam
˙
man.a
yás
who.nom
túbhyam
˙
you.dat
d
´¯
a±	at
worship.3sg.subj.at
You protet the man who worships you
The nal example is the Hittite deponent pah
ˇ
²a(ri) `protets', whih is agentive and takes
ausative objets:
(8) Hittite, KBo 8.35 ii 14-15:
nu
part
m	an
if
k	u²
these.a.pl
ling	au²
oaths.a.pl
pah
ˇ
h
ˇ
a²duma
protet.2pl.pres.mid
²um	a²=a
you.a.pl=part
DINGIR.ME-e²
gods.pl-pl
pah
ˇ
²andaru
protet.3pl.ipv.mid
`If you protet these oaths, let the gods likewise protet you!'
In all four passages, verbs with non-ative morphology have distintly ative properties. The
6
For Anient Greek, I use the following transription throughout: ζ = <z>, η = <	e>, θ = <th>, c = x,
υ = <u>, φ = <ph>, χ = <kh>, ψ = <ps>, ω = <	o>, η˜ = <ê>, ω˜ = <>.
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same phenomenon is also found in modern languages like Modern Greek (MG), whih has a
number of deponent verbs, suh as metahirizome `use', psiliazome `suspet', ekmistirevome
`onde in', et. (see, e.g., Manney 2000, Papangeli and Lavidas 2009, Alexiadou and Doron
2012, Zombolou and Alexiadou 2014).
However, there is also plenty of language-spei variation in the syntati and morpho-
logial behavior of transitive deponents. For example, while Latin deponents desriptively
use both morphologially ative and passive partiiples (the former in the present, the latter
in the perfet), Sanskrit deponents exlusively use the middle partiipial sux -(m)	ana-, and
never the ative one. Latin and Modern Greek deponents annot be passivized, but Sanskrit
ones an. A general aount of transitive deponents must therefore leave room for parametri
variation with respet to the interation between voie, niteness, and argument struture.
The examples disussed in this setion an be lassied as deponents in the broad sense
of the term.
(9) Denition of deponeny (broad)
In an ativenon-ative voie system, a deponent is syntatially ative and transi-
tive, but takes non-ative morphology.
The term deponent is usually used in this sense in the literature, but note that it does not
refer to the status of the nominal arguments of deponents. I argue in Setion 2.4 for a rened
denition of deponeny that does make referene to the nominal arguments of deponents.
1.5 Deponeny in non-Indo-European languages
Deponeny in the broad sense dened above is not restrited to Indo-European, but ours in
a variety of languages with the same general voie system type in whih a single morphologi-
al exponent is found aross dierent syntati ontexts (voie synretism, Embik 2004a).
In Dravidian, for example, the marker -koí- (Tamil, Kannada) or -kon- (Telugu) appears on
verbs in a variety of dierent syntati environments, hiey reexives, but also reiproals,
antiausatives, self-benefatives, and experiener verbs (see, e.g., Sundaresan 2012: 101. on
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Tamil, Lidz 2001 on Kannada). While the koí-marked verbs in these lasses alternate with
verbs without the marker, there are also verbs that obligatorily take -koí- and are ungrammat-
ial without it. Some of these verbs are transitive, p. the following example from Kannada
(from Sundaresan 2012: 117, fn. 7):
(10) Ramaa
Rama.nom
Krishnan-annu
Krishnan-a
tabbi-ko-ïã-aa/*tabb-id-aa
hug-koí-pst-3msg/*hug-pst-3msg
Rama hugged Krishnan.
Suh ases at least desriptively t the broad denition of deponeny given at the end of the
last setion.
Another example omes from Sora, a Munda language spoken in India. As desribed in
Stump 2007, Sora distinguishes morphologially between reexive and non-reexive uses of
verbs in a way that is reminisent of the Sanskrit use of ative vs. middle forms for these
funtions. To reate a reexive/self-benefative form from an ative verb suh as ku­-t-ay `I
shave (somebody else)', a morpheme -n- is added, giving ku­-te-n-ay `I shave myself'. Sora
also has a lass of verbs that always uses the reexivizing morpheme, but whose semantis
are not reexive. Not all of these verbs are transitive, but some of them are. Stump ites
ber `speak', ña `walk', der `believe', and daku `stay' as examples of verbs that are always
morphologially, but not semantially reexive.
A struturally similar phenomenon is found in Cree (Algonquian).
7
Cree distinguishes
between four verb lasses: intransitives with an inanimate subjet (II), intransitive with
an animate subjet (AI), transitive with an inanimate objet (TI), and transitive with an
animate objet (TA). There is a sublass of verbs that are syntatially transitive and an
take both animate and inanimate objets, but nevertheless stay in the AI inetional lass,
thus patterning as deponents. The following two lauses are transitive and should alternate
between TI and TA marking. Instead, the verb me:ki- stays in the AI form (from Wolfart
1996: 403, ited after http://www.smg.surrey.a.uk/Deponeny/WALS/Cree.htm).
7
From: Surrey Deponeny Databases, http://www.smg.surrey.a.uk/Deponeny/Deponeny_home.htm.
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(11) a. mi:na
also
pa:kisikan
gun.inan
me:ki-w
give.out.ai-3sg.prox
He also gave out a gun
b. ta:pwe:
truly
me:ki-w
give.out.ai-3sg.prox
pe:yak
one
misatimwa:
horse.an
Truly he gave out one horse
Kemmer (1993) furthermore ites examples of deponeny from Turkish (Altai), Ka-
nuri (Nilo-Saharan), Guugu Yimithirr (Pama-Nyungan), Mohave (Yuman), and Fula (Niger-
Congo). Fula distinguishes between ative, middle, and passive voie and has both ativa
tantum and media tantum. Among the latter, we also nd transitive deponents that have the
same external syntax as the examples from the Indo-European languages given above (the
following is taken from Klaiman 1991: 64):
(12) Fula:
'o
he
âon-yerd-ii
nonpuntual-trust-stat.mid
mo
him.dat/a
`He trusts him'
Deponeny is usually disussed in the ontext of languages with nominative-ausative
alignment, and the status of the reported voie mismath ases in ergative/absolutive lan-
guages is somewhat unlear. For example, one possible ase has been reported from Chukhi
(Chukotko-Kamhatkan). Chukhi distinguishes between an ative and an antipassive voie.
The antipassive morphemes -ine- and -tku- demote the logial objet, resulting in intransitive
lauses in whih the subjet takes absolutive marking and the demoted objet takes oblique
ase marking. Cruially, there is no ergative-marked DP in a regular antipassive lause. How-
ever, in the so-alled spurious antipassive (SAP), the antipassive marker o-ours with
the erg-abs marking found in regular transitive lauses, a situation that ould be desribed
as voie mismath. The following examples, taken from Bobaljik (2007: 178f.), illustrate a
regular antipassive (13) and a SAP onstrution (14).
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(13) Chukhi antipassive:
Paa£ek-@t
youth-pl(abs)
Ø-ine-nìPetet-GPet
3sg.subj(i)-ap-arry-3pl.subj(i)
kimitP-e
load-instr
(The) young men arried away a load
(14) Chukhi SAP:
@-nan
he-erg
G@m
I(abs)
Ø-ine-ìPu-GPi
3sg.subj(i)-ap-see-3sg.subj(i)
He saw me
Note that while the DP ase alignment is erg-abs, there is no objet agreement on the verb.
Bobaljik (2007) argues that this mismath pattern arises from the interation of independently
needed mehanisms in Chukhi that govern the distribution of ase and agreement morphology
and is therefore not diretly relatable to deponeny in languages like Latin. However, it seems
that erg-abs languages have voie mismath phenomena that at least t the the broad
denition of deponeny, but probably do not onstitute a natural lass with them (Bobaljik
2007: 197).
With a question mark over the erg-abs-languages, this ross-linguisti overview suggests
that voie mismathes, that is, non-anonial use of non-ative morphology, is a universal
property of ertain types of voie systems. While non-anonial use makes up only a small
perentage of the use of middle morphology in any given language (see Setion 2.4 below), it
is nevertheless a puzzling ross-linguisti onstant in need of explanation. Before going deeper
into the disussion of the problems posed by these verbs, it is therefore neessary to disuss
the distribution of non-ative voie in general. This will be undertaken in Chapter 2.
1.6 Outline of this thesis
This brief overview should sue to show that the deponeny is a puzzling feature of a
ertain type of voie system (syntheti ative vs. non-ative) with potential ramiations
for our understanding of the syntax/morphology interfae. The main issue to be resolved
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in order to develop an analysis of deponent behavior is whether transitive deponents are
indeed an instane of feature mismath or whether they an be explained in terms of the
anonial funtions of non-ative voie in the languages in whih they our. This raises
several questions:
 What is the anonial funtion of non-ative voie in the languages under disussion?
Does non-ative voie redue valeny, and if yes, why does it ostensibly fail in the ase
of deponents? These questions are addressed in Chapter 2, where the anonial funtion
of the middle voie is disussed.
 Are deponents instanes of non-anonial use of the middle voie? The answer to this
question will depend on the status of the surfae subjet of deponents. If, as has been
argued reently by Kallulli (2013) and Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014), the subjets of
deponents are experieners or benefative arguments, they may not need to be analyzed
as mismath verbs at all. On the other hand, if the surfae subjet is an agent, we are
dealing with a voie mismath, sine non-ative voie assignment depends on not having
an agentive subjet DP. I argue for this analysis of non-ative morphology in Chapter 2.
In Setion 4.2 I provide arguments in favor of analyzing deponents as transitive agentive
verbs (as Embik 1998 does for Modern Greek) rather than as experiener verbs.
 How does deponeny interat with or depend on niteness? Papangeli and Lavidas
(2009) argue that both in Latin and in Modern Greek deponents pattern morphologially
with ative transitive verbs in their non-nite forms (i.e., the Latin deponent sequ-or
`follow' has a formally ative partiiple sequ	e-ns `following'). Does this hold for other
languages as well, and if yes, why should voie morphology depend on the presene
or absene of a nite +tense feature? I disuss the synhroni behavior of non-nite
formations of deponent verbs in Chapter 3 and argue in Setion 4.3 that deponent
behavior depends on the availability of a funtional projetion v in ombination with
a partiular funtional head relating to verbalizing morphology (and possibly themati
aspet) rather than on niteness.
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 How does deponeny interat with tense, aspet, and mood (TAM) and what auses
semi-deponeny? I disuss this issue in Chapter 4, where I argue that deponeny is
always dependent on the interation of low verbal projetions (V, v), whih may vary
aross languages.
The general struture of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, I ompare the ross-
linguisti uses of non-ative morphology and argue for a unied aount of the syntati
derivation of non-ative morphology. An important part of this disussion is the question
of what it means to be a anonial middle (Setions 2.2 and 2.3) vs. what it means to be
a non-anonial middle, or deponent (Setion 2.4). In Chapter 3 I give a desriptive and
omparative aount of the voie systems of Vedi, Avestan, Anient Greek, Hittite, Latin,
and Modern Greek and the properties of their deponent verbs. This serves as the bakground
for the theoretial disussion of mismath verbs in Chapter 4. In this hapter, I review
previous approahes to deponeny and argue that deponents are agentive, that is, they are
indeed instanes of feature mismath and do not instantiate any of the anonial uses of
middle morphology. I then present my own analysis of deponents, arguing that their external
arguments are introdued in a dierent syntati position than those of anonial ative verbs.
I build on the approah of Embik (1997), (1998), and (2004a), in whih ative morphology
depends on the presene of an external argument in the right syntati environment (namely
the speier of vP). Beause the external argument of deponent verbs is introdued in a
dierent loation, we end up with the surfae mismath between ative syntax and non-
ative morphology.
In Chapter 5, I disuss the onsequenes of this analysis, in partiular how this general
framework extends to deriving ativa tantum (verbs that only our with ative morphology),
and how it relates to the question of voie o-ourrene in Vedi and Greek. I moreover
show that this analysis an predit whether or not mismath behavior is ontinued in non-
nite formations to deponent verbs, and that it oers a relatively simple explanation for why
ertain languages (e.g., English, Frenh, German, et.) do not have deponents (under the
denition of deponeny that I use).
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Chapter 6 disusses the diahrony of Indo-European deponents and its onsequenes for
the reonstrution of the morphology and uses of the Proto-Indo-European middle. Chapter
7 is a general summary and onlusion. The Appendix ontains an exhaustive list of the
deponents that our in the orpora of the non-informant Indo-European languages under
study, as dened in Setion 1.3, inluding a disussion of their synhroni properties and
diahrony where this is relevant.
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Chapter 2
Deriving anonial middle verbs
2.1 Introdution
Before determining what it means to be a non-anonial middle (that is, a deponent), we
need to be lear about the anonial uses of middle morphology and the mehanisms by
whih it is assigned. As I mentioned in the general Introdution, both native speakers of
bivalent voie system languages like Modern Greek and Albanian and the linguists working
on these languages have intuitions onerning the ontexts in whih non-ative morphology is
grammatial (or expeted) and in whih it is not. We an haraterize these ontexts a priori
as anonial uses of non-ative morphology. While deponents do not orrespond to any of
the anonial uses of non-ative morphology (intuitively, but this is theoretially motivated
in Setion 2.4), they are nevertheless grammatial and part of the grammar of the speakers
of these languages.
The aim of this hapter is to larify whih ontexts should be onsidered anonial for
non-ative morphology and to establish a desriptive generalization onerning these ontexts.
While other approahes use notions like subjet aetedness or valeny redution/argument
demotion to generalize over the ontexts in whih non-ative/middle morphology ours, I
argue that the right generalization onerns the status of the surfae subjet in these ontexts:
the subjet is never an agent. I motivate this in Setions 2.4 and 4.2 and provide arguments
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against previous approahes in Setions 2.5-2.6 and 4.1.
2.2 The anonial funtions of non-ative morphology
In this setion, I provide a desriptive overview over the distribution of non-ative/middle
morphology.
As reognized widely in the literature (e.g. Klaiman 1991, Kemmer 1993, 1994, Embik
1998, Kaufmann 2007, Alexiadou and Doron 2012, et.), non-ative voie morphology tends
to have the same set of funtions ross-linguistially in languages that have an ativenon-
ative voie opposition. However, the literature is far from unanimous on how to lassify
these funtions. As a rst approximation, I will distinguish between oppositional and non-
oppositional uses of middle morphology.
Desriptively, oppositional middles are opposed to (often transitive) ative onstrutions
in a preditable manner. That is, speakers (and linguists) have the intuition that these verbs
alternate between ative and non-ative morphology, and that eah member of the alternation
has a preditable syntax and meaning.
1
The following funtions an be onsidered a priori anonial oppositional uses of non-
ative morphology based on the omparative typology of ativenon-ative languages, this
will be further motivated in Setion 2.6. Non-oppositional uses are disussed in Setion 2.3.
(1) Antiausatives/inhoatives: Verbs designating spontaneous, non-externally aused hanges
of state.
a. Modern Greek:
keome `burn' (non-at., itr.)  keo `burn' (at., tr.)
tsakizome `snap, split' (non-at., itr.)  tsakizo `snap, split' (at., tr.)
sikonome `rise' (non-at., itr.)  sikono `raise' (at., tr.)
1
This intuition was shared by the grammarians of antiquity, who also distinguished between alternating
and non-alternating verbs, p. Flobert (1975: 8.) for Latin and the disussion of the Vedi voie system in
3.1.2 below.
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b. Sanskrit:
várdhate `grows' (mid., itr.)  várdhati `grows' (at., tr.)
vártate `turns' (mid., itr.)  vártati `turns' (at., tr.)
(2) Naturally reexive verbs, naturally reiproal verbs.
a. Modern Greek:
plenome `wash oneself' (non-at.)  pleno `wash' (at.)
htenizome `omb oneself' (non-at.)  htenizo `omb' (at.)
b. Sanskrit:
pávate `washes oneself' (mid.)  pun
´¯
ati `washes' (mid.)
. Classial Greek:
loúomai `wash oneself' (mid.)  loú	o `wash' (at.)
(3) Self-benefatives/indiret reexives.
a. Modern Greek:
promithevome `get sth. for oneself' (non-at.)  promithevo `supply' (at.)
b. Sanskrit:
yájate `saries sth. for one's own benet' (mid.)  yájati `saries sth.' (at.)
bhárate `takes/arries sth. for oneself' (mid.)  bhárati `arries' (at.)
(4) Dispositional/generi middles (examples from Alexiadou and Doron 2012).
a. Modern Greek:
afto
this
to
the
vivlio
book
diavazete
reads.nat
efkola
easily
This book reads easily
b. Hebrew:
ha-xula
the-shirt
lo
not
hitgahaa
iron.int.mid
The shirt didn't iron
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(5) (Medio)passives.
a. Modern Greek:
skotonome `be killed' (non-at.)  skotono `kill' (at.)
b. Sanskrit:
stáve (mid.) `is being praised'  stáuti `praises' (at.)
This is not the only possible lassiation. Kemmer (1993), for instane, lassies the uses
of middle morphology based on lexial-semanti onsiderations. However, I will argue that a
lassiation based on the syntati properties of these groups is superior in that it allows a
unied aount of what middle morphology does in eah instane. I briey disuss eah of
these funtions in the next setions.
2.2.1 Antiausatives
So-alled ausative alternation verbs designate ations that an either our spontaneously
or be brought about by an external ause or auser, e.g., open, break , grow , boil , freeze, roll ,
et. This broadly orresponds to Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995's distintion between
internally and externally aused events. Internally aused events inlude verbs of emission
(Engl. glitter , gleam, roar , burp, et.), externally aused events inlude, e.g., Engl. break,
ook, freeze, melt, dry , et. There is a vast typologial and theoretial literature on ausative
alternation verbs (e.g., Levin and Rappaport Hovav 1995, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou
2004, Alexiadou et al. 2006, Comrie 2006, Shäfer 2009, Alexiadou 2010, Horvath and Siloni
2011, and many of the papers in Comrie and Polinsky 1993, espeially Haspelmath 1993),
so I will restrit myself to a brief reiteration of the fats that will be relevant to the general
disussion.
Causative alternation verbs ome in two versions, an intransitive antiausative/inhoative
version and a transitive ausative version. In languages whih morphologially distinguish
between ative and non-ative voie, the antiausative version usually takes non-ative mor-
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phology, while the ausative version takes ative morphology.
2
The following examples from
Embik 1998 illustrate this (for more examples from Modern Greek see Manney 2000: 247.).
(6) Causative alternation verbs in MG
tsakizo  tsakizome `snap'
keo  keome `burn'
aplono  aplonome `spread'
vithizo  vithizome `sink'
anaptiso  anaptisome `develop'
The main point of debate is whether or not the antiausative variant of these alternation
verbs an be derived from the ausative variant by some sort of detransitivizing operation, as
argued by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) and Chierhia (2004) for (externally aused)
ausative alternation verbs. On the other hand, Embik (1998) and Alexiadou and Anagnos-
topoulou (2004), among others, argue that the intransitive variant is more basi. Alexiadou
and Anagnostopoulou (2004) propose that antiausatives are always embedded under a be-
ome or result operator. I use R(oot)P for the lexial projetion that is embedded under
this operator, as used in Distributed Morphology (DM, see, e.g., Halle and Marantz 1993,
Harley and Noyer 1999, Harley 2005 and To appear, Embik and Noyer 2007, Embik and
Marantz 2008, and Haugen and Siddiqi 2013 on roots in DM). RP is ategorially unspeied
until it merges with a funtional ategory that turns it into a verb, noun, or adjetive.
3
In
the ase of antiausatives/inhoatives, the verbalizing funtional ategory adds ahievement
or state semantis (in the sense of Dowty 1979, van Valin 1990):
2
But note that Modern Greek has a number of antiausatives that take ative morphology, p. Alexiadou
and Anagnostopoulou (2004), and this also holds for other languages with a similar voie system. I disuss
these in Setions 2.3.1 and 5.2.
3
Note to Indo-Europeanists: This oneption of ategory-neutral roots orresponds more or less exatly
to the use of roots in the reonstrution of Proto-Indo-European, that is, all the entries in LIV
2
an be
understood as roots in this sense.
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(7) vP
beome/
result
RP
In the ausative variant, this struture is then merged with a funtional projetion that
introdues a ausing event and a auser external argument. Cruially, this only happens
in verbal environments, as nominalizations of ausative alternation verbs show. In these
nominalizations (derived nominals in the sense of Chomsky 1970), only the internal, but
not the external argument an surfae (Chomsky 1970: 214f., Pesetsky 1995: 78f., Marantz
1997: 215f.):
(8) a. the growth of tomatoes
b. *John's growth of tomatoes
(9) a. the drop of the urtain
b. *the mehanism's/*John's drop of the urtain
(10) a. the swing of the pendulum
b. *gravity's/John's swing of the pendulum
The lak of an external argument in antiausatives is also apparent from ontrasts as in
(11). While the passive in (11a) must have an impliit agent that an ontrol the innitival
adjunt, there is no suh impliit agent in the antiausative in (11b), hene the sentene is
ungrammatial. This has been taken as evidene for the absene of an external argument in
the underlying representation of antiausatives.
(11) a. The boat was sunk [PRO to ollet insurane℄
b. *The boat sank [PRO to ollet insurane℄
To summarize, the antiausative variant of ausative alternation verbs does not have an
external argument, while the ausative variant does. The auser argument of the latter
is introdued by a funtional projetion speifying a ausing event that is absent in the
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struturally more basi antiausative variant.
2.2.2 Reexives and reiproals
For reexives and reiproals, it is important to distinguish between naturally and derived
reexive and reiproal verbs. Naturally reexive verbs inlude wash, shave, omb, and other
body ation verbs (p. Kemmer 1993, Levin 1993) and prediates like be ashamed . Naturally
reiproal verbs inlude verbs that are inherently speied for more than one partiipant, e.g.,
meet , ght , embrae, kiss, et. On the other hand, there are verbs that are not inherently
reexive or reiproal, but an beome so by means of a reexive or reiproal pronoun. These
two lasses are ross-linguistially systematially dierent with respet to their morphosyn-
tax. For present purposes, only their behavior in languages with a bivalent voie system is
relevant. Naturally reexive and reiproal verbs take non-ative morphology in languages
with a bivalent voie system, e.g.:
(12) a. Modern Greek: plenome `wash myself', htenizome `omb myself'
b. Sanskrit: pávate `washes oneself', ní 
msante `they kiss', spárdhante `they ght'
. Classial Greek: loúomai `wash myself', mákhontai `they ght'
Many modern Indo-European languages, on the other hand, have a desriptively analyti
onstrution for reexives, reiproals, and self-benefatives, in whih a weak pronoun or
anaphori element se (Sp., Fr. se, It. si , Dut. zih, Gm. sih, et.) ombines with a mor-
phologially ative (or morphologially underspeied) verb. This onstrution also ours in
other syntati ontexts whih display non-ative morphology in voie systems with a syn-
theti bivalent voie distintion (espeially in self-benefative, dispositional, and antiausative
onstrutions). Examples of the reexive use are given in (13).
(13) se-reexives
a. Italian:
lavare `wash'  lavarsi `wash oneself'
uidere `kill'  uidersi `kill oneself'
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pettinare `omb'  pettinarsi `omb oneself'
b. Frenh:
laver `wash'  se laver `wash oneself'
tuer `kill'  se tuer `kill oneself'
améliorer `improve'  s'améliorer `improve oneself'
. German:
washen `wash'  sih washen `wash oneself'
verletzen `injure'  sih verletzen `injure oneself'
sehen `see'  sih sehen `see oneself'
Languages with this type of voie system are not the entral topi of this dissertation and
will only be disussed when relevant. It is interesting that analyti onstrutions suh as
(13) never seem to exhibit feature mismath. That is, there are no analyti deponents of
the struture agent + se + verb + DPACC . All prediates that do have this struture are
unambiguously self-benefative. I will ome bak to this generalization in Setion 5.3.
Again, the literature on reexivity in general is long (e.g., Chomsky 1981, Reinhart and
Reuland 1993, Sar 2004, Reinhart and Siloni 2005, Rooryk and Vanden Wyngaerd 2011,
Reuland 2011, et.) and annot be exhaustively reviewed here. However, there is onsensus
in that it is generally reognized that non-ative morphology by itself annot reexivize a
prediate. This observation is aptured by Reinhart and Reuland (1993)'s Condition B: a
reexive prediate is reexive-marked. Non-ative morphology alone is not enough to make
a prediate ount as reexive-marked (unless it is a naturally reexive prediate). Modern
Greek reexives, for instane, always take non-ative morphology in addition to the preposed
reexive marker afto- `self', as in (14a). If afto- is missing, the interpretation an only be
passive, as in (14b) (from Embik 1998).
(14) a. afto-katastrafo-me
self-destroy-1sg.nat
I destroy myself
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b. O
the
Yanis
Yanis
katastraf-ik-e
destroy-past.nat-3sg
`Yanis was destroyed/*destroyed himself'
This suggests that it is the afto-morpheme that introdues reexivity, and not the non-ative
morphology. Of ourse, this immediately raises the question why non-ative morphology is
found in reexives at all, if it does not eet any kind of syntati alternation. This is one of
the arguments that leads Embik (1998) to argue that voie morphology in Greek-type voie
systems is determined post-syntatially and depends on a partiular syntati onguration
in whih A-movement of the internal arguments has taken plae.
Naturally reexive/reiproal verbs like the ones in (10) are, at rst glane, prinipled
ounterexamples to the laim that non-ative morphology alone does not reexivize, sine
they do not need a reexive marker. Most theoretial aounts need speial assumptions to
handle this lass. Embik (1998), for example, analyzes inherent reexives as unausative
verbs whih take only an internal argument whih moves to subjet position, as in (15).
(15) XP
DPi VP
V ti
A more general unausative analysis of reexive prediates is also proposed by Grimshaw
(1990), Pesetsky (1995) and Sportihe (1998), who suggest a syntati derivation of se-
reexives in whih the reexive liti absorbs the external argument and must be bound by the
internal argument whih has moved to subjet position. Reent defenses of the unausative
analysis inlude Charnavel et al. (2009) and Rooryk and Vanden Wyngaerd (2011).
On the other hand, an unergative analysis of reexives has been proposed by, e.g.,
Chierhia (2004), Reinhart and Siloni (2005), and reently by Sportihe (2014). Reinhart and
Siloni (2005) provide several arguments for the laim that reexives systematially pattern
with unergative rather than with unausative verbs. First, in Frenh the liti en an only
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litiize out of objet position. (16b) illustrates this using the unausative verb arriver
`arrive', whose sole argument is the internal argument, hene en-litiization is possible (all
examples from Reinhart and Siloni 2005).
(16) a. Il
There
est
is
arrivé
arrived
trois
three
lles
girls
hier
yesterday
soir
evening
There arrived three girls yesterday evening
b. Il
There
eni
of.them.l
est
is
arrivé
arrived
trois
three
ti hier
yesterday
soir
evening
There arrived three of them yesterday evening
If reexives in Frenh were unausative verbs, they should pattern with verbs like arriver
and allow en-litiization of the internal argument. However, as (17b) shows, this is ungram-
matial.
4
(17) a. ?Il
There
s'est
se+is
lavé
washed
beauoup
many
de
of
touristes
tourists
dans
in
es
these
douhes
showers
publiques
publi
réemment
reently
Many tourists washed in these publi showers reently
b. *Il
There
s'eni
se+of.them.l
est
is
lavé
washed
beauoup
many
ti dans
in
es
these
douhes
showers
publiques
publi
réemment
reently
Intended: Many of them washed in these showers reently
A seond piee of evidene omes from Hebrew, in whih unausative verbs allow an inversion
struture with a postverbal subjet (S V → V S), as in (18a), whereas unergatives do not,
(18b). Again, reexives pattern with unergatives in disallowing the inversion struture (18).
(18) a. Ni²bar
Broke
ma²ehu
something
Something broke
4
(15b) is, however, aeptable in the middle reading, as pointed out to me by Isabelle Charnavel.
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b. *Rakdu
Daned
²lo²a
three
yeladim
boys
ba-mesiba
in-the.party
. *Hitlab²u
Dressed
²alo²
three
dugmaniyot
models
ba-knisa
in-the.entrane
Finally, Reinhart and Siloni (2005) point out that reexives, like unergatives (19a) and unlike
unausatives (19b), allow the formation of agent nouns in English (19), whih is unexpeted
under an unausative analysis of reexives.
(19) a. She runs so fast beause she is an experiened runner
b. *She moves so graefully beause she is an experiened mover
. She dresses slowly beause she is an elegant dresser
These are just a few of the arguments against an unausative analysis of reexives. The
question of an unausative vs. unergative analysis of reexives is relevant to the present
disussion beause it makes dierent preditions as to the status of the surfae subjet of
reexives. While the unergative analysis is ompatible with an agentive subjet in reexives
(whih is also suggested by (19)), the unausative analysis is not.
For the purposes of this study, I will operate with an unausative analysis of reexives
in Greek-type languages in whih both naturally reexives and derived reexives take non-
ative morphology. The fat that reexives in these languages share the same morphology
with other unausative onstrutions (antiausatives, passives) is a rst indiator that this
is orret, but of ourse this assumption has to be independently motivated.
There is in fat evidene that naturally reexive verbs in these languages pattern with
unausatives with respet to their syntati properties (p., e.g., Embik 1998, Oikonomou
2014, Alexiadou and Shäfer To appear); in Modern Greek, naturally reexive verbs behave
like unausatives with respet to the impossibility of agent noun formation, the possibility of
possessor sub-extration, and the unavailability of a strit/objet omparison reading under
ellipsis, as in (20) (from Alexiadou and Shäfer To appear, who also disuss a number of
aveats onerning these tests):
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(20) O
the
Janis
John
plenete
washes.nonat
perisotero
more
apo
than
to
the
Vasili
Vasilis
1. Sloppy interpretation: John washes himself more than Vasilis washes himself
2. #Strit interpretation/objet omparison: # John washes himself more than he
washes Vasilis
Note that both readings are available in reexive onstrutions with the objet anaphor ton
eafto tu. Leaving aside these onstrutions, I assume that tests like (20) are evidene for
a movement analysis of reexives in whih the internal argument raises to subjet position.
This also seems to be the ase for afto-reexives, judging from the impossibility of proxy
readings (again, proxy readings are available for reexives whih use the objet anaphor).
The following example is taken from Oikonomou (2014): in a ontext in whih Johnny Depp
visits Mme Tussaud's, the following sentene with an afto-reexive an only mean that he
took a piture of himself. The proxy reading, in whih he took a piture of his statue, is not
possible.
(21) O
The
Johnny
Johnny
afto-fotograstike.
self-photograph.past.nonat.3sg
Johnny took a sele (-proxy) (#Johnny took a photo of his statue (+proxy))
The impossibility of a proxy reading as evidene for a movement analysis will also be relevant
for self-benefatives (Setion 2.2.5). Basially, beause there is only one argument in (21),
a disjoint reading is impossible, and the diagnostis mentioned above provide evidene that
this sole argument must be the theme.
A longer disussion of arguments for the unausative analysis of reexives would take up
too muh spae, and Greek reexives are extensively disussed by Oikonomou (2014), Alex-
iadou and Shäfer (To appear), and Spathas et al. (To appear), among others. However, I
hope that this brief introdution in ombination with the disussion of self-benefatives below
sues to show that there are good arguments for an unausative analysis of reexives in
Greek-type languages, despite the objetions of Reinhart and Siloni (2005) onerning He-
brew. I must stress again that I am not making any laims about languages with anaphori or
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pronominal reexives (Frenh, Italian, German, et.), some of whih have struturally transi-
tive reexive onstrutions (e.g., German, see Steinbah 2002), while others have intransitive
ones (e.g., Italian, Frenh). Moreover, the intransitive ones may be unergative rather than
unausative (p. Sportihe 2014 for Frenh). Sine the goal of this thesis is to show how
voie mismathes arise in a very spei kind of voie system, I think that it is reasonable to
exlude other types of voie systems for now.
Reiproals
While I annot give a detailed disussion of reiproals here (see Bruening 2004, the papers
in Nedjalkov et al. 2007 and König and Gast 2008, and Oikonomou 2014), they must be
mentioned beause they seem to pose a problem for the analysis outlined so far. I have begun
to argue that non-ative marked verbs in Greek-type languages share the harateristi of not
having an external argument (desriptively, their surfae subjet is not an agent). However,
reiproals denote omplex events in whih the partiipants are the respetive agents and
patients of dierent sub-events. In naturally reiproal verbs (meet , kiss, ght), these sub-
events our simultaneously.
Unergative analyses of reiproals have moreover been proposed by Bruening (2004), who
posits a projetion ReipVP above VP that introdues reiproal semantis diers from the
regular voie head in merging an argument that is both the agent and the theme (for
reiproals whose sole argument is a plural subjet) and provides arguments for unergative
behavior of reiproals from Japanese and Chihewa and Reuland (2011: 211.) (redution
of the internal argument by the reiproal marker). Siloni (2008) provides arguments for an
unergative analysis of Hebrew reiproals, although she notes that inherently symmetrial
reiproals like mix pattern with unausative verbs with respet to the relevant tests.
In Modern Greek and the older Indo-European languages, there is at least some evidene
that reiproals (like reexives) only have a single argument, and that this is the internal
argument. Like reexives, antiausatives, and (medio)passives, they take non-ative mor-
phology; naturally reiproal verbs do not need to take a designated reiproal pronoun, as
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in the following examples from Hittite and Modern Greek.
(22) a. Hittite, KBo 23.92 ii 14;
takku
if
LÚ-
ME
man-pl
zah
ˇ
h
ˇ
-anda
ght-3pl.nonat
ta
and
1?-a²
one-nom
ak-i
die-3sg.at
...
If men hit eah other and one dies ...
b. Modern Greek (Oikonomou 2014: 21):
Ta
The
pedja
hildren
kinigiunte
hase.3pl.pres.nonat
The hildren hase eah other
Modern Greek moreover has a produtive reiproalizing prex alilo- eah other, parallel to
reexive afto- `self'. The older Indo-European languages likewise develop reiproalizers. In
Vedi, for example, the adverb mithás `mutually, reiproally, alternately' and the adjetive
anyá- `other' (in the phrase anyó ... (a)nyá- `the one ... the other; eah other') are used
in derived reiproal onstrutions (see Jamison 1997, Kulikov 2007a and 2007b). Derived
reiproals also take non-ative morphology. Reiproals in Modern Greek moreover pattern
with reexives in disallowing a strit/objet omparison reading under ellipsis (the following
example was provided by Despina Oikonomou):
(23) i
the
Ana
Ana
ke
and
i
the
Maria
Maria
alilo-ipostirizonte
reipr-support.3pl.pres.nonat
perisotero
more
ap'oti
than
i
the
antres
men
tus.
their
1. Sloppy interpretation: Ana and Maria support eah other more than their hus-
bands support eah other.
2. #Strit interpretation:  ... than their husbands support them.
Oikonomou (2014) argues that reiproals, like reexives, are monoargumental (that is, the
reiproalizer does not have a theta role). The sole argument is the internal argument, whih
is identied with the initiator (agent) role via the semantis of the reiproalizer. While the
semantis of reiproals under this analysis are similar to those proposed by Bruening 2004,
the syntax diverges: as already mentioned, Bruening argues for an unergative analysis and
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uses examples like (23) (from Chihewa, where the strit reading in reiproals is likewise
impossible) in support of the semantis he gives for his ReipV head (he does not expliitly
disuss the syntati impliations), wile Oikonomou argues that these data are ompatible
with an unausative analysis.
It seems, however, that the agentive semantis of reiproals and reexives in Greek-
type languages should be dissoiated from their (intransitive and most likely unausative)
syntax. Oikonomou (2014), for example, proposes that the reiproal head is distint from
the agentive head v , whose argument must be existentially bound by the middle/non-ative
voie head. I will ome bak to this point in Setions 4.3 and 4.4.
To summarize, there is some evidene that both reiproals and reexives in Greek-type
languages should be analyzed as intransitive and unausative strutures, based on reent
arguments from fous, ellipsis, and proxy readings. While this is less intuitive in the ase of
reiproals, their agentive semantis may be due to the voie head that determines non-ative
morphology and are not neessarily a property of their reiproal meaning.
2.2.3 Dispositional middles
Dispositional (or generi) middles are similar to passives in that they seem to be derived
from transitive prediates through promotion of the internal argument to subjet position
(note that middle here refers to a syntati onstrution, not to a partiular kind of verbal
morphology). This is the analysis proposed by Keyser and Roeper (1984) for English middle
onstrutions suh as (24) (see also Roberts 1987: 185., Stroik 1992, 1999, and Akema and
Shoorlemmer 1995 on English and Lekakou 2005 on middle onstrutions ross-linguistially).
(24) a. Bureaurats bribe easily
b. The books sold quikly
. The baggage transfers eiently
(25) a. These books don't sell
b. This bread doesn't ut
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Keyser and Roeper (1984) show that this kind of middle formation in English is produtive,
but only grammatial with adverbs (or negation, as in (25)). However, they do not explain
why the adverbs are obligatory.
In languages with a distintion between ative and non-ative morphology, dispositional
and generi onstrutions take non-ative morphology.
5
Adverbs are not always required.
(26) Hebrew (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):
ha-xula
the-shirt
lo
not
hitgahaa
iron.int.mid
(l-o)
(to-him)
The shirt didn't iron (for him)
(27) Modern Greek (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):
afto
this
to
the
vivlio
book
diavazete
reads.nat
efkola
easily
This book reads easily
Languages dier in whether or not these dispositional onstrutions have impliit agents that
an liense by-phrases. While the English and German middle onstrutions are ungram-
matial with an agentive by-phrase (unlike passives), p. (28), Greek dispositional/generi
onstrutions do liense agentive by-phrases, p. (29).
(28) *Bureaurats bribe easily by Mary
(29) Modern Greek (from Lekakou 2005: 20):
Afto
this
to
the
vivlio
book
diavazete
read.nonat.imperf.3sg
efxarista
with.pleasure
akomi
even
ki
and
apo
by
megalus
grown-ups
This book reads with pleasure even by grown-ups.
5
See Tsimpli (1989) for Modern Greek, also Lekakou (2005: 13.) for a disussion of dispositional readings
of formally ative verbs.
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It seems, then, that the dispositional reading in languages like Modern Greek is very similar
to a generi passive, suh as English (30).
6
(30) The butter is kept in the fridge
In languages like Modern Greek, the morphology on the verbs in the equivalents of (30) is
idential to that of (29) (non-ative). The question of the middle onstrution in English is
therefore not relevant to languages with a bivalent voie system, sine it is reduible to the
question of generiity in non-ative voie onstrutions more generally.
Moreover, these generi readings are usually onneted to imperfetive aspet (although
the language-spei implementation of this varies). In Modern Greek, dispositional middle
readings always appear in the imperfetive aspet (as in (32)), while the passive an be both
generi and episodi, in whih ase it an appear with perfetive aspet ((31), both examples
from Lekakou 2005: 14; NB Lekakou uses middle to refer to generi middle onstrutions
like (29), not to a partiular type of verbal morphology):
(31) Passive:
Afto
this
to
the
vivlio
book.nom
diavastike
read.3sg.nonat.past.perf
xtes
yesterday
This book was read yesterday.
(32) Middle:
Afto
this
to
the
vivlio
book.nom
diavazete
read.3sg.nonat.pres.imperf
efkola
easily
This book reads easily.
Note, however, that both the episodi passive in (31) and the generi middle in (32) take
the same voie morphology on the verb, namely non-ative.
6
I am grateful to Sabine Iatridou for pointing this out to me.
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This is also the ase for the older Indo-European languages, where the dispositional use
of middle morphology is not always distinguishable from its passive use (see Setion 2.2.4).
Compare the following example from Vedi:
(33) RV 6.10.4d
±oís
˙
	a
glow.instr
dadr
˙
±e
see.3sg.perf.mid
p	avakáh
˙
pure.nom
the pure one is visible by his glow (or is seen through/by his glow)
The instrumental phrase in this example seems to have the same funtion that adverbs like
easily have in the English middle onstrution.
Beause of this overlap with passives in Greek-type languages, Lekakou (2005) argues
that the dispositional middle onstrution is parasiti on the passive onstrution in these
languages. The dispositional reading is ahieved by a generi operator gen that asribes a
disposition to the internal argument. Oikonomou (2013), based on Lekakou (2002) and (2005),
proposes that this operator is introdued by an imperfetive aspetual projetion (sine dis-
positional middles in Modern Greek must be imperfetive) and that it also existentially binds
the external argument.
7
As in passives, the external argument of generi/dispositional on-
strutions is demoted and the internal argument whih arries the disposition moves to the
subjet position. Variations of this approah have been proposed by Keyser and Roeper
(1984), Condoravdi (1989), Lekakou (2002) and (2005), Alexiadou and Doron (2012), and
Oikonomou (2013). While I annot go into the details of these proposals here, what is
important is that verbs with non-ative morphology in Greek-type voie systems an have
a generi/dispositional reading, and that this onstrution is similar to (parasiti on in
Lekakou's terminology) the passive in these languages. In other words, this is another for-
mally non-ative onstrution in whih the surfae subjet is not an agent.
7
Cp. also Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 26), who propose that in dispositional middles [t℄he external
argument is eventually bound in the ontext of a possibility modal, suh an approah depends on whether
existential binding of the external argument is assumed to lead to its syntati suppression, sine we have seen
that by-phrases are possible in Modern Greek.
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2.2.4 (Medio)passives
The terms mediopassive and passive refer to two losely related onstrutions in whih the
surfae subjet of the orresponding ative transitive lause is demoted and the logial objet
is promoted to subjet position (note that mediopassive and passive one again refer to
syntati onstrutions rather than to a partiular type of verbal morphology).
To illustrate this, English has a onstrution that is sometimes referred to as mediopas-
sive, namely the so-alled get-passive in (34b) (see Haegeman 1985, Are-Arenales et al.
1994, Givón and Yang 1994, Huang 2013, and Wanner 2013 on the get-passive in general).
(34) a. Mary's ar was stolen.
b. Mary's ar got stolen.
The intuition behind this term seems to be that of a passive with ertain middle hara-
teristis, suh as the absene of an impliit demoted agent. The get-passive, for example, is
inompatible with agent-oriented adverbs and ontrol lauses, both of whih are ne with the
be-passive (examples from Wanner 2013: 50).
(35) a. The book was/*got torn on purpose.
b. The ship was/*got sunk [pro to ollet insurane money℄
However, distinguishing passive from mediopassive onstrutions is not always easy, sine
non-anonial passives in general vary ross-linguistially with respet to their semanti and
morphosyntati properties (see the papers in Alexiadou and Shäfer 2013), and it is not lear
whether the distintion is even relevant for languages with a bivalent voie system, like Greek.
Alexiadou and Doron (2012) argue that in languages that have a trivalent morphologial
distintion (ativemiddlepassive), passive is expressed through passive morphology, while
the mediopassive is expressed through middle morphology. Evidene for this omes from
Hebrew, whih has a trivalent voie system at least in some tense/aspet-stems. While the
mediopassive (marked by middle morphology) an our with auser (36b), and agent by-
phrases, the passive (marked by passive morphology) an our only with agents ((36a); all
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Hebrew examples are from Alexiadou and Doron 2012).
(36) a. Passive:
hu
he
huva
bring.aus.pass
l-a-mesiba
to-the-party
al-yedey
by
xavert-o/*saqranut-o
friend-his/*uriosity-his
He was brought to the party by his friend/*by his uriosity
b. Mediopassive:
hu
he
nitmax
support.smpl.mid
al-yedey
by
emunato
faith.his
ha-xazaqa
the-strong
He was supported by his strong faith
In general, the Hebrew mediopassive an be ambiguous between an antiausative and a
mediopassive reading, whereas the real passive annot. The antiausative/mediopassive an
our with a phrase meaning by itself, whereas the passive annot.
Moreover, in situations where a morphologially distint passive is available, the agentive
mediopassive reading of a formally middle verb is bloked, as in the Hebrew intensive template
whih an take ative, middle, or passive morphology.
8
(37a) is an example of an agentive
passive, (38a) shows that this reading is bloked for the orresponding middle onstrution.
(37b) shows that the morphologial passive annot have an antiausative reading (triggered
by the phrase by itself), (38b) shows that the orresponding middle does have this reading.
(37) a. ha-gader
the-wall
porqa
dismantle.int.pass
al-yedey
by
ha-mafginim
the-demonstrators
The wall was dismantled by the demonstrators
b. *ha-gader
the-wall
porqa
dismantle.int.pass
me-ama
from-itself
The wall was dismantled by itself
(38) a. *ha-gader
the-wall
hitparqa
dismantle.int.mid
al-yedey
by
ha-mafginim
the-demonstrators
The wall fell apart by the demonstrators
8
The same is true in Sanskrit and Greek, whih develop distint passives for some tense/aspet stems, p.
Jankuhn (1969: 39) for Greek.
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b. ha-gader
the-wall
hitparqa
dismantle.int.mid
me-ama
from-itself
The wall fell apart by itself
Finally, formally middle mediopassives an give rise to dispositional readings (as disussed in
the previous setion), whereas formally passive forms annot:
(39) a. Dispositional middle:
ha-xula
the-shirt
lo
not
hitgahaa
iron.int.mid
The shirt didn't iron (= it was impossible to iron the shirt)
b. Passive:
ha-xula
the-shirt
lo
not
gohaa
iron.int.pass
The shirt wasn't ironed (verbal passive, dispositional reading not possible)
. Dispositional/medio-passive:
migdal
tower
ayfel
Eiel
lo
not
nir'a
see.smpl.mid
mi-²am
from-there
The Eiel tower was not visible/was not seen from there (both readings possi-
ble)
The generalization that emerges is that middle morphology in trivalent voie systems is
used for passive readings under ertain irumstanes (alled medio-passive), but middle-
marked verbs in suh voie systems generally osillate between antiausative, generi, reexive,
and mediopassive interpretation (the voie synretism of Embik 1998 and Embik 2004a),
whereas passive verbs take distint morphology and show no suh variation in interpretation.
While the formally middle mediopassive an have an impliit agent, this is not obligatory,
unlike in the passive.
The question remains whether the mediopassive/passive distintion is relevant for lan-
guages with a bivalent voie system. In Greek, for example, it is possible to dierentiate
between the antiausative and the passive reading of non-ative marked prediates via the
dierent prepositional by-phrases they take: The antiausative takes the preposition me,
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the mediopassive takes apo.
9
(40) Greek mediopassive/antiausative:
i
the
times
pries
miothikan
lowered.nat
apo
by
to
the
diefthindi/me
diretor/with
tis
the
nees
new
ekseliksis
developments
The pries were lowered by the diretor/went down beause of the new developments
However, there is no obvious way of dierentiating between a mediopassive and a passive
reading of suh prediates. This leads Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 23) to propose that Modern
Greek only has a middle voie head µ that triggers non-ative morphology in antiausative,
reexive, dispositional, and mediopassive onstrutions, but laks a designated voie head pi for
passive. In a similar vein, Kallulli (2007) argues that the antiausative/passive distintion has
a dierent status in a language like English, where distint verbal morphology is available for
eah onstrution, ompared to that of Albanian, where both fall together under (non-ative)
voie synretism (and there is no distintion between by- and from-phrases, as opposed to
English).
What is relevant for the Indo-European languages under disussion is that non-ative
marked verbs an in priniple be interpreted as passives (and are then sometimes alled
mediopassives), and that this passive interpretation is bloked if a distint morphologial
passive is available for a given verb, as in the Hebrew intensive examples above. In other words,
a syntati ontext may be assoiated with a dierent morphologial exponent depending on
the language. This is illustrated in gure 3; the ontext e (passive) is assoiated with the
morphologial exponent β when no other exponent is available, but an have its designated
exponent γ under ertain irumstanes. Under this view, the α-β version of gure 3 represents
a bivalent system, while the α-β-γ version represents a trivalent system. The latter situation
is found in Hebrew aording to Alexiadou and Doron (2012) as well as in Vedi and Anient
Greek.
9
But see Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2009) and Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 16f., esp. fn. 13) for
some aveats onerning this distribution.
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Fig. 3 Partially trivalent voie systems
morphology α β γ
syntax a
@@✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
b
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
c
AA✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
d
OO
e
^^❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
OO
As a nal note, the term mediopassive is sometimes also used to refer to non-ative
morphology, for example, in the linguisti literature on Hittite. To avoid onfusion, I will not
use mediopassive to refer to inetional endings (and avoid the use of this term in general
beause of the problems outlined in this setion).
2.2.5 Self-benefatives
Self-benefatives and indiret reexives provide an important argument against valeny
redution approahes to the middle. Desriptively, self-benefatives are three-plae prediates
in whih the benefative (or malefative) argument of an ation is identied with the subjet
of the same ation. These onstrutions usually alternate with regular transitive two-plae
prediates, so that there is a valeny inrease, or with benefative onstrutions in whih the
benefative argument is not idential to the subjet. German and Frenh have produtive
self-benefative onstrutions
10
:
(41) German
a. (sih)
(refl)
etwas
something.a
auf-wärmen
up-warm
`warm up something (for oneself)'
b. (sih)
(refl)
etwas
something.a
kaufen
buy
`buy something (for oneself)'
. (sih)
(refl)
etwas
something.a
runter-laden
down-load
`download something (for oneself)'
10
I am grateful to Laurene B-Violette for her help with the Frenh examples.
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(42) Frenh
a. (se)
(refl)
prendre
take
quelque
something.a
hose
`take something (for oneself)'
b. (s')
(refl)
aheter
buy
quelque
something.a
hose
`buy something (for oneself)'
. (se)
(refl)
monter
set.up
quelque
something.a
hose
`set up something (for oneself)'
In languages with a morphologial distintion between ative and non-ative voie, we
nd that the prediates of self-benefative onstrutions take non-ative/middle morphology,
as in Vedi:
(43) Vedi self-benefatives
a. RV 8.45.39:
at
´¯
a
these.a.du
... hár	
horses.a.du
gr
˙
bhn
˙
e
seize.1sg.pres.mid
I am seizing these two horses for myself.
b. RV 1.161.6:
br
˙
haspátir
Br
˙
haspati.nom
vi±vár	up	am
Visvár	up	a.a
úp	ajata
prvb.drive.3sg.ipf.mid
Br
˙
haspati drove away [the ow℄ Visvár	up	a for himself.
. RV 1.36.2:
agním
˙
Agni.a
dadhire
plae.3pl.perf.mid
They have installed Agni for themselves, for their own benet.
Note that all the verbs in (43) (gr
˙
bh `seize', aj `drive', and dh	a `plae') are alternating verbs,
that is, they an take either ative or middle morphology.
So far, I have started to build an argument for the generalization that the surfae subjets
of middle-marked verbs are not agents. Self-benefatives are at rst glane an obstale to this
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generalization, sine the semantis of prediates like (43) seem to indiate agentivity. They
are very similar to benefative or aeted experiener onstrutions (Bosse et al. 2012), in
whih the subjet is not oreferent with the benefative argument/aeted experiener.
11
The
following examples illustrate this alternation for German.
(44) German
a. Livia
Livia
hat
has
mir
me.dat
Firey
Firey
runtergeladen
downloaded
Livia downloaded Firey for me
b. Livia
Livia
hat
has
sih
refl
Firey
Firey
runtergeladen
downloaded
Livia downloaded Firey for herself
In Vedi, however, we see a dierene in voie morphology between the equivalent of the
benefative/aeted experiener onstrution in (44a) and the self-benefative in (44b). While
the benefative in whih the subjet and the benefative partiipant are non-oreferent takes
ative morphology, the self-benefative takes middle morphology, as in the examples in (43)
and in (45b).
(45) Vedi
a. RV 4.20.9d:
(índrah
˙
)
(Indra)
... dadh	a-ti
plae-3sg.nonpast.at
drávin
˙
am
˙
wealth.a
jaritré
singer.dat
(Indra) installs/arranges wealth for the singer
b. RV 1.3.11:
yajñám
˙
sarie.a
dadh-e
plae.perf-3sg.perf.mid
sárasvat	
Sarasvat	.nom
Sarasvat	 has arranged/taken the sarie for herself
11
Bosse et al. (2012) argue that benefative onstrutions dier from aeted experiener onstrutions
syntatially and semantially, as well as from possessor and attitude holder onstrutions. For reasons of
spae, I annot review their arguments for these distintions and subsume them under benefatives in the
following disussion. This simpliation is onvenient for expository purposes, but nothing hinges on it.
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I propose that this dierene in voie morphology reets a dierene in the status of the sur-
fae subjet in the two onstrutions (benefatives vs. self-benefatives). Pylkkänen (2008)
argues that in benefatives an appliative head Appl
Ben
loated between VP and VoieP/vP
(the projetion introduing the agent) introdues the benefative argument whih is themati-
ally related to the event desribed by the verb (p. 12).
12
The struture of suh a benefative
onstrution is illustrated in (46).
(46) Benefative:
vP
Agent v
v ApplP
ben
Experiener Appl
ben
Appl
ben
VP
V Theme
In self-benefatives, the subjet is o-referent with the benefative argument. Given the
struture in (46), there are two possible ways of aounting for this: 1) The surfae subjet
is an agent merged in the speier of v , as in benefatives; the experiener is substituted
by an empty ategory (Vedi) or a weak pronoun (German); or 2) the surfae subjet is the
experiener/benefative argument merged by Appl
ben
and then moves to the subjet position;
its opy is spelled out as zero (Vedi) or weak pronoun (German). I propose that 2) is the
right analysis. The experiener (Exp) is merged in the speier of Appl
ben
and then moves
to the subjet position.
12
Building on this, a similar analysis is proposed by Bosse et al. (2012) who argue that the experiener
argument of the aeted experiener onstrution is merged by a dediated projetion AP, whih an attah
either below or above vP. Pylkkänen (2008) likewise operates with both high and low attahment of Appl
ben
.
For present purposes, only low attahment will be relevant.
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(47) Self-benefative:
TP
Expi vP
<Exp>i v
v ApplP
ben
<Exp>i Applben
Appl
ben
VP
V Theme
The dierene in voie morphology between benefatives and self-benefatives is a result of
the dierent status of their surfae subjets. I argue for this analysis in more detail in Setion
4.3.
13
More evidene for this analysis may ome from a very similar Vedi onstrution involving
inalienably possessed objet DPs. This transitive onstrution onsists of an ausative objet
that is inalienably possessed by the nominative possessor, usually a body part DP. Like in
Vedi self-benefatives, the prediate takes middle morphology:
(48) a. 9.15.4a:
es
˙
á
This
±¯
˙

ng	an
˙
i
horns.a
... hí±	-te
hafe-3sg.pres.mid
... vr
˙
s
˙
	a
bull.nom
13
I am grateful to Benjamin Bruening for disussing these onstrutions with me, and for pointing out that
the impossibility of proxy readings in English self-benefatives ould be independent support for a movement
analysis of the surfae subjet. In a Mme Tussaud's ontext (or time travel, if you prefer), an English reexive
like (i) has two readings, one in whih the subjet hits herself and one in whih she hits a statue of herself
(proxy reading). On the other hand, in the self-benefative in (ii), the proxy reading is impossiblethe
interpretation annot be that the subjet gets a oat for her statue.
i. I'm gonna hit myself (±proxy)
ii. I'm gonna get me a oat (-proxy)
This pattern would be predited under a movement analysis of self-benefatives, sine in these ases the
experiener spells out a opy of the moved subjet, making non-o-referene impossible.
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This bull is hang his horns
b. 10.142.5:
b	ah
´¯
u
Arms.a.du
.. agne
Agni.vo
anu-mármrj
˙
	no
prvb-brushing.mid.ptp.nom.sg
...
anvés
˙
i
prvb.go.3sg.pres.at
bh
´¯
umim
earth.a
Withdrawing your arms, Agni, you go out to the earth
. 6.71.1a:
devah
˙
god.nom
savit	a
Savitar.nom
... b	ah
´¯
u
arms.a.du
ayam
˙
s-ta
raise-3sg.aor.mid
The god Savitar raised his arms
I have argued elsewhere that Vedi indiret reexives like (48) should be analyzed along
the lines of Rooryk and Vanden Wyngaerd (2011)'s analysis of simple reexives in Duth,
in whih both the possessor (the surfae subjet) and the possessum (the objet) are base-
generated in the omplement of VP (Grestenberger To appear). The details of the analysis are
not relevant here, but if it is orret, we would have a seond formally transitive onstrution
in Vedi in whih middle morphology on the verb is triggered by a DP that has moved to
subjet position from below vP.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that both Frenh and German have verbs that are transitive
and obligatorily take a reexive pronoun. These fall into a limited set of semanti lasses,
mainly experiener/ognition verbs and verbs of appropriation.
(49) German
a. (sih)
(refl)
etwas
something.a
überlegen
onsider
`onsider something'
b. (sih)
(refl)
etwas
something.a
einbilden
imagine
`imagine something'
. (sih)
(refl)
etwas
something.a
trauen
dare
`dare (to do) something'
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(50) Frenh
a. (s')
(refl)
approprier
appropriate
quelque hose
something.a
`appropriate something'
b. (se)
(refl)
départir
dispose
de
of
quelque
something
hose
`dispose of something'
. (s')
(refl)
emparer
seize
de
of
quelque hose
something
`seize something'
At rst glane, one ould argue that these verbs share ertain similarities with the deponent
verbs of languages like Greek and Latin. They have nominative subjets and ausative
objets, and obligatorily take the reexivizing morphology that in these languages ours in
similar ontexts as non-ative morphology in Greek-type languages. However, I will make it
lear in the following hapters that deponent verbs annot be redued to self-benefatives.
First, they do not have the same meaning, that is, speakers of Modern Greek do not have
the intuition that deponents like metahirizome `use' or epititheme `attak' have a meaning
omponent for oneself or something similar. The same holds for languages like Vedi and
Greek. Although speaker intuitions are not available for these languages, the ontexts in
whih deponent verbs are used do not suggest any self-benefative onnotations. In Setion
4.2, I provide arguments in favor of an analysis of deponents as agentive verbs. Agentive
verbs are rare in obligatory self-benefatives in languages like German and Frenh. The
prediates in (49) are easily analyzable as psyh verbs,
14
and even more promising ases like
14
German may have a few idioms with agentive prediates in obligatory self-benefatives, but good ases
are not easy to nd (the following examples were provided by Hannes Fellner and Matthias Wenigwieser), and
even those have a ompositional self-benefative/aeted experiener meaning, unlike deponents.
i. sih
refl
einen
indef.a
Zaken
spike.a
aus
from
der
the
Krone
rown
brehen
break
`lose fae, humiliate oneself' (lit. `break a spike from one's rown (for oneself)')
ii. sih
refl
über
over
die
the
Häuser
houses
haun
throw
`take o, to leave' (lit. `throw oneself over the houses')
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the Frenh ones in (50) have a lear self-benefative meaning omponent. I onlude that
the generalization that languages with a Frenh/English/German type of voie system do not
have deponents is not threatened by ases like (49) and (50), and that deponents annot be
redued to self-benefative or indiret reexive onstrutions (at least not synhronially).
2.2.6 Summary
In this setion, I have introdued the four ore syntati ontexts in whih non-ative mor-
phology is found in bivalent syntheti (Greek-type) voie systems, namely antiausatives,
reexive/reiproal verbs, dispositional/generi onstrutions, and passives (/mediopassives);
self-benefatives are usually grouped with reexive onstrutions.
I have argued that what is noteworthy about these four ore lasses of anonial uses of
middle morphology is that their surfae subjets are not agents. In fat, this seems to be the
syntati ommon denominator of these otherwise very diverse onstrutions, and it is also
true for the non-oppositional uses of non-ative morphology. These are disussed in the next
setion.
2.3 Non-oppositional uses of middle morphology
Besides the oppositional uses of middle morphology that were just disussed, there are other
groups of verbs that tend to take middle morphology in ative-middle voie systems, but
dier from the ones disussed above in not taking part in any kind of voie alternation. These
inlude many intransitive prediates that are often referred to as deponents in the literature,
in partiular Kemmer (1993)'s lasses of states, denominative and deadjetival verbs, and
verbs of motion, as well as ognition verbs/psyh verbs/experiener verbs, whih are often
transitive.
iii. sih
refl
einen
indef.a
rein-stellen
in-put
`to get drunk' (lit. `put one in for/to oneself')
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(51) States
a. Vedi:
´¯
aste `sits', ±áye `lies', édhate `thrives'
b. Greek: kemai `lie', aiskhúnomai `am ashamed'
. Modern Greek: ime `be', dikeume `have a right to', politevome `be involved in
politis', diakime `be disposed toward', ironevome `be ironi',
(52) Motion (translational/non-translational)
a. Vedi: plávate `swims, oats', g
´¯
ahate `enters, immerses', násate `returns'
b. Greek: pétomai `y', érkhomai `ome'
. Latin: vagor `wander', gradior `advane', orior `rise'
d. Modern Greek: erhome `ome', aknume `arrive'
(53) Psyh verbs/experiener verbs/verbs of ognition
a. Vedi: mányate `thinks', bhándate `is happy', módate `enjoys'
b. Greek: maínomai `rage', házomai `be in awe of', sébomai `fear'
. Latin: fruor `enjoy', op	nor `believe, think', vereor `revere'
d. Modern Greek: fovame `fear', gevome `taste', esthanome `feel'
The same observation that was made above with respet to the anonial uses also holds for
these verb lasses: their subjets are not agents. They are experieners in the ase of (53)
and internal arguments in the ase of stative verbs and verbs of motion.
Although non-oppositional antiausatives, reexives, or (medio)passives are relatively rare,
oasional examples are also found in these languages, e.g.:
(54) Non-oppositional antiausatives
a. Vedi: róate `shines', p
´¯
apaje `beomes solid'
b. Latin: l	abor `slip, slide', l	quor `ow, melt', morior `die'
. Hittite: 	ari `beomes hot', ki²a(ri) `happens, beomes'
d. Modern Greek: ekrigniome `explode', enilikionome `beome an adult', marenome
`wilt'
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(55) Non-oppositional reexives/reiproals
a. Vedi: ní 
msante `they kiss', spárdhante `they ght'
b. Greek: mákhontai `they ght'
. Latin: ampletuntur (inter s	e) `they embrae eah other', osulantur `they kiss'
d. Modern Greek: afto-eksipiretume `I serve myself', alilo-eksipiretumaste `we serve
eah other', adelfo-skotonomaste `we brother-kill eah other' (i.e., brothers killing
eah other)
(56) Non-oppositional (medio)passives
a. Greek: gígnomai `am born', kídnamai `am spread around'
15
b. Latin: nasor `am born'
. Modern Greek: itome `am beaten', ilio-keome `am burnt by the sun', idrevome
`am watered'
I will argue that what is relevant for understanding the anonial funtion of non-ative
morphology is not the oppositional vs. non-oppositional distintion, but the status of the
subjet. If the subjet is not an agent, non-ative morphology is assigned by the mehanism
desribed in Setion 2.6. If the subjet is an agent, ative morphology emerges by default.
This means that the non-oppositional middles in (47-52) are not atually mismath verbs.
They instantiate a anonial funtion of the use of non-ative morphologythey simply do not
have anything that ould be interpreted as an ative ounterpart. It also means that having
an ausative objet alone is not enough for a given verb to lassify as a mismath verb, sine
many experiener/ognition verbs on the surfae emerge with noma ase marking. Based
on these fats, I give a revised denition of deponeny in Setion 2.4.
While the argument struture of these lasses is relatively well understood, some of them
ross-linguistially exhibit variation in their voie morphology and need further disussion,
sine these lasses will be relevant to the revised denition of deponeny and the disussion
of Indo-European deponents in Chapter 3. The rst onsists of denominal and deadjetival
15
Passivum tantum in Homer.
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verbs that dier with respet to agentivity. The seond lass are anonial experiener verbs
(psyh verbs). The thirds, related to the seond, are verbs of speeh and ommuniation
(p. Levin 1993: 202.).
2.3.1 Denominal and deadjetival verbs
In their orpus study of Modern Greek deponents,
16
Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) report
that 68% of the verbs in their orpus are either denominal and deadjetival (note that they
use the term deponents for all verbs that take only middle morphology). They only disuss
intransitive denominal and deadjetival deponents in whih the subjet is aeted by the
property of the base noun/adjetive and argue that deponeny is produtive for these verb
lasses. Examples of denominative deponents inlude seliniazome `be aeted by the moon'
(selini `moon'), idrevome `be watered' (idor `water'), itome `be defeated' (ita `defeat'), ethi-
zome `beome addited' (ethismos `addition'), et., deadjetival verbs inlude enilikionome
`reah adulthood, beome an adult' (enilikios (adj.) `adult'), ironevome `be ironi' (ironikos
`ironi'), tsigunevume `be stingy' (tsigunis `stingy'), et.
Based on these examples only, we ould argue that the formation of intransitive non-
oppositional verbs belongs to the anonial funtions of non-ative morphology, sine all the
examples given here are stative or inhoative verbs that omply with the generalization that
anonial non-ative verbs do not have an agentive subjet.
However, not all denominal/deadjetival verbs behave as unausatives, and not all that
do take non-ative morphology. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004) point out that a
large lass of Modern Greek deadjetival verbs of the ausative alternation always take ative
morphology, in both the ausative and the inhoative variant. They ite examples suh as
asprizo `whiten' (aspros `white'), kokinizo `redden' (kokinos `red'), skureno `darken' (skuros
`dark'), stegnono `dry' (stegnos `dry'), stenevo `narrow' (stenos `narrow'), et. Their analysis
of the antiausative variant has already been introdued in Setion 2.2.1; its surfae subjet
16
I am very grateful to Artemis Alexiadou and Katerina Zombolou for sharing their orpus of Modern Greek
deponents with me, and to Despina Oikonomou for her help with these data.
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originates in a prediative struture A(djetival)P/RootP together with the adjetive, whih
is embedded under an event-introduing projetion vbeome (similarly Harley 1999, 2005).
(57) Struture of a deadjetival antiausative verb (adapted from Alexiadou and Anag-
nostopoulou 2004: 130)
a. to
the
pukamiso
shirt
asprise
whiten.3sg.at
The shirt whitened
b. v
beome
-iz-
AP
A
aspr-
DP
to pukamiso
Note that the verbalizing projetion v is non-agentive and does not have a speier or ase
feature (i.e., it is defetive in the sense of Chomsky 2001). I will return to this analysis in
the disussion of ativa tantum in Setion 5.2.
For our purposes, it is important to emphasize that the older Indo-European languages also
have both formally ative and formally non-ative denominal and deadjetival verbs. The op-
posite situation to the one in Greek is attested in Old Irish, where denominative/deadjetival
verbs in -igidir always take non-ative morphology, but an be both transitive and intransi-
tive, e.g., dehra-igidir `is distinguished/distinguishes' (dehur `dierene'), doimn-igidir `is
low/lowers' (domne `depth'), suid-igidir `plaes' (suide `seat'), sonairtna-igidir `strengthens,
beomes strong' (sonairt `strong'), atha-igidir `ghts' (ath `battle'), et. (examples from
Grith 2010).
In Anient Greek, the suxes -é	o, -á	o, and -ó	o are produtive in forming ative denom-
inal and deadjetival verbs from dierent nominal stems (see Debrunner 1917: 88., Tuker
1990, Rau 2009b on these verb lasses; on deadjetival formations in Indo-European see in
partiular Rau 2009a: 111.):
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Table 1. Greek ative denominal/deadjetival verbs
verb base
-é	o philé	o `love' phílos `dear'
kosmé	o `arrange, order' kósmos `order'
turanné	o `be a tyrant' túrannos `tyrant'
-á	o niká	o `onquer' ník	e `vitory'
timá	o `honor' tim
´¯
e `honor'
boá	o `all' bo
´¯
e `all'
-ó	o orthó	o `straighten' orthós `straight'
stephanó	o `rown' stéphanos `rown'
kakó	o `mistreat' kakós `bad'
Historially, the verbalizing sux of these verbs was *-i
“
e/o-, whih was added to the nom-
inal/adjetival basis. The ognate sux -yá- makes denominative and deadjetival verbs in
Vedi Sanskrit, e.g., tavis
˙
yá- `be strong' (tavis
˙
á- `strong'), amitrayá- `be an enemy' (amítra-
`enemy'), ratharyá- `drive in a hariot' (rátha- `hariot'), vasnayá- `buy' (vasná- `prie'),
mr
˙
gáya- `hunt deer' (mr
˙
gá- `deer', et., whih vary between taking ative and middle mor-
phology (see Insler 1997 and Rau 2009b for more examples).
Based on the disussion of alternating verbs in the previous setion, we would expet
stative and inhoative denominal/deadjetival verbs to take non-ative morphology in these
languages, while their ausative and fatitive ounterparts should take ative morphology.
This is to a large degree true for deadjetival verbs in Anient Greek (p. Debrunner 1917:
100, Rau 2009a: 115.).
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Table 2. Voie alternations in Greek denominal/deadjetival verbs:
itr., non-at. tr., at. base
thermaínomai `beome hot' thermaín	o `heat, make hot' thermós `heat'
kakóomai `suer, be mistreated' kakó	o `mistreat' kakós `bad'
melaínomai `turn blak' melaín	o `blaken' mélas `blak'
pakh
´¯
unomai `beome thik' pakh
´¯
un	o `thiken, make thik' pakhús `thik'
misthóomai `rent sth. for oneself' misthó	o `rent sth. out to sbdy.' misthós `fee, rent'
komízomai `reeive provisions' komíz	o `provide for' komid
´¯
e `provision'
pistóomai `be trustworthy, pledge' pistó	o `make trustworthy' pistós `trustworthy'
While voie alternations in denominal and deadjetival verbs like in (57) must be a-
ounted for by a general theory of the distribution of voie morphology in alternating verbs,
there are two ontexts whih will not be overed by suh a theory: First, formally ative
unausative deadjetival (or denominal) verbs suh as (47). The analysis of these has al-
ready been outlined (based on Harley (1999), Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004, et.)
and in general is onneted to the question of whether unausative ativa tantum represent
a mismath problem. This question will be adressed in Setion 5.2.
Seond, and more relevant, there are also a number of formally non-ative agentive denom-
inal and deadjetival verbs in the older Indo-European languages that full the provisional
riteria for deponeny outlined so far: they have ative, transitive syntax, but non-ative
morphology. The following table exemplies this.
17
17
These examples are valid for the orpora dened in Chapter 1; some of these verbs are found with ative
morphology at later stages of the respetive languages.
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Table 3. Agentive denominal/deadjetival deponents
Language Non-at. verb base
Vedi duhun	ayá- `harm sbdy.' duhún	a- `harm'
mantráya- `say a mantra' mántra- `song, prayer'
mr
˙
gáya- `hunt deer' mr
˙
gá- `deer'
Greek l	eízomai `rob, plunder' l	eís `spoils, booty'
l	obáomai `outrage, mistreat' l
´¯
ob	e `outrage'
tektaínomai `build, ontrive' tékt	on `arpenter'
Latin f	uror `steal' f	ur `thief'
medior `ure, heal' medius `dotor'
minor `threaten' minae `threats'
I add verbs like these to the synhroni mismath verbs disussed in Chapter 3 beause
they full the riteria for deponent status dened in Setion 2.4.
To summarize, stative and inhoative denominal and deadjetival verbs tend to take non-
ative morphology in binary voie systems, but there is a lot of variationsome deadjetival
verb lasses take only ative morphology in Modern Greek (similarly in Latin and Hittite, p.
Rau 2009a: 112.), while others show the same voie alternation as primary ausative alter-
nation verbs. Moreover, some non-ative denominative and deadjetival verbs are transitive
and agentive and an therefore be lassied as voie mismath verbs (p. (57)).
2.3.2 Experiener verbs
Experiener verbs are relevant to the disussion of deponeny beause their behavior with
respet to ase and surfae argument alignment is very similar to that of anonial agentive
transitive verbs in many Indo-European languages. Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) (p.
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also Lavidas and Papangeli 2007) list a number of non-ative transitive verbs whose nomina-
tive subjets are experieners, like esthanome `feel', osmizome `smell', fovame `fear', gevome
`taste', kapsurevome `fall in love with', drepome `be ashamed of', sevome `respet', et., and
argue that non-ative morphology is anonial for what they all ognitive/psyh verbs, a
broader term that also enompasses verbs of speeh, thought, pereption, et.
However, Kemmer (1993: 127.)'s disussion makes it lear that the ognition middle
may atually not be a natural lass with respet to voie morphology and argument struture.
Kemmer notes, for example, that the voie morphology of verbs of pereption (experiener
verbs) is inonsistent and diult to predit (p. 137). The morphosyntax of experiener verbs
in the older Indo-European languages ertainly warrants further study, and I annot over
this topi exhaustively here. However, the following disussion of Vedi and Anient Greek
will hopefully establish a base line for evaluating voie morphology on these verbs.
First, I follow Pesetsky (1995: 19)'s terminology in distinguishing between Subjet Ex-
periener (SubjExp) verbs in whih the surfae subjet is an experiener and the objet is a
theme or stimulus, as in (58a), and Objet Experiener (ObjExp) verbs in whih the subjet
is the theme/stimulus and the objet is the experiener, as in (58b) (p. also Belletti and
Rizzi 1988, Kemmer 1993: 136, Arad 1999).
(58) a. Bill fears ghosts (SubjExp)
b. Ghosts frighten Bill (ObjExp)
ObjExp verbs behave like ausatives in many ways: the surfae subjet auses a mental
hange of state in the objet. Arad (1999) argues that ObjExP verbs also have the same
syntati struture as ausative and agentive transitive verbs and that their surfae subjet
starts out as the external argument of vP. I argue in more detail in Setion 2.6 that this
struture predits ative morphology in Greek-type languages, and a preliminary overview
of Vedi and Greek suggests that this bears out. These verbs are formally ative, have a
nominative subjet and an ausative (more rarely a dative) objet and in many ases take
overt ausative morphology.
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Table 4. ObjExp verbs in Vedi and Greek
Ative verb Case on exp
Vedi pr	n
˙
anti `they gladden, please' (
√
pr	) a
hars
˙
áyati `pleases, delights' (
√
hr
˙
s
˙
) a
hadáyati `is pleasant to' (
√
had) dat
ví b	bhayat `sared' (
√
bh	) a
Greek phobé	o `frighten, sare' a
aiskh
´¯
un	o `dishonor' a
kholó	o `anger' a
handán	o `please, delight' dat
térp	o `gladden' a
Some of these verbs alternate between ative and non-ative morphology, in whih ase
the non-ative marked verb is the orresponding SubjExp verb (the same pattern is found in
Modern Greek, p. Roussou and Tsimpli 2007). In SubjExp verbs, the surfae subjet is an
experiener, and Arad (1999) argues that this experiener is not base-generated in the same
position as the auser of ObjExp verbs, but in a lower stative projetion V
be
. The details
are not relevant, but I will argue in Setion 2.6 that this low base position of SubjExp sub-
jets predits non-ative morphology. Again, this predition is borne out, albeit with more
exeptions. SubjExp verbs in Vedi and Greek usually take non-ative morphology and have
nominative subjets, but the objet ase varies widely depending on the themati role of the
objet.
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Table 5. SubjExp verbs in Vedi and Greek
Non-ative verb Case on theme
Vedi handayate `likes, takes pleasure in' (
√
had) a; lo
jus
˙
ánta `they taste, enjoy' (
√
jus
˙
) a (gen)
pánanta `they admire' (
√
pan) a
bháyate `is afraid of' (
√
bh	) abl
bhuñjaté `they enjoy' (
√
bhuj ) instr
módate `is delighted in, rejoies at' (
√
mud) instr; lo
mr
˙
s
˙
yate `forgets' (
√
mr
˙
s
˙
) a
hárs
˙
ate `is happy about, rejoies at' (
√
hr
˙
s
˙
) instr
Greek házomai `am in awe of, fear' a
h
´¯
edomai `delight in, am amused by' dat
gánumai `rejoie in' dat
ákhthomai `am vexed at, angry with' dat
peíthomai `trust' dat
ágamai `admire; envy' a, dat
térpomai `enjoy' gen
Vedi has a number of exeptions in whih SubjExp verbs take ative morphology, most
notably irasyáti `is envious, envies' + dat (
√
	r
˙
s
˙
), 	akánat
18
`liked, was pleased with' + lo,
instr, gen (kan), rán
˙
yati , rán
˙
yati `takes pleasure in' + lo, (instr;
√
ran
˙
), sághat `endures'
+ a (
√
sagh), dvés
˙
t
˙
i `hates' + a (
√
dvis
˙
), all Rigvedi. The ative inetion on the last
18
Classied as perfet rather than intensive by Shaefer (1994: 27f. (with referenes)).
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verb seems to be regular from a omparative perspetive, however, p. Greek at. ekhthaír	o,
stugé	o `hate', Latin at. 	od	 `hate', et. (p. Buk and Petersen 1945: 1132f.).
Moreover, the anonial behavior of verbs of pereption with respet to voie morphology
is somewhat unlear. These tend to be formally ative and behave very muh like agentive
transitive verbs in Vedi (where they passivize, see Benedetti 2012), but show a lot more
variation in Greek and usually do not passivize (at least in Homeri Greek).
Table 6. Pereption verbs in Vedi and Greek
Ative Non-ative Case on theme
Vedi étati `reognizes, noties' (
√
it) ábhí, áva
´¯
ks
˙
e `sees' (
√
	ks
˙
) a
jújos
˙
ati `tastes (sth.)' (jus
˙
) a
j	an
´¯
ati `knows, pereives' (jñ	a) a
dadár±a `has seen' (dr
˙
±) a
pá±yati `sees' (pa±) a
±r
˙
n
˙
óti `hears' (±ru) a
Greek horá	o `see, look' óssomai `see, look' a
akoú	o `hear' punthánomai `learn, hear' a, gen
klú	o `hear' péuthomai `learn, hear' a, gen
edon `saw' a
aí	o `pereive, hear' a
géuomai `taste' gen
This variation is ontinued within the averbos of some verbs of pereption, e.g., middle
present dérkomai `see' vs. ative aorist édrakon `saw'; middle present óssomai `see' vs. ative
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perfet óp	opa `have seen' from the same root and suppletive ative aorist edon `saw', et.
This lass needs further study, but it seems that at least in Vedi, verbs of this lass are usually
formally ative, and a formally non-ative transitive pereption verb should be onsidered a
mismath. Moreover, formally non-ative ObjExp verbs in both languages an also safely be
onsidered mismath verbs, while SubjExp verbs anonially take non-ative morphology.
Again, it must be stressed that this is a very preliminary survey, but it reinfores the obser-
vation that verbs of ognition fall into several distint lasses, and that surfae transitivity
alone is not a preditor of voie morphology in Greek-type languages.
2.3.3 Verbs of speeh and ommuniation
Verbs of speeh are disussed together with other ognition middles by Kemmer (1993:
127.). She distinguishes between emotive speeh ations (e.g., lament , omplain, blame) and
non-emotive speeh ations like threaten, refuse, hide, ause, deeive, et. These verbs are
both morphologially and syntatially diult to lassify. That is, they vary between taking
ative and non-ative morphology in bivalent voie systems, and their surfae subjet may or
may not be an experiener. Kemmer (p. 134) mentions that there are plenty of minimal pairs
of verbs with almost the same meaning, but dierent voie morphology in these languages. I
exemplify this in the following table.
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Table 7. Voie morphology on speeh at verbs
Ative Non-ative Case on theme
Vedi gr
˙
n
˙
´¯
ati `praises, greets' (
√
g	r
˙
)
´¯
t
˙
t
˙
e `praises' (
√
	d
˙
) a
níndati `moks, taunts' (
√
nid) óhate `they praise' (
√
uh) a
pr
˙
háti `asks' (
√
pr
˙
±) vándate `praises' (
√
vand) a
bráv	ti `says (to)' (
√
br	u) a (dat)
vádati `says' (
√
vad) a
vóat `said, spoke (to)' (
√
va) a (dat)
stáuti `praises' (
√
stu) a
Greek aité	o `beg, demand' líssomai `beg, demand' a
ph	emí `say' eúkhomai `praise, delare' a
epon `said' eíromai `ask, question' a
kalé	o `all, summon' kélomai `urge, ommand' a
kleí	o, klé	o `tell of, make famous' pséudomai `lie, belie' a
ómn	umi `swear' mémphomai `blame, reproah' a
steumai `promise, delare to' [inf.℄
Latin di	o `say, tell' for `speak, say' a
promitt	o `promise' pollieor `promise' a
reit	o `reite' loquor `speak, say' a
vo	o `all, summon' fateor `onfess' a
neg	o `deny, negate' hortor `inite, enourage' a
	ai	o `arm, say' inf. (a)
It is diult to make any generalizations here. Kemmer invokes the notion aetedness
of the Experiener to explain the middle morphology in pairs like Lat. at. ogit	o vs. non-at.
meditor , both `think, onsider', but it is not lear how this would predit the voie morphology
on, e.g., Lat. promitt	o vs. pollieor . However, Kemmer also points out that speeh at verbs
tend to develop historially from verbs denoting a mental event, iting English deplore as an
example (p. 133, with referene to Traugott and Dasher 1987).
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Beause of the variation in voie marking both ross-linguistially and within the same
language, it is therefore diult to deide whether non-ative morphology is anonial for
speeh at verbs like the ones in table 7. That is, it is possible that ative morphology
is atually anonial for these prediates, and that the middle marked variants instantiate
voie mismathes. The reason for this may be that they developed out of experiener verbs
denoting mental states, as suggested by Kemmer. In the following, I assume that this is
true at least for transitive speeh at verbs that behave as agentive verbs aording to the
diagnostis in Setion 4.2. I therefore inlude these ases in the lists of deponent verbs in
Chapter 3, as well as in the Appendix. The details of the diahroni development of the
experiener argument into an agent is disussed in Setion 4.3.
2.3.4 Summary
In this setion, I have given an overview of the dierent non-oppositional (non-alternating)
verb lasses for whih non-ative voie morphology an be onsidered anonial. This was
based both on typologial onsiderations (that is, whih prediate lasses take non-ative
morphology ross-linguistially) and on the argument struture of these prediates. The
generalization that emerges is that verb lasses whose surfae subjet is not an agent (whether
alternating or not) anonially take non-ative morphology.
I have furthermore disussed two borderline ases of verb lasses in whih both ative
and non-ative morphology is regularly found, namely denominal and deadjetival verbs and
speeh at verbs. For these verbs, we need a more ne-grained distintion between dierent
subtypes, sine some of them have the right argument struture for non-ative morphology
while others do not. I have argued that we therefore expet to nd mismath behavior in
these two broad lasses, examples of whih are given in Chapter 3.
With this bakground on anonial uses of non-ative morphology, we an now turn to
alleged ases of non-anonial uses. In the next setion, I disuss suh non-anonial middles
deponentsand argue for a more narrow denition of deponeny than the one that is usually
used and that I have operated with so far.
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2.4 Delimiting non-anonial middles
Although Alexiadou and Doron (2012) onsiously leave out deponents from their list of
anonial funtions of middle morphology, Embik (1998) makes a point of inluding them in
his list of anonial syntati ontexts in whih non-ative voie appears in Greek (passive,
reexive, antiausative, deponent; note that he refers to both transitive and intransitive mid-
dles as deponents). To put this dierently, it seems that the non-anonial use of non-ative
voie is atually a universal property of ertain voie systems: voie mismathes only our
in partiular voie systems, namely ones with syntheti voie synretism morphology (this
generalization is also argued for by Weisser 2010: 59.). The reasons for this will be addressed
in Chapter 5.
In the previous setions, I have given an overview of the anonial uses of non-ative
morphology, based on the syntati environments in whih non-ative morphology is found
ross-linguistially. On the other hand, the term deponent as I will dene it here overs only
non-anonial middles. This is important, sine in muh of the relevant literature, the term
is used to refer to both formally non-ative transitive verbs and non-ative intransitive verbs
that do not have an ative ounterpart, like the ones disussed in the previous setion. In other
words, this term is applied to all verbs that happen not to alternate between ative and middle
morphology, independent of whether or not they instantiate a anonial middle funtion (thus
most reently Kallulli 2013). In desribing languages with an ative-middle voie system, the
term deponent is therefore often used synonymously with the term medium tantum (Latin
for middle only verbs). But this pratie renders the question of anonial funtion of
middle morphology moot, sine there is no a priori reason why middle morphology should
only be found in alternating ontexts.
A more nuaned approah is taken by Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014), who argue that
the funtions of intransitive deponents largely orrespond to the anonial oppositional fun-
tions of non-ative voie listed above, namely reexive/reiproal, antiausative, and passive.
Deponeny in their sense is atually produtive for these funtions, as well as for denominal
and deadjetival formations. On the other hand, experiener, unausative, benefative, and
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stative deponents are unprodutive in MG. If intransitive deponents atually instantiate
the anonial funtions of the middle voie, they do not onstitute a feature mismath at all.
They simply dier from other non-deponent middles in not having an ative ounterpart.
Transitive deponents, on the other hand, only aount for 30% of Zombolou and Alexiadou
(2014)'s orpus, and only 11% an be lassied as ative-like aording to the authors (that
is, as mismath ases under my denition below). The remaining transitive deponents are
psyh verbs, experiener verbs, or verbs of ognition like skeftome `think' or fovame `fear',
whih aording to them instantiate the anonial funtion of non-ative morphology.
Finally, 11% of Modern Greek verbs whih synhronially take non-ative morphology do
not t into any of the ategories established as the anonial uses of non-ative morphology.
This is the group that most immediately ts the label feature mismath and that is the
fous of this study. To avoid onfusion, I will from now on reserve the terms deponeny and
deponents for this lass of syntatially ative, transitive, and agentive, but morphologially
non-ative verbs, that is, for mismath ases. The terms media tantum or middle-only verbs,
on the other hand, will be used to refer to both transitive and intransitive verbs that only
take middle morphology, but are instanes of the anonial use of middle morphology (beause
they are inhoative, mediopassive, reexive, et.).
19
I summarize this proposed distintion in
the following table.
19
One ould also use the term media tantum to refer to both anonial and non-anonial middle only
verbs, whih is how it is usually used in the literature on the older Indo-European languages. While this
pre-theoretial use of the term is desriptively adequate, I will try to avoid it here beause I am not primarily
interested in whether or not a verb alternates.
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Table 8: Distribution of non-ative morphology: anonial vs. non-anonial uses of non-ative
morphology
Canonial Non-
anonial
Oppositional Non-oppositional Deponents
antiausative & inhoative,
reexive & reiproal, self-
benefative, dispositional,
(medio)passive
antiausative & inhoative, reexive & re-
iproal, (medio)passive, self-benefative,
stative, (some) denominal & deadjetival
verbs, SubjExp verbs, (some) verbs of og-
nition, (some) verbs of motion
ative,
transitive,
agentive
Note that what distinguishes deponents from anonial middles is not transitivity, sine
many experiener verbs in Indo-European take nominative subjets and ausatives objets.
It is not agentivity alone, either, sine agentive passives regularly take non-ative morphology
in bivalent voie system. The ruial riterion is having ative syntax and an agent surfae
subjet, and this usually implies transitivity. The denition of deponeny that I therefore
assume is given in (59). Note that this is a narrow denition of deponeny, as opposed to
the broad use of the term whih refers to non-oppositional middles in general, independent
of their argument struture.
(59) Denition of deponeny (narrow)
In an ativenon-ative voie system, a deponent is a syntatially ative verb whose
surfae subjet is an agent and whose nite forms are morphologially non-ative.
So far, I have given a desriptive aount of the anonial uses of non-ative voie mor-
phology from a ross-linguisti perspetive. I have argued that anonial middles do not have
an agent subjet, but I have not yet motivated the impliit laim in table 8 that deponents do.
In Chapter 3, I show that they dier from anonial middles in the seleted languages, and
I provide arguments for an analysis of deponents as syntatially ative, agentive, transitive
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prediates in Chapter 4.
The denition of deponeny in (59) speies that they must be `syntatially ative.
The ore riteria for this are a nominative, agentive subjet and a diret objet marked
with strutural ase (ausative). Additional riteria, depending on the language, are 1)
the possibility of passivization of deponents, 2) the possibility of agent noun formation from
deponents, and 3) the possibility of modiation by agent-oriented adverbs. These will be
disussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
Under this approah, a feature mismath verb is a verb that fulls the denition of depo-
neny in (59).
Note that this move allows us to drastially redue the objet under study. Real mismath
ases are now redued to the 11% of Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014)'s orpus that are agentive
and do not t into any other established ategory of middle morphology uses. On the other
hand, it means that we have to aount for a large lass of verbs that are anonial middles
and have to nd a prinipled explanation for why all these disparate lasses take non-ative
morphology. This is the topi of the next two setions.
Finally, this proposed distintion between anonial and non-anonial middles raises an
important question, as pointed out to me by Sabine Iatridou: an the anonial ontexts of
non-ative morphology in table 8 be understood as a natural lass? That is, if they did not
take the same morphology in these languages, would we still analyze them as having a ertain
syntati feature in ommon?
The answer is probably no. There is no reason why some languages should hoose to
group ontexts with a non-anonial (non-agent) subjet together and mark its presene
with speial morphology on the verb while others do not, in the same way that there is no a
priori reason why some languages should have deniteness marking on adjetives while others
do not. These are parametri hoies that must be understood in terms of the interation
between the invariant syntati apparatus of the language faulty with the language-spei
set of morphosyntati φ-features available in a given language (as well as the often negleted
diahroni omponent). This does not mean that these hoies are meaninglessthe voie
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synretism pattern regularly ours in language after language and must be onstrained by
some priniple underlying this interation. A theory that an predit this synretism from
suh a general priniple, rather than just desribe it, would be highly desirable, but I have
nothing to ontribute to this question at this point.
2.5 Is non-ative morphology valeny-reduing?
In determining what exatly middle/non-ative morphology does, an important question
that needs to be addressed is whether or not it is valeny-reduing, either in the lexion or
in the syntax. As we have seen, middle morphology has a variety of dierent (though ross-
linguistially onstant) funtions, but does it eet a syntati alternation in the way that
the passive is standardly assumed to do, resulting in some form of valeny redution? In
the passive, this is usually assumed to be ahieved by deleting the external argument and
promoting the internal argument to subjet position. Passive morphology (like the English
past ptp. sux -ed/en, et.) in mainstream approahes is thought to absorb a themati role
(θ-role) of the verb and is therefore argumental (see, e.g., Baker et al. 1989). When extending
suh an approah to the middle, it is not immediately lear whih θ-role is to be absorbed
by middle morphology. In ausative alternation verbs like break, burn, move, et., whih an
be both intransitive and transitive-ausative, one ould argue that the external argument is
deleted (p. Chierhia 2004's aount):
(60) Causative alternation:
a. Sanskrit: várta-ti `turns' (at., tr.)  várta-te `turns' (mid., itr.)
b. Greek: aíth-	o `burn' (at., tr.)  aítho-mai `burn' (mid., itr.)
. Modern Greek: tsakiz-o `burn' (at., tr.) - tsakizo-me `burn' (non-at., itr.)
This an be formulated as (61):
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(61) [vP DPAGENT [V P Vact DPTHEME ℄ ℄ → [vP DPAGENT [V P Vmid DPTHEME ℄ ℄
In two-plae prediates with an external and an internal argument, middle voie
morphology expresses the deletion of the external argument. The result is a one-
plae prediate.
The subsequent movement of the remaining argument to subjet position would then be
motivated in terms of the usual mehanisms (nominative ase, EPP).
On the other hand, it has been argued that the same morphology in reexive verbs sup-
presses the internal argument by identifying its θ-role with that of the external argument.
Chierhia (2004) proposes a reexivization operation R that identies the two arguments of
a transitive verb, thereby reating a reexive struture λx[wash (x) (x)℄. In alternating verbs
suh as (62), this means that the two θ-roles of a verb like lean are eetively identied as
one.
(62) Reexivization:
a. Sanskrit: pun
´¯
a-ti `leans' (at., tr.)  páva-te `washes, leans oneself' (mid.)
b. Greek: loú-	o `wash' (at., tr.)  loúo-mai `wash myself' (mid.)
. Modern Greek: hteniz-o `omb' (at., tr.)  htenizo-me `omb myself' (non-at.)
This would have to be formulated as (63):
(63) [vP DPAGENT [V P Vact DPTHEME ℄ ℄ → [vP DPAGENT [V P Vmid DPTHEME ℄ ℄
In two-plae prediates with an external and an internal argument, middle morphol-
ogy expresses the syntati deletion of the internal argument. The result is a reading
in whih the ation aets the external argument.
It seems, then, that we would have to say that non-ative morphology sometimes deletes
the external argument and sometimes the internal one. Furthermore, it is not lear how suh
an approah would handle transitive middle-marked prediates, like experiener verbs and the
deponents under disussion here, sine for these there seems to be no valeny redution. The
same holds for self-benefatives, in whih there is evidently no valeny redutionif anything,
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the opposite. Moreover, a valeny redution approah annot aount for non-ative mor-
phology on media tantum (anonial non-oppositional middles), sine these ostensibly do not
have an ative ounterpart from whih they ould have been derived through θ-role absorption
or suppression.
As for oppositional middles, here too there are more reasons to doubt that middle mor-
phology syntatially absorbs θ-roles. As mentioned in Setion 2.2.1, in the ase of ausative
alternation verbs like in (54), there is evidene that a subset of antiausatives are born as
one-plae unausative prediates, whih means that there is no argument redution in their
intransitive, middle-marked variants (Embik 1998, Hale and Keyser 1998, Alexiadou and
Anagnostopoulou 2004, et.).
Moreover, non-ative marked verbs in bivalent systems are usually ambiguous between
dierent interpretations. The ambiguity between passive and antiausative readings is well-
known and has already been mentioned in Setion 2.2.4. Examples are repeated here for
onveniene.
(64) Modern Greek (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):
i
the
times
pries
miothikan
lowered.nat
apo
by
to
the
diefthindi/me
diretor/with
tis
the
nees
new
ekseliksis
developments
The pries were lowered by the diretor/went down beause of the new developments
(65) Modern Albanian (from Kallulli 2007):
Dritar-ja
Window-the
u
nonat
kris
rak.aor.3sg
nga
from/by
presion-i/
pressure-the
Xhon-i/
John-the
libr-i
book-the
The window raked from the pressure/ was raked by John/the book
(66) Vedi, RV 7.8.1 (Kulikov 2006):
indhé
light.up.3sg.pres.mid
r
´¯
aj	a
king.nom
sám
prvb
ariyó
noble.nom
námobhir
reverenes.instr
With reverene, the noble king (= the re) is igniting/is being kindled
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The ambiguity between an episodi passive and generi/dispositional reading has also already
been mentioned:
(67) Hebrew (from Alexiadou and Doron 2012):
migdal
tower
ayfel
Eiel
lo
not
nir'a
see.smpl.mid
mi-²am
from-there
The Eiel tower was not visible from there/was not seen from there
(68) Vedi: RV 6.10.4d
±oís
˙
-	a
glow-instr
dadr
˙
±-e
see.perf-3sg.mid
p	avaká-h
˙
pure-nom
The pure one is visible by his glow/ is seen through his glow
Finally, ertain non-ative marked verbs an be ambiguous between a reexive and a passive
interpretation.
(69) Modern Greek plithike `washed himself/ was washed' (for example, in a hospital)
While one interpretation may be favored over the others depending on ontext, it is notewor-
thy that we do not nd this kind of ambiguity in the Germani/Romane type of passives, nor
in the passive of trivalent syntheti voie systems. It seems, then, that passive is a syntati
operation that targets verbs with a partiular argument struture and results in a very parti-
ular (and prediable) interpretation, whereas the non-ative morphology of bivalent systems
has a dierent status.
Beause of these properties of non-ative morphology and the problems that a valeny re-
dution aount of its distribution enounters, David Embik (1997, 1998, 2004a) has termed
this phenomenon voie synretism: the same morphology is found aross syntatially dier-
ent environments. Aording to Embik, this an be understood if non-ative morphology is
assigned post-syntatially when v is not in a loal relationship with an external argument
(1998: 22). This means that voie morphology itself does not ause a syntati operation,
but is assigned as the result of one.
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I present this aount in more detail in the next setion, after giving some bakground.
2.6 Non-ative as a property of vP
The general framework that I will use here is based on a line of researh following Kratzer
(1996), aording to whom agent arguments are introdued by a funtional ategory that
takes the lexial ategory V as its omplement. The agent argument of a verb like buy or hit
is not an argument of the lexial ategory V, but is introdued by this funtional ategory.
The lexial entry of buy aording to Kratzer onsists only of an event argument and the
internal argument x.
(70) λxλe[buy (x)(e)℄
That is, there is an event of buying x. As for the external argument, Kratzer alls the
funtional ategory introduing the agent and speifying the event type VoieP, but vP is
also used. I will use the latter notation.
20
Cruially, besides introduing the external argument and providing event semantis, v was
initially meant to provide a solution to Burzio's generalization, given in (71) (from Woolford
2003):
(71) Burzio's generalization (Burzio 1986: 178):
All and only the verbs that an assign a θ-role to the subjet an assign ausative
Case to an objet. [subjet = external subjet (agent)℄
In other words, in order to have ausative ase on the objet, you need to have an external
argument. The funtional projetion v was intended to provide both. In terms of ase,
this furthermore introdued a parallelism between having a funtional projetion that assigns
nominative to the subjet (T(ense)P) and a separate one for ausative ase on the objet
20
But note that v is also used to refer to verbalizing heads, e.g., by Embik (2010) and Harley (2013).
I use v for the head that determines ative/non-ative morphology in bivalent systems and V for the lower
verbalizing head. Unfortunately, there is no general pratie here, but this notation broadly orresponds to
Voie-v as used by other authors.
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(vP).
Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004: 119) summarize the most important properties
generally assoiated with v following Kratzer (1996), whih I repeat here with some annota-
tions:
(72) a. v is the lous of agentivity, i.e., it introdues and lienses agent arguments (=
external arguments).
b. v bears Case features for the objet (i.e., it lienses ausative Case).
. v bears features related to eventivity.
d. v bears features related to the liensing of a manner omponent (i.e., manner
adverbs, et.).
e. v omes in two types: one that introdues an external argument, and one that
does not.
While v is not expliitly alled a verbalizer by Kratzer (1996), she does disuss a possible
onnetion between the Aktionsart of a verb and the themati role of its external argument
(p. 122.). This point will be taken up again in Chapter 4.
What is important for now is that the agent argument is not an argument of the verb
phrase (VP), but of a funtional projetion vP hierarhially higher than the VP. The VP
itself introdues the theme (= internal argument). The simplied struture of the transitive
lause Cora wrote a book is therefore as follows:
(73) vP
agent
Cora
v
v VP
verb
wrote
theme
a book
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The arrow indiates that ausative ase on a book is valued via agreement with v . This tree
is simpliedtense and aspet marking on the verb are not determined within the vP, but
by the designated funtional projetions T(ense)P and Asp(et)P, respetively. The ruial
point here is that the anonial agent is introdued in a position external to the VP by a
funtional projetion that also determines the event type and (in some approahes) voie and
objet ase.
On the other hand, unausative verbs (arrive, fall, break (itr.)) and experiener/psyh
verbs (speially SubjExp verbs, p. Setion 2.3.2) are generally agreed to lak an external
argument, that is, v does not introdue an agent for these verbs. In the ase of unausative
verbs, only an internal argument is present (74a), whih raises to subjet position. For expe-
riener verbs, dierent strutures have been proposed (p. Belletti and Rizzi 1988, Pesetsky
1995, Arad 1999 for a disussion). Leaving aside the details for now, the experiener argument
is usually thought to originate within the VP (74b), sometimes embedded under a PP. It is
ruially not introdued by v , so that the v projetion ould be (and is, sometimes) left out
in these verb lasses.
(74) Unausatives vs. experiener verbs
a. (vP)
(v) VP
verb theme
b. (vP)
(v) VP
experiener V
verb theme
The approah to the distribution of voie morphology that I will follow here an be hara-
terized as post-syntati (Embik 1998): voie morphology is a Spell-Out property of vP in
dierent syntati environments. Embik's approah to the distribution of non-ative mor-
phology basially states that non-ative voie is assigned whenever vP does not introdue an
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agent DP, i.e., in strutures like (74). This is aptured by his denition of the ondition on
non-ative voie (Embik 1998, 2004a):
(75) v ↔ v -X/_ No external argument (Embik 2004a: 150)
Non-ative voie is assigned when v does not introdue an external argument
Where -X stands for the morphologial exponene of non-ative in a given language. In
other words, there is no syntati feature [NonAt℄ or the like on v that ould trigger
non-ative voie assignment. Rather, strutures are evaluated at Spell-Out and assigned a
feature [NonAt℄ when the relevant syntati onguration (v does not have an external DP
argument or the trae of one) is found (for similar implementations of this idea see Lidz 1999,
MGinnis 1999, Kallulli 2007, and 2013).
The Spell-Out ondition (75) gives us two environments, one for non-ative morphology
(vP without an external argument) and one for ative morphology (vP with an external
argument). In addition, I assume that there is one more environment that always results
in the Spell-Out of ative morphology, namely seletion of a defetive v head that never
projets a speier and never values ausative ase (p. the hange-of-state introduing head
vbeome of Harley 1999 and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2004; versions of defetive v
are also proposed by Kratzer 1996, Embik 1997, 1998, 2004a, Chomsky 2001, Kallulli 2007,
(2013)).
I will disuss this head in more detail in Setion 5.2. What is important for now is that
this head is never subjet to rule (75) beause it never projets a speier. There are now
two environments in whih ative morphology is found: a vP with an external argument
(anonial atives, if you will), and a defetive vP in whih ative morphology emerges by
default (this is motivated in Setions 4.3 and Setion 5.2). I will refer to these two heads as
v [ag℄ and v , respetively (following the terminology of Embik 2004a).
This gives us the following basi distribution of voie morphology in a Greek-type voie
system (p. Kallulli 2013: 349):
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(76) Distribution of ative vs. non-ative morphology:
+ext.arg. -ext.arg.
v [ag℄ At NonAt
v n/a At
One onsequene of this approah is that it predits that all of the anonial funtions of
non-ative morphology arise from strutures that selet v [ag℄ but lak an agent argument in
the right syntati onguration. It moreover predits that ausative ase will in priniple
be available in suh strutures, whih is a desirable result.
I have already introdued the generalization that anonial middles do not have an agentive
subjet in Setions 2.2 and 2.3. On the surfae it seems that the subjet of non-ative
onstrutions an enompass a variety of dierent θ-roles. I summarize these in (77):
(77) Subjet θ-roles in the anonial funtions of non-ative onstrutions:
a. Antiausatives: Theme (burn, break, turn, move, et.)
b. Reexives: Theme/possessor (e.g., Rooryk and Vanden Wyngaerd 2011) or
agent, depending on the analysis (unausative/unergative analysis of reexives),
e.g., hit oneself , see oneself , et., inherently reexive verbs: wash oneself, shave
oneself , et.
. Self-benefatives: Benefative/experiener (under the analysis presented in Se-
tion 2.2.5) or agent
d. Dispositional middles: Theme (This book sold quikly , et.)
e. Mediopassives: Theme (The book got sold , et.)
f. Stative verbs: Holder/possessor (Kratzer 1996) or Theme
g. Experiener verbs: Experiener
As is lear from this list, an Embik-style aount depends on an unausative analysis of
reexives and self-benefatives. Under an unausative analysis, the speier of vP[ag℄ is not
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oupied by an external argument DP in reexive and self-benefative prediates and hene
fulls the requirement for the assignment of non-ative voie in (76).
Deponents as dened in Setion 2.4 also do not t into the generalization that emerges
from (76) beause they are agentive. That is, ontrary to all the syntati ontexts listed in
(77), their surfae subjet is arguably an agent and should originate in the speier of vP[ag℄
in the framework used here, whih predits ative morphology.
There are two ways around this problem. The rst one is to nd a way of inorporating
deponents into the anonial funtions of non-ative morphology. This is the strategy of
Alexiadou (2013), Kallulli (2013), and Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014), all of whom argue
that the surfae subjets of transitive deponents are never agents. Zombolou and Alexiadou
(2014) in fat argue that the surfae subjets of transitive deponents are always experieners
and hene start out in the VP (p. (74b)). Sine experiener verbs fall under the anonial
funtion of non-ative voie, this analysis allows them to laim that deponeny does not
represent an instane of feature mismath and that transitive deponents are simply instanes
of the anonial funtions of non-ative voie.
However, their analysis of transitive deponents as psyh verbs is not without problems,
and I will show in Setion 4.2 (based on diagnostis by Anagnostopoulou (1999) and Embik
(1997) for Modern Greek) that not all transitive deponents an be analyzed as experiener
verbs. This means that deponents with agent subjets do indeed onstitute a ase of feature
mismath.
On the other hand, agentive transitive deponents also pose a problem for Embik's aount
beause they do not full the requirement for the assignment of non-ative voie in (75) and
(76).
Embik avoids this problem by stipulating that transitive deponents have a lexial [Non-
At℄ feature, i.e., they do not aquire this feature in a partiular syntati onguration but
are lexially marked as non-ative. While I ultimately agree that there must be something
about the lexial entry of deponent verbs that triggers their mismath behavior, I argue in
Setion 4.1 that [NonAt℄ is an inadequate haraterization of that feature.
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In partiular, I want to build on another possible solution inherent in Embik's rule in (75)
by arguing that morphologial insertion ares about when the external argument is introdued
in assigning the [NonAt℄ feature. In suh an approah, the lak of an external argument
at a partiular moment in the Spell-Out yle would result in the Spell-Out of v [ag℄ as non-
ative, even if an external argument is introdued elsewhere in the derivation, either below
vP[ag℄, as in (78a), or above it, (78b):
(78) a. vP[ag℄
Ø v [ag[
v
[NonAt℄
XP
DP
agent
X
X VP
V DP
b. XP
DP
agent
X
X vP[ag℄
Ø v [ag℄
v
[NonAt℄
VP
V DP
In (78a), v [ag℄ does not introdue an external argument and hene is spelled out as non-
ative. Sine traes of arguments that are merged below vP[ag℄ do not ount for the purposes
of voie morphology assignment, subsequent movement of the agent DP to subjet position
would not inuene the Spell-Out feature [NonAt℄ on v [ag℄ (this assumption is indepen-
dently neessary, sine we would otherwise expet that movement of the theme argument of
antiausatives and of the experiener argument of psyh verbs to subjet position would trig-
ger ative morphology, whih is evidently not the ase). The same holds for (78b), where a
funtional projetion XP introdues an agent DP. Again, this DP annot inuene the feature
on v [ag℄ beause it is not in the right strutural onguration. In Chapter 4, I argue that
agentive deponents an be explained in terms of (78a), in whih an agent argument is merged
non-anonially below vP[ag℄ . I argue that the funtional projetion introduing the agent
argument is linked to the verbalizing morphology of deponents (VP).
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2.7 Summary
In this hapter I have argued that non-ative morphology ours in ross-linguistially similar
ontexts and an broadly be haraterized as marking the lak of an agent subjet. I have
laimed that deponents fall outside the anonial funtions of non-ative morphology beause
they are agentive, and I have started to sketh out possible derivations of anonial vs. non-
anonial middles based on Embik's post-syntati approah to the distribution of voie
morphology.
The two analyses outlined so far, namely that of Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) (all
transitive deponents are experiener verbs) and that of Embik (1997), (1998), (2004a), et.
(at least some transitive deponents are agentive) make dierent preditions with respet to
the behavior of the surfae subjets of transitive deponents. The approah of Zombolou
and Alexiadou (2014) predits that they always pattern as experiener subjets. My own
approah, based on that of Embik, predits that they pattern as agents, like the subjets
of ative transitive verbs like hit or buy . This gives us a lear starting point for studying
deponent behavior in Indo-European, sine both analyses make testable preditions. I disuss
these in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
Before delving deeper into the syntati derivation of deponent verbs as outlined in the
end of this hapter, I give a desriptive aount of the verbal systems of the languages un-
der disussion and their anonial and non-anonial non-ative verbs in the next hapter.
This serves to outline the empirial bakground of the disussion and add a more detailed
omparative perspetive.
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Chapter 3
The typology of deponents in
Indo-European languages
3.1 Introdution
In this hapter I provide a synhroni desription of the morphosyntax of the voie systems
of Vedi, Greek, Latin, and Hittite. The aim is to familiarize the reader with the properties
of the bivalent voie systems of these languages and to show how deponents t into them,
espeially with respet to the dierene between nite and non-nite ontexts, as well as to
outline the mirovariation found in these systems.
3.2 Vedi Sanskrit
Vedi Sanskrit is the language of the oldest texts of the Indi branh of the Indo-Iranian
language family, the Vedas (Skt. véda- `knowledge'). The Rigveda, a olletion of hymns, is
the oldest of these and was omposed in the Punjab region (Northern India/Pakistan) a.
1,400-1,100 BCE.
In the following, I give an overview of the Vedi voie system and the syntati and
semanti behavior of Vedi Sanskrit deponents.
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3.2.1 The Vedi Voie system
Vedi has a voie opposition between ative and middle that is expressed through ative vs.
middle endings (sometimes in ombination with a stem alternation) and ross-ut by the
distintion between past and non-past tenses (p. the paradigms given by Whitney 1879,
Madonell 1910):
Table 9. Vedi ativemiddle endings (non-past/present)
Ative Middle
Sg. Dual Pl. Sg. Dual Pl.
1 -mi -vas -masi -e -vahe -mahe
2 -si -thas -tha -se -ethe, -
´¯
athe -dhve
3 -ti -tas -nti -te, -e -ete, -
´¯
ate -nte, -re
The non-past endings (also alled primary endings) are used in the present, the subjun-
tive, and the future. The marker -i of the ative forms marks non-past tense. Synhronially,
the dierene between present ative and present middle an be desribed as adding -i (ative)
or -e (middle) to the inetional endings. However, Vedi -e goes bak to an Indo-Iranian
diphthong *-ai , whih an be deomposed into an ending *-a plus the non-past marker -i ,
so that from a diahroni point of view both the present ative and the present middle are
haraterized by the addition of an -i .
Past tenses, both perfetive (the aorist) and imperfetive (the imperfet), take the se-
ondary endings:
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Table 10. Vedi ativemiddle endings (past)
Ative Middle
Sg. Dual Pl. Sg. Dual Pl.
1 -m -va -ma -i -vahi -mahi
2 -s -tam -ta -th	as -eth	am, -	ath	am -dhvam
3 -t -t	am -n -ta, -a -et	am, -	at	am -nta, -ra
Sound hange and remodelling have obsured the onnetion between primary and se-
ondary endings, but as an be seen from pairs suh as 3sg.at. -t (seondary): 3sg.at. -t-i
(primary) or 3sg.mid. -ta (seondary): 3sg.mid. -te < *-ta-i (primary), the primary endings
are atually derived from the seondary endings by adding the `non-past' marker -i . The
seondary endings are used by the aorist, imperfet, pluperfet, optative and subjuntive (the
subjuntive vaillates between primary and seondary endings).
Finally, the perfet has a distint set of endings:
Table 11. Vedi ativemiddle endings (perfet)
Ative Middle
Sg. Dual Pl. Sg. Dual Pl.
1 -a -vá -má -é -váhe -máhe
2 -tha -áthur -á -sé -	athe -dhvé
3 -a -átur -úr -é -	ate -ré
A omparison between the perfet endings and the primary and seondary middle endings
shows a number of similarities (e.g. 3sg.perf.at. -a : 3sg.mid. -a (seondary); 2sg.perf.at.
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-tha : 2sg.mid. -th	as < *tha-as (seondary), 3pl.perf. -úr (at.)/-ré (mid.) : 3pl.mid. -re
(primary), -ra (seondary), et.). The diahroni explanation for this is that both the middle
and the perfet endings go bak to the same pre-Proto-Indo-European ategory (the `proto-
middle', p. Jasano 1978, Jasano 2003 and elsewhere).
3.2.2 Classiation of Vedi middles
In this setion, I give an overview of the Vedi verb lasses that only take middle morphology
in order to tease apart the anonial from the non-anonial instanes.
Traditional Sanskrit grammars distinguish between three types of verb lasses with respet
to Voie: ubhayapadin-verbs that an take both ative and middle endings (ubháya- `both'),
e.g. vr
˙
dh `grow', kr
˙
`make', bhr
˙
`arry', parasmaipadin-verbs that only take the ative endings,
i.e., ativa tantum (parasmai `for somebody else' (dat.sg), i.e. the ation is thought to aet
someone/something other than the subjet), for example as `be', 	/ay `go', ad `eat', et., and
nally 	atmanepadin-verbs whih always take middle endings (	atmáne `for oneself' (dat.sg)),
i.e., media tantum. I will refer to these as U-verbs, P-verbs, and
	
A-verbs, respetively.
The Indian grammars following the tradition of P	an
˙
ini (a. 6
th
entury BCE) give lists
of roots (Dh	atupat
˙
ha) indiating whether they pattern as P-,
	
A-, or U-verbs. The following
table is based on the Dh	atupat
˙
ha of P	an
˙
ini and Candra given by Liebih (1922).
Table 12. Sanskrit P-,
	
A-, and U-verbs, a. 500 BCE
# of roots %
P 1,038 51.9
	
A 485 24.9
U 478 23.9
Total 2,001 100
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Interestingly, U-verbs, i.e., verbs that an take both ative and middle inetion, are in
a minority ompared to tantum verbs, both ativa and media tantum. This ontrast is even
more drasti in the Dh	atupat
˙
ha of the 13
th
entury grammarian Vopadeva (taken from Stump
2007: 87):
Table 13. Sanskrit P-,
	
A-, and U-verbs, a. 1200 CE
P 68.7 %
	
A 23.4 %
U 7.9 %
Total 2,430 roots
The Vedi roots that pattern as
	
A-verbs in the Rigveda an be divided into several sub-
groups. First, a large number of verbs fall into the lasses of anonial use of non-ative
voie disussed in Chapter 2, namely antiausative/inhoative verbs, naturally reexive and
reiproal verbs, verbs of motion, verbs of ognition and emotion (psyh verbs/experiener
verbs), verbs of emission, and intransitive denominative and deadjetival verbs. While most
of these are intransitive, there are also a few transitive ones, mainly experiener verbs and
some denominative/deadjetival verbs. The following list of these is based on my own orpus
(hapax legomena are exluded). Note that I follow the general pratie in using the bare root
(without stem-forming morphology or inetion) as the itation form, rather than the 3sg.
(1) Rigvedi anonial middles
 Antiausative/inhoative verbs: edh `thrive, ourish', nabh `burst', vidh/vindh `beome
empty, lak sth. (+ a./instr.), py	a `swell', (ud) ±vañ `bend', idh `ath re, ignite'
(itr.).
 Reexive/reiproal verbs: ni 
ms `kiss', (sam) nas `unite with', spr
˙
dh `ght, ompete',
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(pari) svaj `hug, embrae'.
 Verbs of motion: 	 `go quikly', sa `aompany', follow', 	s
˙
`esape, move away from'
(abl./a.); h	a `yield before sbdy./sth.' (+ dat./a.), 	as `sit down (on)', g	ah `reah,
dive in', dhav `stream, run', pad `fall', prav/plav `swim, oat', y	ad `go (to)', vij `ee',
±am `busy oneself, work', tu± `hurry (towards)', 	r `move sth./move oneself'.
 States: 	as `sit', 	± `have power over, own', ±	 `lie', n	adh `be in need of help', (vi, pra)
rap± `be full (of)',
1
ramb `hang (down)', vas `wear', ±ad `be distinguished', sev `stay
(at)'.
 Experiener verbs: (abhí, áva, sám) 	ks
˙
`see' (?), k	a `love', kam `love, desire' (+ a. or
gen.), ks
˙
am `endure' (+ gen./dat./a); man `think, onsider', bh	 `beome afraid of',
mr
˙
s
˙
`forget', hr
˙
`be angry', bhand `be happy', hr
˙
s
˙
`be happy', aks
˙
`appear/look at', 	uh
`aknowledge, respet; be known as', pan `be admirable/admire', jus
˙
`enjoy', mud `be
happy, rejoie'.
 Verbs of emission (sound, light, et.) and spontaneous body ation: krap `ry, whine',
jr
˙
mbh `yawn', jeh `yawn', tvis
˙
`tremble', vip `tremble', vyath `stumble, stagger', ±iñj
`buzz, whirr', smi `smile', svid `sweat'.
 Denominative/deadjetival verbs: tavis
˙
yá- `be strong' (tavis
˙
á- `strong'), panasyá- `be
worthy of adoration' (*panas- `adoration'), makhasyá- `ght' (-makhas- `ght', reip-
roal), mah	yá- `be great, magnanimous' (máhi `great'), vaasya- `make oneself heard'
(váas- `speeh'), v	raya `at like a hero' (v	rá- `hero'), vr
˙
s
˙
	ayá- `at like a bull' (v¯
˙
s
˙
an-
`bull'), sumanasyá- `be well-disposed (towards)' (su-mánas- `well-disposed'), svapasyá-
`be skillful' (su-ápas- `skillful').
On the other hand, there is a small group of non-anonial middles (deponents) with
ative, agentive syntax and semantis. These are listed in (2).
1
Originally denominative, see EWA II: 559.
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(2) Rigvedi deponents (non-anonial middles)
idh `kindle, ignite' (tr.), 	j `drive, move sth.', 	d
˙
`all, praise sbdy.', ks
˙
ad `prepare,
serve', gu `praise, let resound', gras `devour', tam
˙
s `push, drive, drag', tr	a `protet,
save', d	a/day `distribute', pat `rule over, take sth. in one's possession' (+ a., dat., lo.,
instr.), b	adh `beset, oppress, attak', mam
˙
h `be generous, give, donate to', rabh/labh
`seize, take', vand `praise, greet sbdy.', vas `wear lothes, dress in' (?),
2
s	u `give birth
to'.
These verbs are disussed in detail in Appendix B. Vedi moreover has a small lass of agentive
denominative verbs that likewise display mismath behavior aording to the riteria given in
Chapter 2.
(3) Rigvedi agentive denominative deponents
duhun	ayá- `harm sbdy.' (duhún	a- `harm'), mantráya- `say a mantra' (mántra- `song,
prayer'),
These are mismath verbs: Their syntax and semantis are unexpeted given the morphology
they take.
3.2.3 Non-nite forms
In Vedi, the mismath between morphologial form and syntati funtion ontinues in the
non-nite forms. This is an important observation, sine it is oasionally stated in the
literature on deponents that their mismath behavior is suspended in non-nite ontexts
(i.e., partiiples, gerunds, absolutive onstrutions, et., see Papangeli and Lavidas 2009,
Pesetsky 2009). However, this is only true in languages whih in general do not express a
morphologial voie ontrast on non-nite verbal forms (e.g., Latin). Vedi, on the other hand,
has both an ative partiipial sux -ant- (p. Lat. -	ens, -entis, Gk. -ont-/-ent-) and a middle
partiipial sux -	ana-/-m	ana- (p. the Greek middle partiiple sux -menos). As expeted,
2
Usually analyzed as stative.
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the partiiples of
	
A-verbs always take the middle sux. The partiiples of deponents moreover
display the same mismath as the orresponding nite forms: They are transitive, agentive,
and take ausative objets, as the following examples illustrate.
(4) 	d
˙
`praise', RV 10.66.14ab:
vasis
˙
t
˙
h	asah
˙
V.nom.pl
... v
´¯
aam
speeh.a.sg
akrata
make.3pl.aor.mid
dev
´¯
a
˙˘
m
gods.a.pl
´¯
d
˙
	an	a
praise.mid.ptp.nom.pl
r
˙
s
˙
ivát
R
˙
s
˙
i-like.adv
svastáye
well-being.dat.sg
The Vasis
˙
t
˙
has have made a speeh, praising the gods in the fashion of the R
˙
s
˙
is for
their well-being.
(5) d	a/day `distribute', RV 3.2.11d:
vai±v	anaráh
˙
Vai±v	anara.nom
pr
˙
thup
´¯
aj	a
broad.shaped.nom
ámartyo
immortal.nom
vásu
goods.a
rátn	a
gifts.a
dáyam	ano
distributing.mid.ptp.nom.sg
vi
around
d	a±ús
˙
e
worshipper.dat
Immortal Vai±v	anara of broad stature, distributing the goods and gifts around for the
worshipper.
(6) b	adh `oppress, attak, fend o', RV 1.35.3d:
´¯
a
prvb
devó
god.nom.sg
y	ati
go.3sg.pres
savit
´¯
a
Savitar.nom.sg
... ví±v	a
all.a.pl
durit
´¯
a
danger.a.sg
b
´¯
adham	anah
˙
fend.o.mid.ptp.nom.sg
The god Savitar is approahing, ... fending o all dangers.
There are oasional exeptions in whih a deponent partiiple (also) has a passive reading.
These are disussed in the Appendix.
On the other hand, there are non-nite verbal forms that are underspeied for Voie.
These inlude gerundives made with the sux -ya- (see Whitney (1879: 307.), AiG II,2:
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789.) and verbal adjetives
3
in -tá- (or -ná-, see Whitney (1879: 310.), AiG II,2: 551.,
Jamison (1990)).
Both the gerundive and the verbal adjetive have a passive reading with transitive verbs,
but an intransitive reading with intransitive verbs.
4
The verbal adjetives of deponents pattern
with ative transitive verbs in having a passive reading:
(7) Non-deponent verbal adjetives in -tá-:
a. ha-tá- `slain' (han `slay')
b. uk-tá- `spoken' (va `speak')
. p	-tá- `drunk' (p	a `drink')
(8) Deponent verbal adjetives in -tá-:
a. gras-itá- `devoured' (gras `devour')
b. b	adh-itá- `beset, hemmed in' (b	adh `beset')
. -lab-dha- `taken' (< *labh-ta-, labh `take, seize')
The same is true for gerundives of deponent verbs, whih have the same passive, modal reading
(to be x-ed) as the gerundives of formally ative transitive verbs:
(9) Non-deponent gerundives in -ya-:
a. háv-ya- `to be alled' (h	u `all')
b. véd-ya- `worth knowing' (vid `know')
. g¯
˙
h-ya- `to be seized' (grabh `seize')
(10) Deponent gerundives in -ya-:
a. -b
´¯
adh-ya- `to be oppressed, hemmed in' (b	adh `oppress')
b.
´¯
d
˙
-ya- `to be praised, praiseworthy' (	d
˙
`praise')
3
These are also alled past passive partiiples. However, the periphrasti passive onstrution based on
these partiiples is a late Vedi/post-Vedi development. On the passive readings of the verbal adjetives and
gerunds see Gonda (1951: 9-22), on the tá-partiiples in partiular see Jamison (1979) and (1990).
4
This is sometimes referred to as ergative behavior of nom-a languages beause the transitive objet
is grouped together with the intransitive subjet, p. Williams 1987 on this pattern in English.
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. rábh-ya- `to be seized' (rabh `seize, take')
I take this to be evidene that deponent verbs are syntatially ative, transitive verbs (more
evidene for this is disussed in Setion 4.2) that take non-ative morphology whenever it is
available. The fat that they pattern with morphologially ative, transitive verbs in non-
nite ontexts when distint non-ative morphology is unavailable annot be taken as evidene
that mismath behavior is aused by niteness. I disuss the non-nite forms of deponents in
detail in Setion 5.4.
3.3 Anient Greek
3.3.1 The Greek Voie system
The Greek verbal system losely resembles the Indo-Iranian one, albeit with a number of
innovations. It has the same distintion between past (seondary) and non-past (primary)
verbal endings, as well as a basially bivalent voie system (ativenon-ative). The follow-
ing tables summarize the ative and middle indiative endings of Greek (see Rix 1992: 239.):
Table 14. Greek ativemiddle endings (primary)
Ative Middle
Sg. Dual Pl. Sg. Dual Pl.
1 -mi , -	o  -men, -mes -mai  -metha
2 -s(i), -eis -ton -te -sai, -	ei -sthon -sthe
3 -si, -ti, -ei -ton -asi, -nti, -ousi -tai -sthon -ntai
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Table 15. Greek ativemiddle endings (seondary)
Ative Middle
Sg. Dual Pl. Sg. Dual Pl.
1 -n, -a  -men, -mes -m	en  -metha
2 -s -ton -te -so, -ou -sthon -sthe
3 Ø -t	en -n, -an, -san -to -sth	en -nto
Greek also distinguishes between ative and middle in the perfet, whih has a separate
set of endings with the same past/non-past distintion. The past perfet (= pluperfet) takes
the past endings.
Table 16. Greek ativemiddle endings (perfet)
Primary/non-past Seondary/past
Ative Middle Ative Middle
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1 -a -(a)men -mai -metha -n -men -m	en -metha
2 -as (-tha) -(a)te -sai -sthe -s -te -ou -sthe
3 -e -	asi(n), -anti ,
-ansi , -ati
-Ø -san -tai -ntai , -atai -to -nto
The funtions of middle morphology in alternating ontexts orrespond to the ones dis-
ussed in Setion 2.2 above and do not need to be repeated here (detailed disussions of the
synhroni funtions of middle morphology in Anient Greek an be found in, e.g., Shwyzer
(1939-71: II, 228.), Smyth and Messing (1956: 389.), Jankuhn (1969), Bakker (1994),
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Embik (1997: 229.), Allan (2003), et.).
Greek media tantum, both anonial and non-anonial ones, always take the middle
endings.
3.3.2 Classiation of Greek non-alternating middles
The following is a representative (though not exhaustive) lassiation of Homeri anonial
middles. The biggest lasses are verbs of motion, experiener/psyh verbs, and denominative
and deadjetival verbs. Many of these ombine with preverbs, whih an hange their valeny
(e.g., pétomai `y'eis-pétomai `y into', et.). I have exluded preverbs from this list, exept
for verbs that only our with preverbs in the Homeri texts.
(11) Homeri anonial middles
 Reiproal/reexive verbs: mákhomai `ght' (dat./a), ántomai `meet with, approah'
(dat./a.), pros-ptússomai `embrae, hug'.
 Verbs of motion: hiknéomai `arrive at, reah', hépomai `follow, aompany', orkhéomai
`dane', érkhomai `ome, go (to)', aléomai `avoid, ee', stratáomai `besiege', pétomai
`y', seúomai `rush (at)', hállomai `leap', dúomai `go, dive in', ep-aláomai `wander
to', epi-plázomai `drift over', epi-p	oléomai `go through, inspet', oíkhomai `go', meth-
ormáomai `rush at, assail', néomai, neumai , níssomai `ome, go to', par-ameíbomai
`pass by', peri-pélomai `go around sth.', pros-ereúgomai `break against' (waves'), phébo-
mai `ee (from)'.
 States: kemai `lie', hêmai `sit', dúnamai `have strength, be able to, ahieve'.
 Experiener verbs: aídomai , aidéomai `be reverent of, fear', ágamai, agáomai `admire',
házomai `be in awe of', atúzomai `be bewildered by, amazed at', bo(ú)lomai `wish, will',
(e)éldomai `wish (for)', epístamai `understand', epi-, peri-, sum-phrázomai `onsider
arefully, devise', th	eéomai `gaze at', punthánomai , peúthomai `hear, learn', sebázomai ,
sébomai `be in awe of, fear', kh
´¯
oomai `be angry at' (a./dat./gen.).
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 Denominative verbs: ankázomai `take into one's arms, embrae' (ankás `in the arms',
adv.), nautíllomai `sail' (nautílos `sailor'), nemesízomai `be angry with, fear' (némesis
`retribution'), oinízomai `supply oneself with wine' (+ a., onos `wine'), opízomai
`revere' (ópis `reverene'), pempázomai `ount on one's ve ngers' (pémpe `ve' (Aeol.)).
 Mediopassives: (epi-)kídnamai `be spread all over'.
The following is an exhaustive list of transitive deponents found in Homer's Iliad and
Odyssey , based on Autenrieth (1904)'s Homeri ditionary. I am leaving aside semi-deponents,
whih will be disussed separately, as well as hapax legomena and alternating verbs that are
only deponent in ombination with preverbs (e.g., alternating at. ném-	o `deal out, dispense',
mid. némo-mai `dispense to oneself; hold' vs. non-alternating amphi-némomai `dwell around',
et.).
(12) Homeri deponents (non-anonial middles)
aínumai `take, gather (together)', anaínomai `refuse', arnéomai `refuse', árnumai
`win, gain', daíomai `distribute, give a share', datéomai `divide, share' dékhomai
`reeive, take up, aept', d	eléomai `hurt, spoil', díemai, díomai `hase o', díz	emai
`go, seek', e(í)romai `ask, question', eréptomai `bite o, feed on', erúomai , ér	umai ,
rhúomai `wath out for, protet, shield'; eúkhomai `praise, pray', h	láskomai, h	l
´¯
aomai
`appease, reonile', íptomai `smite, oppress', kaínumai `surpass, vanquish', kélomai
`exhort, ommand', ktáomai `aquire', líssomai `pray, beseeh', maíomai `seek, look
for', m
´¯
edomai `ontrive, devise', médomai `devise', mémphomai `blame, reproah',
mnáomai `woo, ourt', ónomai `sorn', pénomai, ponéomai `tend to, work (hard) at',
s	nomai `rob, plunder', sképtomai `look out for' (?), t´¯numai `punish, take vengeane',
titúskomai `make ready, prepare', pséudomai `lie, deeive'.
See Appendix D for a detailed disussion of these verbs. Agentive denominative verbs are
also found:
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(13) Homeri agentive denominative deponents
aitiáomai `ause, blame' (aítios `responsible'), gounóomai `implore, lasp sbdy.'s
knees' (gónu `knee'), dia-moiráomai `portion out' (mora `portion'), ergázomai `work,
perform' (érgon `work'), l	eízomai `plunder' (l	eís `spoils'), l	obáomai `outrage, spite
sbdy.' (l
´¯
ob	e `outrage'), manteúomai `prophesy' (mántis `prophet'), m	uthéomai `re-
late, tell' (muthos), hom	egurízomai `assemble' (tr., hom
´¯
eguris `assembly'), tekmaíro-
mai `ordain, deree' (tékmar `mark, boundary'), tektaínomai `build, ontrive' (tékt	on
`arpenter'), huper-hoplízomai `furnish, equip' (hópla `tools, weaponry'), kharízomai
`bestow, give abundantly' (kháris `grae')
3.3.3 Non-nite forms
Like Sanskrit, Greek distinguishes morphologially between ative and middle partiiples.
Ative partiiples are formed with the sux -(o/e/a)-nt-, middle partiiples with the sux
-(o/a)-menos. Both are adjetival and agree with their head noun for number and gender.
Like Vedi Sanskrit, Homeri Greek uses these partiiples in absolute onstrutions, but not
to build periphrasti tenses. Deponents always take the middle partiipial sux and behave
like the orresponding nite verbs with respet to valeny, transitivity, and ase:
 aínumai `take, seize' : ptp. aínumenos `taking', Od.22.498-500:
hai
they.f
mèn
part
ár'
part
amphekhéonto
go.around.3pl.ipf
kaì
and
	espázont'
greet.3pl.ipf
Odusêa
Ulysses.a
(...) kaì
and
´¯
omous
shoulders.a
kherás
hands.a
t'
and
aínúmenai
seizing.f.pl
They were thronging around and greeting Ulysses, ... seizing his shoulders and his
hands.
 díz	emai `seek sth.' : ptp. diz
´¯
emenos `seeking', Od.1.261-2:
´¯
oikheto
go.3sg.ipf
gàr
part
kaì
and
kese
there
thoês
swift.gen
epì
on
v	eòs
ship.gen
Odusseùs
Ulysses.nom
phármakon
poison.a
androphónon
men.slaying.a
diz
´¯
emenos
seeking.nom
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`And then Ulysses went into his swift ship, seeking (some) men-slaying poison.
 t´¯numai `avenge, punish, hastize' : ptp. t	númenos, Od.24.326:
l
´¯
ob	en
insult.a
t	númenos
avenging.pres.ptp.mid.nom.sg
thumalgéa
grievous.a
kaì
and
kakà
bad.a
érga
deeds.a
 ... avenging (their) grievous insults and bad deeds.
This shows again that niteness is not the deisive riterion for mismath behavior.
Greek also inherited the verbal adjetive sux *-tó- (p. Vedi -tá- above), whih was
unmarked for Voie (as well as Tense and Aspet, p. : I, 501. Rish 1974: 19. on
the sux in Greek). The tó-formations to both (non-deponent) ative transitive verbs and
deponents have a passive reading, e.g.:
(14) tó-formations/ative transitive verbs:
a. the-tós `plaed, set' (títh	emi `plae, set')
b. poi	e-tós `made' (poié	o `make')
. tr	e-tós `piered, perforated' (tetraín	o `piere')
(15) tó-formations/deponents:
a. éx-ai-tos `piked; hoie' (ex-aínumai `pik, take out')
b. mn	es-t
´¯
e `wooed one' (f.) (mnáomai `woo, ourt')
. euk-tós `(thing) prayed for, desired' (eúkhomai `pray')
3.4 Latin
3.4.1 The Latin Voie system
Latin has a bivalent voie system traditionally lassied as ativepassive. However, passive
morphology is also shared by a number of semantially non-passive verbs, both transitive
and intransitive. Compared to Greek and Indo-Iranian, Latin has altered its verbal system
onsiderably (although it is more onservative than either in retaining the r -endings of the
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PIE middle). Latin (and the Itali branh in general) has given up the older tense/aspet
stem system in favor of a tense system. The following table summarizes the verbal endings of
the present and imperfet indiative (see Leumann 1977: 513f., Weiss 2009: 384.) :
Table 17. Latin ativepassive endings (presentimperfet)
Present Imperfet
Ative Passive Ative Passive
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1 -	o (-m) -mus -or -mur -(b)am -(b)	amus -bar -b	amur
2 -s -tis -ris, -re -min	 -(b)	as -(b)	atis -b	aris, -b	are -b	amin	
3 -t -nt -tur -ntur -(b)	at -(b)ant -b	atur -b	antur
Latin furthermore has a syntheti future ative (the future passive is periphrasti) and a
subjuntive. These stems will be less relevant to the disussion, whih is why I do not give
their endings here (they are similar to the indiative ones in (15)).
The Latin perfet, however, has played an important role in disussing deponeny and the
interation between morphology and syntax more generally. From a diahroni perspetive,
the Latin (Itali) perfet is a merger of the PIE perfet and aorist. Its notoriety derives from
the fat that it is morphologially defetive in having only ative endings, while the orre-
sponding perfet passive is a periphrasti ategory made from the auxiliary esse `be' plus the
perfet partiiple. The following table summarizes the ative endings of the perfet/pluperfet.
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Table 18. Latin perfet & pluperfet ative endings
Perfet Pluperfet
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1 	 -imus -eram -er	amus
2 -ist	 -istis -er	as -er	atis
3 -it -	erunt, -	ere -erat -erant
In other words, an alternating verb in Latin has a syntheti present ative and passive,
a syntheti perfet ative, but a periphrasti perfet passive. A non-alternating or deponent
verb only has a syntheti present, but a periphrasti perfet. This is exemplied in the fol-
lowing table.
Table 19. Latin alternating vs. deponent verbs: the basi paradigm
Pres.at. Pres.pass. Perf.at. Perf.pass.
Alternating am-	o am-or am	av-	 amatus sum
`I love' `I am (being) loved' `I loved' `I was loved'
Deponent sequ-or seutus sum
`I follow' `I followed'
The perfet of deponent verbs has the same ative, transitive syntax as the syntheti
present and assigns ausative ase, e.g.:
(16) ap	sor `attain, seize', perf. aptus sum `(have) attained', Plautus, Captivi 775:
sine
without
saris
inumbranes.abl
hereditatem
inheritane.a
sum
be.aux.1sg.pres
aptus
attained.perf.ptp.nom.sg
eertissimam
amplest.a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Without inumbranes, I have gained the amplest inheritane.
(17) om-min	sor `invent, devise', perf. ommentus sum `(have) devised': Plautus,
Truulentus 85:
eo
for.this
nun
now
ommenta
devised.ptp.perf.nom.sg.f
est
be.aux.3sg.pres
dolum
deeit.a
For this reason she has now devised this deeit
(18) loquor `speak, say', perf. loutus sum `(have) said': Plautus, Trinummus 563:
quid
what.n
hi
this.m
est
be.aux.3sg.pres
loutus
said.perf.ptp.nom.sg.m
teum?
you.with
What did he disuss with you?
The Latin perfet is disussed in detail by Embik (2000) (see Embik 1997: 226., see Sadler
and Spener 2001 and Kiparsky 2005 for a dierent analyses) who argues that the periphrasti
perfet is the result of lak of verb movement to T. Building on this approah, Bjorkman (2011)
desribes this as overow pattern whih ours when agreement features are stranded. In
the ase of the Latin perfet passive, the verb an move to Voie, where it an agree with the
[pfv℄ feature on Asp, but the [pass℄ feature on Voie prevents it from moving higher up. The
marked feature [pfv℄ on Asp ats as an intervenor, so the verb annot agree for tense and
the interpretable feature [pres℄ on T is stranded. Bjorkman argues that auxiliaries are used
to pik up suh stranded features, eetively ating as a repair strategy.
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(19) Latin perfet passive: onsumptum est `was onsumed':
TP
T
[PRES℄
AspP
Asp
[pfv℄
VoieP
Voie
[pass℄
VP
V
[uINFL_℄
Bjorkman furthermore argues that feature valuation proeeds via upwards agreement of the
verb with interpretable features on funtional heads (Reverse Agree, e.g., Wurmbrand 2012,
Zeijlstra 2012), rather than the other way around (Standard Agree, e.g., Chomsky 2001).
As for deponents, Embik (1998), (2000), and Bjorkman (2011) both assume that they
are inherently speied for passive voie through a diariti [pass℄ (they use [pass℄ instead
of [nonat℄ beause they both fous on Latin, but note that this stands for the non-ative
morphology of a bivalent syntheti voie system). Bjorkman (2011: 75f) argues that this
results in a syntheti form in deponent presents beause the feature on Asp is unmarked
(imperfetive), and T an agree diretly with the verb whih has moved to Voie:
(20) Deponent sequor `follow':
TP
T
[pres℄
AspP
Asp

VoieP
Voie VP
V[pass℄
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In the perfet of a deponent, however, the same lash as in (19) ours, but this time the
[pass℄ feature ausing the problem (by preventing verb movement to Asp) originates on V
rather than on Voie.
(21) Deponent perfet seutus est `followed'
TP
T
[pres℄
AspP
Asp
[pfv℄
VoieP
Voie VP
V[pass℄
Asp agrees diretly with V, but there is no Voie-to-Asp-movement, so the perfetive
feature on Asp ats as an intervenor.
I follow Bjorkman (2011)'s aount of periphrasti onstrutions, but disagree on the
nature of the lexial feature that triggers deponent behavior. I argue in Setion 4.1 that this
annot be [pass℄ or [nonat℄. Note that operating with suh a feature on deponents does
not predit why deponents are not found in languages that only have periphrasti passives.
I provide an alternative to a feature [pass℄ on deponents in Setions 4.3 and 5.3, where I
argue that Bjorkman's approah an be used to predit why we do not nd deponents in
English-type languages.
3.4.2 Classiation of Latin non-ative-only verbs
In (22), I list the Latin verbs whih always take non-ative morphology and (beause of their
syntax and semantis) an be onsidered anonial. I onentrate on the Old Latin (OL)
period (3
rd
-2
nd
entury BCE, see Weiss 2009: 23f.). This list is based on Flobert (1975)'s
olletion of Latin deponent/media tantum verbs (p. also Clain 1927, Baldi 1977, Xu et al.
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2007). The main soures are Plautus, Ennius, and Naevius. As before, I leave out hapax
legomena, I also do not list the ombination with preverbs unless the simplex is unattested
or they hange the verb lass of a given verb.
(22) Latin anonial non-ative verbs
 Antiausative/inhoative verbs: morior `die', orior `rise, be born', d	efet	sor `beome
tired', experg	sor `wake up', 	r	asor `beome angry', impliisor `beome onfused',
n	asor `be born', 	ordior `set out, begin to' (also tr.).
 Reexive/reiproal verbs: ampletor , amplexor , irumpletor , ompletor `embrae',
aemulor `rival, vie with', ongredior `meet with'.
 Verbs of motion: gradior `walk', l	abor `glide, slip', proisor `start out', grassor `go,
move'.
 States: n	tor `lean (on)'.
 Experiener verbs: adsentor `agree with' (dat.), 	onspior `see, pereive', experior `expe-
riene, undergo'; fr	un	sor `enjoy', fruor `enjoy' (a./abl.), oblivisor `forget', loquitor
`speak badly of' (dat.), op	nor `believe, think', patior `suer, endure', reor `rekon,
believe', vereor `fear, revere'.
 Denominative verbs: adversor `disagree with' (+ dat., adversus `turned against, opposed
to'), arbitror `observe, witness' (?) (arbiter `witness'), (h)ariolor `foretell, prophesy'
(itr., hariolus `prophet'), bahor `elebrate the festival of Bahus', blandior `atter'
(blandus `attering'), ommentor `study, think about' (?) (ommentum `tion, inven-
tion'), gr	atulor `rejoie, wish joy to' (*gr	ati-tulos `bringing thanks'
5
), laetor `be glad'
(laetus `glad'), lustror `frequent brothels' (lustrum `brothel'), m	ror `admire' (m	rus
`astonishing'), moderor `set bounds, moderate' (+ dat., modus `measure, bound'), mo-
ror `wait, tarry' (also tr. `delay', mora `delay'), n	ugor `talk nonsense' (n	ugae `non-
5
See LEW: I, 619, Flobert (1975: 85.)
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sense, jests'), odoror `smell' (odor `smell'), opitulor `aid, bring help' (opi-tulus `bringing
help'), 	osulor `kiss' (	osulum `kiss'), paras	tor `at like a parasite' (paras	tus `parasite'),
pergraeor `live in a Greek manner' (graeus `Greek'), philosophor `at like a philoso-
pher' (philosophus `philosopher'), pisor `to sh' (pisis `sh'), potior `beome master
of, obtain' (potis `able'), praest	olor `expet, wait for' (praest	o `ready, present'), pre-
or `beg, plead' (+ dat., prex `prayer, request'), reordor `remember' (or , gen. ordis
`heart'), sortor `frequent prostitutes' (sortum `skin; prostitute'), s	yophantor `trik
sbdy.' (s	yhophanta `slanderer'), veneror `revere' (venus `love, harm').
As expeted, Latin also has agentive media tantum that an be onsidered mismath verbs.
The following list is exhaustive for the dened period (hapax legomena are not listed).
(23) Latin deponents (non-anonial non-ative verbs)
adip	sor `obtain', ap	sor `reah, attain', a-spernor `despise', aluor `deeive', om-
min	sor `imagine, invent', 	onteor `grant, onede', 	onor `attempt, try', d	espior
`despise, disdain', fateor `onfess, aknowledge', for `speak, say' (eor `speak out',
profor `delare'), fungor `perform, exeute', hortor `exhort, ommand', imitor `im-
itate', indip	sor `seize', 	ntior `deny', (pol)liitor `oer, bid', loquor `speak, say',
meditor `think, reet on' (?), minitor `threaten', nan	sor `obtain, nd', opperior
`wait for, attend', pollieor `promise, oer', proteor `delare', queror `lament, bewail',
setor `follow', sequor `follow', s	olor `onsole, omfort', suspior `suspet', tueor `pro-
tet, wath', t	utor `protet', ul	sor `punish, take revenge', 	utor `use', v	enor `hase,
hunt'.
These verbs are disussed in Appendix E. Latin also has a number of denominative agentive
deponents:
(24) Latin denominative deponents
(	on)-f	abulor `speak, hat', (fabula `tale') f	uror `steal' (f	ur `thief'), fr	ustror `deeive'
(fr	ustra `in error'), interpretor `explain' (interpres `intermediary'), largior `bestow,
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distribute' (largus `abundant'), l	udi-f	or `make fun of, mok',
6
m	ahinor `ontrive,
design' (m	ahina `ontraption, engine'), medior `ure, heal' (tr., medius `dotor'),
minor `threaten' (minae `threats'), miseror `lament, ommiserate' (miser `wrethed'),
molior `endeavor, undertake' (m	ol	es `toil, labor), perontor `question, explore' (on-
tus `boat hook' (see Appendix E)), per	litor `try, test' (per	ulum `test, attempt'),
speulor `spy out, explore' (speula `wathtower'), stipulor `bargain, stipulate' (stip-
ula `stalk, halm'), testor `all as witness' (testis `witness'), vador `bind by bail' (vas
`bail').
3.4.3 Non-nite forms
While Sanskrit and Greek have non-nite verbal forms that morphologially distinguish be-
tween ative and middle, Latin famously does not. That is, desriptively Latin has only one
partiipial sux for eah the present and the perfet: The present partiiple sux -(e/o)nt-
(om.sg. -ns; Skt. -(a)nt-, Gk. -e/o/ant-; Leumann 1977: 582.) and the perfet partiiple
nom.sg. -tus (Skt. -tá-, Gk. -tó-; p. Brugmann 1895, Leumann 1977: 611.). The following
table summarizes the distribution of these non-nite forms for deponents and non-deponents:
Table 20. Latin non-nite forms
Present Perfet
Pres.at. Pres.pass. Pres.ptp. Perf.at. Perf.pass. Perf.ptp.
Altern. am-	o am-or am	a-ns am-	av-	 am	atus sum am	atus
`I love' `I am loved' `loving' `I have loved' `I was loved' `having loved'
Dep. sequ-or sequ	e-ns se	utus sum se	utus
`I follow' `following' `I have followed' `having followed'
Beause the present partiiple usually has an ative reading, it seems as if the partiiple
6
Also passive in Plautus.
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of the deponent verb sequor uses the same ative partiipial sux as the ative verb am	o.
However, while the present partiiple is usually lassied as ative and the perfet partiiple
as passive, a more aurate desription would be to say that they are underspeied for voie.
The present partiiple, for example, an oasionally have a non-ative reading (examples
from Leumann 1977: 583):
(25) a. vert-	o `turn' (tr.) : vert-or `turn' (itr.), pres.ptp. vert	ens `turning' (tr./itr.)
b. volv-	o `roll' (tr.) : volv-or `roll' (itr.), pres.ptp. volv	ens `rolling' (tr./itr.)
. l	qui-or `beome uid, melt', ptp. l	qu	ens `uid' (vs. later liqu-	o `make uid,
melt (tr.))
The perfet passive partiiple of alternating or formally ative verbs, on the other hand,
oasionally (though rarely) has an ative reading (Leumann 1977: 61f., Weiss 2009: 437):
(26) a. 	en	o `dine' : 	en	atus `having dined'
b. i	ur	o `swear' : i	ur	atus `having sworn'
. [p	oto℄ `drink' : p	otus `having drunk'
Moreover, it has been argued that the perfet partiiple is not neessarily perfetive and
does not always behave like a past partiiple. Brugmann (1895: 100.) ites a number of
examples in whih a Latin tus-partiiple behaves like a present partiiple, either ative, as in
(27a-b), or passive, as in (27) (see also Embik (2000: 219.) and Weiss (2009: 437 and fn.
45) on this observation):
(27) a. onf	d	o `trust' : onsus `trusting'
b. tae	o `am silent' : taitus `silent'
. laud	o `praise' : laud	atus `being praised'
I will ome bak to these formations in Setion 5.4. The important point for now is that the
fat that both the alternating verb am	o and the deponent verb sequor use the same sux
to form their (syntatially ative) present partiiple annot be taken as evidene that the
mismath breaks down in non-nite ontexts, beause there is no other sux available in the
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Latin present paradigm.
3.5 Hittite
Hittite belongs to the Anatolian branh of Indo-European and was spoken in the seond
millennium BCE in today's Turkey and Syria. The textual transmission mainly onsists of
lay tablets written in a variant of the Old-Assyrian uneiform syllabary and dating from the
mid-17
th
to the mid-12
th
entury BCE.
3.5.1 The Hittite Voie system
Typologially, the Hittite verbal system is loser to that of Latin than that of Vedi and
Anient Greek. It also has a bivalent (ativenon-ative) voie system, and distinguishes
between past (= preterit) and non-past (= present).
7
As in Greek and Indo-Iranian, there
are traes of an emergent trivalent system, sine Hittite has a periphrasti passive onstrution
onsisting of the present partiiple (formed with the sux -ant -) plus the auxiliary 	e²/a² `be'.
The following table summarizes the ative and non-ative indiative endings of Hittite
(see Honer and Melhert 2008):
Table 21. Hittite ativenon-ative endings (present)
Ative Non-at.
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1 -mi ; -h
ˇ
i -meni, -weni -(h
ˇ
)h
ˇ
a(ri), -h
ˇ
ah
ˇ
ari -wa²ta(ti)
2 -²i ; -ti -teni ; -(²)teni -ta(ri/ti) -t/duma(ri)
3 -zi ; -i -anzi -a(ri), -ta(ri) -anta(ri)
7
The Hittite non-ative endings are usually referred to as mediopassive, but for the reasons disussed in
Chapter 1 I avoid this term in the following disussion.
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The distribution of the optional marker -ri (or -ti) of the non-ative endings is disussed
extensively by Yoshida (1990) (see also Honer and Melhert 2008: 233), but will not be
relevant for our purposes.
Table 22. Hittite ativenon-ative endings (preterit)
Ative Non-at.
Sg. Pl. Sg. Pl.
1 -(n)un; -h
ˇ
un -wen, -men -h
ˇ
at(i), -h
ˇ
ah
ˇ
at(i) -wa²tat(i)
2 -² ; -(²)ta -ten; -(²)ten -at , -tat(i) -d/tumat
3 -t ; -², -ta -er -at(i), -tat(i) -antat(i)
3.5.2 Classiation of Hittite non-ative-only verbs
The following verbs exlusively take non-ative morphology, but an be onsidered anonial
beause of their syntax and meaning (this and the following list are based on Melhert 2012's
lassiation of Hittite non-ative verbs, whih he has kindly shared with me). I fous on Old
Hittite (OH, 16501450 BCE, see Kloekhorst 2008: 3f. for the periodization of Hittite texts).
The list of media tantum is exemplary rather than exhaustive, but note that in general the
Hittite orpus of verbal forms is smaller than that of, e.g., Latin.
(28) Hittite anonial media tantum
 Antiausative/inhoative verbs: 	ari `beomes hot', i²tuwari `beomes known', ki²a(ri)
`happens, beomes', kiki²tari `happens', ki²tari `is extinguished', l	elaniyatta(ri) `be-
omes angry', ur	ani `burns', z	e(y)a(ri) `beomes ooked', ²up((a)tt)ari `goes to sleep'.
 States: dukka(ri) `is visible', kitta(ri) `lies', arta(ri) `stands', m	uriyatta `rouhes', tar-
ratta(ri) `is strong, able', w	e²ta `wears'.
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 Verbs of motion: 	e²a(ri) `sits down (on)', ietta, iyatta(ri) `go', h
ˇ
aikta(ri), h
ˇ
inka(ri),
h
ˇ
inkatta(ri) `bows', h
ˇ
aliya(ri) `bows, kneels', ²alikari `touhes, invades, reahes'.
 Verbs of emission: tith
ˇ
a `thunders'.
 Denominatives: 	a²²a(ri), 	a²²iyatta(ri) `is good' (	a²²u- `good'), parkuyatta(ri) `beomes
lean' (parkui- `lean, pure'), ²allatta(ri), ²alliyatta(ri) `spreads out, beomes big' (²alli-
`big'), zah
ˇ
h
ˇ
iyatta(ri) `ghts' (zah
ˇ
h
ˇ
ai - `ght')
(29) Hittite deponents (non-anonial non-ative verbs)
arka(ri) `mounts sexually', h
ˇ
anna(ri) `ontests at law, sues', h
ˇ
atta(ri) `slits; saries',
h
ˇ
uett(i)a(ri) `pluks, pulls', i²kalla(ri) `tears, slits', pah
ˇ
²a(ri) `protets', par²iya(ri)
`breaks', tuh
ˇ
²a(ri) `uts o', ²arratta(ri) `transgresses, breaks (an oath)', we²iyatta(ri)
`grazes' (itr./tr.).
See Appendix A for a disussion of these verbs.
3.5.3 Non-nite forms
Like Latin, Hittite does not have a morphologial voie distintion in its non-nite formations.
The partiiple in -ant - behaves syntatially muh like the verbal adjetives in -tá- and -tó- in
Vedi and Greek: It has a passive reading when made to transitive verbs,
8
and an intransitive,
stative reading when made to intransitive verbs (Honer and Melhert 2008: 339.):
(30) Intransitive ant-partiiples:
a. akkant - `having died, dead' (	ak-/akk- `die')
b. uwant - `having ome' (we-/uwa- `ome')
. arant- `standing' (ar - `stand')
8
Honer and Melhert 2008: 339 also note that there are a few ases in whih the partiiples of transitive
verbs have an ative reading, e.g., ²ekkant `knowing' (²	akk -/²akk - `know'), i²tama²²ant- `hearing' (i²tama²² -
`hear'), adant- `having eaten' (ed -/ad - `eat').
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(31) Transitive ant-partiiples:
a. appant- `seized, taken' (epp-/app- `seize')
b. piyant - `given' (pai-/pi- `give')
. taruppant- `assembled' (tarupp- `ollet, assemble')
The partiiples of deponents pattern with regular transitive verbs and have a passive reading:
(32) Deponent ant-partiiples:
a. par²iyant - `broken' (par²(i)- `break')
b. h
ˇ
uettiant - `pulled' (h
ˇ
uett(i)- `pluk, pull')
. tuh
ˇ
²ant- `ut o' (tuh
ˇ
² - `ut o')
3.6 Modern Greek
3.6.1 The Modern Greek Voie system
In order to ompare the behavior of the non-informant bivalent voie systems with that of a
ontemporary language, I briey disuss the Modern Greek voie system and its deponents
here.
The Modern Greek voie system is remarkably similar to that of Anient Greek and
the other Indo-European languages disussed in this hapter, although it has branhed out
in terms of periphrasti onstrutions. Modern Greek distinguishes between perfetive and
imperfetive aspet, non-past, past, and future tense, and ative vs. non-ative voie. It also
has a periphrasti perfet that likewise distinguishes between non-past, past, and future tense.
In the following tables, I summarize the ative and non-ative endings of Modern Greek.
I deviate from the format of the previous setion, where I have grouped the endings aording
to non-past and past, sine Modern Greek has more distintions in the non-ative than in
the ative endings (see Holton et al. 1997: 113. on voie distintions in the verbal endings
in Modern Greek, for reent theoretial disussions of Modern Greek voie morphology see
Embik 1997: 207., Embik 1998, Merhant To appear).
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Table 23. Modern Greek ativenon-ative endings
Ative Non-ative
Non-past Past Non-past Past
ipf./pfv. ipfv./pfv. ipfv. pfv. ipfv. pfv.
1sg. -o -a -ome -o -omun -ika
2sg. -is -es -ese -is -osun -ikes
3sg. -i -e -ete -i -otan -ike
1pl. -ume -ame -omaste -ume -omastan -ikame
2pl. -ete -ate -este -ite -osastan -ikate
3pl. -un -an -onde -un -ondan -ikan
Greek deponents and non-oppositional middles take the non-ative endings.
The periphrasti perfet is formed using the (formally ative) auxiliary eho `have' plus
the invariant innitive (non-nite) form of the verb, whih is idential to the 3sg. non-past
perfetive (Holton et al. 1997: 112f.). Alternating verbs make both an ative and a non-ative
perfet; the perfet ative uses eho plus the 3sg. non-past perfetive ative form, the perfet
non-ative uses eho together with the 3sg. non-past perfetive non-ative form.
Deponents show mismath behavior in the periphrasti perfet in that they are formally
non-ative, but syntatially ative, exatly like the Latin periphrasti perfet of deponents.
That is, they take the non-ative innitive rather than the ative one.
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Table 24. Modern Greek: deponent vs. non-deponent perfets
Alternating verb: deno `tie' Deponent verb: dehome `aept'
non-past pfv. perf. non-past pfv. perf.
3sg.ative desi ehi desi  
`tied' `has tied'
3sg.non-ative dethi ehi dethi dehthi ehi dehthi
`was tied' `has been tied' `aepted' `has aepted'
The periphrasti perfet of deponents is ative and transitive, exatly like the orrespond-
ing syntheti forms, p. (33a). A passive interpretation of deponent perfets is impossible
((33b), both examples from Papangeli and Lavidas 2009: 203).
(33) Deponent verb ekmetalevome `exploit':
a. I
The.nom
Maria
Maria.nom
ehi
has
ekmetalef-thi
exploit-3sg.non-past.pfv.nonat
oles
all.a
tis
the.a
katastasis
situations.a
Maria has exploited all situations
b. *I
The.nom
katastasis
situations.nom
ehun
have
ekmetalef-thi
exploit-3sg.non-past.pfv.nonat
Intended: The situations have been exploited
3.6.2 Classiation of Modern Greek non-ative-only verbs
Sine Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) provide a detailed study dediated of Modern Greek
middle-only verbs, I restrit myself to briey summarizing their main ndings here. It must
be stressed again that they dene deponents as verbs that take only non-ative morphology,
89% of whih fall into one of the anonial funtions disussed in Chapter 2. These are sum-
marized in the following table.
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Table 25. Canonial media tantum in Modern Greek
Classiation % Examples
Reexives/reiproals 33% aftoeksipiretume `serve oneself', alilo-
eksipiretume `serve one another', stithodernome
`hit oneself in the hest'
Antiausatives/Change of state 19% ekrignime `explode', marenome `wilt',
enilikionome `beome an adult'
Cognitive/psyh verbs 13% fovame `fear', esthanome `feel', gevome `taste'
Unausatives 9% erhome `ome', aknume `arrive'
(Medio)passives 8% itome `be defeated', iliokeome `be burnt by the
sun', androkratume `be dominated by men'
Statives 7% ironevome `be ironi', ime `be', dikeume `have
the right to', tsigunevome `be stingy'
The remaining 11% are transitive, syntatially ative verbs that do not t any of the
above ategories and are mismath verbs/deponents aording to the denition in Setion
2.4. Taken together, middle-only verbs in Modern Greek make up 1,348 verbs out of the a.
5,500 verbs in Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014)'s orpus, or 24.5%. This orresponds remark-
ably well to the numbers given in Setion 3.2.2 above based on the orpora of the Sanskrit
grammarians of antiquity, where 485 out of 2,001 roots, or 24.9%, were lassied as middle-
only verbs. Even taking into aount the aveats in both ases (the Sanskrit Dh	atupat
˙
has
ontain oasional forms that are never enountered outside the grammatial literature, the
Greek orpus ontains forms whih for some speakers have ative ounterparts or whih some
speakers onsider obsolete, like kime `lie'), this is a remarkable onvergene. It is lear that
non-alternating behavior is a stable omponent of bivalent syntheti voie systems.
As for the mismath verbs, I list examples of this lass in (34); verbs with a question mark
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may not have to be lassied as mismath verbs.
(34) Modern Greek deponents
eborevome `trade', hirizome `use, manipulate', metahirizome `handle, use', diahiri-
zome `handle', epihirizome `undertake', epititheme `attak', arnume `deny', dehome
`aept', diigume `tell (a story)', egiome `guarantee', ekdikume `take revenge on',
ensternizome `embrae, espouse (an idea)', epagelome `promise', episkeftome `visit',
katarieme `urse', katahrome `abuse', mimume `mimi, imitate', oramatizome `en-
vision' (?), paretume `quit, relinquish, forgo', sakulevome `suspet' (?), skarzome
`ontrive, devise', skeptome/ skeftome `rationalize, ponder, think about' (?), sfeter-
izome `take over, take into possession', iperaspizome `defend', ipoptevome `suspet',
iposhome `promise', ipopsiazome `suspet', hriazome `need'.
There are a few borderline ases that are syntatially agentive and transitive and are
usually lassied as deponents, but whih are semantially interpretable as inherently self-
benefative verbs (e.g., ekmetalevome `exploit, benet', karponome `appropriate', kapilevome
`exploit, use').
9
However, there seems to be some variation in whether or not speakers pereive
these as self-benefatives.
Although Alexiadou 2013 and Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) have reently argued that
all of (34) should be analyzed as experiener verbs, this is at least synhronially impossible,
sine these verbs pattern as transitive verbs with an agent argument with respet to the
relevant tests. I disuss the evidene for this in Setion 4.2.
3.6.3 Non-nite forms
Greek has three non-nite formations that are relevant here: the gerund or present ative
partiiple in -ondas, the perfet non-ative partiiple in -menos and a verbal adjetive in
-tos (on MG partiiples see Holton et al. 1997: 234., Embik 1997: 134., Anagnostopoulou
9
Despina Oikonomou, p..
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2003, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008, Papangeli and Lavidas 2009).
10
The rst one
is invariant while the other two inet for ase, number, and gender like adjetives. They
also pattern together in being syntatially passive, that is, oriented towards the objet of
transitive verbs. The gerund, on the other hand, is syntatially ative and has been desribed
as subjet-ontrolled (Holton et al. 1997: 235).
The -menos and -tos partiiples have a similar surfae syntax and interpretation, as the
following examples (from Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008 and Anagnostopoulou 2014)
show:
Table 26. -menos vs. -tos partiiples
Verb -menos -tos
vrazo vras-menos vras-tos `boiled'
psino psi-menos psi-tos `grilled'
anigo anig-menos anih-tos `opened; open'
klino klis-menos klis-tos `losed
However, Anagnostopoulou 2003 has argued that they dier in that -menos has event im-
pliations, whereas -tos does not. That is, anigmenos means `opened', implying a prior event
of opening, whereas anihtos means `open', with no impliations of suh a prior event. This
orrelates with syntati dierenes between the two formations (for instane, with respet to
the liensing of manner adverbs, et.). Anagnostopoulou argues that these dierenes reet
dierent heights of attahment sites for the nominalizing suxes -menos vs. -tos. While -tos
attahes diretly to the root, p. (35), -menos either selets v+Asp (target state partiiples,
(35a), NB v stands for the verbalizing projetion, not the one introduing the agent) or
10
There are a few other partiipial formations whih belong to the katharevousa register and whih are
rarely used outside of formal ontexts (see Holton et al. 1997: 235. I am leaving these aside here.
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v+Voie+Asp (resultant state partiiples, (35b)).
(35) tos-partiiples:
Adj
-tos RootP
√
anig
(36) menos-partiiples:
a. Adj
-menos Asp
Asp v
v RootP
√
anig
b. Adj
-menos Asp
Asp Voie
Voie v
v RootP
√
anig
The dierent syntati properties of these partiiples then follow from the dierene in
funtional projetions that they inorporate (for this general approah to nominalizations see
also, e.g., Alexiadou 2001, Embik 2004b, Alexiadou et al. 2007, Baker and Vinokurova 2009,
Harley 2009).
Deponent partiiples, both in -tos and in -menos, behave like the partiiples of non-
deponent transitive verbs. The latter has a passive interpretation both in prediative position
(adjetival/stative passive, (37a) and (38a)) and in the attributive use, (37b) and (38b).
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(37) Non-deponent grafo `write':
a. To
The
gramma
letter.nom
ine
is
grammeno
written
The letter is written
b. To
The
grammeno
written
gramma
letter
(38) Deponent metahirizome `use':
a. To
The
lexiko
ditionary.nom
ine
is
metahirismeno
used
The ditionary is used
b. To
The
metahirismeno
used
lexiko
ditionary
-tos ours in negated partiiples of deponent and non-deponent verbs (ex. from Papangeli
and Lavidas 2009: 201):
(39) a. Non-deponent pleno `wash':
pli-menos
washed
 a-pli-tos
unwashed
b. Deponent metahirizome `use:
metahiris-menos
used
 a-metahirist-tos
unused
While the behavior of the tos-partiiple of deponents is expeted, given the proposed
struture in (46), the passive reading of the menos-partiiple is unexpeted under an analysis
where it inorporates a funtional projetion Voie, as in (47b). As I argue in more detail in
Setion 5.4 where I disuss the non-nite formations of deponents more generally, inorpo-
ration of the head that determines ative/non-ative morphology in nite formations should
lead to a ontinuation of mismath behavior in deponent partiiples. That is, metahirismenos
should mean ative `using', whih it does not. Papangeli and Lavidas (2009: 201) posit that
this is beause the Voie projetion is atually laking in deponent adjetival partiiples, but
do not motivate that laim further.
However, Modern Greek has a seond type of partiiple in -menos with a dierent stress
pattern: -ómenos instead of -ménos. While this is also desribed as belonging to katharevousa
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(Holton et al. 1997: 235.), -ómenos is interesting in that it preserves the mismath when
formed to deponent verbs. Thus metahirizómenos means `using' while metahirisménos means
`used', and likewise epitithémenos/epitithómenos `attaking', ekmetalevómenos `taking advan-
tage of, using', dehómenos `aepting', arnúmenos `refusing', et. These have the same ative,
transitive syntax as the nite forms, p. (40).
11
(40) Kerdise
won.3sg.past.at
lefta
money.a
ekmetalevómenos
exploiting
tus
the.a
ergates
workers.a
He won money (by) exploiting the workers
While its distribution is somewhat restrited by register, -ómenos learly patterns with
Vedi -(m)	ana- and Anient Greek -menos in preserving the mismath syntax of deponents.
Modern Greek also has gerunds, formed with the invariant sux -ondas. Tsimpli (2000)
argues that they bear ative voie features (p. 160). I argue in Chapter 4 that ative
is not a feature of a funtional head v/Voie, but default inetion inserted in partiular
syntati environments at Spell-Out. The haraterization of -ondas as subjet-oriented is
therefore a priori more useful. Tsimpli furthermore argues that gerunds, whih only our
in absolutive onstrutions, ontain funtional projetions relating to manner and voie, but
ruially not tense and agreement. While both -menos and -ómenos agree with their head
nouns for number and gender, -ondas does not agree.
Not unexpetedly, ondas-gerunds to deponent verbs are rare and usually pereived as
speaker errors; Papangeli and Lavidas (2009: 201, fn. 6) note that they are not fully aepted
(they seem to be more aeptable to speakers than new formally ative nite forms, however,
p. Roussou and Tsimpli 2007). An example is given in (41) (= Papangeli and Lavidas 2009's
(9)).
11
I am grateful to Elena Anagnostopoulou, Sabine Iatridou, and Despina Oikonomou (who provided these
examples) for disussing these partiiples with me.
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(41) apodeho-ndas
aept-ger
tin
the.a
isodo
entry.a
metanaston
immigrants.gen
Aepting the entry of immigrants
For the diahroni development of -ondas and -menos and their uses see Manolessou (2005).
3.7 Summary
In this hapter, I have presented the voie systems of dierent Indo-European languages from
a synhroni and omparative perspetive. We have seen that all of these languages basially
have bivalent syntheti voie systems, that they all have a sizeable number of verbs that
exlusively take non-ative morphology, and that these verbs fall into several semantially
preditable lasses.
Besides these anonial middles, however, all these languages also have a semantially less
oherent lass of non-anonial middles (deponents). These mismath verbs behave slightly
dierently from language to language with respet to non-nite formations and other parts
of their paradigm, and this hapter was meant to eluidate this ross-linguisti variation.
Interestingly, however, there is a ertain extent of ross-linguisti oherene in deponent
verb meanings. The following table lists lexial items with very similar semantis that all
pattern as deponent verbs in these ve languages. Note that these are not ognate pairs, that
is, they do not go bak to the same (Proto-Indo-European) lexial item.
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Table 27. Correlations between deponent verbs
Vedi Hittite Latin Greek Modern Greek Meaning
tr
´¯
ayate pah
ˇ
²a(ri) tueor erúomai `protet'
b
´¯
adhate íptomai epititheme `attak,
beset'
imitor mimume `imitate'
ul	sor t´¯numai
(díz	emai)
ekdikume `take revenge
on, avenge'
rábhate
(pátyate)
adip	sor ,
nan	sor
aínumai ,
dékhomai
sfeterizome,
karponome
`take, appro-
priate'
ommin	sor ,
m	ahinor
m
´¯
edomai skarzome `ontrive, de-
vise'
´¯
d
˙
yate,
vándate
eúkhomai `praise'
	utor (meta)hirizome,
kapilevome
`use'
ks
˙
ádate fungor titúskomai `prepare,
arry out'
h
ˇ
annar(ri) per	litor aitiáomai ,
prokalízomai
`hallenge,
ontest, test'
Note, however, that we annot simply add these prediates to our list of anonial fun-
tions of non-ative morphology, sine all of these deponent verb lasses have formally ative
synonyms at the same synhroni stage. That is, the lexial meaning protet was not in any
way speied for non-ative morphology in Indo-European, any more than attak or praise
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was. Rather, it must be the lexial entry of these partiular verbs themselves that must be
synhronially speied to trigger deponent behavior, for reasons spei to the diahroni
development of these verbs.
Having established what mismath paradigms look like, I disuss the syntax of deponent
verbs in more detail in the next hapter, onrming that they are indeed mismath verbs and
annot be analyzed as experiener or self-benefative verbs (hene anonial middles). I start
by disussing previous approahes to mismath verbs and their benets and shortomings. I
present my own analysis of deponents in Setion 4.3.
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Chapter 4
Explaining the mismath
4.1 Previous approahes to deponeny
The fat that deponeny is found both in modern and anient languages that are not genet-
ially related makes it likely that this kind of formal feature mismath is a ross-linguisti
universal that verbal systems an display. Deponent verbs raise several questions onern-
ing the relationship between syntax and morphology. In languages suh as the ones intro-
dued above, with a produtive distintion between ative and non-ative voie morphology,
one would predit that transitive verbs like `inite', `protet', and `devour' would hoose a-
tive morphology. On the morphologial side, one would predit that if these verbs did pik
non-ative morphology, their meaning should be `is inited', `is proteted', or some similar
non-ative meaning.
There are several ways in whih this mismath between expeted form and expeted mean-
ing ould be approahed. Stump (2007) and Müller (2013) both distinguish between form
deponeny and property deponeny . Form deponeny means that verbs have the wrong
morphologial exponene for their syntati and semanti behavior. Under this view, a de-
ponent verb like Vedi grásate `devours' is an ative verb that wrongly takes only non-ative
endings. Property deponeny, on the other hand, means that verbs have the wrong meaning
for the morphology they take. Under this view, grásate is a middle verb that has the wrong
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meaning and morphosyntati behavior for the endings that it takes.
Previous approahes to deponeny have foused on nding a diahroni explanation for
individual lexial items with the wrong morphologial exponene, usually via reanalysis of
an older, anonial funtion. While this an indeed often explain how a partiular verb ame
to be a deponent, foussing on diahrony alone misses an interesting generalization, namely
that voie mismathes are a regular feature of ertain kinds of voie systems (Greek-type
voie sytems) aross non-genetially related languages. In other words, the possibility of suh
a reanalysis must be part of the grammar of a speaker of a Greek-type system, but not of that
of a speaker of a language with an English-type voie system. This means that there must
be a synhroni omponent to deponeny that needs to be aounted for in terms of general
priniples of the grammatial apparatus.
One argument in favor of this view is that deponents are not neessarily eliminated in
the ourse of a language's history, but are often remarkably stable. Latin deponents suh
as hortor `inite' and sequor `follow' remain solidly deponent for a period of over 500 years
without being replaed by formally ative forms like *hort	o and sequ	o,
1
and the same holds
for Vedi Sanskrit and Greek. In Sanskrit, deponent verbs are replaed by verbs with ative
morphology only when the distintion between ative and middle voie breaks down on the
way to Middle Indi. In Greek, deponent behavior is even extended throughout the history
of the language, so that verbs that were ative in Anient Greek (or distinguished between
ative and middle forms) end up being deponents in Modern Greek, e.g. Anient Greek ative
ekhthaír	o `hate' → Modern Greek non-ative ehthrevome; at. empisteú	o `I entrust' → MG
non-at. empistevome, et. (Lavidas and Papangeli 2007: 112.). This is remarkable given
that there is also a ounterating tendeny for syntatially ative transitive verbs to be
reharaterized as morphologially ative (morphologial oerion, see Roussou and Tsimpli
(2007), Lavidas and Papangeli (2007), and Manzini et al. (Forthoming) on Modern Greek
neo-atives). The fat that some deponents nevertheless esape this proess means that
1
Ative sequ	o is atually marginally attested, but does not ath on.
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there must be a synhroni nihe for mismath verbs at any given stage of suh voie systems.
Moreover, it is not always possible to nd an obvious synhroni motivation for non-ative
morphology on a syntatially ative, transitive verb. That is, the synhroni non-anonial
funtion of these verbs is not always immediately derivable from a previous anonial funtion,
and many times an only be unovered by studying the diahrony of these verbs. Take, for
example, the Latin deponent verb sequor `follow'. In Latin, this verb at rst glane behaves
like a mismath verb: It has a nominative subjet and an ausative objet.
(1) Latin, Plaut., Aulularia 4.7.16:
I,
go.ipv
iam
at.one
sequor
follow.1sg.pres.pass
te,
you.a
mater
mother
Go! I (will) follow you at one, mother.
However, the omparison with Greek and Vedi shows that this verb only marginally takes
ausative objets in these languages. In fat, the use with dative (Greek) and instrumental
(Vedi) arguments is muh more ommon, e.g.:
(2) Vedi, RV 1.145.2:
'syá
dem.pron.gen.sg
krátv	a
insight.instr
saate
follow.3sg.pres.mid
ápradr
˙
pitah
˙
areless.nom
The one who isn't areless follows his insight
(3) Greek, Hom., Od., 9.159:
n	ees
ships
mén
part
moi
me.dat
héponto
follow.3pl.ipf.mid
du
´¯
odeka
twelve
Twelve ships followed me
Sine the Greek dative has taken over some funtions of the PIE instrumental (whih is
not preserved as a separate ategory in Greek), the most likely explanation is that the root
*sek
u
“ that these verbs ultimatively go bak to originally meant `go along, together with' and
took instrumental arguments (or quasi-arguments). But this meaning ould be desribed as
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translational motion, whih aording to Kemmer (1993) falls into the lass of prediate types
that ross-linguistially take non-ative morphology. This verb would therefore originally have
been a anonial middle verb (medium tantum), whih on the way to Latin developed into a
deponent. While its non-ative morphology is understandable from a diahroni perspetive,
it annot easily be motivated from the point of view of the synhroni distribution of ative
vs. non-ative morphology in Latin.
While historial linguists may eventually unover an earlier anonial funtion for even
the most obstreperous deponent using omparative or internal reonstrution, an L1 aquirer
obviously does not have aess to a deponent's prehistory and must therefore nd another
way of inorporating a voie mismath into her grammar.
In the following setions, I provide further arguments for the view that deponeny needs
a general synhroni aount in addition to an aount of the diahroni trajetory of the
individual lexial items.
4.1.1 Deponeny as lexial idiosynrasy
An obvious hypothesis onerning deponents would be the assumption that there is nothing
syntatially interesting about themthey are normal ative verbs that simply share the id-
iosynrasy of having some feature in their lexial entry that will ause them to be spelled out
as non-ative. Suh an analysis would treat deponents as ases of form deponeny , that is, as
ative verbs whih are wrongly spelled out as non-ative beause the lexial entry of their
root or stem inludes a diariti [pass℄ or [dep℄. One ould then look for a diahroni expla-
nation as to why ertain verbs have aquired this feature. Suh an approah to deponeny
is extremely widespread, spanning dierent theoretial shools (e.g., Embik 1998, Embik
2000, Sadler and Spener 2001, Kiparsky 2005, Bjorkman 2011). However, while I ultimately
agree that there is a diariti in the lexial entry of deponents that triggers their mismath
behavior, I propose that it annot be a feature [pass℄ or [dep℄. First, if deponent behavior
were triggered by a feature [pass℄ on a lexial entry, one would not expet deponent behavior
to be inuened by tense, aspet, or mood (TAM). However, it is well known that Anient
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Greek and Latin have so-alled semi-deponent verbs that are deponent only in partiular
tenses, but formally ative in others (see Setion 4.4.2 for a disussion of this pattern). In
Latin, for example, ative verbs have syntheti ative perfets, whereas deponent verbs have
analyti ative perfets onsisting of a perfet (passive) partiiple (PPP) plus an auxiliary.
Semi-deponent verbs have ative present tense forms, but analyti perfets.
Table 28. Latin semi-deponents
ative verb deponent verb semi-deponent verb
pres. am-	o hort-or ond-	o
`I love' `I inite' `I trust'
perf. am-	av-	 hortatus sum onsus sum
`I have loved' `I have inited' `I have trusted'
In Greek, a similar split is in evidene between the present and the future tense. A number
of verbs have ative morphology in the present, but middle morphology in the orresponding
futures (the future marker is -s-):
Table 29. Greek semi-deponents
ative verb deponent verb semi-deponent verb
pres. gráph-	o dék
h
-omai akoú-	o
`I write' `I reeive' `I hear'
fut. gráp-s-	o dék-s-omai akoú-s-omai
`I will write' `I will reeive' `I will hear'
A feature [pass℄ on a root should not be sensitive to any partiular TAM onguration
suh roots should behave as deponents in all forms of their paradigm, independent of TAM
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and niteness.
In a lexialist approah, one ould explain this by saying that deponents are lexially
marked for non-ative morphology in ombination with ertain stem-forming suxes. That
is, the abstrat Greek root akou is unmarked, whereas the ombination akou + -s has
a diariti [NonAt℄ in its lexial entry. However, there is no way of onstraining this
approah: in priniple, any diariti on any lexial entry, and any ombination thereof should
be possible, and this is learly not the ase.
2
Moreover, the problem of the diahrony of suh
stems remains: How would this situation arise diahronially, and why would hildren learn
suh a system rather than regularize the paradigm and get rid of this lexial idiosynrasy?
A further argument against a feature [pass℄ (or [NonAt℄) on deponent roots (or stems)
omes from Sanskrit. Classial Sanskrit has a periphrasti perfet onstrution besides the
regular syntheti perfet. The periphrasti perfet is formed using the ausative singular of a
verbal abstrat of the root or stem with the nite syntheti perfet of an auxiliary (usually kr
˙
`do, make', see Whitney 1879: 347., Delbrük 1888: 426f., Madonell 1910: 365, Got	o 2013:
123). The verbal abstrat often inludes present stem morphology of stems that do not make
a syntheti perfet, like the ausative, intensive, or desiderative. That is, we nd verbalizing
morphology on the verbal abstrat, but perfet and voie morphology on the auxiliary.
Interestingly, deponent verbs always selet themiddle perfet form of the auxiliary, whereas
verbs whih alternate between ative and middle morphology in the non-perfet stems also
alternate in the perfet auxiliary. Examples are given in table 30 (-a is the 3sg. perfet ative
ending, -e is the 3sg. perfet middle ending, -ur is the 3pl. perfet ative ending), see Whitney
1885 and Stump 2007 for more examples.
2
See Embik (1997: 281.) for a detailed disussion of why ertain features, e.g., [past℄, annot be inherent
to roots.
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Table 30. Sanskrit periphrasti perfets
Root Syntheti perf. Meaning Analyti perf. Meaning
Alternating vy	a vivy-úr `have overed' vyay
´¯
am
˙
ak	ar-a `has overed'
bh	 bibh	ay-a `is afraid' bibhay
´¯
am
˙
ak	ar-a `was afraid'
vid véd-a `knows' vid
´¯
am
˙
ak	ar-a `knew'
Deponent 	d
˙
	d
˙
-e `has praised' 	d
˙
	am
˙
akr-e `has praised'
idh 	dh-é `has ignited' indh
´¯
am
˙
akr-e `has ignited'
	ks
˙
	ks
˙
´¯
am
˙
akr-e `has seen'
If the deponent status of	d
˙
were determined by a non-ative feature on this root, there is no
reason why a non-ative auxiliary should be seleted when the root itself is in a voie-neutral
nominal form.
Kiparsky (2005) follows the literature in assuming that the Sanskrit periphrasti perfet
is only used when the formation of the expeted redupliated syntheti perfet is prevented
beause of a synhroni restrition against redupliation of ertain root strutures, namely
	
VC and VCC, or to stems that do not allow redupliation. It is true that the syntheti perfet
is regularly found with ausative stems, whih annot be redupliated. However, as (3) shows,
	
VC- and VCC-roots atually make syntheti perfets in Vedi (and Classial Sanskrit). More-
over, roots that an be regularly redupliated, like vy	a, bh	, and vid , also form periphrasti
perfets. Kiparsky furthermore points out that the periphrasti perfet has the synhronially
expeted meaning in ases in whih the orresponding syntheti perfet has an irregular mean-
ing (p. irregular véda `knows' vs. regular vid	a 
m ak	ara `has known'); this is expeted given
that the periphrasti perfet is the newer formation. The relationship between the syntheti
and the periphrasti perfet is therefore not quite straightforward both from the phonolog-
ial and the semanti point of view. The important point is that the periphrasti perfet
shows that deponent behavior annot simply depend on a feature [NonAt℄ on partiular
roots alone, sine this oers no explanation for the presene of non-ative morphology on the
auxiliary . Rather, the mismath seems to happen when ertain roots interat with the fun-
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tional struture assoiated with tense/aspet projetions. Reall that in Bjorkman (2011)'s
approah (introdued in Setion 3.4.1 above), auxiliaries are inserted to pik up stranded
inetional features (when movement of the verb is bloked, for example). Applied to the
Sanskrit periphrasti perfet, we see both the feature [perf℄ (for perfet, not perfetive) and
the feature [NonAt℄ expressed on the auxiliary.
But we are operating under the assumption that deponents have a root feature [NonAt℄,
indiated in (4). The verbal noun exhibits stem-forming morphology, suggesting that the root
moves at least to V, as in the following example (the hierarhy of funtional projetions in
the perfet is based on Iatridou et al. 2001).
(4) T+AGR
T
[pers; num; tns℄
PerfP
Perf
[perf℄
(AspP)
(Asp) vP
v
[NonAt℄?
VP
√
idh[NonAt℄
i
+V RP
t
i
However, at this point we fae a dilemma. We have a lexial feature [NonAt℄ on the root,
by stipulation. But we also need to ensure that voie is expressed on the auxiliary (whih
is where we atually see voie morphology). That is, it seems as if the feature ontent of
the auxiliary is determined by T+AGR, Perf and Asp, rather than the root (whih is stuk
in V). But if that is the ase, how an we ensure that deponents auxiliaries always surfae
with non-ative morphology? I ome bak to this dilemma in Setion 5.3 and propose an
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alternative aount for (4). At this point, it should sue to illustrate that a lexial feature
[pass℄/[NonAt℄ is insuient to apture all aspets of deponeny.
Moreover, languages whih only have periphrasti non-ative voie onstrutions, like
English, do not have deponents. That is, there are no be + past partiiple-passives in English
that are syntatially ative. The same holds for languages that have analyti middles,
in whih a morphologially ative verb ombines with an anaphori pronoun (e.g., German
sih, Duth zih, Frenh se, Italian si , et.). These onstrutions have many of the funtions
dened as anonial in Setion 2.2 (reexive, reiproal, antiausative, dispositional, et.).
Yet they never make deponents, that is, there are no analyti middle mismath ases. There
is no a priori reason why these languages should never have a lexial feature [pass℄, however.
Taken together, these fats indiate that there must be a deeper explanation of deponeny
than simply positing a lexial feature assoiated with ertain verbal roots that triggers the
insertion of non-ative morphology despite the ative syntax of suh verbs. Rather, deponeny
is a feature of partiular types of voie systems, and should reeive an explanation within a
general theory of the morphosyntax of these voie systems.
4.1.2 Deponeny as a lexial-semanti phenomenon
While the lexial approah aknowledges the idiosynrati morphosyntati behavior of depo-
nents, one ould also go the other diretion and start with the assumption that the semantis
of deponent verbs an somehow be subsumed under the anonial funtion(s) of non-ative
voie morphology. Suh approahes are widespread in the traditional literature on Latin,
Greek, and Sanskrit, and have also been taken up more reently in the typologial litera-
ture (e.g. Klaiman 1991, Kemmer 1993, and the papers in Fox and Hopper 1994). Broadly
speaking, the ommon denominator for non-ative voie in suh approahes is usually termed
subjet-aetedness, i.e. the subjet is somehow aeted by the verbal ation, by being the
patient/theme (as in passives and mediopassives) or by initiating and ontrolling it (to aount
for the reexive/reiproal funtion) or by being the reipient of it (benefatives/malefatives).
Compare the following desription by Gonda (1979: 9) on the funtion of the Sanskrit middle:
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In studying the opposition between the ative and the middle voies in those
frequent ases in whih a verb is onjugated in both diatheses the former may
be dened as the ategory whih essentially signies that the subjet performs a
proess (...) Being opposed to the ative the medium adds its spei nuane to
the verbviz. the proess is taking plae with regard to the person who (the
thing whih) is the subjet; it happens to him (it) et. (...)
This works at least desriptively for ases in whih a middle verb has a reexive or self-
benefative funtion ompared to the orresponding ative, e.g.:
(5) Sanskrit:
a. at. pun
´¯
ati `washes': mid. pávate `washes oneself'
b. at. dr
˙
˙˘
mháti `makes rm': mid. dr
˙
˙˘
mháte `beomes rm'
. at. várdhati `grows something': mid. várdhate `grows'
In the middle-marked variants, it is intuitively easy to see how the proess is happening to
the subjet. It is more diult in the ase of non-oppositional middles like ±áye `lies' or
´¯
aste `sits', where it is diult to argue that any sort of proess is happening to someone.
Moreover, in self-benefatives, the proess is apparently happening to both the subjet and
the objet.
Gonda goes on to say that the atual use of voie marking with ertain verbal roots/stems
in Vedi often lashes with this superial lassiation. He ites RV 6.16.48 as an example
of a transitive deponent whose middle voie morphology would not be predited by this
lassiation:
(6) RV 6.16.48:
agním
˙
re.a.sg
dev
´¯
aso
gods.nom.pl
... indh-áte
kindle-3pl.pres.mid
`The gods kindle the re'
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Gonda suggests the translation the event of kindling omes to pass in the sphere of the gods
with respet to re (p. 11), whih is rather fored. Moreover, nothing would prevent one from
paraphrasing a formally ative transitive verb in the same way, i.e. taking ative X Y bhára-ti
X arries Y to mean the event of arrying happens in the sphere of X with respet to Y.
Some sholars translate agentive middle-marked verbs like the one in (6) onsistently as self-
benefatives, i.e., The gods kindle the re for themselves, but without a lear denition of
what a non-alternating self-benefative might mean synhronially (p. Frenh and German,
where non-alternating self-benefatives are highly restrited) this approah is irular and
will allow any ation to be qualied as self-benefative. Again, it has to be stressed that the
label self-benefative may in some ases provide a diahroni explanation (in partiular for
verbs that mean `take, seize', et.), but using this label as a last resort strategy to explain
synhroni mismath ases like Gonda does for Vedi is methodologially unilluminating.
Moreover, the omparison with Modern Greek shows that native speakers do not have the
intuition that deponents (in the narrow denition) have a self-benefative omponent.
The subjet aetedness approah runs into trouble on another level as well. In their
study of Modern Greek (MG) deponents, Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) point out that the
laim that deponents denote subjet aetedness in the presene of ontrol (Kemmer 1993)
annot be supported sine many deponents in MG have a passive or antiausative meaning
whih learly laks ontrol (p. 13, NB their use of deponent, i.e., middle-only verbs).
Furthermore, semi-deponents as disussed above would be diult to predit, sine it is
not lear why subjet aetedness would only be relevant to partiular TAM ongurations.
Taken together, this indiates that an approah to the distribution of non-ative voie based
purely on lexial-semanti and pragmati notions suh as aetedness or situation ontrol
does not have any preditive power and annot explain the behavior of mismath verbs in
onjuntion with partiular tense/aspet morphology, niteness, or nominalizing morphology.
As I will argue in more detail in the next setion, this behavior alls for a syntati aount,
at least synhronially.
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4.1.3 Summary
In this setion, I have presented arguments that deponeny annot only be understood as
an idiosynrasy of ertain verbs triggered by a diariti in their lexial entries that fores
the insertion of non-ative morphology, at least not independently of the verbal funtional
struture relating to tense, aspet, and niteness (more arguments for this are presented in
the next setion). Nor an deponents be subsumed under the anonial funtion of middle
morphology, unless one is willing to streth the denition of anonial until it loses all its
preditive power. In the next hapter, I suggest an analysis that derives deponent behavior
from a strutural relation between the funtional projetions Voie/v and the verbalizing
projetion V that determines themati aspet (Aktionsart). That is, I propose that deponeny
should be understood as syntati phenomenon, in the sense that it originates in the ourse
of the syntati derivation of a prediate.
First, however, I argue in the next setion that deponents are agentive and do not fall
under any of the anonial funtions of non-ative voie. This is important given the attempts
to streth the denition of anonial middles to enompass deponents whih I disussed in
this setion.
4.2 Deponents are agentive
While Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014)'s study shows that the overwhelming majority of mor-
phologially non-ative verbs in a given language atually instantiate the anonial funtions
of non-ative voie, their attempt to streth this nding to over all morphologially non-
ative verbs is less onvining. Their starting point is the observation that many of the MG
transitive media tantum are psyh verbs/verbs of ognition/experiener verbs, in whih the
external argument is an experiener or undergoer rather than an agent. Examples inlude:
(7) MG experiener media tantum
a. fevome `fear'
b. esthanome `feel'
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. gevome `taste'
d. skeftome `think'
Based on this observation, they then argue that all transitive deponents an be analyzed as
experiener verbs beause they an be analysed as benefatives or malefatives (p. 8). As
disussed in Setion 2.2.5, the benefative or indiret reexive use is a well-attested anonial
funtion of non-ative morphology. If Zombolou and Alexiadou (2014) are right, there simply
is no mismath hereall transitive deponents are atually anonial middles.
However, there are good arguments against suh an analysis. Embik (1997: 216f.), based
on Anagnostopoulou (1999), shows that transitive deponents in Modern Greek pattern sys-
tematially with agentive transitive verbs as opposed to experiener verbs with respet to
liti doubling, word order, and liti left disloation (all of the MG examples are taken from
Embik).
With some psyh-verbs, both an agentive and a psyhologial reading is possible under
ertain irumstanes. In the agentive reading, the subjet is an agent arrying out an ation
(as in (8a)), in the psyhologial reading, the subjet is the ause of an event (as in (8b)).
While the agentive reading with an animate subjet does not require liti doubling of the
objet, (8a), the psyhologial reading is ungrammatial without the doubled liti, (8b):
(8) a. I
The
Maria
Maria.nom
enohli
bothers
ton
the
Petro
Petros.a
Maria bothers Petros
b. Ta
The
epipla
furniture.nom
*?(ton)
l.a
enohlun
bothers
ton
the
Petro
Petros.a
The furniture bothers Petros
Transitive agentive deponents like hriazome `need' pattern with the agentive reading and do
not require liti doubling, as in (9). This indiates that their external argument is an agent
rather than a ause/theme.
3
3
Hriazome may not be the best verb with whih to exemplify this, sine it fails to behave as agentive with
respet to other tests, like imperative formation (Despina Oikonomou, p..):
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(9) I
The
Maria
Maria
hriazete
needs.nat
ton
the
Petro
Petros.a
Maria needs Petros
For experiener verbs, both the word orders exp-verb-theme and theme-verb-exp are pos-
sible and unmarked with respet to their disourse status. However, fronting of the objet
of a non-psyh verb results in a marked liti left disloation (CLLD) struture. Transitive
deponents pattern as non-psyh verbs in triggering this CLLD onstrution:
(10) a. O
The
Petros
Petros.nom
hriazete
needs
to
the
vivlio
book
Petros needs the book
b. To
The
vivlio
book
to
l
hriazete
needs
o
the
Petros
Petros
The book, Petros needs
Agentivity tests an also be applied to the other languages that have deponents. For the
older Indo-European languages, the most important ones are agent noun formation, passiviza-
tion, and agent-oriented adverbs.
4.2.1 Agent nouns
Vedi, Greek, Hittite, and Latin all have designated agent-noun forming suxes that have
the same properties as agent nominalizers in other languages: They take genitive objets
and an only be formed to verbs whose external argument is an agent (or animate auser;
for a detailed aount of the properties of agent nominalizations see Baker and Vinokurova
2009). This property distinguishes agentive verbs from verbs whose surfaes subjet is an
experiener. Experiener verbs annot form agent nouns, that is, they annot take the same
nominalizing morphology as agentive verbs in the same reading:
i. ?* Hriasu
Need.ipv
ton
the.a
Petro!
Petros.a
However, sine these tests also work for deponents that do form imperatives, I ite Embik's examples with
hriazome here.
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(11) English:
a. #fearer
b. #smeller
. #feeler
d. #forgetter
While an instrumental reading in whih the -er nominal designates the instrument with whih
an ation is performed (rather than the agent performing it) is available for ases like feeler ,
an agentive one is not.
4
Moreover, in English only agent nouns an inherit the argument
struture of a verb and appear with an of -omplement, while instrumental nouns annot
(mower of the lawn an only be a person, not a mahine), and only agent nouns are eventive,
whereas instrumentals are not (see, e.g., Levin and Rappaport 1988, Pesetsky 1995: 76. on
aus objet experiener verbs, Baker and Vinokurova 2009: 530, fn. 12). The same holds for
self-benefatives, reexives, and unausatives, whih likewise do not make agent nouns.
This generalization also applies to the older Indo-European languages. Vedi has an agent-
noun forming sux -tar- whih omes in two variants: The non-aented variant behaves like
a verbal partiiple and takes ausative objets, while the aented version -tár- takes genitive
objets and behaves like a true agent noun (Benveniste 1948, AiG II,2: 669., Tihy 1995).
Deponents behave like ative agentive verbs and form agent nouns in -tár-, (13).
(12) Vedi non-deponent agent nouns
a. d	a-tár- `giver' (d	a `give')
b. ne-tár- `leader' (n	 `lead')
. raks
˙
i-tár- `protetor' (raks
˙
`protet')
4
But note that these nouns are muh better in ompounds in whih the rst ompound member is the
theme or diret objet: god-fearer , with-smeller , food-taster .
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(13) Vedi deponent agent nouns
a. tr	a-tár- `protetor' (tr	a `protet')
b. 	d
˙
i-tár- `praiser, worshipper' (	d
˙
`praise')
. ks
˙
at-tár- `server' (ks
˙
ad `serve, prepare')
Both the forms in (12) and in (13) take genitive objets. Experiener verbs, on the other
hand, do not make agent nouns. Apparent exeptions are expliable in terms of the meanings
of the base verb. Thus y	at
´¯
ar - `avenger' seems to belong to y	a `go', but this root fell together
with a verb meaning `seek out, demand', as shown by its Greek ognates (p. Setion 6.2.6
below); and ases like mard
˙
itár - `forgiver' (mr
˙
d
˙
`have pity, forgive') and AV jñ	atár - `witness'
(jñ	a `know') an hardly be onsidered ounterexamples. A survey of the olletion of agent
nouns in Tihy (1995) onrms that experiener verbs, non-agentive verbs of motion, and
unausatives do not take the sux -tar - in Vedi. Although negative evidene in the strit
sense is not available, Tihy (1995: 32, fn. 69) does give a list of non-agentive verbs that fail
to make tar -nouns in Vedi.
The same holds for Greek, whih also has two agent noun forming suxes ognate with
the Vedi ones: -t	or , broadly orresponding to Vedi unaented -tar- and -t
´¯
er orresponding
to Vedi aented -tár -. Again, the olletions of nouns in -t
´¯
er in Fraenkel 1912, Buk and
Petersen 1945, and Benveniste 1948 (see also Debrunner 1917: 170.) make it lear that
only agentive verbs use this sux to make agent nouns. It is furthermore found in kinship
nouns (pat
´¯
er `father', et.) and with an instrumental reading with non-agentive verbs and
(oasionally) agentive verbs (lampt
´¯
er `torh' : lámp	o `shine', stat
´¯
er a standard oin : híst	emi
`stand', rhaist
´¯
er `hammer' : rhaí	o `break, satter', et.).
Deponents, like non-deponent agentive verbs (p. (14)), an make agent nouns in -t
´¯
er (p.
(15)), and note that denominative agentive verbs likewise make agent nouns, as expeted (as
in (15b-)):
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(14) Greek non-deponent agent nouns
a. ela-t
´¯
er `driver' (elaún	o `drive')
b. dot-
´¯
er `giver' (díd	omi `give')
. ole-t
´¯
er `destroyer' (óllumi `destroy')
(15) Greek deponent agent nouns
a. r	u-t
´¯
er `protetor' (ér	umai, rúomai `protet, guard')
b. l	eis-t
´¯
er `robber' (l	eízomai `rob, plunder'; l	eís `plunder')
. l	ob	e-t
´¯
er `slanderer' (l	obáomai `slander, mistreat'; l
´¯
ob	e `insult')
Finally, Latin has a ognate agent noun forming sux -tor (p. Leumann 1977: 358f.).
Like the non-deponent agentive nouns in (16), deponents use this sux to make agent nouns
(17).
(16) Latin non-deponent agent nouns
a. am	a-tor `lover' (am	o `love')
b. vi-tor `onqueror' (vin	o `onquer')
. do-tor `teaher' (doe	o `teah')
(17) Latin deponent agent nouns
a. hort	a-tor `initer' (hortor `urge, inite')
b. v	en	a-tor `hunter' (v	enor `hunt')
. t	u-tor `protetor, guardian' (tueor `wath, protet, guard')
Note that this test also works for Modern Greek, where agentive deponents likewise make
agent nouns.
5
The agent noun sux is -tís.
5
I am grateful to Elena Anagnostopoulou and Despina Oikonomou for onrming this and for providing
these examples.
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(18) Modern Greek deponent agent nouns:
a. hiris-tís `user, manipulator' (hirizome `use, manipulate')
b. ekmetalef-tís `exploiter' (ekmetalevome `exploit')
. mimi-tís `imitator' (mimume `imitate')
d. kataras-tís `urser' (katarieme `urse')
The evidene from agent noun formation onrms that deponents have ative syntax and
that their external arguments are agents. It is also evidene that the mismath behavior only
happens in the verbal domain, while nominalizations from deponent roots behave formally and
syntatially like nominalizations from non-deponent roots with the same argument struture.
4.2.2 Passivization
If deponents are syntatially ative agentive verbs, they should be able to passivize given the
right onditions. This diagnosti is only available in languages that have designated passive
morphology that is distint from the morphology that deponents usually takethat is, we do
not expet passivization in stritly bivalent voie systems, sine the passive use of non-ative
morphology is presumably bloked for deponents.
Vedi basially has a binary voie system in whih ative and non-ative voie take dierent
inetional endings. However, there are some tense/aspet stems in whih a passive morpheme
that is distint from the non-ative morphology is available to make passives. In tenses where
a distint passive exists, the passive interpretation of the middle is bloked (see (19b)), as
expeted based on the Hebrew fats disussed in Setion 2.2.4. A trivalent distintion is
available in the Vedi imperfetive (present) stem. Ative verbs take the ative endings,
middle verbs take the middle endings, passive verbs take the passive sux -yá- together with
the middle endings. This is illustrated in (19) for the alternating root bhr
˙
`arry' (the gloss vb
stands for verbalizer, or verbal stem-forming sux, usually alled theme or lass sux).
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(19) a. Present ative:
bhár-a-ti
arry-vb-3sg.nonpast.at
arries sth.
b. Present middle:
bhár-a-te
arry-vb-3sg.nonpast.mid
arries oneself/for one's own benet/*is being arried
. Present passive:
bhri-yá-te
arry-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
is being arried
Deponent verbs show that it is the sux -yá- that passivizes, and not the middle mor-
phology. Deponents behave like ative transitive verbs in being able to form a yá-passive in
their imperfetive stem.
Table 31. Vedi deponent passives
Root Deponent Passive
	d
˙
´¯
t
˙
-t
˙
e `praises' 	d
˙
-yá-te `is being praised'
praise-3sg.nonpast.mid praise-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
idh i<n>d-dhé `kindles' idh-yá-te `is being kindled'
kindle<vb>-3sg.nonpast.mid kindle-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
rabh rábha-te `seizes' rabh-yá-te `is being seized'
seize-3sg.nonpast.mid seize-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
The internal struture of Vedi yá-passives is disussed in more detail in Setion 5.1.
The deponent passives in table 31 show that passivization of deponents is possible if passive
morphology that is distint from the morphology that auses the mismath (middle, in this
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ase) is available.
More evidene for this generalization omes from Greek. Greek developed a passivizing
sux -th	e- in the aorist in post-Homeri Greek (p. Setion 5.2). Stahl (1907: 73f.) notes that
deponents use this sux to make passive aorists, as in the following example from Thuydides
(5
th
entury BCE).
(20) Deponent ktáomai `aquire', Thuydides, The Peloponnesian War 2.36.4:
(...) hos
rel.dat.pl
hékasta
several.nom.pl.n
e-kt
´¯
e-th	e
past-aquire-aor.pass.3sg
 (...) by whih several (things) were aquired
The passive aorist ekt
´¯
eth	e `was aquired' ontrasts with the middle aorist ekt
´¯
esato `aquired',
as used by the same author with the expeted ative syntax (e.g., in 1.4.1).
Another example omes from Herodotus (5
th
entury BCE). The deponent d	oréomai `give,
bestow upon, endow with' regularly takes an ausative benefative argument and a dative
theme (`endow somebody
a
with something
dat
'). In the passive in (21), the ausative is
promoted to subjet.
(21) Deponent d	oréomai `give, endow with', Herodotus, Histories 8.85.3:
Phúlakos
Phulakos.nom
dè
part
euergét	es
benefator.nom
basiléos
king.gen
an-e-gráph-	e
down-past-write-aor.pass.3sg
kaì
and
kh
´¯
or	ei
land.dat
e-d	or
´¯
e-th	e
past-endow-aor.pass.3sg
pollêi
muh.dat
Phulakos was reorded as benefator of the king and endowed with muh land.
Note that the deponent passive ed	or
´¯
eth	e `was endowed' syntatially behaves exatly like the
non-deponent passive anegráph	e `was reorded' (from ana-gráph	o `write down'). Herodotus
also uses a formally middle aorist ed	or
´¯
esato, whih has the expeted ative syntax (e.g., in
4.88). More examples of syntatially passive th	e-aorists an be found in Stahl, lo.it.
The onlusion must be that deponents, like formally ative transitive verbs, an passivize
if distint passive morphology is available. This is not usually the ase in bivalent voie sys-
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tems, but Vedi and Greek both developed distint passive morphology in some tense/aspet
stems, and in those ases we nd deponent passives.
However, this also means that in languages whih do not have separate passive morphology,
we do not expet deponents to be able to passivize. This is the ase for Latin, in whih the
r -forms are taken both by the passives of alternating verbs and by syntatially ative
deponents. Sine there is no passive morphology available that is distint from the r -endings,
Latin deponents annot passivize. This is true for most stritly bivalent voie systems and
has given rise to the idea that deponents in general do not passivize. However, the Vedi and
Greek data above show that this is not true, and that deponents an passivize under the right
onditions.
Finally, it is often laimed that some Latin deponents an have both ative and passive
readings (e.g., Draeger 1878: 156., Hofmann 1910: 12., 32., Flobert 1975, Embik 2000:
194). These laims should be taken with a grain of salt, sine these uses usually imply that the
deponent has been reanalyzed as regular alternating verb and a new formally ative transitive
form exists beside the formally and funtionally passive form. This may atually be the ase
for the often-ited example in (22).
(22) Varro ap. Pris. II, 387:
ab
by
am		s
friends.abl
hort	a-r	etur
urge-3sg.ipf.subj.pass
He was urged by his friends
A formally ative hort	o may be attested already in Ennius (Ann. 567, Vahlen 1928: 104), an
ative perfet form rops up in Senea (Suas. 5.8). While no formally ative form is known
from Varro, (22) should probably be analyzed as passive of the formally ative hort	o attested
elsewhere.
Evidene for this analysis of seemingly ambiguous forms also omes from Modern Greek.
While a passive reading of deponents is usually impossible, passive readings of formally non-
ative deponent forms beome available one the oppositional formally ative transitive forms
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exist. Roussou and Tsimpli 2007: 149f. ite the following examples in whih the deponent
ekmetalevome `exploit', whih usually disallows a passive interpretation, ats like an alternat-
ing verb: in (23a), its new formally ative variant syntatially ative and transitive while its
new oppositional non-ative variant in (23b) is passive (I have modied the glosses slightly
for reasons of onsisteny).
(23) a. ti
what
periehi
ontain.3sg.at
to
the
INTEREG
intereg
3,
3
oste
so
na
that
to
it.a
ekmetalefsume
exploit.1pl.at
gia
for
ti
the
diasinoriaki
inter-borders
...
.. what INTEREG 3 ontains, so that we an exploit it for the inter-borders ...
b. i
the
iroes
heroes
tetjon
suh.gen
istorion
stories.gen
ekmetalevonde
exploit.3pl.nonpast.nonat
apo
by
ta
the
MME
media
The heroes of suh stories are being exploited by the media
However, Roussou and Tsimpli (2007) also point out that speakers are very relutant to aept
new formally ative forms of deponents suh as (23a).
The Vedi and Greek examples of deponent passives, on the other hand, are dierent from
the Latin example in (22), sine here we see passive morphology that is distint from the
morphology that triggers the mismath, while the Latin form seems to be truly ambiguous if
taken out of ontext.
4.2.3 Agent-oriented adverbs
Agent-oriented adverbs expressing intention or volition an modify agentive prediates, but
not psyh verbs/experiener verbs. Adverb formation is notoriously varied in the older Indo-
European languages, where a variety of dierent suxes is used, and this test is more diult
to apply to the losed-orpus languages under study here than the other tests. That being
said, Vedi in partiular provides a few instanes in whih non-anonial middles are modi-
ed by agent-oriented adjunt phrases. Vedi uses ertain substantival ase-forms as adverb
markers, in partiular the instrumental and the ausative (p. Madonell 1910: 427.). The
instrumental of the adjetival abstrat ójas- `power, might', ójas	a, for example, is only used
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with animate subjets and means forefully, with might. This adverbial use of the instru-
mental also ours with agentive deponents, as in the following examples:
(24) Deponent day `distribute', RV 1.130.7d-g:
atithigv
´¯
aya
Atithigva.dat
±ámbaram
˙
ambara.a
girér
mountain.abl
ugró
mighty.nom
áv	abharat
push.down.3sg.ipf
mahó
great.a
dhán	ani
prizes.a
dáyam	ana
distributing.part.pres.mid.nom.sg
ójas	a
might.instr
ví±v	a
all.a
dhán	any
prizes.a
ójas	a
might.instr
The mighty one pushed ambara o the mountain for Atithigva, distributing the
great prizes with might, (distributing) all the prizes with might.
(25) Deponent 	± `rule (over)', RV 8.6.41a-b:
¯
˙
s
˙
ir
R
˙
s
˙
i.nom
hí
part
p	urvaj
´¯
a
rstborn.nom
ásy
be.2sg
éka
one.nom
	±	ana
ruling.ptp.pres.mid.nom.sg
ójas	a
might.instr
For you are the rstborn R
˙
s
˙
i, ruling by might alone.
The ausative of the adjetive sab
´¯
adhas
˙
- `eager' is used as an agent-oriented adverb in the
following passage:
(26) Deponent 	d
˙
`praise, invoke', RV 7.8.1:
náro
men.nom
havyébhir
saries.instr
´¯
d
˙
ate
invoke.3pl.pres.mid
sab
´¯
adhah
˙
eager.a.adv
The men are eagerly invoking (him) with saries.
Another example omes from Latin, where the adverb 	ogit	at	e `deliberately, arefully, with
onsideration' presupposes an animate agent in the following passage:
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(27) Deponent meditor `think, onsider', Plautus, Miles gloriosus 944:
Ab-eamus
prvb-go.1pl.subj
ergo
then
intro,
inside
hae
these
uti
so.that
meditemur
onsider.1pl.subj
ogitate
deliberately
Let us go inside, then, so that we may arefully onsider these things.
Although this test is less onlusive than the others, in ombination with the evidene from
agent noun formation and passivization it does provide more evidene for the agentive nature
of the deponent lass.
4.2.4 Summary
In this hapter, I have so far provided arguments in favor of analyzing deponents as transitive
agentive verbs rather than as experiener verbs. I have argued in Chapter 2 that anonial
middles are haraterized by their lak of an agentive subjet. Deponents are therefore indeed
ases of feature mismath and annot be aptured by the same mehanism that derives the
anonial funtions of middle verbsunless one is willing to give up the notion of anonial
funtion.
In the next setion, I disuss the derivation of anonial and non-anonial non-ative
verbs.
4.3 Deriving deponents
A theory of voie mismathes should be able to aount for the following properties of Indo-
European deponents, established in the previous hapters: 1) their surfae subjet is an agent,
2) they are transitive, and 3) they take non-ative morphology.
I have disussed 1) at length in the previous setion and provided arguments for the agent
status of the surfae subjet of deponents. 3) is self-evident, but I have not disussed 2) at
length. I have disussed evidene that suggests that the objets of deponents have the same
strutural status as those of agentive transitive verbs like hit or ut , that is, themes with stru-
tural ausative ase. In Chapter 2, I have furthermore argued against a valeny redution
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approah to non-ative morphology. Taken together, this means that the head that triggers
non-ative morphology an also value ausative ase, and the ourrene of formally non-
ative deponents with ausative objets is not unexpeted (p. the struturally very similar
self-benefatives in Setion 2.2.5). I refer to this head as v [ag℄ (agentive v ), that is, the
type of funtional head that an introdue external arguments, has event/agentivity features,
and values ausative ase on diret objets. I also follow Embik (1997: 174.), (1998) and
(2004a) in assuming that agentivity relates to the semantis of a head, not neessarily to the
presene of a DP (Embik 1997: 175). That is, the [ag℄ feature on v is not dependent on
whether or not there is a DP in its speier. This will beome relevant below.
The absene of [ag℄ indiates that v is defetive and annot introdue an external ar-
gument or value ausative ase. I argue in Setion 5.2 that this head is found in ertain
unausatives and passives, following Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004), among others.
Note that it is a standard assumption in the literature that there are (at least) two dierent
kinds of event/agentivity-assoiated heads, going bak to Kratzer (1996)'s original introdu-
tion of a voie head, whih aording to her omes in two variants: one that introdues
agents and one that does not. Chomsky (2001) distinguishes between a φ-omplete v* and a
defetive v ; the latter is found in passives and unausatives. A similar approah is taken by
Kallulli (2007) and (2013) who distinguishes between three types of v -heads: v [+at℄ (an a-
tivity head, similar to Embik's v [ag℄) and v [+ause℄ (a ausation head). The third v head
is underspeied for [+/-at℄ or [+/-ause℄; this head is found in formally ative unausatives
(analogous to the defetive v of Chomsky 2001).
This distintion is therefore well motivated, and I use Embik's notation v [ag℄ to indiate
that agentivity is a feature of the head, not neessarily of the DP in its speier.
With this bakground in mind, let us see what the derivations of a regular ative and a
non-ative verb look like. I use Vedi bhárati `arries' (at.) and bhárate `arries/is arrying
for herself' (mid.) as examples, but the same mehanisms apply to Anient Greek, Hittite,
and the Latin present (on the Latin periphrasti perfet see Setion 3.4.1.).
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(28) a. X Y bhár-a-ti
arry-vb-3sg.nonpast.at
X arries Y, X is arrying Y
b. TP+AGR
T
[-past℄
[Pers:3℄
[Num:Sg℄
AspP
Asp
[ipfv℄
vP[ag℄
DP
X
v[ag℄
v[ag℄ VP
V
-a-
RP
R
bhar -
[uINFL_℄
D
Y
So far, all assumptions are standard and do not need speial motivation, although I do
assume upwards Agree (following proposals by Bjorkman 2011, Wurmbrand 2012, and Zei-
jlstra 2012), that is, unvalued features probe upwards within their loal domain for potential
goals. This is indiated by the diariti [uINFL_℄ on the root node RP. Agree furthermore
triggers head movement, so
√
bhar moves upwards and merges with the verbalizing head V
(verbalizing in the sense of Harley 2005, 2011, similarly Borer To appear). The exponent of
this head is the theme vowel -a-, but other suxes, as well as zero-derivation, are available
as well. When vP is merged, it introdues the external argument as proposed by Kratzer
(1996). Beause there is now a DP in the speier of vP, the onditions for the assignment
of non-ative voie are not satised (I repeat the relevant rule here for onveniene):
(29) v ↔ v -X/_ No external argument (Embik 2004a: 150)
Non-ative voie is assigned when v does not introdue an external argument
Hene v [ag℄ is not spelled out as non-ative in (28), but as ative. The insertion rules for
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ative vs. non-ative morphology on v [ag℄ an be summarized as follows:
(30) a. v [ag℄[nonat℄ ↔ non-ative
b. v [ag℄ ↔ ative
In other words, ative morphology is here treated as unmarked elsewhere inetion. I will
provide more motivation for this in Setion 5.2.
Finally, the verb agrees with Asp and T for aspetual and inetional features and om-
pletes its head movement yle. The result is a formally and syntatially ative verb.
As for the shape of the inetional endings, Embik (2000) notes in onnetion with
the Latin r -endings that passive morphology in Latin seems to be spelled out higher than
expeted, namely in the T+AGR omplex. The same holds for Vedi, Greek, and Hittite. To
solve this problem, Embik (2000: 199) proposes adjuntion of the [pass℄ feature to T+AGR
via Morphologial Merger (see also Embik and Noyer 1999, 2001, 2007 on Morphologial
Merger), and this solution is also appliable to the [nonat℄ feature on v in the present
aount. In (31) and (32), I deonstrut the feature speiation of the Vedi 3sg. non-past
ative and middle endings to show how Merger results in their spell-out:
(31) Vedi 3sg. non-past ative -ti
a. T: nonpast ↔ /-i/
b. AGR: 3sg ↔ /-t -/
. v [ag℄: ↔ /∅/
→ 3sg. non-past ative ↔ /-ti/
(32) Vedi 3sg. non-past middle -te
a. T: nonpast ↔ /-i/
b. AGR: 3sg ↔ /-t -/
. v [ag℄[nonat℄ ↔ /-a-/
→ 3sg. non-past middle /-t-a-i/ > /-te/
Now ompare the same derivation for a middle verb. I use the self-benefative bhárate,
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but the general aount holds for the other alternating verb lasses of Setion 2.2, as well as
for the non-oppositional middles of Setion 2.3. As a reminder that the non-ative feature on
v [ag℄ is not a syntati feature, but a spell-out property of this head, I use round instead of
square brakets for the feature (NonAt).
(33) a. X Y bhár-a-te
arry-vb-3sg.nonpast.nonat
X arries Y for herself, X is arrying Y for herself
b. TP+AGR
T
[-past℄
[Pers:3℄
[Num:Sg℄
AspP
Asp
[ipfv℄
vP[ag℄
v[ag℄
(NonAt)
ApplP
ben
DP
X
Appl
ben
Appl
ben
VP
V
-a-
RP
R
bhar -
[uINFL_℄
D
Y
The derivation proeeds as in (26), with the ruial dierene that v does not introdue
an external argument DP and is therefore spelled out as v [nonat℄. The benefative DP is
introdued by the projetion ApplP
ben
(see Setion 2.2.5), subsequent movement of this DP to
subjet position is not indiated in (33). Note, however, that this movement would take plae
suessive-ylially, with the benefative DP passing through the speier of vP. We must
therefore assume that the [nonat℄ assigning rule (27) is not sensitive to the trae of a moved
DP in Spe.vP. However, this is not a problemati assumption, sine we would otherwise
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predit that all unausative verbs whose internal arguments move to subjet position surfae
with ative morphology, whih is evidently not true.
Note that nothing in this aount links non-ative voie to the availability of ausative
ase. That is, whether or not an objet DP reeives ase from v [ag℄ does not seem to
depend on the presene or absene of the [nonat℄ feature, and self-benefative and indiret
reexives provide evidene for this, sine they have ausative objets. This means that we
do not need to worry about a speial rule for the assignment of ausative ase in deponents
that is dierent from the ausative ase found in anonial middles.
The ingredients for deriving a deponent verb are now in plae. We have seen that depo-
nents have agent arguments (p. Vedi tr	a `protet', rabh `seize', b	adh `attak', gras `devour',
	d
˙
`praise', Greek daíomai `distribute', erúomai `protet', kélomai `ommand', s´¯nomai `plun-
der', et.), but if these were introdued by v [ag℄ in the anonial Kratzerian fashion, we would
expet ative morphology to surfae.
To solve this puzzle, onsider how we an distinguish alternating roots from deponent
roots in Vedi (again, I use Vedi as a plae holder for the other languages disussed in Chap-
ter 3). By themselves, there is nothing that distinguishes alternating roots like han `slay' or
bhr
˙
`arry' from deponent roots like rabh `seize' or tr	a `protet'. Only in ertain syntati
environments that we ould pre-theoretially haraterize as verbal does the distintion sur-
fae. That is, deponent verbs are speied for voie (non-ative voie) as soon as verbalizing
morphology is introdued. In other words, a speaker of Vedi Sanskrit knew that a deponent
stem like rábh-a- would always take middle morphology, while an alternating verb stem like
bhár-a- ould take either ative or middle morphology, depending on the syntati ontext.
The following table exemplies this distintion.
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Table 32. Vedi alternating and deponent verb stems
Alternating Deponent
Stem Meaning Stem Meaning
várdh-a-
at./mid.
`grow' rábh-a-
mid.
`seize'
bhár-a-
at./mid.
`arry' grás-a-
mid.
`devour'
yáj-a-
at./mid.
`sarie' tr
´¯
a-ya-
mid.
`protet'
It seems that the voie speiation of deponents is linked diretly to their verbalizing
morphology. More arguments for this ome from zero-derived nominalizations of alternating
vs. deponent roots, in whih the nominalizing morphology seems to attah diretly to the
root. I have already introdued some of these nominalizations in Chapter 3 and in Setion
5.2. In these formations, the non-deponent nominalizations (exemplied for han `slay' in
(34a) and (35a)) are syntatially and semantially idential to the deponent nominalizations
(exemplied fro tr	a `protet' in (34b) and (35b)).
(34) Agent nominalizations:
a. han-tár- `slayer'
b. tr	a-tár- `protetor'
(35) Verbal adjetives:
a. ha-tá- `slain'
b. tr	a-tá- `proteted'
I propose that the reason for this is that in deponents, it is the verbalizing head V that
non-anonially merges an agent DP. While this head is present in all nite ontexts, it is
absent in some non-nite ontexts like (34) and (35), in whih the mismath is suspended (I
disuss this generalization in more detail in Setion 5.4).
If this is true, the derivation of a deponent verb proeeds similarly to that of the self-
benefative in (31), with the introdution of the surfae subjet DP below v [ag℄. As in
self-benefatives, this means that v [ag℄ will be spelled out as non-ative beause vP[ag℄ does
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not introdue an external argument DP, and beause the trae of a moved DP does not
ount for purposes of voie assignment. In the following, I give a sample derivation of the
deponent verb tr
´¯
a-ya-te `protets'. For now, I use the subsript x on V to indiate that this
is a verbalizing head that introdues an agent DP.
(36) a. X Y tr
´¯
a-ya-te
protet-vb-3sg.nonpast.nonat
X protets/is proteting Y
b. TP+AGR
T
[-past℄
[Pers:3℄
[Num:Sg℄
Asp
Asp
[ipfv℄
vP[ag℄
v[ag℄
(NonAt)
V
x
DP
X
V
x
V
x
-ya-
RP
R
tr	a-
[uINFL_℄
DP
Y
This derivation aounts for the ore properties of deponents: 1) their surfae subjet is an
agent, 2) they are transitive, and 3) they take non-ative morphology.
1) and 3) are now ruially linked to eah other: deponent roots like tr	a, rabh, gras,
et., merge with a projetion introduing an agent DP, just like ative agentive verbs. The
dierene between the two is that the agent of a deponent verb is merged in a dierent
strutural position than the agent of a formally ative verb, namely not in the speier of
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vP[ag℄. We therefore expet deponents to have the same properties with respet to agentivity
as ative agentive verbs, and this is true.
3) is predited by the ondition on the assignment of the [nonat℄ that I have argued for,
namely that it is assigned when v [ag℄ does not introdue an external argument DP. Beause
the agent DP of deponent verbs is introdued below v [ag℄ by the verbalizing projetion V
x
,
non-ative morphology on deponents is derived by the same mehanism as in anonial middle
verbs. Sine deponents use exatly the same morphology as anonial middles with respet
to partiipial morphology and inetional endings, this is a desirable outome.
2) is unproblemati beause we have already established that transitivity and ausative
ase do not depend on the presene or absene of [nonat℄ on v [ag℄, but I will ome bak
to this point below in Setion 4.4.
This analysis overs the basi properties of deponents, and it furthermore oers a straight-
forward way of understanding the diahroni development of deponents. Basially, all that
needs to happen to reate a deponent is the reanalysis of a anonial non-ative transitive
verb in whih the surfae subjet starts out below vP (an experiener or self-benefative ar-
gument, for example) as a non-ative transitive verb with an agent subjet. I illustrate this
for a self-benefative in (37). (37a) shows the struture of a self-benefative before raising of
the benefative argument to subjet position, (37b) shows the reanalyzed deponent struture,
likewise before raising. The boxed DP is the one undergoing the reanalysis.
(37) a. vP
v[ag℄
(nonat)
ApplP
ben
DP
ben
Appl
ben
Appl
ben
VP
V RP
R DP
b. vP
v[ag℄
(nonat)
VP
DP
agent
V
V RP
R DP
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Although none of the deponents listed in Chapter 3 an be synhronially analyzed as
self-benefatives, some of them may have arisen from oppositional self-benefative middles
diahronially, for instane Greek aínumai `take, seize'. For this to happen, the benefative
argument would have to be reanalyzed as an agent, presumably triggered by the loss of
benefative semantis of (37a). If there is no (self-)benefative meaning that ould serve
as a ue for positing the presene of the projetion Appl
ben
, a language learner would be
onfronted with a paradoxial situation: an agentive, transitive verb whose subjet appears
to be an agent, but whih has non-ative morphology. If the learner has suessfully aquired
the anonial distribution of ative and non-ative morphology in her language, she knows
that a anonial agent should trigger ative morphology. She an therefore either orret
the apparent mistake and swith to ative morphology, or posit a non-anonial middle with
a low agent, sine this would be ompatible with the mehanism that triggers non-ative
morphology. In the latter ase, the learner has suessfully aquired a deponent. The loss of
Appl
ben
an be understood as strutural simpliation in the sense of Roberts and Roussou
(2003). The same reanalysis proess an be applied to the development of ertain experiener
arguments into agents, for example the development of experiener verbs denoting mental
states into speeh at verbs that was mentioned in Setion 2.3.3.
Cruially, the fat that anonial middles selet the head v [ag℄ makes this reanalysis
possible, sine it makes ausative ase and agentive semantis in a formally non-ative verb
available. In other words, the fat that deponents have diret objets with strutural ase
and non-ative morphology provides the ue to the learner that they selet v [ag℄.
To summarize, this analysis of deponeny explains both their synhroni behavior and
provides a relatively simple aount of their diahroni development from anonial middles.
In Chapter 5, I show that it makes the right preditions with respet to non-nite deponent
formations and the absene of deponeny in languages like English.
However, it also raises a number of questions with respet to the nature of the ategory
V
x
and the themati role it assigns. The two ruial problems are the following:
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 What is the nature of the ategory V
x
?
 How an the role of the argument introdued by V
x
be understood in terms of semanti
ompositionality and syntati liensing?
These questions are addressed in the next setion.
4.4 Motivating low agents
The proposal that the agent arguments of deponents are introdued non-anonially below
v [ag℄ raises a number of questions with respet to θ-role assignment, the Uniformity of Theta
Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH), and the nature of the lexial entry of deponent roots.
Starting with the last point, it is lear that we annot avoid the onlusion that deponents
are somehow lexially speied for mismath behavior in verbal ontexts. There is nothing in
the meaning or argument struture of deponent verbs themselves that an be held responsible
for their mismath behavior, sine it a well-known fat that deponents usually have formally
ative synonyms or near-synonyms in Greek-type languagesverbs with the same (or very
similar) meaning and the same syntati behavior whih take the expeted ative morphology.
Examples inlude:
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Table 33. Ative/deponent synonyms
Language Deponent verb Ative verb Meaning
Latin hortor mone	o `enourage, inite
tueor serv	o, salv	o `keep safe, wath over, protet'
f	uror lep	o, rapi	o `steal, rob'
Hom. Greek erúomai phúlass	o `protet, guard'
eíromai er	otá	o `ask, question'
daíomai skhíz	o `divide, separate'
Modern Greek skarzome epinoo `ontrive, devise'
(meta)hirizome hrizimopio `use'
katarieme anathematizo `urse'
In other words, the argument struture of deponent verbs alone annot be responsible for
their mismath behavior, sine the same argument struture usually triggers ative morphol-
ogy.
I propose that deponents dier from these verbs in that they are lexially speied to
selet a partiular verbalizing projetion, namely one that also merges an agent argument.
The lexial entry of Vedi tr	a `protet', for instane, ould be desribed as follows:
(38)
√
tr	a[agent℄/_V
x
Whih an be loosely translated as if you merge an agent, merge it in V
x
. Only deponent
roots have this type of lexial entry, sine we would not want the regular agentive verbs
of table 33 to selet V
x
. This entry predits non-ative morphology on verbs that have it,
sine in verbal ontexts their agents will always be introdued below vP, thus pre-empting
the mehanism whih would trigger ative morphology.
Note that the dierene in lexial entries between a deponent and a non-deponent agentive
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verb under this proposal is minimal: while the agent argument of a non-deponent root like
Ved.
√
han `slay' is independent of that verb's verbalizing morphology, it is linked to it in the
ase of a deponent like Ved.
√
tr	a `protet'.
It must be stressed that both this type of lexial entry and the one used by, e.g., Embik
and Bjorkman require some form of early insertion of deponent roots. As Embik (2000: 210)
himself notes in onnetion with his proposed [pass℄ feature on deponents, it requires that
at least deponent roots are inserted early in the derivation, sine their idiosynrati lexial
feature aets Spell-Out. While voie morphology itself is a property of Spell-Out, the merger
of the mismath-triggering projetion V
x
is learly a syntati operation and auses problems
for lassi DM approahes whih assume late insertion of roots (Halle and Marantz 1993,
Harley 1999, reently defended by Haugen and Siddiqi 2013 and Harley To appear). I have
no solution to this at present, but it is a problem that any aount that anhors mismath
behavior in the lexial entry of partiular verbs has to fae.
A more serious problem that this aount reates is the introdution of a DP in a strutural
position that is dissoiated from where its θ-role is anonially assigned. This is a violation
of the UTAH, aording to whih themati roles are always linked to partiular strutural
positions:
(39) The Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH):
Idential themati relationships between items are represented by idential strutural
relationships between those items at the level of D-struture. (Baker 1988: 46)
Speially, UTAH rules out ases where (...) the Agent an be either the speier of
vP or the speier of VP (Adger 2003: 138), whih is exatly what is being proposed here.
While the minimalist program has dispensed with D-struture, and the status of theta roles
is ontested, some version of UTAH is nevertheless impliit in muh reent work on argument
struture, and the solution proposed here will be a problem for any version of it in whih
partiular (lasses of) DPs are assoiated with partiular strutural positions.
However, Baker's original formulation of the hypothesis is vague, and a number of modi-
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ations have been proposed. While a omplete disussion of the relationship between lexial
semantis, verbal argument struture, and syntax is outside the sope of this thesis, there
is one partiular avenue of researh that ould provide a solution to the problem. There is
a growing amount of literature that suggests that arguments (be they external or internal)
are not determined by the lexial entry of a verb, but by funtional projetions assoiated
with event struture. This is most expliit in the work of Borer, who argues that arguments
are assigned interpretation in funtional speiers of nodes assoiated with event struture
(Borer 2004: 290, see also Borer 1994 and 2005), but similar proposals of a onnetion between
argument struture and event struture, with varying implementations, have been proposed
by Kratzer (1996), (2004), Arad (1996), Ramhand (1997), (2008), Ritter and Rosen (1998),
Doron (2003) and (2005), among others. Doron's approah is partiularly relevant and will
be disussed in more detail in the following setion.
In general, the solution proposed here realls what Arad (1996) alls a ner-grained
semantis approah to θ-struture and apparent UTAH violations (based on Pesetsky 1995:
13.):
(40) Finer-grained semantis, Arad (1996: 217):
[W℄hat looks like one themati role is in fat two distint roles, and therefore may
be assoiated with two dierent positions.
In its strongest version, we would have to argue based on (40) that the formally ative and
the deponent verbs in table 33 dier with respet to the themati roles of their external
arguments, however subtle that dierene may be, and that eah is assoiated with a dierent
strutural position. This laim is learly too strong: there is no useful and general enough
riterion that ould possibly distinguish the external arguments of the ative verbs in table 33
from the deponent verbs. Moreover, unlike in the ase of the Hebrew intensive verbs in whih
unergative behavior is assoiated with a partiular type of verbal morphology (see below),
there is no omparable orrelation between verbal morphology and deponent behavior.
A weaker version of the laim would state that there is some orrelation between themati
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aspet and deponent behavior, without expliitly speifying a partiular semantis for the
agent of deponents. In the following, I argue that there is some evidene for this weaker laim
in Vedi and Greek. For some bakground, I rst disuss Doron's analysis of the Hebrew
intensive template.
4.4.1 Ageny and Aspet
Hebrew
Doron (2003), (2005), and Alexiadou and Doron (2012) argue that Hebrew provides evidene
for a link between dierent types of agentivity and themati aspet (lexial aspet, Aktion-
sart). Aording to Doron, Hebrew has dierent types of ageny heads whih determine
dierent kinds of external arguments of a given root. This distintion is based on the three
dierent root templates in Hebrew, the simple, intensive, and ausative templates. These
three templates interat with three ategories of voie in Hebrew, ative, middle, and passive.
The following table, from Alexiadou and Doron (2012: 6), summarizes the possible patterns
(two of the nine possible ones are unattested).
Table 34. Hebrew verbal templates
Simple Intensive Causative
Ative a-a i-e h + i-i
Middle u-a h + u-a
Passive n + i-a t + i-a
Depending on the template, onsonantal roots reeive dierent interpretations. Doron
(2005) argues that the ageny templates intensive and ausative orrespond to funtional
heads whih speify the type of external argument a root is going to take. The ausative
head γ speies that it will be a ause, while the intensive head ι speies that it will be an
ator. The simple template does not orrespond to a designated funtional head and assigns
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the unmarked role agent. Doron uses ator for the role that is usually termed agent,
that is, the ative performer of the event (Doron 2005: 155), whih is usually linked to
animay, intentionality, and volition. Her use of agent, on the other hand, is muh broader
and roughly means partiipant in the ation.
While the ageny heads determine the type of themati role an external argument will
take, the DP expressing this role is still introdued by a higher funtional head v , as in other
aounts following Kratzer (1996).
Tehnial details aside, what is relevant here is that Doron's approah expliitly links
agentivity to the intensive template. That is, all intensive ative formations in her approah,
whether transitive or intransitive, are predited to be unergative and take an ator as their
external argument, and this is apparently the ase (Doron 2005: 162). Moreover, the intensive
head does not inrease valeny, while the ausative one does. Examples of the intensive and
simple templates are given in table 35 (from Doron 2005: 156).
Table 35. Hebrew intensive verbs
Root Simple verb Intensive verb
rqd raqad `dane' riqed `perform daning'
qp qafa `jump' qipe `jump up and down'
'p 'af `y' 'ofef `perform ying'
hlk halax `walk' hilex `perform walking'
xzr xazar `return' xizer `ourt'
In general, this approah is similar to that of Borer (2005), who derives themati aspet
from dierent funtional projetions assoiated with dierent types of internal arguments
(quantity and non-quantity nominals). If the lexial-aspetual properties of verbs dier
depending on the type of internal argument they take, one an in priniple assume that the
same might hold for dierent types of external arguments.
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The relevane of this approah for the analysis of deponeny proposed here should now be
lear. If verbalizing morphology related to themati aspet an determine dierent types of
themati roles of external arguments, it would hardly be surprising if they also syntatially
introdued these, in line with general priniples of semanti and syntati ompositionality.
There is no evidene for this in Hebrew, and it must be emphasized that in Doron's approah
it is still v that syntatially introdues the external argument, while its semanti role is de-
termined by a lower funtional projetion (an ageny head). Departing from Doron, to apply
her general insight about the onnetion between ageny and lexial aspet to deponents, one
would have to argue that 1) deponents are likewise linked to a partiular type of themati
aspet, and 2) the projetion that determines themati aspet also syntatially introdues
an agent DP and assigns it its themati role. There is some evidene for this in Vedi and
Greek.
Vedi and Greek deponents
Aspet has a dierent status in the languages disussed in Chapter 3. In Hittite and Latin,
verbs basially distinguish between a past (perfet in Latin, preterite in Hittite) and a
non-past (present) stem.
In Vedi and Anient Greek, on the other hand, verbal stem formation is tied to both
Aktionsart and viewpoint aspet. Verbs usually make both an imperfetive (present) stem
and a perfetive (aorist) stem, besides a separate perfet stem. Leaving aside the perfet for
now, we nd a number of dierent stem forming suxes for both the present and the aorist
in Vedi and Greek:
(41) Vedi
a. Present: Ø, -a-, -ya-, -aya-, -na-/-n-, -no-/-nu-, redupliation, et.
b. Aorist: Ø, -s-, -is
˙
-, -a-, redupliation, et.
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(42) Greek
a. Present: Ø, -e/o-, redupliation, -ske/o-, -n	a-, -n-, et.
b. Aorist: Ø, -s-, -e/o-, redupliation, et.
These suxes usually also trigger ertain aent/ablaut properties of the roots they ombine
with (e.g., the redupliation found in the present stem has dierent properties from that
found in the aorist stem). Some of the present stem forming suxes moreover modify the
event struture/Aktionsart of the base root. For example, Vedi -aya- forms ausatives, Ioni
Greek -(e)sk- makes iteratives, et. It has been argued that all these dierent suxes (at
least the present stem suxes) were originally linked to dierent Aktionsart types (Rix 1986,
LIV
2
: 10f.).
What is relevant is that the suxes in (41a) and (42a) an only ombine with imperfetive
viewpoint aspet, while the suxes in (41b) and (42b) only ombine with perfetive viewpoint
aspet. That is, there is an impliational relationship between themati aspet as enoded in
stem formation and viewpoint aspet, whih also means that the a. and the b. suxes annot
o-our.
While deponeny in Greek and Vedi is not linked to any partiular stem forming sux,
there is a onnetion between deponeny and stem formation more generally:
(43) Generalization: Deponents in Vedi and Greek only make a (primary) present stem,
while alternating verbs with the same argument struture usually make both an
present and an aorist stem.
To illustrate this, the following tables ontain ten of the most ommonly used alternating
verbs in Vedi and Greek and their present and aorist stems (all forms are 3sg. for Vedi and
1sg. for Greek).
6
As above, alternating means that these verbs an take both ative and
non-ative morphology, and that non-ative morphology in eah ase is assoiated with one
6
I am leaving aside the perfet for now, but note that the Vedi and Greek perfet is not perfetive. In
other words, a Vedi root that makes both a present and a perfet stem would not be a ounterexample to
this generalization.
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of the anonial oppositional uses disussed in Setion 2.2.
Table 36. Alternating verbs in Vedi
pres.at. pres.mid. aor.at. aor.mid.
kr
˙
n
˙
ó-ti kr
˙
n
˙
u-té ákar-Ø ákr
˙
-ta kr
˙
`make'
tanó-ti tanu-té átan-Ø áta-ta tan `streth'
dádh	a-ti dát-te ád	a-t d	a `give'
dádh	a-ti dhat-té ádh	a-t ádhi-ta dh	a `plae'
pun
´¯
a-ti pun	té, páva-te áp	av	-t ápavis
˙
-t
˙
a p	u `leanse'
bhája-ti bhája-te ábh	ak-Ø ábhak-ta bhaj `divide'
m
´¯
ars
˙
-t
˙
i mr
˙
s
˙
-t
˙
é ámr
˙
ks
˙
a-t ámr
˙
ks
˙
a-ta mr
˙
j `wipe'
vr
˙
n
˙
ák-ti vr
˙
n
˙
k-té ávark-Ø ávr
˙
k-ta vr
˙
j `twist'
str
˙
n
˙
´¯
a-ti str
˙
n
˙
	-té ástar-Ø ástr
˙
-ta str
˙
`strew'
tís
˙
t
˙
ha-ti tís
˙
t
˙
ha-te ásth	a-t ásthi-ta st	a `stand'
Table 37. Alternating verbs in Greek
pres.at. pres.mid. aor.at. aor.mid.
ag-	o ágo-mai
´¯
egago-n 	egagó-m	en `lead'
díd	o-mi dído-mai éd	ok-a edó-m	en `give'
ékh-	o ékho-mai éskho-n eskhó-m	en `have, hold'
kalé-	o kaléo-mai ekáless-a ekalessá-m	en `all'
lég-	o légo-mai éleks-a eleksá-m	en `gather; say'
leíp-	o leípo-mai élipo-n elipó-m	en `leave'
peíth-	o peítho-mai epépitho-n, épitho-n epithó-m	en `persuade'
trép-	o trépo-mai étrapo-n etrapó-m	en `turn'
títh	e-mi títhe-mai éth	ek-a ethé-m	en `put, plae'
khé-	o khéo-mai ékhe(u)-a ekheuá-m	en `pour, satter'
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While more examples are easily found for alternating verbs, things are dierent for depo-
nents. Per denitionem, these never have formally ative forms, but so far we have no reason
not to expet an alternation between a formally non-ative present and a formally non-ative
aorist stem. But this is not the ase: The majority of Vedi and Greek deponents only makes
a present stem, but not an aorist stem. Table 38 illustrates this for Vedi (all forms are 3sg.
unless otherwise indiated).
Table 38. Deponent verbs in Vedi
pres. aor.
indh-é 1sg.opt. idh	-mahi (7x) idh `ignite'
	ja-te 	j `drive, impel'
´¯
t
˙
-t
˙
e 	d
˙
`praise'
1pl. ks
˙
ad	a-mahe ks
˙
ad `arrange, serve'
jóguv-e gu `all, praise'
3du.ipv. gráse-t	am gras `devour'
2du. ta 
msaye-the ta 
ms `push, shake'
7
2sg. tr
´¯
aya-se 2sg.ipv. tr
´¯
asva (10x) tr	a `protet'
dáya-te 1sg.opt. dis
˙
	y-a (1x) d	a/day `distribute'
pátya-te pat `rule'
b
´¯
adha-te b	adhis
˙
-t
˙
a (1x) b	adh `beset, oppress'
má 
mha-te má 
m `be generous, give'
1sg. rabh-e árab-dha (1x) rabh `seize'
vánda-te 3sg. vand-i (1x), 1pl.opt. vándis
˙
	-mahi (1x) vand `praise'
s
´¯
u-te s	u `give birth to'
While 9 out of 15 deponents have no aorist at all, 4 have an aorist stem that is attested only
one or twie in the entire orpus. Moreover, 4 of the 6 verbs that have an aorist stem at all
7
One formally ative aorist form is attested in the Rigveda, see Appendix B.
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make an s-aorist, using the produtive aorist sux -s-/-is
˙
-. The alternating verbs in table 36,
on the other hand, use dierent aorist types, in partiular one in whih the verbal inetion is
(desriptively) added diretly to the root (root aorists). This aorist type is pratially non-
existent in deponents (idh	-mahi in the rst line is the only seure instane). The onlusion
must be that speakers only sporadially tried to form aorists to deponent verbs, even though
non-deponent verbs with the same argument struture have no problem making both a present
and an aorist stem, and if they did, they used the produtive, unmarked s-aorist.
The situation is similar in Greek. In the alternating ategory (table 37) we nd a number
of dierent aorist formations, inluding the produtive s-aorist, but also the themati aorist,
the redupliated aorist, and the synhronially unprodutive root aorist. While 12 out of 26
Homeri deponents make no aorist at all, 12 out of the 14 that do make an aorist use the
s-aorist
8
and Stahl (1907: 73) onrms that this observation holds for post-Homeri Greek
as well.
8
All exept for aróm	en (themati aorist) and edékto (root aorist) in the seond olumn of the following
table; but the latter verb also has an s-aorist already in Myenaean Greek. Note that the -s- of the aorist is
lost by regular sound hange in an	enám	en and oloph	urám	en.
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Table 39. Deponent verbs in Greek
present aorist meaning
aínu-mai `seize'
anaíno-mai an	ená-m	en `refuse, deny'
arnéo-mai 	ern	esá-m	en `refuse'
árnu-mai aró-m	en `arry o, win'
daío-mai `divide, distribute'
datéo-mai edassá-m	en `divide up'
dékho-mai 3sg. dékto; déxato `aept, reeive'
díz	e-mai `seek'
erépto-mai `bite o'
ér	u-mai, erúo-mai, rhúo-mai (er)r	usá-m	en `protet, defend'
eúkho-mai euxá-m	en `pray, delare'
kaínu-mai `exel, surpass'
kélo-mai `exhort, ommand'
lísso-mai ellisá-m	en `beg, pray'
maío-mai emassá-m	en `seek'
médo-mai `take are of'
mémpho-mai `blame, reproah'
m
´¯
edo-mai em	esá-m	en `plan, devise'
mnáo-mai `take are of; ourt'
oloph
´¯
uro-mai oloph	urá-m	en `lament, bewail'
óno-mai 	onosá-m	en `sorn'
péno-mai `work at, attend to'
ponéo-mai epon	esá-m	en `work at, attend to'
s´¯no-mai `rob, plunder'
titúsko-mai `make ready, prepare'
pseúdo-mai epseusá-m	en `lie, tell a lie'
Moreover, there are no instanes in Vedi of a deponent that only makes an aorist but no
present, and there are only two potential ases in Greek (see Appendix D). I summarize the
distribution found in Vedi and Greek in the following table.
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Table 40. Deponents and aspet in Vedi and Greek
pres.at. pres.mid. aor.at. aor.mid.
a. Alternating " " " "
b. Deponent 1 % " % %
. Deponent 2 (rare) % " % "
d. Deponent 3: Not attested % % % "
While alternating verbs make both a present and an aorist stem (line a.), deponents
usually only make a present stem (line b.). If they do make an aorist stem, it implies a
primary present stem (line .). Deponents annot make only an aorist stem (line d.).
This is odd given that alternating verbs of the same argument struture an have a pri-
mary aorist, as shown above, and it is also odd when ompared to anonial middle-only verbs
(non-oppositional middles of the type disussed in Setion 2.3) whih show no lear aspetual
preferene. In the following tables, I list ten of the most ommon anonial non-oppositional
middles in Vedi and Greek (p. Setions 3.2.2 and 3.3.2).
Table 41. Canonial middles in Vedi
Present Aorist
´¯
as-te 	as `sit'
as
˙
-t
˙
e aks
˙
`appear; pereive'
nása-te 1pl.opt. nas	-mahi (1x) nas `unite with'
pádya-te p
´¯
ad-i pad `fall'
búdhya-te ábodh-i budh `wake up'
mánya-te áma-ta; mans	s
˙
-t
˙
a man `think'
mr
˙
s
˙
ya-te 2sg. mr
˙
s
˙
-th	as (3x) mr
˙
s
˙
`forget'
róa-te ro-i (2x) ru `shine'
vr
˙
n
˙
	-te vr
˙
-ta (4x) vr
˙
`hoose'
±ay-e 2sg. a±ayis
˙
-t
˙
h	as (3x) ± `lie'
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Contrary to deponents, Vedi anonial middles usually make an aorist stem. While there
are some s-aorists, we nd many more root aorists or so-alled passive aorists. For many
of the latter two, the omparative evidene suggests that they are relatively old formations.
In other words, anonial middles are learly more omfortable with having an aorist than
deponents are.
In Greek too, anonial middles usually have both a present and an aorist (using all the
available aorist suxes).
Table 42. Canonial middles in Greek
aído-mai 	eidesá-m	en `be in awe of'
boúlo-mai `wish'
gígno-mai egenó-m	en `be born; beome'
érkho-mai [at.
´¯
elutho-n℄ `ome, go'
hê-mai `sit'
híe-mai eeisá-m	en `speed, hasten'
hiknéo-mai hikó-m	en `reah, arrive at'
maíno-mai [at. eman	e-n℄ `rage'
péto-mai eptá-m	en `y'
peútho-mai, puntháno-mai eputhó-m	en `learn'
To summarize, we have not found evidene that suggests that the external arguments of
deponents are assoiated with a partiular type of themati aspet in Vedi and Greek. We
have, however, seen that they are primarily assoiated with verbal stem forming morphology
that makes present stems and triggers imperfetive viewpoint aspet. We ould therefore
speify the lexial entry of Vedi and Greek deponents as follows, based on the general entry
for deponents proposed in Setion 4.3:
(44)
√
tr	a[agent℄/_Vι
If you merge an agent, merge it in Vι
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Vι is used as a over symbol for all stem forming suxes that trigger imperfetive viewpoint
aspet (present stem). The similarity to Doron's funtional projetion ι is intentional, sine
Vι likewise stands for funtional projetions below v relating to themati aspet.
It must be stressed that there is no evidene for a orrelation between deponeny and
aspet (themati or viewpoint) in Modern Greek or Hittite, but aspet is enoded very dif-
ferently in these languages, so this nding may not be surprising.
More evidene for a onnetion between deponeny and themati aspet may ome from
Latin, however.
Latin
In Latin, a number of deponents (and non-ative-only verbs more generally) take verbal
morphology assoiated with iterativity either diahronially or synhronially. The synhroni
sux -	s- ontains an element *-sk- that seems to have made iterative, durative, or habitual
verbs in Proto-Indo-European (p. Fortson 2010: 99) and is attested in this funtion in,
e.g., Greek (Ioni iterative, Behtel 1924: 215, Shwyzer 1939-71: I, 710.) and Hittite
(imperfetive -²ke-, p. Honer and Melhert 2008: 318.).
In Latin, a number of non-ative verbs take -	s-, inluding some agentive ones (p. Leu-
mann 1977: 536, Weiss 2009: 407). Sine most of these are deverbal, I inlude their deriva-
tional base when it is known.
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Table 43. Latin non-ative 	s-verbs
Verb meaning base
ap-	sor `reah, attain' api	o
om-, re-min-	sor `imagine; reall' *menior
nan-	sor `reah, obtain' nani	o, nanior
ul-	sor `punish'
pa-	sor `bargain, agree' (pai	o)
obl	v-	sor `forget'
pro--	sor `set out, marh forth' pro-fai	o
fat-	sor `fall apart' [fat	g	o℄
A larger number of deponents take the synhroni iterative suxes -t	a- and -it	a- (also
alled frequentative, repetitive, and intensive, see Leumann 1977: 547., Weiss 2009:
401f.). They often at as synhroni replaements of their base verbs (whih are usually like-
wise formally non-ative) and do not have speially iterative semantis.
Table 44. Latin non-ative -(i)t	a-verbs
Verb Meaning Base
hor-t-or `inite' (horior)
im-it-or `imitate' (*imor)
li-it-or `oer, bid vigorously' lieor `bid'
med-it-or `reet on' (?)medeor `heal'
min-it-or `threaten' minor `threaten'
se-t-or `pursue, follow eagerly' sequor `follow'
t	u-t-or `protet, guard' tueor `wath, examine'
However, sine the derivational basis in these ases is usually also deponent, it is diult
to say whether the non-ative inetion is a property of the stem formation or not. Moreover,
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the assoiation only goes in one diretion: while a large number of Latin deponents takes
either -	s- or -(i)t	a- (11 out of the 26 in Appendix E; -	s-: 4, -(i)t	a-: 7), not ounting
ombinations with preverbs), both suxes are widely used with ative inetion elsewhere.
If there is a syntati or semanti motivation for non-ative morphology in iteratives (p.
Berez and Gries 2010 on Dena'ina (Athabaskan) middle iteratives), a further step would be
to argue that the funtional projetion assoiated with iterative morphology also introdues
an agent argument in non-anonial iterative middles. However, the situation in Latin needs
further study before suh a laim an be made, and the data disussed here should be taken as a
very tentative data point on the onnetion between themati aspet, non-ative morphology,
and deponeny.
Georgian deponents
Another language in whih deponent behavior apparently oinides with a partiular themati
aspet is Georgian.
Tuite (2002), (2007) disusses a number of Georgian verbs with passive morphology and
ative syntax and argues that they are semantially similar to middle-only verbs in Greek and
Latin.
The Kartvelian verbal ategory subjetive version is marked by a prex (-)i- and has
been desribed as semantially similar to the Indo-European middle. Broadly speaking, it
indiates that an ation aets, benets, or generally impliates the subjet. The prex (-)i-
is also shared by a lass of passives alled prexal passives; presumably this passive sux
historially developed out of the subjetive version marker.
In this lass, we nd a number of verbs that take the prexal passive marker, but are
syntatially ative. In ontrast to deponents in Vedi or Greek, however, they ontrast with
ative, true passive, or medioative verbs formed from the same root (Tuite 2007). That
is, they are deponent in partiular tense/aspet stems, but behave regularly in others and
therefore are desriptively semi-deponents. What is interesting about them, however, is that
the formally passive deponents have a very spei meaning ompared to the orresponding
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primary verb forms. In Tuite's words, semantially, deponents, in ontrast to atives,
express repeated, habitual ations, sometimes with the impliation that they are harateristi
of the subjet.
However, unlike in the ase of Vedi and Greek deponents, these properties do not follow
from the seletion of a partiular Aktionsart sux, but from the passive morphology itself.
I illustrate this with some of Tuite (2007)'s examples (glosses are my own sine he does
not provide any).
9
(45) Georgian deponents (from Tuite 2007 (ts = themati sux):
a. i-ts'er-eb-a
pass-write-ts-3sg.S
`writes to sbdy., informs sbdy. through writing, letters'
b. i-tsokhn-eb-a
pass-hew-ts-3sg.S
`ruminates, eats in an ugly, unpleasant fashion'
. i-p'udr-eb-a
pass-powder-ts-3sg.S
`puts powder on one's fae'
d. i-gin-eb-a
pass-urse-ts-3sg.S
`urses, utters urse words'
e. i-k'bin-eb-a
pass-bite-ts-3sg.S
`bites somebody or something; has the habit of biting'
Aording to Tuite, all of these verbs have orresponding primary verb stems in whih the
syntax mathes the meaning.
10
The primary verbs orresponding to the mismath verbs in
(45) are the following:
9
I am very grateful to Nikoloz Anasashvili for his judgments and omments on the Georgian data.
10
The form its'ereba in (26a) an also have the expeted passive reading, but none of the other deponents
ited here an.
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(46) a. ts'er-s
write-3sg.S
`writes' (ative)
b. tsokhn-i-s
hew-ts-3sg.S
`ruminates, hews [ud℄' (ative)
. p'udr-av-s
powder-ts-3sg.S
`powders' (ative)
d. a-gin-eb-s
prvb-urse-ts-3sg.S
`urses, swears at' (ative)
e. h-k'ben-s
prvb-bite-3sg.S
`bites' (medioative)
Not all of the deponents in (45) are agentive and transitive (Tuite uses the term in the
broad sense that I argue against in Setion 2.4). Many are intransitive, but lak the expeted
passive meaning. However, there are a few transitive ones in addition to the ones in (45):
(47) a. i-t'q'obin-eb-a
pass-inform-ts-3sg.S
`informs sbdy.'
b. i-dzlev-a
pass-give-3sg.S
`gives to sbdy.'
. i-lots-eb-a
pass-bless-ts-3sg.S
`pronounes words of blessing'
d. i-khvets'-eb-a
pass-ask-ts-3sg.S
`asks for sth. imploringly'
Examples of transitive onstrutions are given in (48). The arguments take the same ase
marking as in ative imperfetive lauses from the same verbs, namely nom-a, the agree-
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ment morphology on the verb ross-referenes the subjet.
(48) a. Student-i
student-nom
Parisi-dan
Paris-from
ts'eril-eb-s
letter-pl-a
i-ts'er-eb-a
pass-write-ts-3sg.S
The student writes/is writing letters from Paris
b. Student-i
student-nom
ts'eril-s
letter-a
i-khvets'-eb-a
pass-ask-ts-3sg.S
The student asks/is asking for a letter
The verbs are imperfetive and an apparently have both a generi or habitual reading, like
the English simple present, and a ontinuous/progressive reading.
While the Georgian prexal passive deponents are not ompletely parallel to the Indo-
European ases that I have foused on so far, there are two ruial similarities: 1) There is a
mismath between morphologial form and expeted funtion, and 2) this mismath happens
in the ontext of a partiular aspetual/Aktionsart onguration (habitual or iterative).
Summary
In this setion, I have disussed more evidene in favor of the laim that deponent behavior
is linked to a relatively low funtional verbal projetion V
x
. I have provided evidene that
this projetion is linked to a partiular interpretation in some languages: iterative or habitual
in Georgian and maybe Latin, and more generally to present stem morphology in Vedi and
Greek. This is reminisent of Doron's analysis of the Hebrew intensive template, in whih
the external argument is assoiated with a partiular themati role determined by themati
aspetual morphology.
This area learly needs further study. It is not lear why non-ative morphology in general
and deponent behavior in partiular should be assoiated with any partiular kind of themati
(or viewpoint) aspet, and I have no explanation for this at this point. However, these
observations should provide a good starting point for further researh into the nature of
mismath verbs and anonial middles.
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4.4.2 A brief note on semi-deponents
At rst glane, the revised lexial entry for deponent roots suggested in Setion 4.4.1 and
repeated in (49) seems to provide a onvenient starting point for understanding semi-deponent
behavior. Semi-deponents are usually dened as verbs that take non-ative morphology in
partiular tense-aspet stems, but otherwise take (anonial) ative morphology.
(49)
√
tr	a[agent℄/_Vι
If you merge an agent, merge it in Vι
At this point, we have no reason for assuming that the onditioning environment for mismath
behavior is always Vι, rather than a verbalizing projetion that triggers perfetive viewpoint
aspet, say, Vα (p. aorist). It seems that this situation is atually attested in Latin, where
we nd semi-deponents that are mismath verbs in the perfet (using the periphrasti per-
fet), but formally ative verbs in the present.
Table 45. Latin semi-deponents
Ative present Non-ative perfet Meaning
gaude	o g	av	sus sum `rejoie, am glad'
aude	o ausus sum `dare, am bold'
sole	o solitus sum `am austomed to'
f	d	o f	sus sum `trust'
To apture this pattern (deponent in the perfet, but ative in the present), we ould
modify the lexial entry in (49) to something like (50):
(50)
√
root: Vα −→ [agent℄
If you selet Vα, merge an agent in Vα
This would lead to a mismath only in the ases in whih the speied V type is seleted. If
a dierent V is seleted, on the other hand, anonial ative morphology would surfae.
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There are a number of reasons why this entry annot work, unfortunately. First, the four
verbs in table 45 are the only ones in Latin exhibiting this pattern (see Flobert 1975: 496.),
and it is lear that they have the wrong argument struture to t my denition of deponeny,
i.e., their surfae subjet is not an agent, and they therefore annot have a lexial entry of the
type (50). Moreover, three of these verbs also seem to have had old syntheti, formally ative
perfets: gaude	o: g	av	s	 (Liv.Andr.), aude	o: aus	 (Cato), sole	o: solu	 (Enn.), although their
age of these is somewhat ontested (Livingston 2004: 38f. argues onviningly that at least
g	av	s	 and aus	 are younger than their respetive partiiples). Flobert (1975: 494.) suggests
that the solution may ome from the dual nature of Latin -tus, whih makes both adjetival
and verbal passives (p. Anagnostopoulou 2003, Embik 2004b on this distintion), and that
the perfet forms in table 45 are atually adjetival/stative passives that were integrated
into the verbal paradigm of these verbs. Taken together, these verbs should not be the basis
of generalizations about the behavior of semi-deponents.
The Greek future at rst glane seems to be a more promising andidate. As already
mentioned, it very often triggers non-ative morphology in verbs that are formally ative (or
alternating) in the present and aorist.
Table 46. Greek semi-deponents/future
Ative present Non-ative future Meaning
aeíd	o aeísomai `(will) sing'
akoú	o akoúsomai `(will) hear'
hamartán	o hamart
´¯
esomai `(will) miss, fail'
baín	o b
´¯
esomai `(will) walk, go'
gign
´¯
osk	o gn
´¯
osomai `(will) know'
klaí	o klaúsomai `(will) ry, lament'
p´¯n	o p´¯omai `(will) drink'
plé	o pleúsomai `(will) sail'
pheúg	o pheúxomai `(will) ee'
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More examples are easily found. However, this ase is not ideal for testing semi-deponeny,
either, sine unlike the very small lass of deponents disussed in Chapter 3, the Greek future
semi-deponents are muh more widespread and moreover found with a variety of dierent
verb lasses, many of whih do not have the right argument struture to fall under the narrow
denition of deponeny argued for in Setion 2.4. Rather, the middle morphology in these
ases seems to be a property of the sux. The Greek future sux -se/o- goes bak to a sux
that made desiderative stems in Proto-Indo-European, that is, it originally had the same
status as other Aktionsart-related verbalizing suxes (p. Setion 4.4.1 above).
11
Sattered
referenes to a onnetion between inherently desiderative verbs (`want', `wish', `hoose',
`desire') and middle morphology are found in Kemmer (1993: 78., 131, 269). Kemmer
suggests that at least `hoose' is inherently self-benefative, and a self-benefative analysis
of syntheti desideratives ould derive their non-ative morphology. It would also explain
why the Greek future sux, at least at the older stages of the language, is in omplementary
distribution with other verbal stem forming suxes (p. table 46; in a number of ases, the
future is moreover suppletive from a dierent root). On the other hand, the situation in
Classial Greek suggests that this sux developed into a modal marker, sine in the future
passive it is found after the stem forming morphology (see Setion 5.2 for a strutural analysis
of the Greek passive marker) and loser to the T/AGR omplex.
(51) Classial Greek future passive:
deikh-th
´¯
e-se-tai
show-pass-fut-3sg.nonpast.mid
It will be shown
Note that the future passive, like the Vedi present passive (Setion 5.1), always triggers non-
ative morphology; this must be a feature of the future sux and not of the passive sux,
sine the latter by itself always takes ative morphology (see Setion 5.2).
11
For disussions of the development of the desiderative sux(es) in the dierent Indo-European languages
see, e.g., Jasano (2003: 132.), Fortson (2010).
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To summarize, the two instanes of semi-deponeny that are usually disussed in the liter-
ature (the Latin perfet and the Greek future) annot be argued to instantiate mismathes
in the narrow sense that I have proposed. In Latin, the verbs that fall under this ategory
are experiener/psyh verbs, and in Greek the middle morphology found in the future and
espeially the future passive seems to be a anonial funtion of the future sux. There are
no other good ases of semi-deponeny in these languages that I am aware of,
12
and I suspet
that the reason is that entries of the shape (50) do not exist (that is, entries that speify a
property of a ategorizing projetion for a given root, rather than a property of one of its
arguments).
Beause of these problems, I have avoided a general disussion of so-alled semi-deponents
so far. The patterns that are usually disussed under this label may not onstitute a natural
lass and ertainly need further study.
4.4.3 More on v [ag℄
After disussing the nature of V
x
in more detail, we still need to say something about the
problem for θ-role assignment that this proposal poses. Reall that in the tradition of Kratzer
12
There is one other potential pattern in Greek, in whih a number of verbs with a middle-only present
make formally ative aorists (with the same meaning and syntax as the orresponding middle present). This
observation goes bak to Watkins (1969: 101) (p. also Hollield (1977: 66f.), who disusses the assoiation
of full grade themati presents with zero grade themati aorists more generally). Examples inlude:
Table i. Greek middle presentative aorist pairs
Mid. present At. aorist
dérko-mai édrako-n `see'
ereúgo-mai
´¯
erugo-n `belh out'
érkho-mai
´¯
elutho-n `ome, go' (suppletive)
lázo-mai él(l)abo-n `take'
meíro-mai émmoro-n `divide, share'
trephó-mai étrapho-n `grow'
What is interesting about this synhroni voie suppletion pattern is that it looks like some Greek media
tantum preferred to avoid a synhroni middle aorist, instead opting for a formally ative aorist. However,
this pattern has the same problem as the future deponents disussed in the main text, sine it too ross-uts
the division between anonial and non-anonial middles, and the zero grade themati aorist moreover has a
very ompliated prehistory that may also play a role (see Jasano To appear). This pattern is therefore also
not the best starting point for studying semi-deponeny under the narrow denition of deponeny.
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(1996) whih I follow here, the agent θ-role is semantially introdued by v and syntatially
saturated through the merger of a DP in Spe.vP. I illustrate this in (52) based on Kratzer's
semantis (I again use vP instead of VoieP).
(52) a. λxλe[agent(x,e) & verb(theme,e)℄
b. vP
λe[agent(DP
x
,e) & verb(DP
y
,e)℄
DP
x
λxλe[agent(x,e)℄
v
λxλe[agent(x,e) & verb(DP
y
,e)℄
v VP
λe[verb(DP
y
,e)℄
V
λyλe[verb(y,e)℄
DP
y
It is lear that my proposal, in whih the agent is introdued below vP, leads to a problem for
θ-liensing and ompositionality. On the one hand, it would be unwise to modify Kratzer's
aount, sine this gives us the right syntax, semantis, and morphology for agentive transitive
verbs with ative morphology (anonial atives), as argued above, and we should not modify
it based on the evidene of a small number of problemati non-anonial forms. But if we
leave Kratzer's model intat and add a low agent to the piture, we are faed with a possible
violation of UTAH, the theta riterion, or the Case lter.
As a solution to this onundrum, I want to propose that we an weaken the link between
the semantis of v [ag℄ and its speier. As is lear from (52), Kratzer's model expliitly links
the agentive semantis to this funtional head. Embik (1997) stresses that it is v [ag℄ that
adds these semantis, independently of whether or not a speier is introdued (p. Setion
4.3 above). This raises a more general question, however: how is the agent variable saturated
in ases in whih v [ag℄ does not merge a DP in its speier? Reall that this is not just a
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problem in deponents, but also in self-benefatives under the movement analysis proposed in
Setion 2.2.5, and more generally in other unausative strutures that selet v [ag℄ (non-
ative ausative alternation verbs, reexives, and experiener verbs). In all these ases, v [ag℄
does not have a DP in its speier, leaving its θ-role unsaturated.
The solution to this is preisely the dissoiation of the semantis of this head from its
syntati requirements. Following Chomsky (2000), (2001), we ould assume that v* (=
v [ag℄) has an EPP-feature, like φ-omplete T. This means that it will attrat a DP in
its -ommand domain to its speier, whih will then in turn be attrated by T (p. also
MGinnis 1999 for arguments for movement to Spe.vP).
The only additional assumption would then be that the moved DP (or its trae) an
saturate the argument variable introdued by v [ag℄.
This approah solves the problem of the semantis of speier-less v [ag℄ for morphologi-
ally non-ative experiener verbs, self-benefatives, unausatives, as well as for deponents,
sine in all these the losest DP will be fored to move to Spe.v [ag℄, independent of its own
themati role, while leaving Kratzer's semantis of that head itself intat. This proposal also
saves us from the potentially embarrassing situation of having two DPs, but only one ase
assigner (T).
I illustrate this proposal for deponents in (53). Note that I am swithing bak to using RP
for the projetion introduing the internal argument and VP for the verbalizing projetion,
but this ould easily be modied to t Borer (2005)'s approah in whih the internal argument,
too, is in the speier of a aspetual funtional projetion.
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(53) Deponent verb:
...
DP
x
vP[ag℄
λe[agent(DP
x
,e) & verb(DP
y
,e)℄
<DP
x
> v [ag℄
λxλe[agent(x,e) & verb(DP
y
,e)℄
v [+EPP℄ VP
<DP
x
>
λxλe[agent(x,e)℄
V
V RP
λyλe[verb(y,e)℄
R DP
y
The agent DP starts out in the speier of the verbalizer, moves to Spe.v [ag℄ beause of its
EPP-feature, thereby saturating its argument variable, and then (eventually) to TP where it
agrees for nominative ase. Beause DP
x
is loser to v [ag℄ than DP
y
(the theme), the latter
will never risk being attrated by the EPP-feature, but agrees for ausative ase with v [ag℄
just like in anonial transitive lauses.
The only remaining question is the denotation of VP, whih I have left open for now.
This question is onneted to the preise nature of the event struture/themati aspetual
semantis introdued by this projetion, whih I disussed in Setion 4.4.1, but must be
deferred to future researh.
Finally, a general problem of the post-syntati aount is that it annot predit whether
or not v [ag℄ will merge a DP. That is, there is no syntati mehanism that prevents the
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introdution of a seond agent DP in deponents, or of an agent DP in experiener verbs or
self-benefatives, for that matter. On the other hand, if the reason why experiener verbs
and self-benefatives selet v [ag℄ is the need for valuation of ausative ase on the internal
argument, we risk reating a lookahead problem. As far as I an tell, this problem is also
inherent in other seletional approahes to struture building, for example Bruening (2013)'s
approah to the passive. Bruening argues that the passive head selets a VoieP (= v [ag℄)
that has not yet projeted its external argument. (p. 22). This likewise raises the question
of how Voie/v [ag℄ knows that it must not projet. To solve this problem of optional
speiers, we may ultimately have to appeal to the enumeration, whih provides an agent
in the ase of, e.g., transitive (benefative) onstrutions, but not in the ase of their self-
benefative ounterparts. This then boils down to the question of how a speaker knows that
she is going to use a an ative ausative or a non-ative antiausative, or a benefative rather
than a self-benefative, whih is not a question of the syntati apparatus.
4.5 Summary
In this hapter, I have provided evidene in favor of the view that the external arguments
of deponents are agents, onrming the intuition that these verbs are mismath verbs. I
have argued that their omplex behavior annot be aptured by assuming a lexial feature
[pass℄ or [NonAt℄ on deponent roots. Instead, I have drawn on the onnetion between
deponent behavior and verbal stem formation to argue that deponents are lexially speied
to introdue their agent DP below v . Sine this means that v itself will not have a speier,
this will always trigger non-ative morphology.
This analysis ruially relies on the post-syntati approah to ative/non-ative voie
morphology skethed out at the end of Chapter 2, in whih voie morphology is determined
after syntati operations have taken plae. I have shown in this hapter that this approah
orretly derives ative and non-ative morphology in its anonial environments, and that it
also provides the mehanism for deriving deponent behavior. I have furthermore argued that
deponents are lexially speied to selet an agent-introduing verbalizing projetion, and
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that in some languages there is evidene that this projetion is also responsible for themati
aspet (iterative, intensive, or habitual). However, it must be stressed that the last point is
a preliminary observation based on Vedi, Greek, and maybe Latin and Georgian that does
not seem to have orrelates in Modern Greek and Hittite and that needs further study and
onrmation.
Finally, I have argued that we an keep a unied Kratzerian semantis for v [ag℄ if we
aept that the DP saturating its agent variable an start out below v [ag℄ under ertain
irumstanes.
In the next hapter, I show how this approah extends to other aspets of the voie systems
and deponents of these languages, in partiular to the interation between middle and passive
morphology, ative-only verbs, and the question of mismath behavior in non-nite formations
of deponents.
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Chapter 5
Impliations: ative, middle, and
passive in bivalent voie systems
The analysis of deponents presented in the previous hapter aounts for their synhroni
behavior in the Indo-European languages under disussion, using the same mehanisms that
are used for deriving anonial middles, as well as (anonial) atives. It is now time to tie
up the loose ends that have only been hinted at so far. These onern the status of middle
vs. passive in Indo-European (Setion 5.1), of ativa tantum, or ative-only verbs (Setion
5.2), the question of why English-type languages do not have deponents (Setion 5.3), and
the behavior of non-nite formations of deponent verbs (Setion 5.4).
5.1 Middle and passive
While the languages under disussion have in priniple bivalent voie systems, most of them
also have distint passive onstrutions at least in some tense/aspet ombination. This raises
the question of the dierene between middle/non-ative and passive voie, and of struturally
loating dierent types of voie morphology.
Reent generative approahes to passive voie an be roughly divided into two ategories.
The rst assumes that a single head v/Voie is responsible for the dierene between ative
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and passive or ative and non-ative Voie, usually determined by the presene or absene of a
feature [pass/nonat℄ on Voie (e.g., Kallulli (2006), Bjorkman (2011), somewhat dierently
Collins (2005)). Both Passive and non-ative in these aounts are usually argued to be
valeny-reduing (by demoting/suppressing the agent).
The seond type of aount treats ative, middle, and passive as separate instantiations
of the Voie head, eah with its own properties. For example, Alexiadou and Doron (2012)
propose the following artography for the Voie head, whih an either merge as pi (passive) or
µ (middle) (similarly Bruening (2013)). If none of these is merged, ative emerges as default.
(1) Voie
Ative Non-ative
pi
Passive
µ
Middle
Both middle and passive are valeny reduing, and some languages may have only one of
them, resulting in a bivalent system (for example, they analyze Modern Greek as having
only µ). This aount predits that a given prediate an have only one voie head whih an
ome in dierent avors, and this in turn predits that the values ative, middle, and passive
are in omplementary distribution. This annot apture the passivization fats of Vedi and
Greek, in whih passive morphology an o-our with ative or middle morphology. To briey
restate the fats, Vedi passives formed with the sux -yá- obligatorily o-our with middle
morphology:
(2) a. ad-yá-te
eat-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
is (being) eaten
b. bhri-yá-te
arry-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
is (being) arried
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. yuj-yá-te
yoke-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
is (being) yoked
In Greek, the situation is more ompliated. The Greek passive th	e-aorist o-ours with
ative morphology, as in (3), while the future passive o-ours with middle morphology, as
in (4) (note that this is the post-Homeri/Classial Greek system).
(3) Greek passive aorist:
a. e-lou-th	e-n
past-wash-pass-1sg.past.at
I was washed
b. e-bl
´¯
e-th	e-n
past-hit-pass-1sg.past.at
I was hit
.
´¯
ekh-th	e-n
past.drive-pass-1sg.past.at
I was driven, led
(4) Greek future passive:
a. lou-th
´¯
e-so-mai
wash-pass-fut-1sg.nonpast.mid
I will be washed
b. bl	e-th
´¯
e-so-mai
hit-pass-fut-1sg.nonpast.mid
I will be hit
. akh-th
´¯
e-so-mai
drive-pass-fut-1sg.nonpast.mid
I will be driven/led
Cruially, neither in Vedi nor in Greek do ative and middle morphology ever o-our. This
is the rst piee of evidene suggesting that the ut should be made between ative/middle
on the one hand and passive on the other.
The seond piee of evidene omes from the syntati ontexts in whih middle and passive
morphology are found. As we have seen, anonial uses of middle morphology enompass a
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wide range of syntati ontexts and prediates (antiausatives, reexives, self-benefatives,
mediopassives, statives, (some) denominatives, et.). The passive, on the other hand, ours
in muh more irumsribed ontexts and is unambiguous in its interpretation. Cases in
whih the passive seems to vaillate between an antiausative and a passive interpretation, as
in Modern Greek (p. Alexiadou and Doron 2012) and Modern Albanian (p. Kallulli 2006,
2007) our in languages with syntheti bivalent voie systems in whih both onstrutions
take the same (non-ative) morphology, so that it is likely that the passive in these languages
is really a mediopassive (see Alexiadou and Doron 2012 for arguments that Modern Greek
only has a mediopassive).
Moreover, there is pratially unanimous onsensus that the passive is a syntati oper-
ation that demotes the external argumentin fat, this is one of the rare points on whih
the various theoretial frameworks within syntati theory usually agree, although the imple-
mentation varies (e.g., Perlmutter and Postal 1984, Baker et al. 1989, the papers in Abraham
and Leisiö 2006, Alexiadou and Doron 2012, Bruening 2013, et.). But whether or not the
middle demotes an argument, and whih one, is muh more ontested, and I have argued in
this hapter that it does not (at least in languages with a bivalent syntheti voie system).
Finally, at least in Vedi and Greek we see that passive morphology atually ours in a
dierent strutural position from ative/middle morphology. While the latter are fused with
the tense and agreement morphology of the inetional endings, the passive morpheme in both
languages ours muh loser to the root, in the same loation as verbalizing morphology. In
fat, both in Vedi and in Greek, the passive morpheme (-yá- in Vedi, -th	e- in Greek) has
other funtions besides making passives. In Vedi, the aented passive morpheme -yá- is in
omplementary distribution with an unaented verbalizing sux -ya- that forms non-passive,
mostly intransitive present stems, as in (5) a- (but note the transitive deponent tr
´¯
ayate in
(5) d.):
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(5) Vedi intransitive -ya-:
a. pád-ya-te
fall-vb-3sg.nonpast.mid
`falls'
b. búdh-ya-te
awake-vb-3sg.nonpast.mid
`is awake'
. py
´¯
a-ya-te
swell-vb-3sg.nonpast.mid
`swells'
d. tr
´¯
a-ya-te
protet-vb-3sg.nonpast.mid
`protets'
While passive -yá- and non-passive -ya- historially go bak to the same preform,
1
there
is a lear synhroni dierene between them: In general, passive forms are aented on the
sux, non-passive forms are aented on the root.
2
The following minimal pairs illustrate
this, the a. examples are intransitive antiausatives, the b. examples are the passives of the
orresponding ausatives.
(6) a. mú-ya-te
release-vb-3sg.nonpast.mid
`releases oneself, esapes'
b. mu-yá-te
release-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
`is released'
1
Kulikov 2012 provides a detailed study of these two suxes in Vedi.
2
This was also the intuition of the Sanskrit grammarian tradition in Indian antiquity, see Kulikov (2012:
715, fn. 2156), who, however, also argues in detail that it is a simpliation and that the aentuation in
the post-Rigvedi tradition utuates aording to the dierent shools of transmission (709.). This point
was already made by Delbrük (1888: 267), whose olletion of aented and unaented forms nevertheless
shows that the generalization, although somewhat idealized, is by and large true for the Rigveda and the
Atharvaveda (see also Whitney (1879: 250) on the aent utuation in the ya-lass.).
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(7) a. ks
˙
´¯
-ya-te
perish-vb-3sg.nonpast.mid
`perishes'
b. ks
˙
	-yá-te
perish-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
`is destroyed'
Moreover, while the aented Vedi yá-passives always take middle morphology, the una-
ented intransitive ya-presents an take either ative or middle endings, just like other ver-
balizing suxes (see, e.g., Whitney 1879: 248., Madonell 1910: 331.).
3
The same is true for Greek. The passive use of the sux -th	e- is a largely post-Homeri
development (Stahl 1907: 43, Rix 1992: 219); in Homer this sux usually forms intransitive
aorist stems.
4
Examples of this are given in (8) (these stems are found in Homer, ontrast
the passive aorists in (40), whih are post-Homeri).
(8) Greek -th	e- in intransitive/antiausative aorists:
a. e-krúph-th	e-n
past-hide-aor-1sg.past.at
`I hid (myself)'
b. e-phob
´¯
e-th	e-n
past-ee-aor-1sg.past.at
`I ed'
. h
´¯
es-th	e-n
past.sit-aor-1sg.past.at
`I sat'
This explains why we do not nd passive th	e-aorists made from transitive deponents in Homer,
3
Note that in Avestan, verbs with the ognate sux -iia- either inet as ativa tantum or as media tantum,
independently of whether they are passives or not (see Kellens 1984: 35f., 120.), but the passive use of -iia-
in general seems to be less developed in (Old) Avestan than in Vedi (Kellens 1984: 129.
4
The future passive is even rarer in Homer: there are only two instanes of an s-future with a passive
marker in Homer (Stahl 1907: 43), both of whih are intransitive rather than passive and whih use the older
sux variant -	e- instead of -th	e-. A detailed aount of the prehistory of these two sux variants is provided
by Jasano 2004: 161.
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ontrary to Vedi, where we do nd yá-passives of deponents: -th	e- had not fully developed
into a passive sux at this point.
On the basis of these observations, I propose that the funtional head responsible for
passivization is dierent from the funtional head determining ative/middle morphology (v).
At the very least, this holds for languages with the older Indo-European type of voie system.
While the passive head triggers a syntati operation that demotes the external argument, the
feature speiation of v is the result of previous syntati operations, as argued in Setion
4.3.
To motivate this assumption further I briey review how other approahes handle the
interation between Voie, v , and the passive. Kratzer (1996) in her seminal artile already
argues that there is a dierene between an ative and a non-ative Voie head. Both take
a VP omplement, but while the ative Voie head introdues the external argument and
assigns ausative ase, the non-ative Voie head does neither. Chomsky (2001) alls this
funtional head vP, but uses a similar distintion: Transitive v* is φ-omplete and assigns
ausative ase, while unausative and passive v is φ-inomplete and selets a defetive V.
Kallulli (2007) and (2013), on the other hand, argues that passives selet agentive v ,
v [+at℄ in her terminology, but lak an external argument. Thus, while passives have v [+at,
-ext℄, antiausatives have v [+aus, -ext℄. While languages like English have dierent mor-
phology for those two ategories, languages like Modern Greek and Modern Albanian assign
the same morphologynon-ativeto all instanes of [-ext℄, leading to a surfae voie syn-
retism.
In these approahes, the external argument of an agentive verb is introdued in a dier-
ent loation in the passive (as some sort of adjunt) than in the ative (in the speier of
VoieP/vP).
On the other hand, Collins (2005) and Bruening (2013) both argue that the external
argument is introdued in the same strutural position in the ative and the passive. Collins
posits a head Voie in the passive that takes a vP omplement. This Voie head is spelled out
as by in English and as a passive ax in agglutinating languages, and it heks ausative
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ase on the external argument, whih is merged in Spe.vP, like in the ative (in the ative,
there is no Voie head, and v both introdues the external argument and heks ausative
ase). For reasons of spae, I annot disuss the details of his smuggling approah here,
but onentrate only on the proposed division of labor between Voie and v , sine this is
immediately relevant to the disussion.
Bruening (2013) similarly splits passive from Voie/vP. His passive head Pass selets a
Voie projetion that has not yet projeted its external argument (p. 22).
Finally, Harley (2013) provides evidene that the head introduing the external argument,
Voie, is dierent from the head introduing event types like ausation, v . Terminology aside,
what the last three approahes have in ommon is a designated (passive) Voie head above
the projetion that introdues the event type and values ausative ase, vP. While vP also
introdues the external argument both in the ative and the passive for Collins (2005) and
Bruening (2013), this is done by Voie in Harley (2013)'s analysis. In these approahes,
passive/Voie is above v . In Vedi and Greek, however, the passive morphemes -yá- (Vedi)
and -th	e- (Greek) are loser to the root than the agreement morphology expressing ative
and middle. I have argued so far that ative/middle are values of the funtional head v that
introdues the external argument and is responsible for ausative ase and event impliatures,
muh as in the other approahes outlined above. These approahes also provide evidene for a
separate head Voie/Pass, but loate it above vP. I now want to argue that at least in Sanskrit
and Greek, it must be below vP, oupying the same strutural position as the verbalizing
morphology in V that was introdued in Setion 4.3. The rst piee of evidene omes from
the alternation between passive -yá- and intransitive/verbalizing -ya- in Vedi and between
passive -th	e- and intransitive -th	e- in Greek, as outlined in examples (39)-(45). Co-ourrene
of the verbalizing and the passivizing sux is impossible in both languages.
In Vedi, this annot be due to some morphonologial restraint against a sequene -
(
	
V)yaya-, sine there are verbs formed with the ausative sux -áya- that exhibit preisely this
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sequene, e.g., py	ay-áya-ti `makes swell' (py	a `swell'), p	ay-áya-ti `makes drink' (p	a `drink').
5
One ould argue that the existene of these ausatives is preisely what bloks the formation
of a passive in *-ya-ya-te sine this would look like a ausative stem. However, this still would
not explain why passive -yá- is inompatible with other types of stem-forming morphology.
For example, Vedi has a verbalizer -na-/-n- that is inxed before the root-nal onsonant
of ertain roots, forming nasal inx stems. The passivizer -yá-, on the other hand, is a
sux that follows the root, as we have seen. In priniple, these two suxes should be able to
o-our, but this is not what we nd: Passives of nasal-inx stems never retain the nasal.
6
The following examples demonstrate this; the a) examples show the 3sg. of the nasal-inx
present stem, the b) examples the 3sg. of the orresponding passive.
(9) a. yu<ná>k-ti
yoke<vb>-nonpast.3sg.at
`yokes'
b. yuj-yá-te
yoke-pass-nonpast.3sg.mid
`is being yoked'
(10) a. bhi<ná>t-ti
split<vb>-nonpast.3sg.at
`splits'
b. bhid-yá-te
split-pass-nonpast.3sg.mid
`is being split'
(11) a. vr
˙
<n
˙
á>k-ti
twist<vb>-nonpast.3sg.at
`twists'
b. vr
˙
j-yá-te
twist-pass-nonpast.3sg.mid
`is being twisted'
5
See Jamison (1983) on this formation.
6
I am grateful to Isabelle Charnavel for pointing out the importane of this pattern to me.
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There is no reason to assume that the presene of passive morphology somehow suppresses
the overt spell-out of the verbalizing morphology; it rather seems as if both ompete for the
same strutural position and passive wins.
The same argument an be made for Greek, where the passive sux -th	e- alternates with
aorist stem-forming morphology suh as the s-aorist (note that the s-aorist and the passive
aorist use dierent allomorphs of the 1sg.at. ending):
(12) a. e-poí	e-s-a
past-make-aor-1sg.at
`I made'
b. e-poi
´¯
e-th	e-n
past-make-pass-1sg.at
`I was made'
(13) a. é-du-s-a
past-sink-aor-1sg.at
`I made (something) sink'
b. e-dú-th	e-n
past-sink-pass-1sg.at
`I was sunk'
I onlude that the passive head in Vedi and Greek is below the funtional head v([nonat℄),
and that it is in omplementary distribution with the verbalizing head V. One way of formally
implementing this onlusion would be to follow Alexiadou and Doron (2012) in setting up a
passive head pi below vP. In their approah, pi semantially introdues the external argument,
but at the same time suppresses its syntati insertion by v . Their passive head pi is stru-
turally between the (verbalizing) ageny head ι disussed in Setions 4.4.1 and 4.3 and vP.
Sine I have just argued that VP and the passive head are in omplementary distribution in
Vedi and Greek, I indiate a passive head as Vpi, where pi orresponds to the feature [pass℄
used in other approahes. Moreover, I depart from Alexiadou and Doron (2012) in proposing
that it is Vpi that introdues the demoted external argument rather than vP. A sample deriva-
tion of an agentive (non-deponent) passive is given in (14). The root node merges with the
verbalizer Vpi that demotes the external argument, but an optionally syntatially introdue
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it as an instrumental DP. But now we fae the same situation as in the deponent in (37):
The agent DP is introdued below vP and annot be merged twie, hene v does not merge
an external argument and is spelled out as non-ative together with tense and agreement
features. Head movement takes plae as usual.
(14) Vedi present passive:
a. Y (X
instr
) bhri-yá-te
arry-pass-3sg.nonpast.mid
`Y is (being) arried (by X)'
b. TP+AGR
T
[nonpast℄
[Pers:3℄
[Num:Sg℄
AspP
Asp
[ipfv℄
vP[ag℄
v[nonat℄ VPpi
(DP
X
) Vpi
Vpi
-ya-
[pass℄
RP
R
bhar -
[uINFL_℄
DP
Y
This aount predits that passives always o-our with non-ative morphology, and this is
true at least for Vedi. There are two non-standard assumptions here: 1) That the passive
head Vpi is below rather than above vP/idential to vP (but see Alexiadou and Doron 2012),
and 2) that Vpi introdues the agent in the passive, but vP does so in the ative. I have
already motivated 1) for Vedi and Greek, and I will sketh out further motivation for 2)
below.
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However, this analysis does not predit the morphology of the Greek passive aorist, whih
obligatorily o-ours with ative morphology. One way around this problem would be to
assume that in Greek it is vP that introdues the external argument, like in the ative (and
in line with Collins 2005 and Bruening 2013). Sine this would mean merging an agent DP
in Spe.vP, the onditions for non-ative voie assignment would not be fullled and ative
morphology would surfae. Vedi and Greek would then be parametrized aording to whether
v or Vpi introdues the demoted agent in the passive.
While I have no onlusive evidene against suh a proposal, I will argue in the next
setion that the Greek passive aorist is better understood in the ontext of ativa tantum
(ative only verbs), and that an analysis of ativa tantum should also be able to apture
the voie morphology of the Greek th	e-aorist.
5.2 Ativa tantum: ative as default
I have so far avoided the lass of verbs that the Indian grammarians alled parasmaipadin-verbs
and whih are referred to as ativa tantum or ative-only verbs in the Western grammatial
tradition. These are verbs that only take ative morphology, as opposed to media tantum
whih only take middle morphology and alternating verbs with an take both (depending on
the syntati ontext). Ative-only verbs are not usually disussed as instanes of feature
mismath, and in general have reeived less attention in the literature than middle-only verbs
(and deponents in partiular). This is strange given that ative-only verbs usually enompass
quite a few distintly un-ative lasses of prediates, like unausatives/inhoatives, statives,
and verbs of motion. I give examples from Vedi, Anient Greek, Latin, and Modern Greek.
(15) Ativa tantum:
a. Vedi: át-ti `eats', ás-ti `is', é-ti `goes', kr
˙
ntá-ti `uts', kránda-ti `ries out', jíg	a-
ti `goes', ára-ti `moves', j´¯va-ti `lives', tr
˙
pn
˙
ó-ti `is pleased', d
´¯
a±a-ti `makes an
oering', náda-ti `sounds (out)', páta-ti `ies', bhanák-ti `breaks' (tr.), mus
˙
n
˙
´¯
a-ti
`steals', víves
˙
-t
˙
i `is quik, ative'.
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b. Greek
7
: ei-mí `am', e-mi `go', ennép-	o `tell', z
´¯
o-	o `live', th
´¯
u(n)-	o `rage, seethe',
márpt-	o `seize', mímn-	o `stay', p´¯pt-	o `fall', plé-	o `sail', rhé-	o `ow, stream',
steíkh-	o `walk', pheúg-	o `avoid, ee'.
. Modern Greek: aspriz-o `whiten' (tr./itr.), kokiniz-o `redden' (tr./itr.), platen-o
`widen' (tr./itr.), pefto `fall', reo `ow', meno `stay', et.
The question is, then, whether ative unausatives are a mismath between morpholog-
ial form and syntati funtion, in the same way that deponents (in the narrow denition)
are. Weisser (2010) and (2014) assumes that they are, in fat, mismath verbs. He argues that
deponents are haraterized by a feature [-Ative℄ in their lexial entry, while unausatives
have a feature [+Ative℄.
I disagree with suh an approah for several reasons (some of whih are disussed by
Weisser 2010: 27.). First, while unausative behavior is a matter of argument struture
of partiular verb lasses,
8
deponeny, as I have argued here, is a property of lexial items
in the ontext of a partiular aspetual head . For the same reason, there is no suh thing as
semi-unausativity. More importantly, in terms of eonomy we should try to avoid setting
up distint lexial diaritis for two verb lasses (unausatives and deponents). Sine there
is some agreement that a lexial feature on deponents is unavoidable (p. Embik 1998 and
2004a's [pass℄ feature on deponents), we should try to derive the ative morphology on un-
ausatives from other, independently needed mehanisms instead of assuming an additional
lexial feature [+Ative℄ (see Embik 1997: 201. for more arguments against suh a feature).
I propose instead that the Greek passive aorist is a sublass of Greek ative-only verbs
that always selet the defetive v that is underspeied with respet to agentivity and ase
(see Setion 4.3). Beause this head is never evaluated for whether or not it has an external
7
This olletion reets the situation in Homer. Quite a few of these verbs make a formally middle future
and ould therefore be lassied as semi-deponents.
8
The fat that there is some ross-linguisti variation in whether a partiular verb is lassied as unergative
or unausative (e.g., `forget' selets a be auxiliary in Duth, but a have auxiliary in German) does not, in
my opinion, onstitute a strong argument against treating unausativity as a universal of verbal argument
struture.
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argument, it will always trigger default (= ative) morphology.
A sample derivation is given in (16).
(16) Greek passive aorist:
a. e-bl
´¯
e-th	e-n
past-hit-pass-1sg.past.at
I was hit
TP+AGR
T
[past℄
[Pers:1℄
[Num:Sg℄
AspP
Asp
[PFV℄
v
v Vpi
Vpi
-th	e-
[pass℄
RP
R
bl	e-
[uINFL_℄
DP
The root node merges with the passivizer whih suppresses the external argument and selets
(defetive) v , whih in turn triggers default morphology on the T+AGR head. One ould
argue that v in (16) ould be left out ompletely, but the proposed parallelism with formally
ative antiausatives suggests that it ontributes a partiular kind of event semantis, similar
to Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2004)'s v [beome℄.
Note that under this analysis, Greek th	e-passives dier from Vedi yá-passives in having
a non-agentive v , while Vedi passives have v [ag℄. This may seem ounter-intuitive, sine
I have argued so far that both suxes are also found in intransitive antiausative verbs.
However, there is some evidene that the Greek passive aorist, even in Classial Greek, is
dierent from the Vedi present passive in -yá-. In Vedi, the agent of a yá-passive an
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only be expressed through an instrumental adjunt (p. Jamison 1979, Kulikov 2012: 19f.),
although this adjunt is of ourse not obligatory. Nevertheless, Jamison (1979: 200) ounts
at least 200 instanes of an instrumental agent in passive onstrutions in the Rigveda (25 of
them with yá-passives, the rest with passive aorists, formal middles, and, in the majority of
ases, with past partiiples). In Greek, on the other hand, an overt demoted agent is even
rarer and an our with a variety of dierent prepositions (ek , hupó, pará, prós) depending
on the prediate, all of whih an also our with formally ative antiausatives (with or with
out the sux -th	e-, see Kulikov and Lavidas (2013: 103.) for more arguments that the Greek
th	e-aorist is not a speialized passive marker (p. 103) and Shwyzer 1939-71: 18. on the
use of prepositional by-phrases in Greek passives and antiausatives). This suggests that the
analysis of the Greek passive aorists as a subset of antiausative ativa tantum whih selet
a defetive v is valid.
In Vedi, on the other hand, there is an aentual dierene between passive -yá- and
intransitive/antiausative -ya-. More relevant, however, is the aforementioned fat that pas-
sive -yá- always triggers non-ative morphology, while antiausative/inhoative -ya- regularly
takes ative morphology, e.g.,
´¯
rs
˙
yati `is/beomes angry', ks
˙
´¯
ayati `burns', ks
˙
údhyati `beomes
hungry', gl
´¯
ayati `beomes weary', tus
˙
yati `is pleased', t¯
˙
s
˙
yati `is/beomes thirsty', p
´¯
uyati
`is/beomes putrid', m
´¯
adyati `is/beomes drunk', ±y
´¯
ayati `ongeals, freezes', hr
˙
s
˙
yati `beomes
exited', et. These are just a few of the verbs listed and disussed by Kulikov (2012: 517.)
as ative ya-presents (there are also some that alternate between ative and non-ative mor-
phology). I propose that this means that Vedi passive -yá- always selets agentive v [ag℄, as
illustrated in (17a), whereas antiausative/inhoative -ya- behaves like Greek -th	e- and selets
defetive v , p. (17b).
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(17) a. passive -yá-: ...
vP [ag℄
v [ag℄
v [ag℄
[nonat℄
VPpi
Vpi RP
b. antiausative -ya-: ...
v
v VPpi
Vpi RP
Beause of the dierent types of v seleted by eah onstrution, the Vedi one surfaes with
non-ative morphology, while the Greek one surfaes with default morphology.
Under this analysis, there are two ways for a verb to reeive ative morphology: 1) by
having an external argument in the speier of v [ag℄ (and v [aus℄), 2) by seleting defetive v .
In both ases, default morphology (ative) will be inserted at Spell-Out beause the onditions
for non-ative are not fullled.
That ative is atually default inetion is argued for by Embik (1998), (2004a), Alex-
iadou and Doron (2012) and impliitly assumed by Kallulli (2013). It would explain why
speakers of bivalent (Greek-type) voie systems generally do not have the intuition that a-
tive antiausatives onstitute a mismath in the way transitive deponents do, and why
ativa tantum have reeived far less attention in the linguisti literature (both ontempo-
rary and anient
9
) with respet to the question of suh a potential mismath. Moreover, the
Indo-European branhes that swithed from a bivalent syntheti (Greek-type) voie system to
periphrasti onstrutions generalized the older ative agreement endings of the verb rather
9
The Indian grammarians seem to have been agnosti on this point by dividing verbs into ative-only,
middle-only, and alternating. Latin grammarians only operated with a distintion between ative and passive
until the 3rd entury AD, when three further uerb	orum genera were introdued: neutrum for ative-only
verbs like sede	o `sit' and urr	o `run', omm	une for passive-only verbs that ould have both an ative and a
passive reading, and d	ep	on	ens for formally passive verbs that had laid aside their passive funtion. However,
Flobert (1975: 8.) stresses that there was a great deal of variation in the terminology used by the dierent
grammarians.
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than the non-ative ones.
10
The assumption that ative morphology is atually default
(or elsewhere) morphology is therefore warranted both on pre-theoretial and theoretial
grounds.
5.3 Where have all the English deponents gone?
A puzzling problem that has only been hinted at so far is the observation that only languages
with the syntheti morphologial voie synretism desribed in detail in Chapter 3 exhibit
voie mismathes (for a reent formulation of this observation see Weisser 2010: 59). To
illustrate what suh a mismath would look like in a language like English, onsider again
deponents like Ved. tr
´¯
ayate `protets' or Latin sequor `follow'. I have argued at length that
their morphology is desriptively at odds with their syntati behavior, yet these verbs and
their syntax were part of speakers' grammars.
Trying to onstrut formally similar examples in languages like English leads to ungram-
matiality. For example, any formally passive lause with a diret objet is ungrammatial:
(18) a. *Indra is proteted the re
b. *The R
˙
s
˙
i is followed Indra
The immediate explanation for this is trivialthe English passive partiiple annot value a-
usative ase, leading to a Case Filter violation in (18). In Vedi and Latin, on the other hand,
non-ative morphology does not aet ase valuation in anonial ontexts, as I have argued
in Chapter 2, and we therefore do not expet it to do so in non-anonial ontexts. However,
this annot be the whole story, sine (18) is grammatial if translated into a periphrasti
10
This holds at least for the Germani, Romane, Modern Indo-Aryan, and Celti languages, for Armenian
(with a few exeptions, p. Klingenshmitt 1982: 2f.), and also for Balti, with the aveat that some lexial
items seem to have preserved the non-ative endings in the 1sg. and 2sg. (p. Stang 1966: 405.); the 2sg. in
Slavi in general goes bak to the older non-ative ending. Sporadi preservation of non-ative morphology is
also found in other branhes as arhaism, that is, a synhroni anomaly of partiular verbs. Note, however,
that the opposite ase (generalization of the older non-ative endings, with or without a few relis of the
ative) is not attested anywhere in Indo-European.
As for the other branhes, Hittite and Toharian died out taking their bivalent voie systems with them, and
Greek and Albanian stuk with their bivalent systems, albeit with a great deal of morphologial remodelling.
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perfet passive of a Latin deponent:
(19) Amphitruo
Amphitruo.nom
Merurium
Merurius.a
seutus
follow.perf.ptp.nom.sg.
est
is
Amphitruo followed Merurius
The formation of the Latin perfet passive is struturally quite similar to that of an English
passive (partiiple + be-auxiliary), so the impossibility of strutures like (18) in English
must be aused by some more general property of its voie system rather than the partiular
strutural onguration itself.
Moreover, this observation also extends to other periphrasti onstrutions that have been
ompared to the funtion of non-ative morphology in Greek-type languages. We have seen
that se-onstrutions in, e.g., Frenh, are used in ontexts where they take ausative objets,
as in self-benefatives. Nevertheless, we do not nd mismathes in Frenh: ases in whih
an agentive transitive prediate takes se but otherwise behaves like a regular ative verb.
(20) *Jean
Jean
se
se
protège
protets
les
the
enfants
hildren
Intended: Jean is proteting the hildren
The only instanes in whih strutures like (20) are grammatial are in transparent self-
benefative onstrutions (see Setion 2.2.5, esp. fn. 13). Note that (20) does not have a
self-benefative reading, either.
To explain this lak of mismath verbs in English-type languages, let us reiterate what
triggers deponeny in a Greek-type language. I have argued in Setion 4.3 that the mismath
ours beause an agent DP is merged below the funtional head v [ag℄ that is evaluated for
the ondition on non-ative morphology (+/- ext.arg.). The fat that the agent is merged
too early is an idiosynrati property of partiular roots, ultimately due to the diahroni
development of those roots in verbal syntati environments. This was formalized as follows:
(21)
√
protect[agent℄/_V
x
Where V
x
 stands for a type of verbalizing projetion below vP, the default agent-introduing
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projetion.
What happens if we plug this root into an English lause? The derivation would proeed
like in the Vedi deponent in (45) above. Insertion of the root in (21) would trigger the
merger of the external argument below vP (by the unspeied ategory XP), see (22). In a
Greek-type language, the lak of an external argument in the speier of vP would lead to
spelling out v with a feature [nonat℄, together with tense and agreement morphology. In
other words, non-ative is a property of v [ag℄ in suh a language. However, we have no
reason to assume that it is a property of v [ag℄ in every language (indiated by the question
mark in (22)).
(22) vP [ag℄
v [ag℄
?
XP
DP X
X RP
√
protect
[uinfl_℄
DP
If languages are parametrized with respet to whether or not they are about having an
external argument in v [ag℄, we derive the lak of deponents in English. It is not that English
annot have idiosynrasies suh as (21) in its lexial entries, it is just that we never see them
surfae beause the funtional projetion that auses the mismath in Greek-type languages,
v [ag℄, is not spelled out dierently if it does not have an external argument in English-type
languages. This is also suggested by the history of these languages, in whih the dierene
in v -oriented morphology (ativenon-ative) has been lost (see fn. 23), as well as by the
synhroni phenomenon of labile verbs (e.g., Engl. break, boil, burn, et., p. van Gelderen
(2011) on their prehistory).
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What about roots with a feature [pass℄? First of all, we should note that suh a feature
is posited by Embik (1998) and (2000) solely for Greek-type languages, that is, languages
where dierent properties of v lead to the insertion of dierent morphology. Conretely, this
feature refers to the r -endings in Latin. To avoid onfusion I will refer to this feature as
[nonat℄ and ontinue to use [pass℄ only for the feature found on a separate (Voie) head.
While [nonat℄ is post-syntati and reets a partiular property of v , [pass℄ is a syntati
feature of a designated voie head that enters into an Agreement relationship with the verb
(see Setion 5.1).
The question is, are there advantages to assuming an Embik-style lexial entry for depo-
nents in languages like Greek, i.e., (23) instead of (21)?
(23)
√
protect[nonat℄
Aording to Embik (2000)'s analysis 3 (p. 208.), only a feature on v will have a syntati
eet (that of suppressing Merge of the external argument), while a [nonat℄ (= [pass℄ in
Embik's terminology) feature on the root has no syntati eet and is therefore ompatible
with a v that merges an external argument, resulting in a deponent.
When [pass℄ is generated on v , it aets Merge: no external argument is merged
with v when [pass℄ is on v . However, the omplement of vnamely, the Root and
its argumentwill ontain [pass℄ if the Root is deponent. From the perspetive of
v , the [pass℄ feature in its omplement has no eet on its syntati possibilities; a
v an have an external argument even when [pass℄ appears with the Root. Thus,
there is no ontradition with transitive deponents.
Embik (2000: 208)
Phrasing is ruial hereif the presene of [nonat℄/[pass℄ on v prevents the merger of
an external argument, it should do so regardless of whether or not it originated there or lower
(on V or R) and then inorporated into v . That is, it is not lear why the [pass℄ feature
in its [v 's℄ omplement has no eet on its syntati possibilities, unless one wants to argue
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that the external argument of v is merged before V[pass℄ inorporates into v (whih seems
inompatible at least with urrent Minimalist assumptions).
The post-syntati approah fares better beause it does not assume that [nonat℄/[pass℄
aets Merge. In this approah (for whih I have argued in Chapters 2 and 4), a lexial
entry (23) would indeed be ompatible with ative syntax. The external argument would be
introdued by v , as in formally ative agentive verbs:
(24) vP [ag℄
DP v [ag℄
v [ag℄ VP
V RP
√
protect[nonat℄
[uinfl_℄
DP
The only additional assumption we would have to make is that lexial [nonat℄, being the
more marked feature, overrides the default ative morphology that we would expet given that
v has an external argument, but this is hardly problemati. As for languages like English,
we do not expet lexial entries like
√
protect[nonat℄ in the rst plae beause English, as
I have just argued, does not evaluate its v for [nonat℄ anyway.
It seems, then, that on a post-syntati approah, the two lexial entries (25a-b) equally
derive deponent behavior in Greek-type languages and non-deponent behavior in English-type
languages.
(25) a.
√
protect[agent℄/_V
x
b.
√
protect[nonat℄
There are a few arguments in favor of (25a). First, it is better suited to apture the orrelation
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between deponeny and Aktionsart/themati aspet in Vedi and Greek (disussed in Setion
4.3). Seond, (25a) gives us an easy way of deriving semi-deponeny, sine the environment
X ould in priniple be any funtional head related to aspet along the verbal spine.
Finally, the morphology of the Sanskrit periphrasti perfet provides a strong argument
against (25b) and in favor of (25a). As I have argued in Setion 4.1, a [NonAt℄ feature
on a deponent root annot derive the morphology of the periphrasti passive, where voie
morphology is expressed on the auxiliary rather than the root. I repeat the struture below;
the problem arises beause the purported lexial feature [NonAt℄ is stuk on V. The
auxiliary, whih piks up stranded features along the lines of Bjorkman (2011), only has
aess to the features of vP and higher projetions.
(26) Sanskrit periphrasti perfet:
	d
˙
-	am
˙
praise-nmlz
akr-e
do.perf-3sg.NonAt
has praised
T+AGR
T
[pers; num; tns℄
PerfP
Perf
[perf℄
(AspP)
(Asp) vP
v [ag℄
[NonAt℄?
VP
√
idh[NonAt℄
i
+V RP
t
i
If the agent is introdued in the same strutural position as in non-deponents (Spe.vP), we
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atually expet ative morphology on the auxiliary.
However, we now have a solution to this problem. If the agent is atually introdued below
vP, as predited by (25a), we derive non-ative morphology on the auxiliary in periphrasti
deponents in the same way as in syntheti deponents. The root merges with V
(ι), whih
introdues the agent DP. V annot move higher (this stipulation is also neessary in (26)),
and the auxiliary resues the stranded features on T+AGR, Perf, and v . Beause v does
not have an external argument, we get non-ative morphology through the by now familiar
mehanism. This is illustrated in (27), note that we now do not need a separate [NonAt℄
feature on the root, as opposed to (26).
(27) Sanskrit periphrasti perfet:
	d
˙
-	am
˙
praise-nmlz
akr-e
do.perf-3sg.NonAt
has praised
T+AGR
T
[pers; num; tns℄
PerfP
Perf
[perf℄
(AspP)
(Asp) v [ag℄
v [ag℄
[NonAt℄
VP
DP
agent
V
V
√
idh
i
+V
RP
t
i
In ases where V does move to v , the auxiliary obviously does not have to resue a stranded
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voie feature. We therefore expet default (ative) inetion on the auxiliary, and this is
indeed what we see in the Latin periphrasti perfet passive.
However, it must be stressed that the Latin be-auxiliary does not alternate for voie any-
where, i.e., it is ativum tantum. That is, the fat that we do not see non-ative morphology on
the auxiliary in periphrasti perfets of deponents ould also be due to a morphologial quirk
of the partiular auxiliary available in Latin. Given that the Modern Greek periphrasti pas-
sive selets the auxiliary ime `be', whih is non-ative and likewise does not alternate, this may
atually be the more likely explanation. In other words, the ase of the Sanskrit periphrasti
perfet is an exeptional one beause Sanskrit has auxiliaries that an and do alternate for
ative/non-ative voie and uses them in periphrasti onstrutions in an otherwise syntheti
system. Latin and Modern Greek, on the other hand, also have periphrasti onstrutions
in a syntheti voie system, but happen not to have alternating auxiliaries. Languages like
English, Frenh, and German do not have a voie alternation on v , and therefore the question
of alternating auxiliaries never arises in their periphrasti onstrutions in the rst plae.
I believe that these general mehanisms of deriving deponents, and in partiular the lexial
entry type for deponents that I have proposed (repeated in (28)) an aount for why we do
not nd deponeny in English-type voie systems and why mismathes are a feature of
Greek-type voie systems.
(28) a.
√
protect[agent℄/_V
x
Moreover, the orrelation between lak of deponeny and periphrasti voie systems is only
an apparent one. As Latin and Sanskrit show, deponeny does our in periphrasti onstru-
tions, provided the language also has morphology that is sensitive to dierent values of v [ag℄.
Sine English and Frenh lak suh morphology, they also lak deponents.
5.4 Non-nite formations
In Chapter 3 I ompared how deponents behave with respet to their non-nite formations.
In fat, this is where we nd most of the mirovariation in ross-linguisti deponent behavior.
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While in some languages mismath behavior is ontinued in the partiipial formations (Vedi,
Anient Greek), it is apparently suspended in others (Hittite, Latin, Modern Greek). In Latin,
for example, the same partiipial sux is used for the present partiiple of deponent and non-
deponent verbs: at. am	o `love'  am	a-ns `loving', deponent sequor `follow'  sequ	e-ns
`following'. This has led Papangeli and Lavidas (2009) to laim that deponent behavior is
dependent on the availability of a tense feature on nite T, although they do not provide an
aount of why this should be so. Pesetsky (2009), building on their proposal and Pesetsky
and Torrego (2007)'s idea that verbs are usually lexially valued for T, argues that Latin
deponents are defetive verbs that are lexially unable to bear T under any irumstanes
(p. 217). They therefore annot agree with the head Tns to value its interpretable, but
unvalued T-feature and the opula has to be used instead to resue Tns. However, this
aount predits that deponents always surfae as analyti onstrutions with ative syntax.
Pesetsky is fored to argue that the Latin syntheti r -forms (passives and deponents alike) are
underlyingly analyti onstrutions that have inorporated the opula, whih may be the nal
-r itself. However, the omparison with other languages with similar voie systems shows that
Latin is atually exeptional in having an analyti perfet passive, and that Vedi, Anient
Greek, Hittite, and Modern Greek onsistently have syntheti non-ative forms. In other
words, it is ounter-intuitive to treat the syntheti non-ative forms in Latin as unexpeted.
Moreover, the non-ative forms in these languages have a number of other funtions beside the
passive, some of whih an also our in syntatially ative environments, like deponents
(e.g., self-benefatives, whih also have ausative objets). Sine Pesetsky's aount relies
on objet agreement between the verb and the its omplement in the passive, it will fail to
predit the non-passive uses of non-ative morphology.
Finally, there is no diahroni evidene that suggests that the -r of the Latin passive
(or any other marker of non-ative voie disussed so far, for that matter) is etymologially
related to the opula (or some other auxiliary).
As the omparative overview in Chapter 3 has shown, languages vary in whether or not
they ontinue deponent behavior in their non-nite formations, another indiation that this
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annot be dependent on nite T. I want to propose in this setion that deponent behavior in
non-nite ontexts rather depends on two fators: 1) the strutural level at whih the nomi-
nalizer attahes, in partiular whether it attahes above or below vP and 2) the availability
of dierent ative vs. non-ative nominalizing morphology in dierent languages.
Conerning the rst point, I have already disussed Anagnostopoulou (2003)'s aount
of the struture of Modern Greek partiiples. In tos-partiiples (stative partiiples), the
nominalizer (I follow her onvention of using AdjP for this projetion) attahes diretly to
the root. The resulting verbal adjetive does not have verbalizing morphology, annot take
ausative objets, and does not our with manner adverbs. I propose that this is also the
struture of the Vedi tá-partiiple, the Anient Greek to-partiiple, and the Hittite ant-
partiiple. I repeat this struture in (29) with an example from Vedi.
(29) a. Vedi
kr
˙
-tá-
make-nmlz-
`made'
b. Adj
-tá- RootP
kr
˙
DP
This struture also derives the theme-orientedness (passive readings for transitive verbs,
intransitive readings for intransitive verbs) of these verbal adjetives. Sine the external
argument is (usually) introdued by v and (29) does not inlude v , the nominalizer will
ontain only the internal argument of transitive verbs, struturally orresponding to the sole
argument of unausatives (assuming that this is the omplement of the root node in both
ases, p. Harley 2009).
We now predit that deponent partiiples of this struture will behave exatly like those
of other transitive verbs, and this is orret. Beause the mismath in deponents happens
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between V and v [ag℄, neither of whih is inluded in the struture in (29), the deponent
partiiple will have the same passive reading as that of a non-deponent verb like kr
˙
, e.g.:
(30) a. Vedi
	d
˙
i-tá-
praise-nmlz-
`praised'
b. Adj
-tá- RootP
	d
˙
(i) DP
The Vedi and Anient Greek middle partiiples in -(m)	ana- and -menos, respetively, are
dierent. They take ausative objets, our with manner and agent-oriented adverbs, and
inorporate stem-forming and aspet-related morphology, and even the morphology of the
perfet stem, indiating that the nominalizer must attah quite high, at least above PerfP.
This means that v [ag℄ is inluded in the struture, and sine the mismath in deponents
happens between v [ag℄ and V, it will also happen in nominalizations that inlude these
projetions. Again, this is the orret predition for Vedi and Anient Greek. I illustrate
this with a Vedi deponent partiiple in (31). Just as in nite verbs, the agent is introdued
by the same projetion that arries the verbalizing morphology, thus pre-empting the merger
of an external argument in Spe.vP[ag℄.
11
11
I use PtpP for the nominalizing head; other notations used inlude nP, NP, DP, and AdjP. The only inter-
esting alternative to this problem of syntati ategory is that of Embik (2000), who proposes that the Latin
partiipial suxes spell out the head Asp when the verb annot move to T. This avoids the embarrassment
of having to operate with a designated nominalizing projetion of unlear ategorial properties. However,
this is not easily appliable to the Vedi and Greek partiiples under disussion here sine they do not enter
into (suppletive) nite periphrasti onstrutions as they do in Latin. My use of PtpP here is therefore
merely desriptive (sine these forms are traditionally alled partiiples) and not meant as a laim about the
ategorial nature of these forms. Nothing hinges on this notation.
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(31) a. Vedi
tr
´¯
a-ya-m	an
˙
a-
protet-vb-mid.ptp-
`proteting'
b. PtpP
-m	ana- Asp
Asp vP[ag℄
v [ag℄ VPι
DP
agent
Vι
-ya- RootP
tr
´¯
a DP
theme
The middle partiiple sux -(m)	ana- spells out the nominalizing head in the ontext of
a speierless v [ag℄ head, exatly parallel to nite ontexts. That is, the lexial entries for
the ative sux -ant- vs. non-ative -(m)	ana- are the following (the same holds for Anient
Greek):
(32) a. PTCP ↔ -(m)	ana-/_v [ag℄[NonAt℄
b. PTCP ↔ -ant-
The mehanism that governs the distribution of ative vs. non-ative morphology in the
partiiples is thus the same that governs its distribution in nite ontexts (i.e., in onjuntion
with tense and agreement morphology). The middle partiipial sux is the more speied
variant, while the ative one is the elsewhere variant with no ontext speiations.
While the two strutures in (31) and (32) orretly apture the behavior of deponent
partiiples in Vedi, Anient Greek, and Hittite, more has to be said about Latin and Modern
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Greek.
In Latin, both the ative present partiiple in -ns and the passive perfet partiiple in
-tus are ompatible with ausative objets (for the latter, this is only seen with deponent
partiiples) and adverbial modiation, and both inlude verbalizing morphology (that is, the
onjugational lass markers of Latin). This would indiate that both attah at least above
vP. For the present partiiple sux -ns, we ould assume the following strutures for non-
deponent formations like am	ans `loving' vs. deponent formations like hort	ans `exhorting' (I
leave open the question of whether Asp is also inluded below the nominalizer, but see Embik
2000: 216. and the disussion below):
(33) Latin ns-partiiples:
a. Non-deponent: am	ans
Ptp
-ns vP[ag℄
(DP) v [ag℄
v [ag℄ VP
V
-	a-
RootP
am-
b. Deponent: hort	ans
Ptp
-ns vP[ag℄
v [ag℄ VP
(DP) V
V
-	a-
RootP
hort-
As in nite ontexts, the external argument in the deponent partiiple is introdued in a
non-anonial position (below vP) and should trigger deponent behavior. That is, we expet
the same pattern as in Vedi. This is where fator 2) introdued above beomes relevant:
Latin does not have a lexial entry like (32) for its present partiiple. That is, there is no
morphologial exponent of the partiipial sux available that is speied for the ontext
v [ag℄[NonAt℄. All Latin has is the ontext-free sux -ns, with the following entry:
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(34) PTCP ↔ -ns
Beause there is no more spei allomorph available, -ns is used independently of whether
v [ag℄ has an external argument or not. This should not ome as a surprise, sine I have
argued in the previous setion that not all languages have morphology that is sensitive to
this property of v [ag℄. We ould therefore imagine that this also holds for dierent ontexts
within the same language: while Vedi and Anient Greek have a speial allomorph of the
partiipial sux for the ontext v [ag℄[NonAt℄, Latin does not.
However, this predits that partiiples in -ns should be found both with ative and passive
readings, whih is evidently not the asethe partiiple am	ans `loving' is the partiiple of
ative am	o `I love', and not of passive amor `I am loved'. That -ns is in priniple ompatible
with non-ative funtions is shown by oasional forms like volv	ens `rolling' whih belongs
to intransitive non-at. volvor `I roll' rather than to transitive at. volv	o `I roll something'
(p. Setion 3.4.3). The synhroni assoiation with the ative paradigm must therefore
be seondary, and may be due to fators outside of the morphosyntax of these formations
(pragmati or frequeny-related, for example).
The perfet partiiple in -tus is likewise problemati. Although it is usually haraterized
as perfet (or past) passive partiiple, I have already mentioned in Setion 3.4.3 that both
its aliation with the passive and with perfetivity (or anteriority) are somewhat unertain.
Although it is etymologially related to the Vedi tá-partiiple and Greek -to-, we annot
simply assign it the same struture (that of (29) and (30)), sine it diers from both with
respet to its morphologial and syntati properties. Contrary to its Greek and Sanskrit og-
nates, Latin -tus inorporates stem-forming morphology. The -tus partiiples of deponents are
syntatially ative and transitive (but see the Appendix for some exeptions) and an take
ausative objets, while the -tá-/-to-partiiples of Vedi and Greek deponents have a pas-
sive reading, just as the -tá-/-to-partiiples of transitive non-deponent verbs. Moreover, they
an our with manner adverbs, suggesting that they have more verbal funtional struture
than their Greek and Vedi ounterparts (the ability to our with manner adverbs is one of
the diagnostis of Anagnostopoulou 2003, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008, and Anag-
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nostopoulou 2014 for distinguishing lexial/adjetival stative partiiples from phrasal/verbal
stative partiiples). The following example is taken from Embik (2000: 220):
(35) lius
son
	uni	e
uniquely
am	a-tus
love-perf.pttp.nom.sg
espeially loved son
Embik argues that both -ns and -tus inorporate the aspetual head Asp and are in fat
allomorphs of the same sux, spelled out as -ns in the ontext of a feature [pres℄ on Asp,
and as -t- (or -s-) in all other ases. He gives the following struture for a perfet partiiple
like am	atus `loved':
(36) am-	a-tus `loved'
AspP
Asp
-t-/-s-
vP
v
√
P
√
DP
Modifying this in line with the previously disussed suxes, this would give us the following
struture for a Latin deponent perfet partiiple like hort	atus `exhorted':
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(37) hort-	a-tus `exhorted'
Ptp
-tus AspP
Asp vP[ag℄
v [ag℄ VP
(DP) V
V
-	a-
RootP
Root
hort-
DP
This adaption of Embik's proposal explains why deponent partiiples an our with a-
usative objets: they ontain the head that values ausative ase, v [ag℄. Like -ns, -tus is
not sensitive to whether or not v [ag℄ introdues an external argument. But like in the latter
ase, we now predit that partiiples in -tus should be able to have both ative and pas-
sive readings. Again, oasional ative partiiples suh as i	ur	atus `having sworn' and p	otus
`having drunk' suggest that this is in priniple true, but this does not explain why -tus is
preferentially passive, while -ns is ative, given that they both have similar strutures (this
problem also arises if we adopt Embik's idea that both are allomorphs of the same syntati
head in dierent aspetual environments). I have to leave this matter open for now.
Latin has two other non-nite formations that are assoiated with the verbal paradigm,
the future ative partiiple in -t	urus (see Leumann 1977: 618f., Sihler 1995: 621, Fortson 2007,
Weiss 2009: 443), and the gerundive in -ndus (see Leumann 1977: 330f., Sihler 1995: 625.,
Jasano 2006, Weiss 2009: 443f., 459f.). The gerundive is also alled future passive partiiple
or partiiple of neessity beause of its modal fore in Classial Latin (to be verb-ed).
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I have not disussed these formations in Chapter 3 beause they are virtually unattested for
deponent verbs at the relevant hronologial stage (with some important exeptions). The
future ative sux -t	urus more or less repliates the syntati problem of the present ative
sux -ns: it always has ative syntax and is made both to deponents and ative non-deponent
verbs. I give an example of an ative future partiiple with an ausative objet from Classial
Latin in (38) (the deponent is persequor `perseute, ome after').
(38) Caesar, De Bello Gallio 5.1.1:
... Caesar
Caesar.nom
obsides
hostages.a
imperat
ommand.3sg.pres.at
... nisi
unless
ita
so
feerint,
make.3pl.perf.subj
sese
self.emph.a
bello
war.abl
ivitatem
ommunity.a
perseuturum
perseute.fut.ptp.a.m
demonstrat
indiate.3sg.pres.at
... Caesar demanded hostages ... (He) indiated that he would perseute (their) om-
munity with war unless they did this.
-t	urus is therefore similar in its morphosyntax to both -tus and -ns and its behavior is in
priniple preditable from the same mehanism elaborated above (p. Embik (2000: 218f.)).
The gerundive is more ompliated. It originally seems to have been a verbal adjetive that
was syntatially similar to the present partiiple in -ns, and a number of arhai forms show
that it was neither passive nor linked to any kind of modality, e.g., seundus `seond', originally
`following' (sequor `follow'), volvendus `rolling' (itr., volvor `roll'), l	abundus `slipping' (l	abor
`slip, glide'), oriundus `rising' (orior `rise'). The prehistory of this sux proposed by Jasano
(2006) suggests that it originally inluded the same funtional projetions as -ns, and that its
syntax hanged on the way to Classial Latin. I have to leave the details of this hange (and
the syntati struture of this formation at its starting and end point) open for now.
Finally, it seems that the Modern Greek deponent partiiples in -menos show unexpeted
syntati behavior. In Setion 3.6.3, I introdued Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008)'s
proposal that -menos an have two underlying strutures, one whih inludes the projetion
that determines ative vs. non-ative morphology (v [ag℄ in my notation) and one whih does
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not. Both inorporate Asp, and they argue that /-men-/ is the exponent of the Asp head,
parallel to what Embik (2000) assumes for the Latin suxes -ns/-tus. Deponent partiiples in
-menos have the same passive reading as menos-partiiples of non-deponent transitive verbs,
suggesting a struture without v [ag℄ (Voie in their terminology). However, they an also
take agent by-phrases and our with agent-oriented adverbs like prosektita `arefully', whih
Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008) interpret as evidene for the presene of Voie in
resultant state menos-partiiples. In the notation used here, this would suggest the following
struture for a deponent partiiple like metahirismenos `used':
(39) Ptp
-menos Asp
Asp vP[ag℄
v[ag℄ VP
(DP) V
V RootP
Root DP
However, this struture predits that the mismath behavior should be preserved in Greek par-
tiiples, parallel to Vedi -(m)	ana-, Anient Greek -menos, and Latin -tus, whih essentially
have the same internal struture. This is another problem that I have to leave unsolved.
To summarize, I have argued in this setion that whether or not a voie mismath is on-
tinued in the non-nite forms of a deponent verb depends on whether or not the nominalizing
morphology attahes above or below vP. If vP is inluded, the mismath is predited to be
preserved, if vP is not inluded, we expet the resulting nominalization to pattern with that
of a non-deponent transitive verb.
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(40) Deponent partiiples generalization (for Greek-type languages):
If a nominalizer in a given language regularly attahes above vP([ag℄), deponent
behavior is preserved in the nominalization. If a nominalizer attahes below vP([ag℄),
deponent behavior is suspended in the nominalization.
This generalization needs to be parametrized to take into aount that some languages,
like Latin, do not have nominalizing morphology that is sensitive to whether or not v [ag℄ has
an external argument (I have alled this underspeied for voie in Chapter 3). This means
that on the surfae, it looks like the mismath is disontinued in, e.g., the Latin ns-partiiple,
even though it inludes v [ag℄. However, the omparison with Vedi and Greek shows that
this is a peuliarity of the nominalizing morphology of Latin, rather than a general feature of
deponent partiiples.
The following table summarizes the behavior of the partiiples of deponent verbs. The
leftmost olumn indiates whether they have ative or passive syntax (NB this holds only for
the deponent partiiples in these languages, not for the suxes in general).
Table 47. Morphosyntax of deponent partiiples in Indo-European
inludes vP no vP
at. Gk. -menos, Ved. -(m)	ana-, Lat. -ns/
-tus (-t	urus)
pass. MG -menos (?) Gk. -tos, Ved. -tá-, MG -tos, Hitt. -ant-
This table shows that the generalization (40) on the whole makes the right preditions
with respet to the behavior of deponent partiiples. More researh is needed on the status of
Modern Greek -menos (the question mark in the table above indiates that it is not ertain
that vP is part of the struture of deponent partiiples) and the distribution of -ns vs. -tus
in Latin.
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5.5 Summary
In this hapter I have argued that the narrow denition of deponeny together with the
analysis of deponents proposed in Setion 4.3 and the post-syntati approah to voie
morphology in general makes an explain a number of puzzles onerning the distribution of
voie morphology in the older Indo-European languages. I have proposed that it an aount
for apparent voie o-ourrene problems in Vedi and Greek, as well as for ativa tantum.
It also provides a straightforward aount for the lak of deponents in languages like English,
whih do not have morphology that is sensitive to dierent values of v [ag℄.
Finally, the proposal that deponeny is triggered by the interation of a verbalizing head
with v orretly predits whether or not mismath behavior is preserved in non-nite forma-
tions of deponents.
This hapter onludes the synhroni disussion of Indo-European deponents. In the
next hapter, I disuss the onsequenes of my proposal for the reonstrution of the voie
system of Proto-Indo-European and the question of whether or not we an reonstrut voie
mismathes for the proto-language.
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Chapter 6
Reonstruting Proto-Indo-European
deponents
In the previous hapters, I have disussed Indo-European deponents from a stritly synhroni
perspetive, and I have proposed an analysis of of when deponeny an our. This hapter
has two goals: to show that Proto-Indo-European (PIE), too, had non-anonial middles, and
to show how some of the PIE anonial middles developed into non-anonial middles in the
daughter branhes. This ontributes to the ongoing debate about the funtion(s) of the PIE
middle voie. I propose that PIE (and pre-PIE) had a bivalent voie system and that the PIE
non-ative voie ourred in essentially the same environments as in other languages with this
type of voie system. While this in itself is not earthshaking, it does mean that we do not
need to make speial assumptions for stative media tantum, sine these are a stable feature of
ativenon-ative voie systems. Moreover, and maybe more ontroversially, we now expet
that formally middle verbs an be transitive, and that some of these transitive middle verbs
are agentive and hene non-anonial middles. Before disussing the andidates for this, I
briey review the literature on the PIE middle.
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6.1 The Proto-Indo-European middle
The literature on the reonstrution of the PIE middle is divided both on the formal and the
semanti side. Conerning the formal side, I follow Jasano (2003)'s reonstrution of the
proto-middle or *h2e-onjugation set of endings (followed by Weiss 2009 and Fortson 2010)
over more traditional reonstrutions suh as the ones found in standard textbooks like that
of Tihy (2001) or Meier-Brügger (2010). While the *h2e-onjugation ultimately gave rise to
a number of dierent sets of inetional endings in the IE daughter branhes, the fous of
this study is on the middle endings that resulted from it. The following table summarizes the
PIE middle endings for the singular and plural (based on Jasano 2003: 55).
Table 48. PIE middle endings
primary seondary
1sg. *-h
2
e-r *-h
2
e
2sg. *-th
2
e-r *-th
2
e
3sg. *-o-r ; *-to-r *-o; *-to
1pl. *-med
h
h
2
(-r?) *-med
h
h
2
2pl. *-d
h
(u)u
“
e(-r?) *-d
h
(u)u
“
e
3pl. *-ro(-r?); *-nto-r *-ro; *-nto
There are three main novelties that set this reonstrution apart from older reonstru-
tions of the PIE middle: 1) the reonstrution of the 1sg. *-h
2
e(-r), 2sg. *-th
2
e(-r) based on
the evidene of Hittite, Toharian, and Italo-Celti; the traditional Graeo-Aryan based re-
onstrutions *-mai
“
, *-soi
“
are fairly straightforward innovations of the inner Indo-European
branhes
1
based on the ative endings, 2) the reonstrution of the 3sg. and 3pl. forms, whih
originally were dentalless *-o and *-ro, besides whih we nd the renewed variants *-to
1
I use inner Indo-European to refer to the group of languages that share this innovation, that is, the
replaement of *-r by *-i as the marker of the primary middle endings (ore IE is also used). In general, I
assume a model in whih Hittite, Toharian, and Italo-Celti split o from the proto-language (and in that
order) before the dispersal of the `inner IE branhes began.
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and *-nto already in (late?) PIE (again based on an obvious analogy with the orresponding
ative endings, p. also Watkins 1969), and 3) the primary/seondary distintion is expressed
through the hi-et-nun marker *-r in the middle, as opposed to *-i in the ative, meaning
that the post-Italo-Celti branhes of Indo-European again innovated in swithing from *-r
to *-i in the middle.
1) and 3) are not diretly relevant to the question of deponents in PIE and have already
been motivated at length by Jasano (2003, see also Jasano 1977, 1978, 1979, 1998, 1994).
However, the reonstrution of the 3sg. and 3pl. middle endings is linked to the question
of the anonial funtions of the Proto-Indo-European middle, and deserves a more detailed
disussion.
On the meaning side, there is some debate onerning the original funtions of the Proto-
Indo-European middle (see, e.g., Gonda 1960, Benveniste 1966: 168., Hollield 1977: 5.,
Rix 1988, Benedetti 2006, Meiser 2009). In partiular, there is almost no disussion of the
oppositional funtions of non-ative voie that are suh a stable feature of languages with the
same type of voie system as PIEa bivalent ative/non-ative system.
The reason for this is presumably that these funtions remained produtive in the IE
daughter languages and were therefore suseptible to morphologial remodeling and lexial
replaement, making it diult to nd exat ognates for, e.g., reexives that are not also
expliable in terms of the produtive mehanisms of that partiular daughter language. This
is the same problem that is enountered with other verbal ategories that remained or beame
produtive in a given language, like the áya-ausatives in Vedi or full-grade themati presents
in Greek and Indo-Iranian. As a result, the disussion usually enters on formations that are
lear arhaisms within the synhroni language state, and whih do have reognizable ognates
in other branhes. These are usually media tantum, and they tend to have synhronially
irregular morphology (qua arhaisms). Examples of suh frequently disussed middles are
given in (1) (see Villanueva Svensson 2012 for more middle presents).
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(1) a. *
“
kei
“
`lie': Ved. ±áye, ±ére, YAv. s	oire, Gk. kemai , Hitt. kitta(ri), CLuv. z	yar(i),
et.
b. *h
1
es `sit down'
2
: Ved.
´¯
aste, YAv. 3pl. å­h	aire, Gk. hêmai , Hitt. e²a(ri)
< *h
1
	es-(t)or .
3
. *d
h
eu
“
g
h
`be/make useful': Ved. duhé `gives milk', 3pl. duh-ré, Goth. daug , Gk.
étukhon `happen to be at, haned upon', teúkh	o `prepare'.
d. *mag
h
`be able to, enable, ahieve': Ved.
´¯
a mahe
4
< *mag
h
-oi
“
, Gk. mákhomai
`ght' (+ dat.), Goth. mag `be able to', OCS mogo˛ .
e. *steu
“
`praise'
5
: Ved. stavé `is praised' (besides themati stávate, later also renewed
athemati stuté), stáv	ana-, YAv. staota, 1sg. -stuii	e, Gk. steutai , Hitt. i²tuw	ari ,
et.
But basing one's reonstrution of the distribution of PIE middle morphology on suh
forms alone is likely to lead to a skewed piture of that distribution. Forms like the ones in
(1) in partiular have led to the reonstrution of a separate morphologial ategory stative
in PIE by Rix (1988) and Oettinger (1976b), (1992), Kümmel (1996), Got	o (1997), among
others, and this ategory has beome anonized by LIV
2
as Wurzelstativ. However, the
funtional status of this ategory and its delimitation from the ategory middle remain un-
lear. The literature just ited suggests (sometimes impliitly) that this was a third voie
ategory besides ative and middle, but a trivalent system ativemiddlestative has no ob-
vious typologial parallels. Moreover, most of the prediates on whih this ategory is based
2
LIV
2
: 232 : *h
1
eh
1
s `sit (down), oupy sth.',
3
Cp. Villanueva Svensson (2012: 335 and fn. 7) and Melhert (To appear); both argue against a redupli-
ated present *h
1
e-h
1
s-(t)or sine *h
1
e-h
1
s- should have given Hittite 	e²² - (Kimball 1999: 144), p. the en-
tive/inhoative sux -	e²²- < *-eh
1
-s- (Watkins 1971, Melhert 1994: 78, Jasano 2004, dierently Kloekhorst
2008: 255f.).
4
The ative optative mahema is attested twie in the Rigveda.
5
This root may have been alternating, Villanueva Svensson (2012: 336) lassies the full grade middle
forms as oppositional.
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are inherently stative, and not in any obvious sense by virtue of the morphology they take.
I briey mentioned in Setion 2.3 that stative prediates in general tend to take non-ative
morphology in bivalent voie systems and that this should be onsidered one of the anoni-
al syntati ontexts whih liense non-ative morphology (p. the Modern Greek examples
ited by Zombolou and Alexiadou 2014, e.g., kime `lie', ime `be', dikeume `have the right',
tsigunevome `be stingy', ironevome `be ironi', et.). In other words, the roots listed as root
statives in LIV
2
an easily be aommodated by the theory of the anonial funtion of non-
ative morphology laid out in Chapter 2. These are the following
6
(6 out of 17 are lassied
as unertain root statives by LIV, indiated here by a question mark before the root):
6
I am glossing over the dierene between R(z) and R(e) here sine no disernible funtional dierene (at
least for the stative theory) is attahed to it.
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Table 49. Root statives in LIV
2
Root Meaning Stative Meaning
?*d
h
eu
“
g
h
`be/make useful' Ved. duhé `gives milk'
?*
“
kleu
“
`hear' OAv. sruii	e `is famous'
?*mei
“
H - `bloom, grow' Hitt. miyari `is born'
*tu
“
ek `be visible' Hitt. dukk	ari `is visible'
*u
“
erH `be hot' Hitt. ur	ani `is burning'
*g/“gei
“
s `turn' Hitt. k	²a(ri) `beomes, happens'
2. *h
1
ai
“
`be(ome) warm, hot' Hitt. a	ari
7
`beomes warm'
?*h
2
eh
1
`be hot' Pal. h
ˇ
	ari `is hot'
*h
1
eh
1
s
8
`sit down' Ved.
´¯
aste, Hitt. e²a(ri), et. `sits down'
*h
2
ep `t' Old Hitt. 3sg.ipv. h
ˇ
apparu `let it t'
1. *
“
kei
“
`lie' Hitt. kitta(ri), Ved. ±áye, et. `is lying'
?*
“
keu
“
b
h
`appear beautiful' Ved. ±óbhe
9
`looks beautiful' (?)
?*leu
“
b
h
`be pleasant, please' Os. lour
10
`or'
*mag
h
`be able' Ved.
´¯
a mahe `proures'
*steu
“
`be famous; praise' Hitt. i²tuw	ari , Ved. stáve `beomes known, is praised'
*tei
“
h
1
`beome hot' Hitt. z	eari `is ooking, is ooked'
1. *u
“
es `wear lothes' Ved. váste, Gk. hemai , et. `wears, is dressed'
Even under a very narrow denition of what state means (exluding, for example, `hear',
7
Reeting /a'ari/ < *ayari with a synhroni hiatus, p. Melhert (1994: 28), LIV
2
: 229.
8
See footnote 2.
9
Hapax in an unlear passage (RV 1.120.5), the interpretation as a verbal form is ontested, see Got	o 1987:
309 (with literature), Kümmel 1996: 113f., LIV
2
: 330.
10
From *léu
“
b
h
e+r `pleases' aording to LIV
2
: 414, p. Buk (1904: 14, 150, 177), Weiss (2009: 312 `if one
wants'), who, however, also points out that the restoration of the nal -r is doubtful (p. 388, fn. 43), and
De Vaan (2008: 338f.) posits a preform *loub
h
-	e/	-r .
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`bloom', and `beome hot'), 13 out of these 17 verbs are inherently stative prediates, and
not stative by virtue of their inetional endings. That stativity, however dened, was not
inherently linked to the dentalless third person endings *-o, pl. *-ro is also suggested by the
fat that the reexes of these undoubtedly arhai endings surfae in a variety of dierent
ontexts in the daughter languages, quite apart from the examples in (1). In Indo-Iranian
and Old Irish, for example, they are used as oppositional (often eventive) passives.
In Old Irish, they form the passive of old themati verbs (see Watkins 1969: 181., Cowgill
1983, Jasano (2003: 50.) on the prehistory of the Old Irish passive and deponent ine-
tion):
Table 50. Old Irish dentalless passives
Ative Meaning Passive Meaning
beirid `arries' ber(a)ir `is (being) arried'
benaid `strikes' benair `is (being) struk'
anaid `sing' an(a)ir `is (being) sung'
melid `grinds' melair `is (being) ground'
fedid `leads' fedir `is (being) led'
In Vedi, on the other hand, dentalless stative forms oasionally make oppositional
passives to athemati verbs, usually to alternating verbs that also have a 3sg. middle with the
renewed ending -te/-ta < *-to(-i
“
) (see Kümmel 1996 for more examples):
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Table 51. Vedi dentalless passives
Ative Middle Passive
gr
˙
n
´¯
ati `praises gr
˙
n
˙
	té `praises'
11
gr
˙
n
˙
é `is (being) praised'
±r
˙
n
˙
óti `hears' ±r
˙
n
˙
uté `hears' ±r
˙
n
˙
vé `is (being) heard, is famed as'
bráv	ti `speaks' br	uté `speaks' bruvé `is (being) spoken'
sunóti `presses' sunvé `is (being) pressed'
hinóti `impels' 3pl. hinváte `hurry' hinvé
12
`is (being) driven'
Contrary to the yá-passive, these dentalless passives/statives are usually generi and do
not our with agents in the instrumental (p. Kümmel 1996: 34). This ould be interpreted
as argument in favor of the stative hypothesis, but may just as well be the result of a
diahroni development from older middles, sine these tend to have generi/dispositional
readings ross-linguistially (see Setion 2.2.3).
In Hittite, on the other hand, the stative dentalless 3sg. ending is found with a number
of transitive deponents with a deidedly non-stative meaning: arka(ri) `mounts', h
ˇ
anna(ri)
`ontests at law, sues', h
ˇ
atta(ri) `slits; saries', h
ˇ
uett(i)a(ri) `pluks, pulls', i²kalla(ri) `tears,
slits', pah
ˇ
²a(ri) `protets', et. Oettinger (1992: 354) mentions these ases briey and suggests
that they are einzelsprahlih developments, but that does not explain their synhronially
unprodutive and evidently arhai inetion. Not all of these verbs have a good etymology,
but arka(ri), h
ˇ
anna(ri) and pah
ˇ
²a(ri) have ognates, and if LIV
2
feels ondent enough to
set up a stative for the root *tu
“
ek based on the evidene of Hittite dukk	ari alone, then not
doing so for i²kalla(ri)/*skelH and h
ˇ
atta(ri)/?2. *h
2
et (see the respetive entries in LIV
2
)
beause of their aberrant syntati behavior seems inonsistent.
It has to be stressed that the stative hypothesis rests largely on the opposition between
the dentalless 3sg. *-o and the 3sg. mid. *-to (and the 3pl. *-ra in Indo-Iranian), sine the
11
Also `is praised', e.g., RV 5.41.10.
12
But note that only 2 of the 8 instanes of the 3pl. hinviré are passive, the others are reexive or self-
benefative, see Kümmel (1996: 142f.)
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other endings of the stative paradigm are idential to those of the middle. As Got	o (1997:
191) points out, it is not lear that this is enough evidene for setting up a separate verbal
ategory, sine the usual mehanism of morphologial renewal an adequately apture the
replaement of *-o by *-to.
As for the meaning of the middle, the disussion likewise plaes too muh emphasis on
media tantum, espeially arhai forms like those in (3). For instane, Rix (1988: 104) ites
the following three funtions as being original to the PIE middle: A) The deponent funtion
or the middle tantum, B) the reexive funtion, and C) the passive funtion.
However, it is not lear what the deponent/middle tantum funtion would be sine this
ategory by any denition enompasses a variety of dierent verb lasses.
13
We have seen that
passives and reexives are indeed ontexts in whih middle morphology is ross-linguistially
enountered, but Rix ites ±rayate `lean' (itr., glossed as rises himself) as an example of the
reexive funtion B), presumably beause it has oppositional ative forms, and then laims
that the reexive funtion is not apable of aounting for a deponent verb as ... Greek
\wrto `arose' ... (p. 105). But if ±rayate an be glossed as rises himself, then there is no
prinipled reason why the same should not be possible for \wrto /rto/. Of ourse, \wrto /rto/
is a medium tantum whereas ±rayate is an alternating verb, but neither of them is reexive.
As for the deponent ategory, Oettinger (1992) laims that transitive deponents annot
be inherited, sine they do not express the original funtion of the middle (Betroenheit des
Verhaltensträgers, aetedness of the agent/ator). He subsumes some ases whih must
be inherited, like *sek
u
“ etoi
“
, under reexives, but it is not lear why *sek
u
“ etoi
“
, Ved. lábhate
`seizes' or Gk. mémphetai `solds' should be reexive (p. 353), whereas Lat. populatur `devas-
tates, ravages' and Hitt. h
ˇ
attari `slits' are not (ibid.). Oettinger goes on to suggest that even
the latter group of verbs may originally have been reexive, and that this omponent of their
meaning was lost in the individual branhes.
To summarize, agentive verbs with middle morphology (deponents) are generally onsid-
13
And funtion is learly a misnomer for deponents and media tantum.
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ered innovations of the individual languages, to be explained by the loss of some aspet of the
original, anonial meaning of the middle verb in question. While suh a anonial meaning
is reoverable in some ases, I have argued at length in the previous hapters that mismath
verbs are a general feature of ativenon-ative (and ativemiddlepassive) voie sys-
tems and are found at every diahroni stage of languages that have suh a system (as the
data from Modern Greek show). That is, these voie systems provide a synhroni spae
for deponents: verbs whih do not have a anonial middle/non-ative funtion that is reov-
erable by language learners. Given that PIE by all aounts had a bivalent syntheti voie
system (grounds for rejeting a third ategory stative have just been given), the unmarked
assumption should be that we will enounter traes of PIE mismath verbs in the daughter
languages, and that we an attempt the reonstrution of PIE deponents based on these. This
will be undertaken in the next setion.
6.2 Proto-Indo-European deponents
In the following, I disuss the PIE roots that seem to have displayed deponent behavior based
on the evidene of the daughter languages. The Hittite, Vedi, Avestan, and Latin deponents
disussed in this setion also have entries in the Appendix where their synhroni behavior is
disussed. There are several riteria for positing deponent status of a given verbal stem (or
root) in PIE:
 Synhroni deponent status in at least two separate branhes, aording to the
denition of deponeny given in Setion 2.4 and the diagnostis disussed in Setion
4.2. Two separate branhes means non-adjaent language families without shared
innovations, that is, a deponent attested in Greek and Vedi, for example, is less seurely
reonstrutible for PIE than one attested in, e.g., Hittite and Vedi.
 No synhroni motivation for non-ative morphology: If there is some synhroni
motivation for non-ative morphology on an agentive verb in one branh, like analogy
with a semantially or morphonologially similar verb, its laim to PIE deponent status
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is weakened, unless there is orroborating evidene from other branhes in whih there
is no synhroni motivation for non-ative morphology. In other words, the non-ative
morphology on suh verbs must be non-trivial from a synhroni point of view. To
give an example (pointed out to me by Jeremy Rau), the non-ative morphology of the
Greek denominative transitive deponent aitiáomai `ause, ensure, hold responsible'
(aítios `responsible') is most likely due to analogy with the semantially similar deponent
mémphomai `blame, ensure'. While the inner-Greek origin of aitiáomai is beyond any
doubt, other ases may be less lear, so we need to exlude the possibly of innovative
non-oppositional anonial middles. This mostly onerns non-oppositional verb lasses
like stative and experiener verbs whih show a great deal of ross-linguisti variation
with respet to anonial voie morphology (p. the disussion in Setion 2.3.2), so voie
morphology that is anonial for a given sublass of verbs in one language may be non-
anonial in another. This is espeially relevant for verbs of speeh and ertain verbs of
visual pereption, whih vary greatly aross the individual branhes.
 Morphologial orrespondene: If ognate deponents in dierent branhes orre-
spond in their derivational morphology, they are more likely inherited than if they have
diering verbal morphology. The same aveats with respet to adjaent branhes as
above apply.
 Syntati orrespondene: Idential objet ase and inherited agent nouns or ver-
bal adjetives with the same syntati behavior may provide additional evidene for
deponent status (if one or more of the above riteria already apply).
It is lear that these riteria will lead to a very onservative estimate of the number of
deponents we an reonstrut, and most of the time not all of them will be in evidene for
a given formation. However, this list an serve as a starting point for lassifying verbs into
seure and less seure mismath ases.
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6.2.1 *deh
2
-i
“
- `divide, distribute'
While the root *deh
2
(i?) `divide' itself was not a deponent (p. the Vedi aorist forms d	s
˙
va
(YV) vs. áva ad	at (MS), ava-dyáti (YV)), it made an ablauting *h
2
e-onjugation i-present
3sg. *déh
2
-i
“
-e, 3pl. dh
2
-i
“
-énti (Jasano 2003: 105.) whih surfaes as a deponent in Vedi
dáyate `distributes' and Greek daíomai `distribute'. LIV
2
: 103f. reonstruts an *éi
“
e/o-
present *dh
2
-éi
“
e/o- to aount for the Vedi and Greek forms; the lak of aspiration on the
dental is explained as analogial to the full grade aorist forms. However, Jasano (2003:
101) argues that the Vedi zero grade iterative-ausatives of the type is
˙
áya- `impel', ruáya-
`shine', turáya- `press forward' are better explained as ya-extended presents of zero grade
themati tudáti-presents (or themati aorists) with whih they are synhronially assoiated.
These have a very dierent averbo from that of i-presents like dháyati `suks', ks
˙
áyati `rules
over', and hváyati `alls', and it is this lass that dáyate synhronially belongs to. The root
shape /day/ is, of ourse, unexpeted both in Vedi and in Greek. Jasano 2003: 102.
argues that the lak of ompensatory lengthening in i-presents to laryngeal-nal roots is due
to a Proto-Indo-European sound law alled the AHIHA-rule: *-AHIHA- > *-AIHA- (A =
any vowel, I = i
“
or u
“
) whih would result in a short vowel before the glide in the 1sg. of the
paradigm of these verbs (e.g., *déh
2
-i-h
2
e > *dé-i
“
-h
2
e), with subsequent analogial extension
of the new root shape to ontexts where ompensatory lengthening would regularly take plae,
like the 3sg. *deh
2
-i
“
-e. This rule also operated in the instrumental singular of 	a-stems (-ay	a
instead of *-ey	a) and would explain the attested root shape /day/ in Vedi.
In Greek, the glide should have been lost in the present stem and must have been restored,
presumably preisely beause it was felt to be part of the root very early on. Other derivatives
from this neo-root in whih the glide was preserved before a onsonant ertainly played a role,
too (e.g., daís, -tós `feast', the future daís	o, p. Jasano 2003: 105).
On the meaning side, both the Vedi and the Greek forms are agentive, and there is no
trae of an older anonial funtion (although Greek has a a few instanes of passive use
that must be innovative, see the entry in Appendix D). There is no synhroni reason why a
verb meaning `distribute' should be middle in either language, and the ontinuants of other
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*i-presents in Vedi are formally ative (dháyati `suks', ks
˙
áyati `rules over', hváyati `alls',
vyáyati `envelops'). On the other hand, the fat that the reexes of other *h
2
e-onjugation
*i-presents are formally ative in Hittite, Vedi, and Greek makes it seem somewhat strange
that *déh
2
-i-h
2
e alone is ontinued as a formally middle verb in the latter two languages. To
be on the safe side, we should therefore operate with a late PIE/pre-Graeo-Aryan deponent.
6.2.2 *h
1
u
“
eg
u
“
h
`speak solemnly, praise'
This root made an athemati redupliated middle present (*h
1
e-h
1
u
“
og
u
“
h
-/)h
1
e-h
1
ug
u
“
h
- (LIV
2
:
253, Villanueva Svensson 2012: 335), whih is reeted in the Vedi athemati present 3pl.
óhate, óh	ana-,
14
the Old Avestan 1sg. aoj	oi , 3sg.ipf. aog@d	a, ptp. aoj	ana-, and the Greek
3sg.ipf. eukto (Thebaiïs 3.3). This was remodelled as a themati present eúkhomai very
early on (p. My. eu-ke-to /eukhetoi/). While a root athemati present *h
1
eu
“
g
u
“
h
-to with
full grade I would also give the Greek and Indo-Iranian forms, the reonstrution of the
root shape *h
1
u
“
eg
u
“
h
seems neessary beause of the Latin present vove	o `vow' (reeting an
*éi
“
e/o-iterative *h
1
u
“
og
u
“
h
-éi
“
e/o-) and may nd further onrmation in Ved. v	aghat - `praiser'
(< *h
1
u
“
o/	eg
u
“
h
-n
˚
t-?), whih ould belong to the same root (EWA II: 539).
15
The Greek and Vedi forms suggest that a deponent *h
1
e-h
1
ug
u
“
h
-to(r/i
“
) was already part
of the proto-language. The non-ative inetion is moreover non-trivial from a synhroni
point of view. The ative inetion of the Latin iterative-ausative, on the other hand, is
ompletely expeted in this stem type.
6.2.3 *peh
2
-s `protet'
The root *peh
2
is not exlusively deponent; Indo-Iranian has an ative root present in Vedi
p
´¯
ati , OAv. p	at
˜
`protets' and an ative subjuntive p	asati . The latter is generally identied
14
Also oh	aná-.
15
I am grateful to Jay Jasano for bringing this form to my attention. Further evidene for a full grade II
root may ome from Armenian, whih has a defetive aorist stem *gog(e)- (e.g., 2sg.ipv. gog `speak!') that
ould go bak to *u
“
og
u
“
h
. See Klingenshmitt (1982: 275) for a disussion of this stem.
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as s-aorist subjuntive, e .g., LIV
2
: 460 and Narten (1964: 168f.), who also argues that it
is a reent, metrially onditioned formation. However, there are other s-stem forms of this
root that point to an s-present or desiderative *peh
2
-s-(e/o-) whih surfaes with non-ative
morphology more often than not in the daughter branhes. The learest ase is Hittite pah
ˇ
² -
`protet', whih is lassied as ative mi-verb by LIV
2
: 460, but ative forms are pratially
non-existent until the Neo-Hittite period. Kloekhorst (2008: 612) moreover points out that
pah
ˇ
² - takes on the ative h
ˇ
i- rather than the mi-inetion when it is nally transformed
into an ative verb (the form pah
ˇ
h
ˇ
a²mi ited by LIV
2
is atually attested only one, whereas
pah
ˇ
h
ˇ
a²h
ˇ
i is muh more frequent). The fat that pah
ˇ
² takes the dentalless 3sg. middle ending
only onrms its status as an arhaism. The same s-present is presumably what underlies
the OCS present paso˛ `graze, herd' and the Toharian A lass II present 3sg. p	as
˙
tär , 3pl.
p	asantär `protet' (Jasano 1988: 230f., fn. 10, 2003: 136, 182f., 2012a). The Toharian A
deponent inetion makes it tempting to ompare this verb diretly to Hittite pah
ˇ
²a(ri), but
the orresponding Toharian B present p	as
˙
tär , 3pl. paskentär suggests that both rather go
bak to an *s
“
ke/o-present that beame a neo-root in Toharian (thus Hakstein 1995: 178,
Malzahn 2010: 699). Hakstein rightly points out that assuming an *s-present for Toharian
A and a *s
“
ke/o-present for Toharian B is uneonomial, but the onnetion between the
PIE *s- and *s
“
ke/o-forms is not ompletely straightforward. Thus, Latin p	as	o `graze' has
an unexpeted full grade whih LIV
2
lo.it. explains as analogial to that of the s-aorist
*p
´¯
eh
2
-s-/péh
2
-s-. However, the evidene for this s-aorist is based only on Vedi p	asati , whih
is a young formation, and the Latin perfet p	au	, whih aording to Meiser (2003: 124f.)
ould represent the inner-Itali replaement of an older s-aorist. This is indiret evidene at
best, and without the Vedi subjuntive form, it seems easier to assume that the full grade
in p	as	o is due to the s-present (for whih independent evidene exists at least in Hittite
and OCS) whih was remodelled as Itali *ske/o-present on the way to Latin. Meiser (2003:
124) points out that forms like the Latin PPP p	astus and the agent noun p	astor are evidene
for the existene of an s-present/desiderative beside the *ske/o-formation in Latin (thus also
Jasano 1988: 230f., fn. 10, but see Hakstein 1995: 177 for objetions). We ould therefore
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reonstrut a deponent s-present *péh
2
-s-or
16
for Proto-Indo-European that gave the Hittite
forms more or less diretly, but was remade as *s
“
ke/o-present in (at least) Toharian B and
Latin, where -s- was a synhronially less marked present stem forming sux than -s-. In
Latin, this remodelling was aompanied by the loss of the deponent inetion, whih was
preserved in Toharian.
A wrinkle in this piture is the si -imperative pah
ˇ
²i , whih Jasano (2012a) (also Jasano
1988: 230f., fn. 10 and Jasano 2003: 182f.) traes bak to the 2sg. s-present subjuntive
*peh
2
-se-si , haplologized to *peh
2
-si (see Oettinger 2007 for a dierent view). It is unlear
why a formally ative 2sg.subj. form would be hosen to supplete the imperative paradigm of
a formally middle deponent.
17
However, this pattern is more generally found with dentalless
deponents in Hittite, e.g., h
ˇ
annari `sues; judges' : ipv. h
ˇ
anni , h
ˇ
uittiyari `pulls' : ipv. h
ˇ
uetti ,
i²kallari `tears o' : ipv. i²kalli , et., (see Oettinger 2007), and presumably needs an inner-
Anatolian explanation. Nevertheless, the prehistory of the relationship between formally
ative pah
ˇ
²i and the deponent paradigm of *peh
2
-s- is not ompletely lear.
While the stem *peh
2
-s-(e/o)- may have been a desiderative at some point, the daughter
languages preserve no traes of desiderative meaning, and the neo-root is deidedly agentive
in all branhes. Moreover, there is no synhroni motivation for non-ative morphology on
verbs meaning `protet' in these languages (p. Ved. p
´¯
ati , ráks
˙
ati , OAv. p	at
˜
, Gk. phuláss	o,
Lat. ust	odi	o, onserv	o, Hitt. pah
ˇ
²nuzzi , et.). It is therefore unproblemati to assume that
this stem was a deponent already in Proto-Indo-European.
16
Or *p
´¯
eh
2
-s-/péh
2
-s-or , depending on how serious we want to take the lengthened grade in Latin. In that
ase, Hittite would have generalized the weak stem.
17
As Jay Jasano has pointed out to me, it may be relevant here that Vedi has a few more ases in whih
a formally ative subjuntive is paired with a formally middle indiative of the same stem. This is regular
for s-aorist subjuntives, whih are usually formally ative and do not alternate (only ≈ 20 middle forms
are found in the RV, Madonell 1910: 379), while the orresponding indiatives take both the ative and the
middle endings. This means that verbs that take middle endings in the s-aorist indiative (as expeted for
media tantum, for example) will end up with a formally ative s-aorist subjuntive. Examples inlude aor.
astos
˙
t
˙
a `praised' : subj. stos
˙
at , aor. aya 
msta `direted, drove' : subj. yá 
msat , aor.3pl. nes
˙
ata `led' : subj.
nés
˙
at , et.
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6.2.4 *h
2
neh
3
`sorn, reprimand'
The deponent inetion of this root is guaranteed by the orrespondene between Greek
ónomai `sorn, reprimand' (2sg. ónosai , inner-Greek aorist 	onosám	en), Hitt. h
ˇ
annari `ontest
at law, sue; judge',
18
and the k -extended Toharian root n
˘¯
ak seen in the lass I subjuntive B
(inf) n	aktsi (replaed by a lass VII subjuntive in Toharian A), pret. III n
˘¯
aksate, and the
new lass VIII present B n
˘¯
aks
˙
tär , A n	akäs
˙
tär `blames, reprimands' (Hakstein 1995: 65.,
Malzahn 2010: 677f.).
The Greek present ould reet either *h
2
n
˚
h
3
-(t)or or a full grade I variant *h
2
énh
3
-
(t)or more or less diretly. Both *h
2
n
˚
h
3
-C- and *h
2
enh
3
- would have given *ano-C- with
subsequent assimilation to *ono-C- (thus Hakstein 1995: 66, who also dismisses Hom.
´¯
onato
as evidene for nal *h
2
; see also Pinault (1982: 20.) who onnets the Greek and Old Irish
forms with the root of *h
1
neh
3
-mn
˚
`name'), preeded by the by now familiar replaement of
the 3sg.mid. *-o by *-to. The Hittite form is more problemati. A full grade II middle is
impossible. While a full grade I middle *h
2
énh
3
-or should have given *HanH-V- > h
ˇ
ann-
V- (p. h
ˇ
arra- `rush' < *h
2
érh
3
-V-, Melhert 1994: 79f., Kloekhorst 2008: 300f.; on the
loss of *h
3
in other positions see Melhert 1994: 72.), *h
3
was apparently also preserved in
medial position in some ases, the irumstanes of whih are not lear, p. Hitt. walh
ˇ
- <
*u(e)lh3
““
-, Kloekhorst 2008: 945f.; Hitt. l	ah
ˇ
u- `pour' < lóh
3
-u
“
-, Melhert 2011. If *(C)R
˚
h
3
V
gave *(C)aRr
ˇ
V , as Kloekhorst, lo.it. suggests, a zero grade middle *h
2
n
˚
h
3
-ór , on the other
hand, should presumably have surfaed as *h
ˇ
anh
ˇ
	ari , and even if gemination took plae, the
resultant verb should behave like dukk	ari `is visible' (reeting aent on the ending). Sine
full grade seems to be the more expeted ablaut grade of old media tantum and the medial
reexes of *h
3
are ontested either way, it therefore seems more prudent to operate with a
full grade I middle *h
2
énh
3
-(t)or for Greek and Hittite.
Old Irish and Toharian, on the other hand, seem to require a full grade II form. Toharian
inherited a root shape *n
˘¯
a- < *h
2
neh
3
whih it extended with an element -k- (Hakstein 1995:
18
Hakstein (1995: 67) also addues Lyian qãti , qãnti (p. HED: III, 82), but see Kloekhorst (2008: 284)
for objetions.
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66f.); this stem also exhibits deponent inetion. Old Irish -antar `is blemished' (Watkins
1962: 116., Pinault (1982) lo.it., LIV
2
lo.it.), is explained by whih LIV
2
as a blend
of the full grade reex *n	a with the zero grade reex *ana (Watkins operates only with the
zero grade). Synhronially, it behaves like the passive of an unattested *anaid < *anati
`blemishes' (p. the nominal forms OIr. on; anim, both `blemish'), but the lear deponent
status of this root in Greek, Hittite, and Toharian suggests that this use is an innovation of
Old Irish.
While the transitive syntax and agentive semantis of this stem are relatively lear in
three out of for branhes and the non-ative morphology is synhronially non-trivial (but p.
mémphomai `blame' in Greek), the root shape is not. While full grade I is usually assumed to
arise from full grade II as its Shwebeablaut variant (that is, as a new full grade based on its
zero grade), it seems that in this ase the full grade I present would be quite old. Sine at this
point we expet media tantum to have full grade, and sine zero grade would be problemati
for Hittite anyway, this nevertheless seems to be the less problemati reonstrution.
6.2.5 *med `measure (out), disern'
The deponent behavior of this root is amply attested in Indo-European: Greek has m
´¯
edomai
`devise, ontrive' (aor. em
´¯
esato) and médomai `take are of'. The Hesyhian gloss µη˜στο ·
βουλευ´σατο (mêsto · bouleúsato) ould reet a present injuntive *m	ed-to, in whih ase
the themati present would go bak to an athemati Narten present, as reonstruted by
LIV
2
: 423. Greek mêsto is moreover ognate with the Old Irish long-vowel preterite ·mídair
`judged', onrming that this root made a Narten imperfet (Jasano 2012).
19
There are no reexes in Vedi, but Avestan has three forms that belong to this root
aording to Hintze (2000): the Old Avestan 3sg. aorist subjuntive masat	a `shall measure
19
See Shumaher 2004: 74. for the more traditional aount of the Old Irish preterite, whih takes it to be
a replaement of an older (at least Proto-Celti) redupliated perfet. A general ritique of the redupliation
theory of long-vowel verbal formations an be found in Jasano (2012); note that there is no evidene for an
old perfet formation to this root.
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out',
20
and the Young Avestan 3pl. present injuntive v	-m	aδaiian
˙
ta (V.7.38, V.7.40) and 3pl.
present subjuntive v	-m	aδaiiån
˙
te. Latin has a present medeor `help, heal'
21
that ould reet
*med-eh
1
-i
“
e/o- (see Jasano 1978 and 2004 on the prehistory of PIE verbs in *-eh
1
-i
“
e/o-) or
*med-ei
“
e/o-. The latter, however, is unlikely beause of the unexpeted e-grade of the root.
LIV
2
lo.it. tentatively sets up an essive *m
e
d-h
1
i
“
é- (see Harðarson 1998 on this ategory
and Jasano 2004 for ounterarguments), but onedes that the (likewise unexpeted) full
grade of the root is probably onneted to the full grade presents found in Greek, Old Irish
and Gothi. Gothi mitan `measure' (OE metan, OHG mez(z)an, et., p. Feist 1939: 363f.)
reets themati *med-e/o-. This stem also underlies the Old Irish deponent present midithir
`judge', whih was remodelled to *med-i
“
e/o- within Celti (Shumaher 2004: 481; Kortlandt
2007: 137 on the other hand assumes an athemati i-present). While the Avestan ausative
present and the Latin *	e-stem are most likely reations of those branhes, the full-grade
themati presents of Greek, Celti, and Germani ould reet the remodelled athemati
Narten-ablauting present.
More evidene for a verbal Narten fomation may ome from Balti. Villanueva Svens-
son (2006) argues that the Old Lithuanian athemati present pam§emi (< *pa-m§edmi), inf.
pam§ed
eti (also (pa)m§edyti) `imitate, ape' and the orresponding Latvian form medît `imitate'
go bak to Proto-Balti *m	ed-mai `measure' and provide further evidene for an old athemati
Narten present *m	ed-/med-. He notes that the lengthened grade in the Balti forms ould
also be due to Winter's Law, but the Greek forms independently require a lengthened grade
form *m	ed .
To summarize, we nd reexes pointing to a present stem with R(	e) in Greek, Balti and
Old Irish, and reexes of full grade in Greek, Old Irish, and Germani. That the formation
underlying these presents was athemati is suggested by Balti and Greek. Deponent inetion
is found in Greek, Avestan, Old Irish, and Latin. Based on this evidene, Villanueva Svensson
20
This form ould also be read as disyllabi mas
a
t	a, in whih ase it would be a 2sg. s-aorist injuntive
reeting *matsta < *mad-s-ta, but Hintze 2000: 170f. rejets this solution in favor of a trisyllabi reading.
21
Not attested in Old Latin and therefore not inluded in the Appendix.
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(2006) reonstruts an athemati middle present *m
´¯
ed-or , 3pl. méd-ror . This would provide a
straightforward point of departure for the forms of the daughter branhes, taking into aount
the usual language-spei innovations and remodelling (thematization, replaement of *-o
by *-to, levelling of ablaut dierenes, et.). The Narten ablaut in a middle-only paradigm
(where we would not expet ablaut at all) is unusual, to put it mildly, but seems to be
required by Greek and Old Irish and supported by the Balti evidene. I therefore follow
Villanueva Svensson's reonstrution of a Proto-Indo-European deponent for the root *med .
The formally ative partiiples méd	on, méde	on `ruler, ruling' (Hom.+) do not disturb this
piture; they rather seem to be the starting point of an inner-Greek ativization of this
verb, and there is reason to believe that *-(o)nt- was not originally assoiated exlusively
with formally ative verbal paradigms anyway. An old *-(o)nt- partiiple to this root would
therefore not be a ounterargument to reonstruting a non-alternating middle.
To avoid setting up an ablauting middle paradigm, we ould assume that the Narten ablaut
was atually a feature of this verb's *h
2
e-onjugation predeessor.
22
*h
2
e-onjugation verbs
originally had R(o/e)-ablaut, but there is no prinipled reason why Narten root *h
2
e-verbs
should not have had R(	e/e)-ablaut. This would be exatly parallel to the alternation between
R(o/e) and R(	e/e) ablaut in the nominal domain, for example in root nouns (*dóm-/dém-
`house', *g
u
“ óu
“
-/g
u
“ éu
“
- `ow', *pód-/péd- `foot' vs. *h
3
r
´¯
e“g-/*h
3
ré“g- `ruler, judge', *l´¯e“g-/*lé“g-
`law', see Shindler 1972) and in *i-stems (*h
2
óu
“
-i -/*h
2
éu
“
-i- `sheep', *h
2
ó
“
k-ri-/*h
2
é
“
k-ri- `peak,
point' vs. d
´¯
er-i-/dér-i- `aying', et., see Shindler 1980: 390, Widmer 2004: 50.), among
other formations.
23
We an therefore assume that Proto-Indo-European had oasional Narten *h
2
e-presents
of the struture 3sg. R(
´¯
e)-e, 3pl. R(é)-r
˚
(s), and that the root *med made suh a present in
the remote prehistory of Proto-Indo-European. One the *h
2
e-verbs split up into either a
22
I am grateful to Jay Jasano for this suggestion.
23
Note that I am not laiming that R(	e/e) ablaut was a funtionally distint ablaut type besides R(o/e)
and R(e/Ø) ablaut; presumably it was simply the Narten variant of the latter. For a dierent view aording
to whih verbal Narten behavior represented a distint Aktionsart/present stem type in Indo-European see
Kümmel (1998) and Melhert (To appear).
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new formally ative onjugation (the Hittite h
ˇ
i-onjugation and the themati onjugations of
inner-IE) or a renewed middle, *med took the latter route, renewing the 3sg. -e as *-o(r).
While Germani generalized the weak root grade, Balti is ambiguous and Greek and Old
Irish have reexes of both the strong and the weak grade, but note that there was an early
semanti dierentiation between the two root shapes that justies the retention of both in
Greek. Avestan and Latin seem to have independent formations to this root.
This senario implies that both ablaut variants of the old Narten present were available
relatively late, namely up until pre-Greek. While this may seem surprising, sine *h
2
e-verbs
usually generalize either the strong or the weak stem, there are parallels for the preservation
of both ablaut grades in the same language elsewhere in Indo-European (see Jasano 2003:
68. on Hittite and 2012b on Toharian).
Conerning the aorist, LIV
2
lo.it. assumes that the sigmati aorist seen in Greek em
´¯
esato
and Old Avestan masat	a belonged to the proto-language. In that ase, *med would be an
exeption to the generalization that Indo-European deponents do not have old aorists (whih
holds for all the other roots disussed in this setion). However, it annot be ompletely
exluded that these stems were independently formed in Greek and Avestan.
While the formal side is thus relatively lear, the semanti side is more ompliated. We
nd the meaning `measure' in Avestan, Germani, and Itali (Lat. modus `measure, mode',
Os. meddíss `judge' < `the one who shows (*dei
“
“
k) the measure (*med), the established
mode'), `devise' in Greek, `heal' in Latin (presumably related to `take are of' seen in Gk.
médomai), `judge' in Old Irish (and p. Os. meddíss), `rule' in Greek méd	on, and `imitate' in
Balti. LIV
2
: 423 essentially follows Benveniste (1969: 123.), who argues that the meaning
`measure out (to establish/deide something)' was the original meaning of this root. This
is seen most learly in Avestan and in the Itali nominal derivatives of this root. This then
developed into `measure out, establish (the right measure) for somebody' > `take are of' in
Greek and Latin. For Latin, this atually makes a denominal origin *med-eh
1
(instr.) + *-i
“
e/o
from the instrumental of the root noun underlying Os. medíss the most likely derivation of
medeor `help, heal'. This formation should have meant `have/be with the right measure (for)',
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and the fat that medeor usually takes the dative (rather than the ausative) onrms this.
The development from `measure out' to `establish, rule, judge' (Gk. méd	on, OIr. midithir) on
the one hand and `devise' (Gk. m
´¯
edomai) on the other is also not too surprising. The only
real problem is Balti `imitate', but here at least there is a parallel in the development of
Skt. prati-m	a- `imitate' from m	a `measure' (Villanueva Svensson 2006: 97; for the semanti
dierene between *meh
1
`measure' and *med `measure out, disern' see again Benveniste
1969).
As a nal point, it should be noted that there is some variation in the objet ase of
this verb. Greek médomai usually takes the genitive, like other verbs that mean `take are
of, think of', and Latin medeor is usually found with the dative. However, Greek m
´¯
edomai ,
Avestan masat	a, and Old Irish midithir take ausative objets (midithir is also used with
the preposition for `on, over'), suggesting that the transitive use of *med must be old.
6.2.6 *i
“
i-i
“
eh
2
- `demand, seek'
As argued by Garía Ramón (1993) and (1999b) (see also LIV
2
: 310f.), Greek díz	emai `seek'
forms a word equation with the stem of Vedi
´¯
mahe `we are asking, pleading'. He traes both
verbs bak to a redupliated middle present *i
“
í-i
“
h
2
- and argues that the Vedi middle forms
1sg. iye, 1pl.
´¯
mahe, and the middle partiiple iy	aná-
24
go bak to this stem more or less
diretly (with remodelling of the redupliation syllable), while Greek díz	emai introdued the
full grade of the root (z	a-/z	e- < *i
“
eh
2
-), maybe in analogy to the ative root present *i
“
eh
2
-ti
attested in Vedi y
´¯
ati `asks, requests' (and note that the synhroni *to-partiiple Ved. y	atá-,
OAv. y	ata- and Greek also reets full grade of the root). Beause
´¯
mahe synhronially
funtions as the middle of at. y
´¯
ati , it is not inluded in the Appendix.
Deponent behavior of this root is also found in the Toh. B subj. II y	as
˙
tär `will ask,
beg' < *ih
2
-s
“
ke/o-, whih reets a dierent present stem formation (see Malzahn 2010, also
Hakstein 1995: 184.; 242 who posits a now obsolete root *di
“
eh
2
).
24
The aent of the partiiple is unexpeted for a redupliated present, however.
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The Vedi, Greek, and Toharian deponents of this root are transitive and they all display
agentive behavior. Garía Ramón (1999b) in partiular points out the orrespondene between
Ved. y	atár - `avenger' and Gk. Z	et
´¯
er (Ζητη´ρ · Ζευ`ς ε`ν Κυ´πρωú /Z	et´¯er ·Zeùs èn Kúpr	oi/, Hsh.),
both reeting an old agent noun *i
“
eh
2
-tér - `seeker'. Moreover, at least four Rigvedi passages
ontain a passive 	yate that must be interpreted as the passive of the root underlying
´¯
mahe
(Kulikov (2012: 494f.), see also Shmid 1956, Insler 1972: 100f.).
While this root did not exlusively take middle morphology (e.g., at. Ved. y
´¯
ati , aor.subj.
y	asat `shall plead', p. Narten 1964: 209f.), we have enough evidene to set up a redupliated
deponent present *i
“
i-i
“
@/ih2-to(i
“
) `seeks, requests' at least for late inner-Indo-European/pre-
Graeo-Aryan. The Toharian omparandum ould suggest that deponent behavior was even
older, but beause of the non-mathing stem forming morphology this is unertain.
6.3 Possible Proto-Indo-European deponents
6.3.1 *u
“
er `protet; fend o, stop'
Greek has a u-present ér
˘¯
umai (also thematized erúomai) and a middle perfet eír	umai ,
probably based on the athemati present (and synhronially funtioning as present). The
lak of a digamma eet has given rise to omparison with Latin serv	o `save, protet'; this
is rejeted by Solmsen (1901: 245.) who also disusses the digamma problem. LIV
2
: 685,
n. 4 suggests that the full grade of érumai < *u
“
ér-u-mai was introdued in analogy to the
ative or the subjuntive, but the root is solidly deponent in Greek and we have already
seen evidene that media tantum paradigms tends to have full grade (see Villanueva Svensson
2012). In light of this, the apparent ablaut suggested by the zero grade variant rhûmai <
*vr-	u-mai (later also themati rhúomai) is more problemati. Beekes (2010: 466), following
Frisk and Chantraine (GEW: I, 568f., DELG: II, 376) assumes that there were two ablaut
variants *veru- and *vr	u- in Proto-Greek, but without disussing the relationship between
them.
Moreover, the aliations of this root outside of Greek are ompletely unlear. LIV
2
lo.it.
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suggests that some of the nominal and verbal forms traditionally grouped with Vedi vr
˙
`over'
(as in EWA II: 512f. and Lubotsky 1997: II, 1336.) atually belong to a separate Vedi root
vr
˙
`protet' < *u
“
er that fell together with the reexes of *Hu
“
er `lok in, keep safe' (?Ved.
´¯
avar `opened', Lat. aperi	o `open', et.) and 1. *u
“
el `lok in, over up' (Ved. vr
˙
n
˙
óti `loks
in', Gk. eilé	o `hem in', et.) beause of the formal and semanti overlap of these roots in
Indo-Iranian. Beause it is diult to tease apart whih verb forms belong to whih root,
I have not listed this verb as a synhroni deponent in Appendix B. Nevertheless, there are
several nominal forms that seem to be built on the same *u-present that is attested in Greek,
e.g., vár	utha- `protetion', var	utár -/vár	utr	- `protetor' (besides vartár - `defender', p. EWA
II: 512f.) and providing indiret evidene that this present belonged to at least late Proto-
Indo-European/pre-Graeo-Aryan. LIV
2
furthermore tentatively suggests that ertain verbal
formations that are usually grouped with vr
˙
`over' might belong to this root, like the aorist
subjuntive várate `shall ward o' or even some forms of vr
˙
n
˙
óti in the meaning `wards o,
stops', but this is unertain beause of the aforementioned diulties in telling the two roots
apart (p. Homann 1967: 241, who argues that all forms of vára- an be explained as aorist
subjuntives of vr
˙
n
˙
óti).
Hakstein (2002: 124f.) tries to solve the morphologial and phonologial problems in
Greek by assuming that the underlying root is the same as that of Gk. 3pl. órontai `are
wathing over, taking are of', YAv. n	 harait	e `preserves', et., for whih LIV
2
: 534 has
a separate entry 1. *ser , and of Lat. serv	o `save, protet'. He posits a root *su
“
erh
3
(the
meaning of whih is never dened) and argues that the dierent root shapes seen in Greek,
Latin, Avestan, et., an be aounted for by the Proto-Indo-European metathesis rule *u
“
R
˚
(H)
> *Ru(H) (p. Mayrhofer 1986: 161f.). Besides the full grade *su
“
erh
3
and the regular zero
grade su
“
r
˚
h
3
, this would give us a metathesized weak stem variant *sruh
3
whih would give
Gk. rh	u- (rhûmai) diretly. While this solution would solve both the problem of the missing
digamma in the anlaut and the /
˘¯
u/ in the auslaut (these two properties orrelate aording to
Hakstein 2002: 124f.), it means we have to give up the equation with the Vedi forms, whih
lak initial s- and are moreover anit
˙
(p. vr
˙
tá-, vártar -, et., EWA II: 512f.). On the other
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hand, there is no onvining alternative to the strutural analysis of Ved. var	u° as *var-u-H °
(Klingenshmitt 1982: 233's proposal of /	u/ as due to rhythmi lengthening is ompletely
ad ho), and the same holds for Greek rh	u°. That is, there seems to be no way around the
laryngeal metathesis proposed by Hakstein, whih in turn is potentially inompatible with
some of the Vedi forms disussed here. Pending a thorough study of whih forms outside of
Greek atually belong to the same root, I annot oer a solution to this problem.
While the formal side of the Greek forms is problemati, it is lear that this verb was
synhronially an agentive deponent (p. the agent noun rh	ut
´¯
er `protetor'). Non-ative in-
etion on this verb is moreover non-trivial, that is, there is no lear synhroni motivation
for it (p. alex	o `ward o, defend', am
´¯
un	o `ward o, keep away, phuláss	o `protet, guard',
et.). To onlude, there is some evidene for a pre-Greek (maybe late Proto-Indo-European)
deponent *u-present *u
“
er-u-to `protet, defend, fend o', perserved in Greek modulo the for-
mal diulties onerning the root shape and ablaut and maybe indiretly in Vedi nominal
forms like var	utár - `protetor'. That Vedi also inherited verbal forms of this root is possible,
but annot be onlusively shown. Beause of unertainties onerning the verbal ompara-
nda, very little an be said about the original morphosyntax of this verbal stem, so this must
remain a somewhat unhappy ase of potential deponeny.
6.3.2 *treH /*tr	a `protet'
LIV
2
: 646 tentatively sets up this root for Proto-Indo-European based on the Indo-Iranian
evidene alone, and this seems warranted given that the middle inetion of both Vedi
tr
´¯
ayate `protets' and Young Avestan θr	aiien
˙
te `protet' (Yt.13.146, also inf. θr	aii	oidiiai ,
Y.34.5, Y.11.9) is not expliable from a synhroni perspetive and suggests an inherited
arhaism.
25
This root also made an s-aorist in Indo-Iranian, attested in the Vedi imperatives tr
´¯
asva,
pl. tr
´¯
adhvam (= Old Avestan θr	azd	um, Y.34.7, Y.58.5) and the subjuntive tr	asate. These and
25
If this present stem is indeed attested as a loan word in Urali as suggested by Katz (2003: 178), this
would be additional evidene for its age.
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a few other attested forms are disussed by Narten (1964: 131f.), who seems to suggest that
the Vedi s-aorist was marginal and falling out of use.
26
This verb is transitive and agentive
(p. Ved. tr	atár - `protetor' = Av. θr	atar , see EWA I: I, 679f. for more nominal forms), and
it is safe to assume that at least pre-Proto-Indo-Iranian (/late Proto-Indo-European?) had a
deponent *tr	a-i
“
a-ta(i
“
) `protets'.
6.3.3 *gres/gras `devour'
Vedi grásate `devours' (perf. mid. opt. jagras	ta, ptp. jagras	aná-, superlative grásis
˙
t
˙
ha-, p.
EWA I: 507) shows deponent behavior (the inner-Indi ative ausative gr	asayati (Br.) is
hardly a ounterargument) and has a ognate in the formally ative themati Greek present
grá	o `eat, gnaw' (Call., also Hsh. γρα˜ · φα´γε /grã · pháge/, see GEW: I, 325, DELG: I,
237 for more instanes). The middle inetion in Vedi is non-trivial, sine other verbs of
ingestion are formally ative (átti `eats', a±n
´¯
ati `eats', ághas `devoured', píbati `drinks', p.
Buk and Petersen 1945: 327.). Sine the same is true in Greek (esthí	o `eat', 'ed	o `eat',
but fut. édomai , aor. éphagon, bébr	oka `have devoured', p´¯n	o `drink' vs. patéomai `eat, taste',
eréptomai `feed on', see Appendix D), we ould posit a late Proto-Indo-European/pre-Graeo-
Aryan deponent, whose middle inetion was given up in Greek. Given that it is easier to
nd a synhroni aount for the ative inetion in Greek than for the middle inetion in
Vedi, we an tentatively set up a deponent *gras-e-to.
27
Note that LIV
2
: 192 sets up an athemati present based on the Cyprioti Greek ative
imperative ka-ra-si-ti /grásthi/. This form is dated to the 4
th
entury BCE by Masson (1983:
280) and may not be the strongest evidene for an old athemati paradigm, but if it is old
it ould mean that this root was not exlusively deponent in PIE and that the mismath
behavior was a relatively late development of pre(-Graeo)-Aryan.
That this root was agentive may reeive more evidene if the etymology of gast
´¯
er `stomah'
26
Die vereinzelten modalen s-Aor.-Formen im RV. können wohl ebensowenig wie die nahr
˙
gvedishen Ind.-
Formen (...) ein im eigentlihen lebendiges s-Aor.-Paradigma bezeugen., Narten (1964), lo.it.
27
For Greek, *gr
˚
s-e- would also be possible (Got	o 1987: 129, fn. 153).
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< *gras-tér- `devourer' holds (thus, e.g., GEW: 291, but septial Beekes (2010: 262), see also
the entry of gras in the Appendix).
6.3.4 Summary
In the last two setions, I have disussed 6 very likely and 3 possible Proto-Indo-European
deponent stems. I have argued that based on their stem-forming morphology, inetion,
syntax, and meaning, these should be reonstruted as suh already for some stage of the
proto-language. This is a deliberately onservative approahmany of the synhroni de-
ponents disussed in the Appendix ould be added here, but have been exluded for now
beause of their lak of unambiguous non-ative marked ognates in other languages (e.g.,
Vedi b	adh `attak', rabh `seize', ks
˙
ad `serve, arrange'; Hittite par²(i)- `break', tuh
ˇ
² - `ut o',
i²kalla- `tear, slit', et.). As I have argued in the ase of *gras, the middle morphology in suh
agentive prediates is very often the letio diilior , sine a funtionally ative deponent was
always at risk of being regularized by swithing to ative morphology. In other words, it is
likely that more verbs will have to be added to this list in the ourse of time. Potential ases
inlude:
 The family of Gk. h	láskomai , hílamai `appease' and Lat. s	olor `omfort, onsole', whih
has been exluded here beause of the possible denominal origin of the latter and beause
of unertainties onerning the meaning of the root, p. LIV
2
: 530: *selh
2
- `gnädig
werden', also Klingenshmitt (1970).
 Gk. sképtomai `wath', Lat. on-spior `see', et. (vs. ative spei	o) < *spe
“
k (LIV
2
:
575f.), exluded here beause it is not lear whether ative or middle morphology was
anonial for PIE verbs of this type (similar to speeh at verbs, p. the disussion in
Setion 2.3.3) and the Indo-Iranian reexes of this root are ativa tantum.
 Lat. 	utor `use', if this is indeed ognate with the Gk. suppletive future of phér	o, oísomai
(p. LIV
2
: 297: ?*h
3
ei
“
t - `mitnehmen').
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The deponents disussed here have a very dierent prole from anonial middles: They
are based on present stems rather than aorist stems and (with the exeption of *med and
*tr	a) lak old aorist formations altogether.
In the next setion, I disuss the Proto-Indo-European middle presents that were originally
anonial middles, but developed into deponents in one or more of the daughter languages.
Again, this is a onservative estimatesome of these verbs pattern as agentive aording to
one or more of the riteria established in Chapter 4 and ould be argued to belong in the
deponent ategory.
6.4 Inner-Indo-European deponents
The Indo-European daughter languages also have a number of synhroni deponents whih
go bak to earlier anonial middles. That is, a diahroni motivation for their middle mor-
phology is easily reonstrutible. In this setion I disuss middles whih are deponents in one
branh, but go bak to PIE non-deponents.
6.4.1 *h
2
ei
“
sd `praise, revere'
The middle-only inetion of this root is assured by the orrespondene in non-ative mor-
phology between Vedi
´¯
t
˙
t
˙
e `implores, beseehes' from athemati h
2
i-h
2
ei
“
sd-/h
2
i-h
2
isd - or
h
2
isd- (with ompensatory lengthening, p. LIV
2
: 261) and Homeri aídomai `be reverent of,
fear' from *h
2
ei
“
sd-e/o- (p. Peters 1980: 77f.), later replaed by the denominative aidéomai ,
likewise a medium tantum. Vedi also has a middle perfet 	l
˙
é < *h
2
i-h
2
isd-ai
“
.
Formally ative forms are found in Avestan and Gothi: Old Avestan has a stem i²
a
sa-
(Y.50.2 i²
a
s	oit
˜
, Y.51.19 i²
a
sa˛s, Y.31.4 i²as	a) whih aording to Humbah (1956: 67) goes
bak to *	ºd-ske/o-. In Gothi, we nd the 3pl. present aistand `they are in awe', whih may
ontinue the same full grade themati stem we nd in Greek.
While the Vedi forms are undoubtedly agentive (agent noun 	d
˙
itár -`praiser' (AV), the
passive 	d
˙
yate is attested in Classial Sanskrit), Greek and Gothi point to an experiener
verb meaning `fear, be afraid of' (with nom-a alignment). We ould therefore reonstrut
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a full grade medium tantum *h
2
ei
“
sd-e-to(i
“
) as the immediate preform for Greek. As for
Vedi, Peters (lo.it.) suggests a redupliated preform *h
2
i-h
2
isd-o(i
“
) (my notation), with
replaement of *-o by *-to, and ompares the formal relationship between the redupliated
present and the full grade themati present to that of Vedi
´¯
jate `impels' : ájati `drives'. On
the meaning side, it seems easiest to assume that the primary verbal formation made to this
root was originally an experiener verb meaning `fear, be in awe of' (and therefore a anonial
middle-only verb) that developed into a deponent in Vedi.
6.4.2 *h
3
ek
u
“ `behold, ath sight of'
Ved.
´¯
ks
˙
ate `sees, pereives' goes bak to a redupliated desiderative *h
3
i-h
3
u
“ -se/o-, a desidera-
tive is also attested in the Greek future ópsomai < *h
3
(e)k
u
“ -s-e/o-. While middle morphology
on s-desideratives and futures may be onsidered anonial, Homeri Greek also has a present
óssomai < *h
3
k
u
“ -i
“
e/o- `see, foresee' that laks desiderative semantis. However, the onsistent
middle morphology may be due to an original meaning `pereive', and hene an experiener
verb (with nom-a alignment), making the synhroni deponent status unertain.
Formally ative forms are found in Young Avestan aiβii-	ax²aiia- `oversee', whih may be an
*(e)i
“
e/o-extension of the themati desiderative stem seen in Greek (LIV
2
: 297, for a dierent
view see Werba 1999), and in Greek, whih has an ative perfet óp	opa.
6.4.3 *Hei
“
“
k `appropriate, seize'
The Vedi present
´¯
±e `owns, has power over', orresponding to Old Avestan is	e (Y.50.1),
is	ana-, et., goes bak to a result state perfet *Hi-Hi
“
k- ← *He-Hoi
“
“
k-/He-Hi
“
k- `own' < *has
appropriated, seized' aording to LIV
2
: 223, and this is also the preform of the Germani
preterite-present seen in Gothi aih, 3pl. aigun `own' < *	oiχ-/aiγ- (OE 	ah, 	agon, OHG eigun,
et., p. Seebold 1970: 69., LIV
2
lo.it.). The root is also attested in Toharian B, where it
makes a medium tantum lass II themati present ai±tär `reognizes, knows' (see Malzahn
2010: 543f., for the semanti development p. the meanings of Engl. grasp).
The root meaning `appropriate, seize' given by LIV
2
seems to rest mainly on the evidene
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of Osseti	s-/es- `take', whose aliation to this group of forms is doubtful. Without it, a basi
meaning `own' would derive the Indo-Iranian and Germani meaning from a stative perfet and
would also work for Toharian assuming a semanti shift to possessing knowledge. In that ase,
the external argument was originally a possessor rather than an agent. Moreover, while the
Germani and Toharian forms take ausative/oblique objets, in Indo-Iranian the genitive
prevails (see the Appendix for the oasional uses with an ausative). Taken together, it
seems that the use of middle morphology with this verb an be onsidered anonial, either
beause it was inherently stative (`own') or beause it was self-benefative (`has taken for
him/herself').
6.4.4 *sek
u
“ `join, aompany, follow'
This verb is one of the most onspiuous andidates for Proto-Indo-European deponent status.
We nd middle morphology in almost all old Indo-European languages with a morphologial
voie distintion. The most ubiquitous formation is the themati middle present *sek
u
“ -e-to(r)
seen in Ved. sáate, OAv. haait	e, Gk. hépomai , Lat. sequor , OIr. sehithir , and also in Lith.
sekù `follow' and possibly Goth. saißan `see' and its Germani ognates. In Greek, middle
morphology is atually found in all tense-aspet stems. The middle themati aorist hespóm	en
is not neessarily a replaement of an older root aorist (as suggested by LIV
2
: 525) sine the
pattern full grade themati middle : zero grade themati aorist is well-established in Greek (p.
dérkomai : édrakon `see', trép	o : étrapon `turn', peúthomai : eputhóm	en `learn, ome to know',
et.). The other aorist formation that ould be old is the Vedi middle root aorist found in
the partiiple sa	aná- (only one in the Rigveda besides themati sáam	ana- = Av. ha	@mna-,
haimna-) and the optative sa	mahi (KS), whih may be a younger, inner-Vedi replaement
of the Rigvedi s-aorist optative (Narten 1964: 262). As for sa	aná-, Lowe (2012a) has argued
that Vedi aorist partiiples in general do not neessarily imply a live aorist paradigm
(see also Lowe 2012b on Caland-assoiated partiiples in -	ana- and 2013). Old Avestan, on
the other hand, has two ative forms in Y.46.1 h	@	a `I will aompany' and the 3pl.ipv.
san
˙
t	u (Y.53.2) `let them aompany' whih LIV
2
lo.it. interprets as aorist subjuntive
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and imperative, respetively. However, Kellens (1984: 354, 394) remains undeided between
present and aorist, and trisyllabi h	@	a is usually interpreted as ative present subjuntive
(thus Harðarson 1993: 120, fn. 96, but see also Narten 1986: 288, fn. 3). The YAv. 1pl. haxma
is interpreted as a root aorist injuntive by Cardona (1960: 54). In other words, while there
is some evidene for an old root aorist in Indo-Iranian, the material is fairly ambiguous and
unertain.
Indo-Iranian also has several formally ative formations to this root whih have the same
syntati and semanti behavior as the full grade medium tantum (p. Got	o 1987: 319f.), so
these were not oppositional atives and should therefore probably be interpreted as inner-
Indo-Iranian innovations. The most onspiuous is the redupliated present Ved. sís
˙
akti , 3pl.
sá±ati ≈ OAv. 1pl. (subj.?) hi²amaid	e (Y.40.4), YAv. 3sg. 	a.hi²haxti (V.5.34), but the new
Vedi perfet also has ative forms (1pl. sa±ima, 3pl. sa±ur) beside the more ommonly
found 3pl. perfet middle sa±iré.
Finally, Vedi and Avestan have a few ative s-formations that are variously lassied as
desideratives or s-aorist subjuntives. The Old Avestan 1sg.subj. hax²	ai (Y.46.10) is lassied
as an s-aorist subjuntive by Kellens (1984: 367), who, however, also points out that several of
the passages ontaining hax²- are orrupt and may have to be emended to hix² -, a desiderative
present. Narten (1964: 262) groups hax²	ai with the Vedi s-aorist subjuntive saks
˙
at , and
points out that this was a produtive aorist lass (type bhaj -ábhaks
˙
i), whereas LIV
2
lo.it.
lassies both OAv. hax²	ai and Ved. saks
˙
at as subjuntives of an old desiderative present
*sek
u
“ -s-/sk
u
“ -s- (p. Gk. hépsomai `will follow').
To summarize, the Proto-Indo-European averbo of this root was based on the full grade
themati middle present *sék
u
-e-to(r), whih judging by the evidene of Indo-Iranian and
Greek also made a desiderative *sek
u
“ -s- that surfaes as ative in Indo-Iranian and as middle
in Greek. The ative redupliated present and the perfet are innovations of Indo-Iranian, but
the root may have had an old middle root aorist (the reonstrution of whih rests entirely
on the somewhat unertain Indo-Iranian evidene).
While there are no objetions to reonstruting a deponent present on the formal side, the
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meaning and external syntax of the reexes of *sék
u
“ -e/o- suggest that this was a anonial
middle verb in Proto-Indo-European. While the reexes of this verb take ausative objets
in Vedi, Old Irish, and Latin ((2a-), respetively), they usually take dative objets in Greek
(ausative is also found oasionally) and instrumental in Vedi (whih is more ommon than
the ausative), p. (3a-b):
(2) a. Ved., RV 4.7.11:
v
´¯
atasya
wind.gen
med
˙
ím
˙
roar.a
sáate
follow.3sg.pres.mid
(...)
He follows the roar of the wind
b. OIr., Ml. 19b11:
ní
neg
sehetar
follow.3pl.pres.non-at
immurgu
however
ord
order.a
o
at
suidiu
this.dat
They do not, however, follow the order in this
. Lat.,Plaut., Aulularia 4.7.16:
I,
go.ipv
iam
at.one
sequor
follow.1sg.pres.pass
te,
you.a
mater
mother
Go! I (will) follow you at one, mother.
In Vedi, onstrual of sa with the instrumental means `join with, go together with', and the
same onstrution seems to underlie the use of Greek hépomai with the dative.
(3) a. Ved., RV 1.145.2:
'syá
his
krátv	a
insight.instr
saate
follow.3sg.pres.mid
ápradr
˙
pitah
˙
not.areless.nom
The one who isn't areless follows/joins in his insight
b. Gk., Od.9.159:
nêes
ships.nom
mén
part
moi
me.dat
héponto
follow.3pl.ipf.mid
du
´¯
odeka
twelve
Twelve ships followed me
In Indo-Iranian, this onstrution is often ambiguous between an ative, intransitive-reexive
reading (Narten 1986: 289) follow, join (with) somebody and a passive reading be aom-
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panied by. This ambiguity is often found in the middle partiiple, e.g.:
(4) a. Ved., RV 5.42.8a-b:
távotíbhih
˙
your+help.instr.pl
sáam	an	a
aompany.nom.pl.mid.ptp
áris
˙
t
˙
	ah
˙
unharmed.nom
...
suv´¯r	ah
˙
patrons.nom
`Aompanied by your help ... the patrons remain unharmed'
b. OAv., Y.43.12:
s@rao²	o
obediene.nom
a²
˙
	
reward.instr
... haimn	o
follow.pres.ptp.mid.nom.
Obediene (is) ... aompanied/followed by reward.
28
Hollield (1977: 11) suggests that the intransitive-reexive behavior with an instrumental
argument points to an old reiproal middle meaning aompany eah other, and sine
reiproals and verbs of motion are well-attested anonial funtions of non-ative morphology
(see Chapter 2), this verb did not originally belong in the deponent ategory. This is onrmed
by the lak of synhroni agentive behavior (no agent nouns, no yá-passive in Vedi, et.).
6.4.5 *h
1
er“g
h
`limb up, onto'
The reonstrution of an old middle-only present stem rests mainly on Hittite arkatta; arga,
ipv. argaru `mounts sexually' (sheep, et.) whih is formally ambiguous and ould reet
*h
1
ér“gh-o(r) (p. Melhert 1994: 136f.) or *h
1
r
˚
“gh-ó(r);29 in the latter ase the lak of expeted
*argári would have to be explained as analogial to the (old full grade) type seen in Hitt.
kitta `lies', k	²a `beomes' (Craig Melhert, p..).
Hitt. ark - is almost exlusively transitive (HW: I, 301), the formally ative 3sg.pres. 	arki
attested in a Neo-Hittite text (KBo 10.45 iv 30) is probably not old (a variant of the same
28
See Insler (1975: 65), Narten (1986: 289).
29
Pae Kloekhorst 2008: 203f. (who reonstruts initial *h
3
), *h
1
ór“gh-o(r) is exluded beause aented
/ó/ should have lengthened in both open and losed syllables, see Melhert (1994: 146f.).
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text has arga).
The Greek iterative orkhéomai `dane' < *h
1
or“gh-éi
“
e/o- onrms the inetional pattern
of this root, as well as the semantis: Watkins (1975: 18f.) points out that the verb has sexual
onnotations in Arhai Greek grati insriptions. He also addues Vedi r
˙
gh	aya- `rage, rave'
as a further ognate (but see EWA I: 249).
Another potential andidate is Greek érkhomai `ome, go', whih is usually taken to be a
*s
“
ke/o-present to *h
1
er `reah something, stand' (thus Rix 1970: 98, LIV
2
: 238f.). However,
the other attested *s
“
ke/o-presents to this root are formally ative (Ved. r
˙
háti `reahes', Hitt.
	araskizzi `reahes', OP -
arsatiy `omes'). If érkhomai does go bak to *h
1
er“gh, it provides
a parallel of transitive use with Hittite, sine it is used with ausative objets designating
the path/goal of the ation, as in Il.1.322: érkhesthon klisí	en ... Akhilêos go to the hut of
Ahilles. However, it is diult to deide whether this verb should be grouped with *h
1
er“gh
or *h
1
er (as a ompromise, LIV
2
lo.it. suggests that the reexes of *h
1
er“gh-e/o- and *h
1
r
˚
-
s
“
ke/o- may have fallen together in Greek).
To summarize, based on Hittite alone, we an set up an athemati middle present for
*h
1
er“gh whih seems to have been a verb of translational motion (limb onto, with an early
development into mount sexually) and hene a anonial middle, whose likewise middle
iterative is found in Greek.
6.4.6 1. *u
“
es `wear lothes'
The full grade middle present of this root is amply attested: Vedi váste `is wearing', 3pl.ipf.
avasran (RV 4.2.19), Old Avestan vast	e, YAv. mid.ptp. va­h	ana-, Greek hemai (synhron-
ially used as the perfet of the new present hénn	umi `am putting on (lothes)'), and Hit-
tite w	e²ta, 3pl. w	e²²anta all point to a PIE middle present *u
“
és-o(r), 3pl. *u
“
és-ro(r) (Ved.
avasra(n), remodeled as *u
“
és-to, 3pl. *u
“
és-n
˚
to (p. LIV
2
: 692f., Villanueva Svensson 2012:
335). Aording to Malzahn (2010: 896f.) the Toharian A subjuntive V 1sg.opt. ws	m	ar ,
2sg. wsit	ar does not ontinue the full grade middle present but a zero grade middle aorist
*us-to, based on the evidene of the orresponding subjuntive I in Toharian B (3sg. wastär ,
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inf. wastsi). Given that this root otherwise shows Narten behavior (in Toharian as well, see
Malzahn 2002) and does not have an old aorist formation (the Greek aorist héssa `wore' and
the Armenian aorist z-ge'aw `put on',
30
both apparently from *u
“
es-s-, are unlikely to be old),
this would have to be a Toharian innovation. However, Toh. B wastär ould also ontinue
the old middle present *u
“
és-to(r). The only objetion to this explanation would be the lak
of root-initial palatalization in Toh. B, but the fat that middle subjuntive I stems never
have root-initial palatalization (see Malzahn 2010: 277) makes analogial depalatalization an
unproblemati assumption, and this way we do not have to assume an otherwise unparalleled
zero grade form of this root (this is also tentatively assumed by LIV
2
(lo.it) for the Toh.
A opt. ws	m	ar).
Sine subjuntive I is often synhronially assoiated with a lass III preterit, the preterit
III forms Toh. B wäss	ate, A 3pl. ws	ant annot be interpreted as evidene for an old s-aorist
of *u
“
es (pae LIV
2
), espeially sine both the subjuntive and the preterit lak root-initial
palatalization, making it more likely that the preterit is an inner-Toharian reation based on
the (analogially depalatalized) subjuntive.
On the other hand, the lass IX present Toh. B 3pl. yäskem
˙
tär shows synhronially
unexpeted full grade and initial palatalization. Hakstein (1995: 270) suggests that this
is due to an inner-Toharian remodelling of the inherited full grade middle present as *u
“
es-
s
“
ke/o-, with retention of the full grade of the older present formation. It is unlear why the
irregular initial palatalization would be retained in the present stem, but eliminated in the
subjuntive. Nevertheless, it seems easiest to assume that the old full-grade middle present
in fat underlies both formations.
The root also made an ative ausative *u
“
os-éi
“
e/o- attested in Hitt. wa²²ezzi , later
wa²²iya- (Eihner 1968, Melhert 1984: 164), Ved. v	asáyati , Goth. wasjan, OE werian, et.
(see Feist 1939: 552f.) and Alb. vesh, all meaning `dress (somebody) in'.
The middle present of this verb is transitive in all branhes, the diret objet is what is
30
Cp. Klingenshmitt (1982: 286f.)
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being worn (p. Eihner 1968):
(5) RV 4.2.19:
r
˙
tám
truth.a
avasrann
wear.3pl.ipf.mid
us
˙
áso
dawn.nom.pl
vibh	at´¯h
˙
radiant.nom.pl
The radiant dawns lothed themselves in truth
31
Greek hemai , synhronially the perfet of the ative present hénnumi , also takes ausative
objets. Its partiiple likewise has ative syntax:
(6) Hom., Od.15.331:
khlaínas
loaks.a
eu
well
heiménoi
wearing.mid.ptp.nom.pl
	edè
and
khitnas
tunis.a
wearing loaks and tunis/well dressed in loaks and tunis
Hittite w	e²ta `wears' an be intransitive or transitive with an ausative objet (Kloekhorst
2008: 1004.), as in (7).
(7) Hitt., ABoT 4 + I 24f. (Neu 1968a: 193, Eihner 1968: 14):
we²²anda=ma
wear.3pl.pres.mid=part
i²h
ˇ
harwantu²
blood.red.a.pl
TÚG
-
H
ˇ
I.A-u²
lothes-pl-a.pl
putaliyante²=a
girded.pres.ptp.nom.pl=and
`They are wearing blood-red lothes and are girded up.
The same onstrution is found in Toharian, where wäs- takes oblique objets, as in (8)
(from Malzahn 2010: 897, see also Hakstein 1995: 264.).
(8) wässate
put.on.3sg.pret.mid
kas
˙
	ar-wassi
Kas
˙
	ar-garment.obl.sg
He put on the K	as
˙
	aya-garment.
31
Insler (1968).
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Despite this orrespondene in transitive syntax, I have not added this verb to the deponent
ategory beause of its lak of agentive syntax (espeially passivization), even in the ases
where it means `put on' rather than `wear', as in Toharian. Sine *u
“
es is usually lassied
as inherently stative, its subjet is better haraterized as holder/possessor.
6.4.7 3. *u
“
es `graze, eat'
This root is attested in Hittite, where it makes a deponent we²iyattari `grazes', whih is usually
ausative-transitive (X grazes Y), but an also be intransitive (Y grazes). Kloekhorst
(2008: 1007f.) suggests that this is atually a denominative of we²i- . `pasture'. However,
deponent inetion is also found in Latin u	esor `nourishes oneself (with), enjoys, makes use of'
(Pauv.+ and therefore not inluded in the Appendix), whih goes bak to Proto-Itali *u
“
	es-
s
“
ke/o- (dierently LEW: II, 769). The lengthened grade ould suggest an old Narten ablauting
paradigm (p. *med above), and this is what LIV
2
: 693f. tentatively sets up based on the
additional evidene of nominal forms like Avestan v	astra- `pasture' and v	astar - `herdsman'
(p. also ON vist `nourishment' < *u
“
es-ti-), but it is also possible that the lengthened grade
in the verbal forms was taken over from the nominal forms and is therefore seondary (thus
De Vaan 2008: 669).
Although the Hittite and Latin verbs use dierent stem-forming suxes, they agree with
respet to their objet ase. The transitive forms in Hittite take ausative objets (but
note that the oldest attestation is intransitive), and so does Latin u	esor at the oldest stage,
although this is later replaed by the ablative (presumably under the inuene of semantially
similar verbs like 	utor and fruor). That this verb was agentive is furthermore onrmed by the
lose orrespondene in agent noun formations between Avestan v	astar - and Hittite w	e²tara-,
both meaning `herdsman, shepherd' (the Hittite form presumably reets a thematization
*u
“
	es-tr-o- of the *-ter-/-tr- stem, p. Kloekhorst 2008: 1008).
The orrespondene in middle inetion and transitive use and the similarity in meaning
makes it tempting to set up an old deponent for this root, but there is no morphologial
ommon denominator with respet to stem forming morphology, and an inner-Hittite denom-
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inative origin of we²iyattari annot be exluded. Moreover, the meaning of the Latin verb
suggests that this verb may originally have had a anonial middle meaning (reexive nour-
ish oneself or experiener enjoy). It is surprising that this also took on the orresponding
ausative meaning in Hittite, but again this development seems to be einzelsprahlih.
6.4.8 ?*poti
“
e/o- `be master over, own'
Both Indo-Iranian and Latin have a denominative deponent *póti
“
-e/o- from *póti - `lord,
master' (Ved. páti - `master', Gk. pósis `master, husband', Lat. potis `able'). In Vedi, this is
reeted as pátyate; Avestan has paθiiete `beomes master over' (N.105) and the subjuntive
paiθii	aite in V.18.76, as well as ative paiθiieiti in V.5.62 whih should be restored to paiθii	aite,
p. Kellens (1984: 20) (see also EWA II: 72). Latin has a deponent potior (3sg. potitur and
pot	tur) `beome master of, take possession of', but formally ative forms are also found
already in Plautus (see DELL: 528f., LEW: II, 350f., De Vaan 2008: 484f.). While it would be
tempting to reonstrut a Proto-Indo-European denominative deponent, both the Vedi and
the Latin form are analyzable as synhroni denominatives to páti- and potis, respetively.
Moreover, the variation in the objet ase suggests an old stative or inhoative formation
with a possessor subjet (`be/beome master of'). In the Rigveda, pátya- takes ausative
objets in 16 out of 28 passages (twie with the preverb abhí), the instrumental twie, and
the loative ve times (sometimes with a dative). The Avestan passages all have ausative
objets, while Latin varies between ausative, genitive, and ablative (ausative is more
ommon in Old Latin than in Classial Latin, but there does not seem to be any dierene in
meaning between the dierent ases (DELL: 528)). Sine transitivity alone is not a riterium
for deponent status, and sine the verb does not otherwise show agentive behavior, I have
exluded it from the deponent lass.
6.4.9 Summary
The middle verbs disussed in this setion an mostly be explained as PIE anonial middles,
although some of them oasionally show deponent-like behavior in the individual branhes.
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So far, we have seen that Proto-Indo-European had present-stem based deponents (Setion
6.2) and anonial middles (Setion 6.4). Old aorist formations are typially not found in
either lass (with the possible exeptions of *med and *sek
u
“ ). I have argued in the previous
hapters that Indo-European deponents never reet old (root) aorists. In the next setion, I
argue that anonial middles, on the other hand, are often based on an inherited aorist beside
whih we usually nd an equally old present stem. The averbo of an old anonial middle is
thus markedly dierent from that of an old deponent.
6.5 Proto-Indo-European middle aorists
A thorough disussion of all anonial middle aorists that are reonstrutible for the proto-
language is outside the sope of this thesis, but even a preliminary survey shows that middle
aorists dier from middle presents in never surfaing as deponents in the individual branhes.
The biggest lass of aorist-based media tantum belongs to what Jasano (2003) alls
stative-intransitive systems. These onsist of anonial middles (usually stative, antiausative,
and experiener verbs) whih made a PIE *h
2
e-onjugation aorist, a stative perfet, and (de-
pending on the branh) a *i
“
e/o-present or an athemati middle present with zero grade of
the root (stative-intransitive athemati root present, dentalless middle). The *h
2
e-aorists
tend to surfae as passive aorists in Vedi and were sometimes replaed by 	e-aorists in Greek,
but reexes of middle root aorists are also found in Vedi and Greek. Moreover, a number
of the assoiated formations (notably the perfet and some of the present stems) surfae as
formally ative formations in the individual branhes, usually in ases where they enter a
transitivity alternation (p. Hittite l	aki below).
Not all of these aorists are synhronially non-oppositional, but the oppositional ative is
usually younger than than the middle and derivationally based on it. The following aorists
an be onsidered representative (this list is based on Jasano 2003: h. 6):
 *b
h
eu
“
d
h
`wake up': aor.: Ved. ábodhi , 3pl. ábudhran,budhánta `woke up'; Gk. eputhóm	en
`I learned', pres.: Ved. bódhati ; búdhyate `wakes up; is awake', YAv. (-)b	uiδiia- `wake
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up'; Gk. peúthomai `learn, pereive'; OCS bżditż `is awake', perf.: Gk. pépusmai `have
learned, know', Ved. bubudh	aná- `having woken up'.
 *“geu
“
s `try, taste': aor.: Ved. jus
˙
	an
˙
á-, 3pl. jus
˙
anta, ajus
˙
ran `like, try', pres.: Gk.
geúomai `taste', perf.: Ved. jujós
˙
a `has tried, likes', Goth. kaus `tested'.
 *leg
h
`lie down': aor.: Hitt. l	aki `knoks down' (tr.) (synhronially an ative present
based on a *h
2
e-aorist with seondary transitivization, Jasano 2003: 149.), Gk. élekto
`lied down', OCS -leºe `lied down', pres.: Gk. lékhetai `lies down to sleep' (Hsh.), Toh.
B pres. II lya±äm `lies', OIr. laigid `lies (down)', Goth. ligan `lie' (< *-i
“
e/o-), Fal. leet
`lies' ; Hitt. lag	ari `bends' (itr.), OCS -leºitż `lies', both from *l
e
g
h
-ór (Jasano 2003:
166, 170, Jasano 2004: 160); perf.: Gk. lelokhua `woman in hildbed' (from the
perfet partiiple), Goth. lag `lay'.
 *leu
“
k `shine': aor.: Hitt. lukta `dawns', Ved ru	aná- `shining'
32
, Toh. A lyokät `beame
bright' (< Presigmati aorist with o/ø-ablaut *lou
“
k-to, root initial palatalization ir-
regular), Jasano (2003: 180)), pres.: Ved. róate `shines, is bright', YAv. ptp. raoin
˙
t -
`bright', Toh. B subj. II lyu±tär `lights up' (< *leu
“
k-e-); Toh. B lyuketär `shines' <
*luk-ó-tor ← *luk-ór), perf.: Ved. ruróa `has lit up, is bright'.
 *men `think': aor.: Ved. ámata `thought (of)', OAv. man
˙
t	a;
33
Gk. emán	en `beame
mad' (Greek 	e-aorists funtionally replae old intransitive middle root aorists, Jasano
(2004: 163)), pres.: Ved. mányate `thinks (of), onsiders' (also manuté `remembers'),
OAv. mainiien
˙
t	e, Gk. maínomai `rages, beome mad', OIr. -mainethar `thinks, believes'
(do-moinethar `supposes, believes') (all from *mn
˚
-i
“
é/ó-); OCS mžnitż `thinks', Lith.
mìni `remembers', Goth. munaiþ `remembers, ommemorates' (all from *mn
˚
(n)-ór),
perf.: Gk. mémona `remember, have in mind', Lat. memin	 `remember', Ved. plupf.
32
No nite aor. forms in Vedi.
33
Pae LIV
2
: 435f., the Avestan full grade middle preserves the original ablaut grade.
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ámaman `remembered', YAv. 3sg. mamne `thought', Goth. ga-man `remembers'.
34
 *mers `forget': aor.: Ved. RV 3.33.8 m
´¯
a mr
˙
s
˙
t
˙
h	as `do not forget!'; 3pl. mr
˙
s
˙
anta, Toh. B
subj. V m	arsam
˙
`will forget' (< *h
2
e-onjugation aorist *mórs-e), pres.: Ved. m¯
˙
s
˙
yate
`forgets'; Toh. B märsetär `forgets' (< *mr
˚
s-ó-tor ← *mr
˚
s
˙
-ór), perf.: Ved. pra-
mamárs
˙
a `is forgetful, keeps forgetting'.
 *ped `fall': aor.: Ved. apadran, OCS pado˛ `they fell', pres.: Ved. pádyate `falls', YAv.
subj. paiδii	aite, perf.: Ved. pap	ada `has fallen down, sunk down', OE ge-f÷t `fell'.
 *i
“
et `take up position': aor.: Ved. yat	aná- `positioned, xed'
35
, TB subj. V y	atam
˙
`will be apable (of)', pres.: Ved. yátate `positions oneself', Lat. n	tor `leans, supports
oneself' (< *ni-i
“
et-e/o-, LIV
2
: 314); Toh. B yototär , Toh. A yatatär `is able to' (p.
Malzahn (2010: 787)), perf.: Ved. yetire `are standing rmly, are xed', OAv. y	oiθ@m	a.
 *nes `return': aor.: Ved. opt. sám nas	mahi `may we reunite', Gk. ptp. ásmenos `save;
glad', pres.: Ved. násate `reunites with; returns', Gk. néomai `return home', Goth.
ga-nisan `be saved'; Ved. ní 
msate `seek, ome to', Gk. n´¯somai `return' (?),36 perf.:
Goth. ga-nas `was saved'.
 *sperd
h
`run away': aor.: Hitt. i²parzasta `esaped', Ved. áspr
˙
dhran `ompeted', pres.:
Ved. spárdhate `ompetes, is in ontest with'.
Another very likely andidate is the root *d
h
eu
“
g
h
`be/make useful' with the onspiuous
zero grade stative present *d
h
ug
h
-ó(r), 3pl. *d
h
ug
h
-ró(r) seen in Vedi duhé `milks; gives
milk', 3pl. duh-ré, duhaté
37
(on the use of duhé see Got	o 1991, Kümmel 1996: 53., Got	o
34
But not Hitt. m	emai `speaks', whih is from *me-moH-i- (`stammer'), Jasano (2003: 118).
35
No other aorist forms attested.
36
Toh. A nas-, B nes- `be' does not reet a perfet (pae LIV
2
: 454), but either a *h
2
e-present with
R(o/e)-ablaut or a Narten-present with analogial depalatalization, thus Jasano (2003: 74; 224).
37
Also Proto-Germani 3sg. *dugai[þ℄ > Old Ielandi dugir `gives help', Jasano 1978: 73., 2003: 159.
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1997: 170.) and a perfet (Ved. dudóha `has milked', but more often middle,
38
Goth. daug
`is useful'). So far, this root fulls all the riteria for a stative-intransitive system root.
However, the only aorist formation attested is the Greek zero grade themati aorist étukhon
`happen to be at, haned upon'.
39
While root stative-intransitive presents like *d
h
ug
h
-ó(r)
are derivationally related to R(o/e)-h
2
e-aorists (via internal derivation, Jasano 2003: 171,
Jasano To appear), there is no diret evidene for suh an aorist in this partiular ase.
More examples of old aorist-based media tantum paradigms an easily be found, and most
of these also have old present formations. They dier in this from the deponents disussed
in Setion 6.2, whih are usually restrited to a partiular present stem formation and whih
rarely have a live synhroni aorist paradigm (although Greek was somewhat more enthu-
siasti in extending deponent behavior from presents to new aorists of the same verb), and
pratially never an old one.
This onlusion is similar to the one drawn by Meiser (2009), where, however, it is phrased
rather dierently. Meiser also notes a disrepany between middle root aorists and presents,
but ontrary to what I have argued so far, he laims that deponeny in PIE was often restrited
to an old root aorist:
Weit häuger als durhgängige Deponentien nden sih allerdings Paradigmen,
bei denen lediglih der Grundstamm  in aller Regel der WA (...)  (mindestens
früheinzelsprahlih) ausshlieÿlih medial ektiert, ...
(Meiser 2009: 319)
However, the table following this quote illustrates that this means that the oppositional
ative of an old middle root aorist paradigm is often found making only a present, but no
aorist stem (while the middle root aorist also has a middle present, as I have argued above),
38
This perfet ould also be an inner-Vedi formation, p. Kümmel (2000a: 250).
39
The late PIE themati present itself may have ultimately originated in root stative-intransitive presents
of the type *u
“
id-ór , see Jasano (To appear).
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but sine the oppositional ative in these ases is usually seondary, this may not be too
surprising. Furthermore, Meiser does not distinguish between media tantum and deponents,
that is, between anonial and non-anonial uses of middle morphology. His approah is
desriptive; all attested middle-only verbs are listed and grouped aording to the semanti
lasses established by Kemmer (1993), hene the problem of mismathes does not arise.
One this is taken into aount, most of Meiser's deponents turn out to be anonial middles,
so that his generalization onerning aorist middles and my own onerning the onnetion
between aspetual stem type and deponeny in (9) are not inompatible.
(9) Proto-Indo-European deponents/non-anonial middles are restrited to roots that
make a primary present stem, while Proto-Indo-European anonial middles (alternat-
ing and non-alternating) an make either a primary present or a primary aorist.
The deeper reason for this is not lear, so (9) has the status of a mere observation for now. If
the onnetion between deponeny and Aktionsart disussed in Setion 4.4.1 holds, (9) ould
be due to the fat that Aktionsart-stem forming suxes were assoiated with the present stem
rather than with the aorist stem in Proto-Indo-European (why this should be so is, of ourse,
also not quite lear). In that ase, the observation in (9) ould be redued to whatever
motivates deponeny (or maybe non-ative morphology more generally) in the ontext of
partiular Aktionsart types. As mentioned above, this topi awaits further study.
6.6 Conlusion
I have argued in this hapter that separating media tantum from deponents via the denition
of the anonial funtion (or rather, anonial syntati environments) of middle morphology
allows for a more ne-grained distintion between dierent types of middle paradigms in
Proto-Indo-European. In partiular, I have shown that it is possible to reonstrut non-
anonial middlesdeponentsalready for the proto-language, whih is expeted from the
perspetive of the general typology of ativenon-ative voie systems.
The ruial dierene between anonial and non-anonial middles is that the latter are
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never made from aoristi roots (at least at the PIE stage). This is summarized in the following
table.
Table 52. PIE Media tantum & deponents
media tantum deponents
ext.arg. = agent % "
transitive " "
aorist-based " %
Examples *
“
kei
“
, *mers, *men, et. *deh
2
-i
“
-, *med , *h
2
neh
3
, et.
That deponents are in fat non-anonial middles beause they are agentive has been
motivated at length in Chapter 2. I have also argued that transitivity alone is not a deisive
riterion for distinguishing between anonial and non-anonial middles. The new nding is
that this distintion between the two lasses translates into a distintion in their averbos: the
presene vs. absene of old aorist stems.
Furthermore, we may also onstrut a fairly detailed relative hronology of deponent
(and, generally, medium tantum) behavior based on what we know about the dierent stages
of morphologial renewal that the middle endings underwent. Pre-Proto-Indo-European had
a bivalent voie system with ative (*-mi) vs. non-ative/middle (*-h
2
e) endings. The latter
was subjet to several waves of morphologial renewal and reharaterization on the way to
the daughter branhes; the most important split-o points are summarized in the gure
below (based on Jasano To appear).
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(10) Development of the *h2e-onjugation/proto-middle
1. Proto-middle
-h
2
e, *-th
2
e, *-e
2. Middle
-h
2
e(r), *-th
2
e(r), *-o(r)
4. Dentalless middle
-h
2
e(r/i
“
), *-th
2
e(r/i
“
)/*-soi
“
, *-o(r/i
“
)
IIr. stative
Hitt. a(ri)-middles
OIr. berar -passive
5. PIE middle
-(m)h
2
e(r/i
“
), *-th
2
e(r/i
“
)/*-soi
“
, *-to(r/i
“
)
3. Neo-ative
PIE perfet
themati onjugation
Hitt. h
ˇ
i-onjugation
In ombination with the methodologial riteria disussed in Setion 6.2, this gives us
an idea of how old the proposed deponents are relative to the morphologial renewals of the
individual branhes.
Of the 6 relatively seure deponents of Setion 6.2, 3 belong at least to pre-Graeo-Aryan:
*h
1
e-h
1
ug
u
“
h
-to(i
“
) `praises', *i
“
i-i
“
@h2-to(i
“
) `seeks, demands', and *dái
“
(h
2
)-e-toi
“
`distributes'. We
may still be able to say more about the internal morphologial and semanti prehistory of
these forms; the point here is that their deponent status must at least belong to this stage.
2 deponents are dentalless middles in Hittite with transitive middle ognates elsewhere in
the family (*péh
2
-s-or `protets' and *h
2
n
˚
h
3
-or `sorns'), suggesting that they belong to an
older layer of PIE middles.
Finally, we have two ases in whih non-ative morphology paired with transitive syn-
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tax may go all the way bak to the proto-middle. The rst one is *med `measure'; I have
argued in Setion 6.2.5 that this may ultimately go bak to a *h
2
e-present *m
´¯
ed-e/*méd-r
˚
s
⇒ *m˘¯ed-(t)o(r/i
“
) ⇒ *m´¯ed-e-toi
“
/r , *méd-e-toi
“
/r , based partially on the reonstrution by
Villanueva Svensson (2006). The seond one is *déh
2
-i
“
- `distribute', whose reonstrution as
a deponent is based only on Greek and Indo-Iranian, but whih an be traed bak to a *h
2
e-
onjugation i-present *déh
2
-i
“
-e through internal reonstrution (p. the disussion in Jasano
2003: 103.). The problem with these forms is that a proto-middle with ative meaning and
transitive syntax should have been remade as formally ative on the way to the individual
branhes. That is, it should have beome a neo-ative (node 3 in (10)), mostly likely a
themati ative in Greek and Indo-Iranian. It is not lear why *m
´¯
ed-e and *déh
2
-i
“
-e esaped
this fate, sine there were several opportunities for morphologial remodeling.
As for the root ablaut grades, no lear generalization emerges. Full grade seems to be
the ommon denominator (we also have two zero-grade redupliated middles) for all of the
forms in Setions 6.2-6.4, not unexpetedly given the observation that root present media
tantum in general prefer full grade of the root (Watkins 1969: 113), Hollield 1977: 128,
Villanueva Svensson 2003: 145, Villanueva Svensson 2012: 341), but how this relates to the
derivational prehistory of these verbs warrants more researh.
To onlude, in reonstruting the distribution of the PIE ative (*-mi , *-si , *-ti) vs. the
(proto-)middle set of endings (*h
2
e, *-th
2
e, *-e), we need to distinguish between anonial and
non-anonial uses of the latter, in addition to distinguishing between oppositional and non-
oppositional middles. We also have to take into aount the dierent hronologial split-o
points that led to morphologial renewal.
In order to do this, we rst need to establish how the Indo-European languages syn-
hronially treat media tantum and deponent verbs and what their averbos look like in these
languages. While I have attempted to do this for deponents in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Hittite,
and Latin, more researh on the development of anonial non-oppositional middles is needed.
However, I believe that the methodologial guidelines outlined in this and the previous hap-
ters will make a useful starting point for suh future researh.
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Chapter 7
Conlusion
The starting point of this thesis was the intuition that verbs like Latin hortor `exhort, om-
mand', Vedi tr
´¯
ayate `protets', and Modern Greek metahirizome `use' have the wrong
exponents of voie morphology: they use non-ative morphology, but appear in syntatially
ative environments. This kind of feature mismath is found in a variety of dierent, geneti-
ally unrelated languages with the same type of voie system. I have dubbed this Greek-type
voie system, whih exhibits an opposition between ative and non-ative inetional voie
morphology (or a trivalent system with designated passive morphology). Cruially, non-ative
morphology in suh a system an be haraterized as showing voie synretism, that is, it is
found in a ross-linguistially stable group of syntati environments. I have disussed these
environments in Chapter 2; they enompass both alternating and non-alternating ontexts
(antiausatives, reexives, reiproals, dispositional/generi onstrutions, passives, statives,
experiener verbs, et.). I have argued that the intuition that some verbs that take non-
ative morphology fall outside these anonial ontexts is orret, and I have dened the term
deponents to refer exlusively to these non-anonial middles. This is in line with urrent
researh that suggests that the majority of verbs taking non-ative/middle morphology in
Greek-type languages, inluding middle-only verbs, are atually anonial middles (Kallulli
2013, Zombolou and Alexiadou 2014). The ruial feature that distinguishes anonial from
non-anonial middles (deponents) is the fat that their surfae subjet is an agent DP. Sine
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this is atually ontested in the literature, part of the empirial ontribution of this thesis
has been to provide evidene for the agent (rather than experiener) status of the external
argument of deponents (Setion 4.2).
The disussion of the morphosyntati mirovariation in deponent behavior onstitutes
another important empirial ontribution. Previous researh on deponents (normally dened
in the broad sense) has usually foused on only one or two languages (very often Latin
and/or Greek). I have argued that this has led to some inorret generalizations, for example,
onerning the ability of deponents to passivize and the syntati behavior of deponents in
non-nite environments. I have given a omparative typology of deponents in Vedi Sanskrit,
Hittite, Anient Greek, and Latin in Chapter 3 and ompared these non-informant languages
to a modern language with the same kind of voie system, Modern Greek.
On the theoretial side, I have argued that the key to understanding deponeny is atually
the voie synretism exhibited by non-ative morphology in Greek-type voie systems. I
have followed a line of researh that argues that this an be explained if ative/non-ative
morphology spells out the funtional head v [ag℄ in dierent syntati environments: v [ag℄ is
spelled out as ative if it introdues an external argument and as non-ative if it does not. In
other words, voie morphology of this type is post-syntati and does not eet alternations
in the syntati omponent, following Embik (1997), (1998), (2004a) and, similarly, Kallulli
(2007) and (2013). While the exat mehanism of this proess in anonial environments was
not the primary onern of this thesis, I have spent some time eluidating it to show how the
same mehanism an be used to derive non-anonial middles. I have argued in Chapter 4
that the agent argument in deponents is introdued in a non-anonial position below v [ag℄,
thus pre-empting the mehanism that would otherwise lead to the spelling out of ative
morphology. The strutural parallel for this are self-benefatives, in whih the surfae subjet
is introdued by an appliative head Appl
ben
below vP[ag℄and then moves to Spe.TP. This
struture likewise triggers non-ative morphology, even though benefative prediates are on
the surfae agentive. I have followed Embik (among others) in assuming that agentivity is
a semanti property of the head v [ag℄, independent of whether or not this head merges a
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DP in its speier, and this is also why merging an agent DP below v [ag℄ triggers mismath
behavior.
As for the nature of the projetion that introdues the agent in deponents, I have argued
that it is the verbalizing head V, sine deponent behavior is inextriably linked to the ver-
bal stem morphology of deponents. I have shown that in Vedi and Greek, deponents are
restrited to the imperfetive (present) stem, and I have argued that the funtional head that
is spelled out as verbal stem forming sux also introdues an agent DP in deponents. I have
alled this projetion Vι, following Doron (2003) (and passim)'s researh on Aktionsart and
the intensive template in Hebrew.
The exat nature of Vι remains an open question. I have argued that it relates to im-
perfetive aspet in Vedi and Greek, and more onretely to a type of Aktionsart that may
be similar to Doron's intensive template: iterative, intensive, or habitual. Sine no suh
spei semantis are traeable in the deponents that I disuss in Chapter 3, I have alled
this projetion imperfetive, albeit in a very broad sense, and more researh on its exat
nature is needed.
In Chapter 5, I have disussed the impliations of this analysis for the verbal system of
the older Indo-European languages. I have shown that the post-syntati approah to non-
ative morphology makes the right preditions for the apparent o-ourrene of passive and
middle morphology in Vedi and passive and ative morphology in Greek. I have furthermore
shown that it also predits the variation with respet to mismath behavior of the non-nite
formations of deponent verbs: nominalizations that inlude the v [ag℄-V-omplex ontinue
deponent behavior, while it is suspended in nominalizations that attah diretly to the root.
Finally, I have attempted to answer the diult question of why only Greek-type lan-
guages have deponents. I have argued that languages like English are not sensitive to whether
or not v [ag℄ has a speier, and that a lexial entry that would trigger deponent behavior in
a language like Greek will always fail to do so in a language like English. I have provided ar-
guments in favor of a lexial entry that speies the syntati ontext for the agent argument,
rather than a feature [pass℄ or [NonAt℄ on the root, as in previous approahes. However,
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the exat formulation of this entry may have to be rened, and may vary from language to
language.
While a large part of this thesis is dediated to establishing the synhroni morphosyntati
patterns of deponent verbs in Vedi, Greek, Hittite, and Latin and its onsequenes for the
theory of the interation of voie morphology with the syntati omponent, there is also
an important diahroni aspet to the question of deponeny. This is most immediately
lear with respet to the development of individual lexial items that start out as anonial
middles and turn into non-anonial middles in the ourse of time. I have outlined how my
analysis of deponeny as having low agents makes a very straightforward analysis proess
available by whih the surfae subjets of anonial transitive middles (in partiular those of
self-benefatives and experiener verbs) an beome reanalyzed as agents.
The fous of the diahroni parts of this dissertation, however, has been on the general
impliations of this analysis and general framework for reonstruting PIE deponents. In terms
of the reonstrution of the Proto-Indo-European voie system I have argued that we an go
beyond traing the development of individual lexial items from anonial to non-anonial
middles and delineate the anonial funtions of middle morphology at dierent stages of its
development more generally, and that the reonstrution of deponent behavior an help us
establish these anonial funtions. I have followed Jasano (2003) in assuming an essentially
bivalent voie system for (pre-)Proto-Indo-European and its desendants, and I have shown
that we an reonstrut mismath verbs for the suessive stages of morphologial renewal of
the proto-middle from pre-PIE to the daughter languages. This nding ontributes to the
ongoing debate about the funtion of the PIE middle by approahing the problem from the
opposite diretion: by establishing that PIE had the type of voie system where morphology
oasionally does not math syntax, we an gain a better understanding of the environments
where it does.
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Appendix
A. Hittite
A.I Introdution
Sine Hittite transferred most if its transitive middles to the ative onjugation between Old
Hittite (OH) and Neo-Hittite (NH; see Honer and Melhert 2008: 233f.) I onentrate on
the synhroni situation in OH and Middle Hittite (MH). I furthermore follow the ommon
pratie of distinguishing between texts redated in Old Sript (OS), Middle Sript (MS), and
New Sript (NS).
Hittite deponents an be grouped into two lasses, distinguished by the 3sg. middle ending
they take. The majority of Hittite deponents takes the dentalless ending -a(ri), whih is
arhai ompared to the synhronially produtive 3sg. -atta(ri) taken by a smaller group of
deponents. The following lassiation is based on Melhert (2012). I rst give the relevant
forms of the morphologially middle deponent paradigm and then ite the formally ative
forms, if there are any. Only forms that are syntatially passive will be listed under pass..
A.II Deponents in -a(ri)
ark- `limb, mount sexually' *h
1
er“gh
Lit.: LIV
2
: 238, Neu (1968a: 14) (
1
ark - `ut' +
2
ark - `mount'), HW: I, 301f., HED: I, 142f.,
HEG: I, 59, Kloekhorst (2008: 203).
Pres. 3sg. arkatta (OH/MS), 3sg. arga (MH/NS)
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Pres.ptp. arkant- (OS)
At. 3sg.pres.at. 	arki (MH/NS)
1
The partiiple is only used attributively and has the passive reading typial of Hittite
ant-partiiples assoiated with transitive prediates, e.g.:
KBo 2.12 v 9.:
1
1
UDU
sheep
²uppi²tuwaran
onserated
natta
not
arkántan
mounted.pres.ptp.a
SAL
-i²punnala²
fem-I²punalla
dai
takes
The i²punalla-priestess takes one onserated, unmounted sheep.
h
ˇ
anna- `ontest at law, sue; judge' *h
2
neh
3
Lit.: LIV
2
: 282, Neu (1968a: 39f.), Neu (1968b: 61f.), Watkins (1969: 76), Eihner (1970),
HW: II,2, 135., HED: III, 77., HEG: I, 146f., Kloekhorst (2008: 282.)
Pres. 2sg. h
ˇ
annatta(ri) (OH/MS), 3sg. h
ˇ
annari (OH/NS)
Pres.ptp. h
ˇ
annant - (MH/NS)
Pret. 3sg. h
ˇ
ann(at)at (OH/MS)
Pass. 3sg.pret.mid. h
ˇ
ann(at)at (3x)
At. 3sg.pres. h
ˇ
annai (MS), 2pl.ipv. h
ˇ
anni²ten (MH/MS), 2sg.ipv. h
ˇ
anni
(MH/MS)
Three attestations of the preterit middle have a passive reading aording to Neu (1968a:
39), e.g.:
1
Kümmel 2014b: 111 also ites ative arkanzi , but this forms belongs to ark - `divide', HW: I, 300f.,
Kloekhorst (2008: 204f.)
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KUB 12.63 obv. 33:
h
ˇ
anne²²a-²et
judgment-3sg.n.poss.pron
h
ˇ
annat
judge.3sg.pret.mid
	
UL
not
[J℄udgment was not passed on him
2
Puhvel, HED: III, 83, suggests that the passive use of h
ˇ
annat in this passage was taken
over from the phrase h
ˇ
anne²s
ˇ
ar h
ˇ
annan adjudiated ase, in whih the present partiiple
has the passive reading expeted of a partiiple of a transitive verb (p. also Eihner 1970:
15, n. 17). However, the use of the neuter possessive pronoun together with the fat that
all other verbal attestations of the phrase h
ˇ
anne²²ar h
ˇ
anna- are ative (bring suit, start a
lawsuit, later pass judgment) means that the passage ould equally well be translated as
Hei did not make a ase against himj/Hei did not judge hisj ase.
The other two passages ited by Neu (1968a: 39) as instanes of passive use have the same
phrase as KUB 12.63 above (minus the possessive pronoun): h
ˇ
anne²²ar h
ˇ
annadda[t℄ (KUB
34.51 5
3
) and h
ˇ
annatat (78/e rev. 4). As Craig Melhert has pointed out to me, it is notewor-
thy that the potential passive uses of h
ˇ
anna- our with -tta(ri) rather than -a(ri), and are
moreover restrited to the phrase h
ˇ
anne²²ar h
ˇ
anna-, generally onsidered to be a alque based
on Akkadian. In other words, we ould be dealing with a borrowed syntati onstrution
that was outtted with the produtive passive morphology of the target language, namely
-tta(ri). This reeives onrmation from the fat that there are no instanes of passive use of
h
ˇ
anna- in its older meaning `ontest at law, sue'.
2
Thus HED: III, 79, p. also Friedrih 1944: 210, Neu 1968a: 39, and Puhvel 1986: 151.
3
HW: II,2, 137 atually translate this passage as ative.
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hˇ
att(a)- `slit, sarie (by utting the sarial vitim's throat)' [*h
2
et
4
℄
Lit.: LIV
2
: 274, Neu (1968a: 51.), Neu (1968b: 55), HW: III,1, 483., HED: III,1, 248.,
HEG: II, 215, Kloekhorst (2008: 330.).
Pres. 3sg. h
ˇ
attari (OS), 3pl. h
ˇ
attanta (OS)
Pres.ptp. h
ˇ
attant- (OS), [h
ˇ
azziant - (OS), p. ative stem℄
Pret. h
ˇ
attat (MH)
At. 3pl.pres. h
ˇ
attanzi (MS)
Only middle forms of the stem h
ˇ
att-, later h
ˇ
atta-, are attested from OH on; ative forms
are seurely attested only in MH. Kloekhorst (2008: 331) suggests that the stem h
ˇ
att(a)- was
originally formally middle, while the orresponding ative was made from a dierent stem
h
ˇ
azziya- (< *h
ˇ
att-ya- < *i
“
e/o-). However, the attested forms of this verb mean `strike' rather
than `slit, prik' and are grouped with a separate, alternating verb h
ˇ
azziya- by Neu 1968a: 53,
whom I follow here. The non-ative forms of h
ˇ
atta- are never passive (Neu 1968a: 51). The
oasional reexive use of non-ative forms (+ za) is attested but annot be onrmed for
OH. This may indiate that the non-ative forms were seondarily onstrued as oppositional
one h
ˇ
att(a)- started to inet as ative in MH. The following passage exemplies this (newer)
oppositional use of non-ative h
ˇ
atta (OH/NS):
KUB I 14 ii 8.:
EGIR=U=ma
Then=his=but
LÚ.ME
zilipuriyatalla²
m.pl.Zilipuri-priests
uwanzi
ome.3pl
nu=za
part=refl
6-U
6-times
walh
ˇ
anzi
hit.3pl
1=a²=za=kan
1=he=refl=part
[℄U=ZU
hand=his
h
ˇ
atta
pieres
1=a²=ma=za=kan
1=he=but=refl=part
[GÌ℄R-U
foot=his
h
ˇ
atta
pieres
Then the (two) priests of Zilipuri ome. They hit themselves six times. One (of them) pieres
his hand, (the other) one pieres his foot.
4
Only in Anatolian, p. LIV
2
.
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hˇ
uett(i)- `pluk, pull' [*h
2
u
“
et
5
℄
Lit.: LIV
2
: 294, Neu (1968a: 56.), Neu (1968b: 60f.), HED: III, 343., HEG: I, 272f.,
Oettinger (2007), Kloekhorst (2008: 349.), Jasano (2012a).
Pres. 2sg. h
ˇ
uezta (OH/MS); 3sg. h
ˇ
ue/ittiyari (MS), 3pl. h
ˇ
uetti(y)anta (OS)
Pres.ptp. h
ˇ
uettiant - (OS)
Pret. h
ˇ
uittiyati (OS), h
ˇ
uettiyat
6
(OH/MS)
At. 3sg.pres. h
ˇ
uettiazzi (MH), 3pl. h
ˇ
uettianzi (OH/MS), ipv. h
ˇ
uetti (OH/MS),
3pl.pret. h
ˇ
uettier (MH/MS)
This verb is exlusively transitive in OH, the oasional passive readings are only found in
NH and/or NS texts, and ruially only with the produtive ending -tta(ri) rather than -a(ri).
i²kalla- `tear, slit' *skelH
Lit.: LIV
2
: 553, Neu (1968a: 76), Neu (1968b: 55), Oettinger (1976b: 126f.), HED: II, 413.,
HEG: 397f., Kloekhorst (2008: 399).
Pres. 3sg. i²kall	ari (OH/NS)
Pres.ptp. i²kallant - (NS)
Pret. 3sg. i²kallatta (MH/NS)
At. 3sg.pres. i²kallai (OH/NS), 3pl. i²kallanzi (OH/NS), 2sg.ipv. i²kalli
(MH/MS), 1sg.pret. i²kallah
ˇ
h
ˇ
un (NS)
Sine the ative and middle forms ome from the same hronologial layer of texts, it
is diult to deide whih ones are older. However, both the ative and the middle forms
are syntatially ative and transitive, whih makes it somewhat more likely that this verb
5
Only in Anatolian, but *h
2
ut-i
“
e/o- should have given *h
ˇ
uzziya- rather than attested h
ˇ
uettiya- (both stems
attested from OH on). Melhert (1984: 88, fn. 16) therefore proposes *h
2
u
“
ed
h
h
2
, p. also Kloekhorst (2008:
352).
6
Ative aording to Kloekhorst (2008: 349.) and Kümmel (2014b: 144), but see Jasano (2012a: fn. 26).
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was originally a formally middle deponent that was later remade as a formally ative h
ˇ
i-verb
(p. ark -, h
ˇ
anna-, pah
ˇ
² -). The oldest seurely attested form is atually the 2sg.ipv. i²kalli ,
but the imperative ending -i has been analyzed both as formally middle (Oettinger 2007, p.
also Kümmel 2014b) and as formally ative (Jasano 2012a, p. also Kloekhorst 2008). Vine
(1999a: 566) argues that this verb belongs to the family of Gk. skúll	o `ay', Lith. skélti `split',
et.
pah
ˇ
²- `protet' *peh
2
-s-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 460, Neu (1968a: 130.), Neu (1968b: 63f.), HED: VIII, 4., HEG: II, 361.,
CHD: P, 2., Kloekhorst (2008: 611.)
Pres. 3sg. pah
ˇ
²a(ri) (MH/MS), 3pl. pah
ˇ
²anta (OH/MS), 2pl.ipv. pah
ˇ
h
ˇ
a²dumat
(MH/MS),
Pret. ( pah
ˇ
h
ˇ
a²tat (NH))
At. 1sg.pres. pah
ˇ
h
ˇ
a²h
ˇ
i (MH/NS), 2sg.ipv. pah
ˇ
²i (OH/NS, MH/MS), 2pl.
pah
ˇ
h
ˇ
a²ten (MH/MS); pah
ˇ
²nu-
zi
(OS+)
The middle forms are older than the ative ones and are syntatially ative and transitive
(forming an indiret reexive with za was apparently possible later, f. KUB 36.127 vs. 8),
just like the orresponding nu-stem. However, pah
ˇ
²- was also ineted as an ative at least
from MH on, originally as a h
ˇ
i-verb (f. Kloekhorst 2008: 612).
par²(i)- `break'
Lit.: Neu (1968a: 139f.), Neu (1968b: 56f.), HED: VIII, 150., HEG: II, 491., CHD: P,
180., Kloekhorst (2008: 642f.)
Pres. 1sg. para²h
ˇ
a (OS), 3sg. par²iya (OS), par²iyari (MS), 3pl. par²anda (OS),
par²iyand/ta (OS)
Pres.ptp. par²iyant - (OS), par²ant- (MH)
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At. 1pl.pres. par²uwani (OS), 3sg. par²iazzi (MH/MS), 3pl. par²iyanzi
(OH/MS), 1sg.pret. par²iyanun (MH/MS)
The middle forms of par²(i)- are very ommon in OH; the ative forms only ath on in
MH. In OH, the middle forms are exlusively ative and transitive. The three attestations
in whih middle forms of par²(i)- have an intransitive/antiausative reading (`break, disinte-
grate') are MH/NS; two our in the same text.
7
tuh
ˇ
²- `ut o'
Lit.: Neu (1968a: 175.), Neu (1968b: 65) (both: tuh
ˇ
² - `ut' + tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u² - `end'), HEG: III,
411., Kloekhorst (2008: 890f.)
Pres. 3sg. tuh
ˇ
²a(ri) (OS)
Pres.ptp. tuh
ˇ
²ant - (OH/MS)
Pret. 3sg. tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u²tat (MH/MS), tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u²tati (OH/NS)
Passive 3sg. tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u²tat (MH/MS), 1x
At. 3sg.pres. tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u²zi (OH/MS), 3pl. tuh
ˇ
²anzi (OH/MS), 3sg.pret. tuh
ˇ
²et
(OH/MS), 1pl.pret. tuh
ˇ
²umen (OH/MS)
I follow Kloekhorst (2008) in synhronially separating tuh
ˇ
² - `ut' from tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u² - `end'. To
the latter belong the intransitive uses of the 3sg. preterit middle tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u²ta ited by Neu (1968a:
176).
The middle forms of tuh
ˇ
² - are older than the ative ones (whih are OH/MS+) and are
ative and transitive. There is one Middle Hittite instane of apparently passive use of a
middle form, the 3sg.pret. tuh
ˇ
h
ˇ
u²tat in KBo 39.8 i 41 (f. Rost 1953: 350f., Miller 2004: 66),
and again we see that the passive reading is assoiated with a 3sg. in -tta(ri) rather than
-a(ri). As for the two instanes of the 3sg.ipv.mid. tuh
ˇ
²aru in the same text (KBo 39.8 ii
7
KBo 6.34, see CHD: P, 182 and Oettinger (1976a: 9), who translates the rst instanes (i 38) as passive.
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13, f. Miller 2004: 71), the fat that the putative subjets are plural make it unlikely that
these are indeed passives (pae Miller, lo.it., and Neu 1968a: 176), espeially sine hurtau²
`urses' in line 14 is unambiguously ausative, suggesting an impersonal ative onstrution
8
:
KBo 39.8 ii 13-14:
[tu(h
ˇ
)
uh
ˇ(²)℄aru
ut.o.3sg.ipv.mid
ap	el
that.gen
UD-a²
day-gen
EME-
H
ˇ
I.A
tongue-pl
tuh
ˇ
uh
ˇ²aru=wa
ut.o.3sg.ipv.mid
[(ap	el)℄
[(that.gen)℄
UD-a[²
day-gen
h
ˇ
℄urtau²
urses.a.pl
Let one/him ut o the tongues of that day! Let one/him ut o the urses of that day!
A further ompliation is introdued by the fat that there are parallel passages that a-
tually use a periphrasti passive, as in the following ase (ited after Miller 2004: 66):
KBo 39.8 i 48-49:
[(nu=wa=²m)℄a²=kan
part-quot-you.dat-part
tuh
ˇ
uh
ˇ²an
ut.o.pres.ptp.nom.n
	e²tu
be.3sg.ipv.mid
tuegga²
bodies.gen
apeda²
those.gen
[(UD-a²
day-gen
E)℄ME-
H
ˇ
I.A
tongue-pl
Miller translates let the tongues of those days be removed from your persons!, but EME
`tongue' is plural and (usually) ommune and should therefore not agree with a neuter singular
partiiple. A possible solution is provided by Rost (1953: 351), who translates <das> soll
von euh abgetrennt sein, <nämlih> die Zungen jener selben Tage. (let <this> be ut
o from you, <namely> the tongues of those days), in whih the partiiple agrees with a
dropped pronominal subjet, whih is speied by a plural apposition.
To sum up, the dentalless middle forms of tuh
ˇ
² - are syntatially ative and transitive,
the one ertain ase of a passive reading is from Middle Hittite and uses -tta.
8
I am grateful to Craig Melhert for pointing this out to me.
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Unlear ases
I leave out kar² - `ut' (< *kers), sine this verb is attested as an ative mi-verb already in OH,
whereas the orresponding middle forms are on the whole younger. While the late dentalless
3sg.mid. kar²a (NS) is indeed transitive, other middle forms of kar² - are intransitive (`stop') or
passive (`be ut o'), p. Neu (1968a: 82.), HED: IV, 100. Although the intransitive/passive
forms always take -tta(ri) rather than -a(ri), they may be oppositional middles to the formally
ative stem, rather than to the dentalless deponent (whih may be a none form). In other
words, it is not lear that the middle forms of kar² - were ever non-oppositional.
A.III Deponents in -(a)tta(ri)
²arra- `transgress, break [an oath℄'
Lit.: Neu (1968a: 152.), Neu (1968b: 59f.), HEG: II,2, 863., CHD: ,2, 230., Kloekhorst
(2008: 727.).
Pres. 2sg. ²arratta (MH/MS), 3sg. ²arrattari (MS), ²arrat[ta℄ (OS or MS), 3pl.
²arranta (MS); 3sg. ²arriet[ta℄ (OS or MS, stem ²arriya-)
Pres.ptp. ²arrant- (MS)
Pret. 1sg. ²arrah
ˇ
h
ˇ
at (OH/MS), 3sg. ²arrattat (MH/MS)
It.-ipf. ²arra²ke/a- (OH/MS)
At. In the meaning `divide, split up sth.': 3sg.pres. ²	arri (MH/MS), 3pl. ²ar-
ranzi (OS), 3sg.pret. ²	ara² (OS), later also attested as ative mi-verb.
Ative forms of this verb are attested from OH onwards and mean `divide, split up' (see
Kloekhorst 2008: 728f. for arguments that this verb was originally a h
ˇ
i-verb). The middle
forms are either oppositional to the ative (`be(ome) divided') or ative and transitive in
the meaning `break an oath, transgress a border'. These two uses annot be synhronially
derived from eah other, and it is likely that the latter one represents the original syntati
behavior of the middle and that the oppositional use was introdued one a orresponding
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ative paradigm existed.
9
Given how early the ative paradigm is attested, the seond possi-
bility is that this verb was never a deponent, and that the ative transitive use of the middle
developed somehow out of its anonial oppositional use (although it is diult to oneive
of a semanti development that takes `divide'/`divide for oneself' to `transgress, ross over').
we²²- `wear [lothes℄' 1. *u
“
es
Lit.: LIV
2
: 692f., Eihner (1968), Neu (1968a: 192.), Kloekhorst (2008: 1004.)
Pres. 3pl. w	e²²anda (OS), (? wa²²anda, MH/MS), 3sg. w	e²ta (OH/NS)
Pres.ptp. wa²²ant- (MH/MS)
At. ative mi-verb lothe (sbdy.): 3sg.pres. wa²²e[zzi℄ , (OS); 3sg. wa²²iezzi
(MH/MS); 3pl. wa²²anzi (MH/MS), 3sg.pret. wa²ta (MH/NS); 3pl.
w	e²²anzi (MH/MS)
The Hittite middle forms go bak to a middle root present 3sg. *u
“
és-(t)o(r), 3pl. *u
“
és-
ro(r) (p. Ved. ávasran; 3pl. later *u
“
és-n
˚
to) whih was ative and transitive already in PIE.
As Eihner (1968) shows, the root present meant `wear' + a.obj., while the *ei
“
e/o-ausative
from the same root meant `lothe sbdy.' (at.) and `put on lothes, dress oneself (in)' (mid.).
This distribution is more or less still seen in Hittite, where we²²-
tta
reets the old middle
root present and wa²²e-
zi
the old ausative (Eihner 1968, Melhert 1984: 164), whih was
later remodeled as wa²²iya-. Both the ative and the middle forms of this stem ould be used
as reexives (with or without the reexive partile za). Examples of transitive (never reex-
ive) use of we²² - are given by Eihner, lo.it, and Neu, lo.it., and need not be repeated here.
we²iya- `graze (animals)' 3. *u
“
es
Lit.: LIV
2
: 693f., Neu (1968a: 200f.), Neu (1968b: 56f.), Oettinger (1979: 528f.), Kloekhorst
(2008: 1007f.)
9
Cf. Neu 1968b: 60: Ih halte es für sehr wahrsheinlih, dass ²arra- ursprünglih nur medial ektierte.
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Pres. 1sg. we²iyah
ˇ
h
ˇ
ari (MS), 3sg. w[e℄²iyetta (OS), we²iyattari (MH/MS), 3pl.
we²iyandari (MH/MS)
Pret. 3sg. we²iettat (OH/NS), [? we²(e)iatta (OH/NS)℄
Both transitive (`X grazes Y') and intransitive use (`Y grazes') are attested for this verb.
The oldest attestation is atually intransitive:
KBo 17.23 obv. 4:
-℄eni=ma
-.lo=but
GUD-u²
ow-nom
u<e>²ietta
graze.3sg.pres.mid
 ... but on the [...℄ a ow is grazing.
Unlear ases
I leave out parh
ˇ
- `pursue, hase' (< *b
h
erh
2
), whih is attested as ative mi-verb from Old
Hittite on (3sg. parah
ˇ
zi (OS), 2sg. parah
ˇ
²i (MH/MS)), and as an ative h
ˇ
i-verb in one text
only, KBo 3.5 (MH/MS, see Kloekhorst 2008: 634, also CHD: P, 143. and Kümmel (2014b:
19f.)). The middle is rst seurely attested in the 3sg. parh
ˇ
attari (MH/MS) and is syntatially
ative and transitive, with the same range of meanings as the formally ative mi-verb. The
oasional passive/intransitive uses of the middle are found only in NH texts. This ase is
similar to the one of i²kalla-: Both the ative and the middle forms are transitive. While it
is possible that middle forms reet an old deponent paradigm, the fat that formally ative
forms are attested from the earliest period on means that this verb tehnially does not fall
under the denition of deponeny used here.
The oldest attestation of ²anna- `oneal' is as an ative h
ˇ
i-verb (2sg. ²annatti (MH/MS)).
Most attestations, inluding the middle forms, are NH and/or NS (see Kloekhorst 2008: 719,
CHD: , 156., Kümmel 2014b: 128). Both the ative and the middle forms are syntatially
ative and transitive without any disernible distintion in meaning. This verb may have been
a deponent originally, but as in the ase of parh
ˇ
- this is diult to onrm.
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Finally, I also leave out the denominative verb zah
ˇ
h
ˇ
iya- `ght' (derived from zah
ˇ
h
ˇ
ai - .
`battle', p. Kloekhorst 2008: 1021f.). This verb takes both ative and middle endings, the
latter very often have the reiproal meaning assoiated with this type of prediate (`ght
eah other'), so that there is no synhroni mismath here.
B. Vedi
B.I Introdution
The next setion ontains a list of Rigvedi deponents, based primarily on Whitney (1885) and
Lubotsky (1997). Only forms that are syntatially passive are listed under pass., optional
prepositions follow the entry of the root in brakets.
B.II Vedi deponents
idh `ignite, kindle' *h
2
ei
“
d
h
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 8), LIV
2
: 259, EWA I: 267, VIA I: 161f., Kümmel (2000a: 125f.),
Kulikov (2012: 55.).
Pres. 3sg. indhé, 3pl. indháte, ptp. índh	ana-
Aor. 1sg.opt. idh	mahi , ptp. idh	aná-
Perf. 3sg. 	dhé, 3pl. 	dhiré
Pass. 3sg. idhyáte, ptp. idhyám	ana-
Ger., et. iddhá- `kindled'
This root ultimately goes bak to the same root as Ved. edh `thrive' (< `shine, glow'?
Thieme 1958 = Thieme 1971: I, 1:160-69), though synhronially they should be kept separate.
Although LIV
2
lassies this root as aoristi, the putative root aorist paradigm is based
only on the 1pl.opt. idh	mahi and the partiiple idh	aná-.
10
As reently argued by Lowe
10
The putative aorist subjuntive idhaté in RV 7.1.8a
´¯
a yás te agna idhaté án	kam
˙
 ... who makes your fae
glow, O Agni is a none form, to be interpreted as 3sg. despite the ompletely irregular aent. Oldenberg
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(2012b), quite a large number of putative Vedi root aorist partiiples are not assoiated with
any nite aorist forms. Root aorists should therefore perhaps not be set up based on suh
partiiples only. The putative root aorist optative idh	mahi (7x) is not as easily dismissed,
however. All seven attestation are in adenes of G	ayatr	, An
˙
us
˙
t
˙
ubh or Jagat	 verses where
a heavy initial syllable would be impossible, so there is no doubt that this form is real (and
presumably old); while it ould theoretially be a replaement of an even older present optative
*indh	mahi (optatives to nasal-inx presents are exeedingly rare in the Rigveda) there is
hardly any evidene one way or the other. I therefore follow the literature in (tentatively)
lassifying this form as root aorist optative.
As for the partiiple idh	aná-, Lowe argues that a number of suh aorist partiiples an
be interpreted as belonging to a stative paradigm, following Kulikov (2006). Stative here
refers to a type of (synhronially) oppositional passives (bruvé `is alled', ±r
˙
n
˙
vé `is heard',
et.). Kümmel (2000a: 125, fn. 80) proposes that the passive reading of indhé in RV 7.8.1
may atually reet a stative dentalless *indh-é (older **idh-é?), while the ative, transitive
attestations of indhé are usually interpreted as reeting simplied *ind-dhé with the regular
3sg. middle ending. The passive readings of the putative aorist partiiple idh	aná- ould then
be explained as belonging to the paradigm of the stative present *indh-é (Kulikov 2006,
Lowe 2013).
However, the situation is more ompliated. While the designated ya-passive stem of idh
behaves like an agentive passive, with the agent in an adjoined instrumental phrase as in RV
3.26.3 (see Kulikov (2012: 55)), the present indhé is never unambiguously used as a passive.
It rather seems that all instanes of alleged passive use of the present stem indh- an also be
(1912: 4) rightly rejets interpretation as 3pl. or as a dative singular of an ative partiiple (p. the parallel
passage RV 10.69.3 yát te mánur yád án	kam
˙
sumitráh
˙
sam	dhé agne your fae, O Agni, that Manu, having
good ontrats, has kindled/has made to glow.); Madonell (1910: 338, fn. 4) interprets it as a present
subjuntive with irregular aent and weak root (...) for *índhate, beside inádhate formed from idh- aording
to the inxing nasal lass. Narten (1964: 90f.) likewise takes it to be a subjuntive that was haplologized
from the phrase agne inádhate in the struturally similar RV 4.12.1., with the irregular aent taken over from
the regular bhejiré in RV 7.1.9. Thieme (1958: 153, fn. 5) = Thieme (1971: I,1:164) suggests an analogy plur.
bhavanti : sing. bhavati , plur. vindanti , sing: vindati= plur. indhate: X (= idhate), that is: it springs from
the assumption: plural = singular plus one n. All these interpretations ontain a ertain element of despair,
but learly the form should not be taken as evidene for a root aorist paradigm.
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interpreted as antiausativesthat is, they designate a spontaneous, not externally aused
event of lighting up. This even holds for Kümmel's stative in RV 7.8.1. I give the entire
strophe, sine the ontext makes this even learer (the hymn is addressed to Agni).
RV 7.8.1:
indhé
light.up.3sg.pres.mid
r
´¯
aj	a
king.nom
sám
prvb
ariyó
lord.nom
námobhir
reverenes.instr
yasya
whose
prát	kam
fae.nom
´¯
ahutam
˙
poured.out.nom
ghr
˙
téna
butter.instr
náro
men.nom
havyébhir
saries.instr
´¯
d
˙
ate
invoke.3pl.pres.mid
sab
´¯
adha
eagerly
´¯
agnír
prvb+Agni.nom
ágra
rst
us
˙
ás	am
Us
˙
as.gen
a±oi
shine.3sg.pass
The king, the lord is lighting up amid alaim, he whose fae is drenhed in butter. The men
are eagerly invoking (him) with saries. Agni shone forth (even) before the Us
˙
as.
Note that the subjet of intransitive idh-lauses like in 7.8.1a is usually Agni/the re,
whih is also usually the diret objet of the transitive uses of idh. While the (medio)passive
uses of non-ative voie are often diult to distinguish from the antiausative readings in
languages with a voie system like Vedi (p. Alexiadou and Doron (2012) on this distintion
in Hebrew and Modern Greek), an agentive adjunt phrase is only allowed in the passive. The
fat that only the stem idhyá-, but not the stem indh-, allows suh a phrase is evidene that
only the former is a passive, while the latter an have only an antiausative, but not a passive
reading. The same holds for the partiiples índh	ana- (8x) and (sam)idh	aná- (48x). I have not
been able to nd a ase of passive use with an agentive instrumental for either; all passages
are ompatible with the antiausative reading. While this double life of indhé (i.e., both
a anonial and a non-anonial reading are possible) is still problemati, an aount along
the lines of Kümmel and Kulikov is still the most likely, namely that we are dealing with a
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dentalless stative besides a morphologially younger middle. While the former is usually
semantially stative or passive, the latter an be transitive, as in the following examples (p.
Kümmel 1996: 10).
(1) Stativemiddle pairs
gr
˙
n
˙
é `is/gets praised' gr
˙
n
˙
	té `praises'
11
±r
˙
n
˙
vé `is heard, famed as' ±r
˙
n
˙
uté `hears'
bruvé `is spoken' br	uté `speaks'
[*indh-é `lights up' *indh-té `lights sth. up'℄
The same original distribution may be assumed for idh, where both *indh-é and *indh-té fell
together as indhé in Vedi.
	j (ápa, sám) `drive, move' (tr.) *h
2
i-h
2
“g-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 255f., EWA I: 51, Got	o (1987: 90).
Pres. 3sg.pres. 	jate, ptp.
´¯
jam	ana-
This neo-root probably ontinues an old iterative stem of the root *h
2
e“g `drive' (Got	o 1987:
90). Although some verbs of motion an broadly be understood as falling under the ate-
gory of anonial middle uses, the middle morphology on 	j is unexpeted given its ausative
semantis (p. RV 6.29.5d below) and the onsistent use of ative morphology on its (di-
ahroni) derivational basis aj `drive' with the same meaning. I have therefore left this verb
in the deponent ategory.
RV 6.29.5d:
y	uthév	apsú
herds.a+like+waters.lo
sam-´¯jam	ana
together-drive.mid.ptp.nom
	ut´¯
help.instr
11
Also `is praised', e.g., RV 5.41.10.
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... like one who,with help, drives the herds together in the water.
	d
˙
`invoke, implore, praise' (prá, úpa prá, práti) *h
2
i-h
2
ei
“
sd/h
2
isd-
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 10), LIV
2
: 260f., EWA I: 204, Peters (1980: 77f.), VIA I: 452, Kümmel
(2000a: 122).
Pres. 1sg.
´¯
d
˙
e, 3sg.
´¯
t
˙
t
˙
e, 3pl.
´¯
d
˙
ate, 2sg.
´¯
d
˙
is
˙
va, ptp.
´¯
d
˙
	ana-
Perf. 3sg.
´¯
d
˙
é
Periphr. perf. 	ks
˙
´¯
am
˙
akre (B.+)
Nom. Ag. 	d
˙
itár - (AV)
Ger., et.
´¯
d
˙
ya- `to be praised, praiseworthy'; 	d
˙
éniya- `id.'; 	d
˙
itá- `praised, invoked'
A redupliated present of *h
2
eisd `revere, be in awe', synhronially treated as a neo-root.
uh `praise' *h
1
u
“
eg
u
“
h
Lit.: LIV
2
: 253, EWA I: 283, Narten (1968a), VIA I: 164f..
Pres. 3pl. óhate, ptp. óh	ana- (1x)/oh	aná- (1x), 2sg.subj. ohase, 3sg. óhate
Aor. 3sg. aúhis
˙
ta (1x)
See Greek eúkhomai .
ks
˙
ad `arrange sth. (for sbdy), serve (a dish)' [*
“
ksed ℄
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 27), LIV
2
: 338f., EWA I: 422, VIA I: 425f., Kümmel (2000a: 149f.).
Pres. 1pl. ks
˙
ad	amahe (AV 10.6.5)
Perf. 1sg. aks
˙
adé, ptp. aks
˙
ad	aná-
Nom.Ag. ks
˙
attár -
Only in Indo-Iranian.
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gu `all, praise' *geu
“
h
2
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 36), LIV
2
: 189, EWA I: 478, Shaefer (1994: 114f.), VIA I: 346.
Pres. Int.: 3sg. jóguve, ptp. jóguv	ana-
gras `devour' *gres
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 40), LIV
2
: 192, EWA I: 507, Got	o (1987: 129), VIA I: 346f., Kümmel
(2000a: 166).
Pres. 3du.ipv. gráset	am
Perf. Opt.3sg. jagras	ta, ptp. jagras	aná-
Pass. Perf.ptp. jagras	aná- (1x)
Nom.Ag. [grasitr
˙
tama- (Nir. VI 8), grastar - (Cl.)℄
Ger., et. grasitá-
The nite forms of gras are ative and transitive, but it is surprising that one of the two
Rigvedi attestations of the perfet middle partiiple has a passive reading. This is unusual
for deponents, whose middle partiiples usually have the same behavior with respet to voie
and valeny as their ative forms. However, the use with an instrumental agent in RV 4.17.1d
(= 10.111.9a) makes this the only possible interpretation of jagras	aná-:
RV 4.17.1d
sr
˙
jáh
˙
release.2sg
sínd	u
˙˘
mr
streams.a
áhin	a
snake.instr
jagras	an
´¯
an
devour.perf.mid.ptp.a.pl
You release the streams (whih have been) devoured by the snake.
The seond attestation of jagras	aná- in RV 10.94.6 behaves as expeted, however.
The apparent set
˙
-harater seen in formations like the verbal adjetive grasitá- (later grastá-)
must be seondary (p. Got	o 1987: 129, fn. 151).
The late superlative grasitr
˙
tama- ould be indiret evidene for an agent noun to this root
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(grasitar - + superlative sux -tama-), see Tihy 1995: 75. Tihy, however, also points out
that -tama- takes both adjetival and substantival derivational bases, and there is no way
of telling whih one we are dealing with in the ase of the putative *grasitar -. The simplex
grastar - `elipser' (designation of a astronomial onstellation), if it indeed belongs here, is
not attested until Classial Sanskrit.
ta 
ms `push, shake, pull' *tens
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 59), LIV
2
: 629, EWA I: 609f., Jamison 1983: 93f., Shaefer (1994:
125.), VIA I: 188, Kümmel (2000a: 204f.).
Pres. áya-pres.: 2du. ta 
msayethe, inf. parita 
msayádhyai ; int.: 3du.subj.
vitantasaíte
Perf. 3pl. tatasré
At. Caus.aor. 2du. nirátata 
msatam (1x); ipf. 3sg. áta 
msayat (VS); aor. átasat
(AV)
Although Jamison (1983: 94) argues that the ative VS form áta 
msayat should be taken as
evidene of an originally ative ausative paradigm, all the Rigvedi forms are formally middle,
with the exeption of the rypti past form nirátata 
msatam in RV 1.120.7b. Kümmel (2000a:
205) hesitates between interpreting this as a pluperfet or a redupliated aorist. Bendahman
(1993: 130f.) lassies the form as a perfet preterit (i.e., a pluperfet), but does not
disuss it further. Sine there is a well known assoiation between (ausative) aya-stems and
redupliated aorists in Vedi (see, e.g., Jamison 1983: 216.), I have followed Lubotsky (1997:
I, 579) in lassifying the form as a redupliated aorist, but nothing hinges on it.
The verbal forms of this root are all ative and transitive, but Shaefer (1994: 126) points
out that a number of passages (espeially of the intensive forms) support a reiproal meaning
pull sth. bak and forth (between several people), p.:
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RV 4.23.5d
yé
who.nom.pl
asmin
him.lo
k
´¯
amam
˙
wish.a
suyújam
˙
well.yoked.a
tatasré
pull.3pl.perf.mid
(The followers) ... who (between them) have pulled their well-yoked wish to/before him.
If this was the original use of this root, it would explain the preferene for middle inetion,
sine reiproal use is one of the well-established anonial funtions of the middle. However,
reiproity is not reoverable from all passages, whih is why I list this verb as synhroni
deponent.
tr	a `protet' [*treH ℄
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 67), LIV
2
: 646, EWA I: 679f., Narten (1964: 131f.), Narten (1968b:
121f.), VIA I: 292, Kümmel (2000a: 223), Kulikov (2012: 322f.)
Pres. 2sg. tr
´¯
ayase, 3pl. tr
´¯
ayante, ptp. tr
´¯
ayam	an
˙
a-
Aor. 2sg. subj. tr	asate, 2du. opt. tr
´¯
as	th	am, ipv. tr
´¯
asva
Perf. 3sg. tatre
Nom.Ag. tr	atár -
Only in Indo-Iranian. Narten (1964: 131f.) doubts that the modal s-aorist forms were
part of a produtive aorist paradigm. The irregular 2du. subjuntive tr
´¯
as	athe (RV 5.62.6)
is a none form. The imperatives 2sg. tr
´¯
asva, 2pl. tr
´¯
adhvam (= OAv. θr	azd	um) are here
interpreted as belonging to the same (marginal) s-aorist stem (following Narten and LIV
2
),
rather than to an otherwise unattested root present (thus, e.g., Whitney (1885), Madonell
(1910); on the late putative root present tr	ati see likewise Narten (1964: 132), Narten 1968a:
122).
d	a/day `distribute' *deh
2
(i
“
)
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 70), LIV
2
: 103f., EWA I: 700, Narten (1964: 138.), Got	o (1987:
283
172.), VIA I: 294, Jasano (2003: 105.).
Pres. 3sg. dáyate, ptp. dáyam	ana-
Aor. 1sg.opt. dis
˙
	ya
Most disussions of this Vedi neo-root assume that it goes bak to an original *éi
“
e/o-
present *dh
2
-éi
“
e/o-. An alternative is oered by Jasano (2003: 105.), who argues for an
original *h
2
e-onjugation i-present 3sg. *déh
2
-i
“
-e, 3pl. dh
2
-i
“
-énti . The root shape /day/ ould
be due to a PIE sound law termed the AHIHA-rule (*-AHIHA- > *-AIHA-; A = any vowel,
I = i
“
or u
“
) whih would result in a short vowel before the glide in the 1sg. of the paradigm,
with subsequent analogial extension of the root shape (see Setion 6.2.1).
pat `have power over, rule' [*poti
“
-e-℄
Lit.: EWA II: 72, VIA I: 430, Kulikov (2012: 324.)
Pres. 3sg. pátyate, pátyam	ana-
While this verb does not exlusively take ausative objets (loative and instrumental
also our), it is the most ommon objet ase in the Rigvedi attestations (18 out of 30
instanes). I have therefore left it in the deponent lass.
b	adh `beset, oppress' [*b
h
eh
1
d
h
℄
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 106), LIV
2
: 68, EWA II: 222, Got	o (1987: 216f.), Shaefer (1994: 156),
VIA I: 465f., Kümmel (1996: 74f.), Kümmel (2000a: 330f.)
Pres. 3sg. b
´¯
adhate, 3pl. b
´¯
adhante, ptp. b
´¯
adham	ana-; int. 3sg. b	abadhe, ptp.
b
´¯
abadh	ana-
Aor. b	adhis
˙
t
˙
a (1x)
Perf. 3sg. bab	adhé, ; int.perf. 3sg. badbadhé, ptp. badbadh	aná-
Ger., et. b	adhitá- `beset, hemmed in', ger. b
´¯
adhya-
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Although LIV
2
: 68 mehanially sets up a root *b
h
eh
1
d
h
, verbal forms are only found in
Indi, whih makes the origin of the long vowel diult to determine. The root is moreover
found in Av. auui.b	aδa (intr.sg. of a root noun *b	ad-, p. Ved. b´¯adh- `distress, oppression',
see Homann and Narten 1989: 82). Nominal ognates may furthermore be attested in
Balto-Slavi.
Like the other transitive deponents, b	adh only makes imperfetive verbal stems in the
Rigveda, the is
˙
-aorist b	adhis
˙
t
˙
a is attested only one and modelled on the pattern práthate :
aprathis
˙
t
˙
a (see Narten 1964: 177f., who also disusses later problemati aorist forms of this
root).
While the present and the perfet stem (as well as the nite forms of the two intensive
stems) are agentive and transitive, four out of the six attestations of the intensive perfet
partiiple badbadh	aná- are unambiguously passive.
12
They all our in passages relating to
the Indra myth and refer to the waters trapped in the mountain, e.g.:
RV 5.32.2
tvám
you
úts	a
˙˘
m
springs.a
r
˙
túbhir
times.instr
badbadh	an
´¯
a
˙˘
m
oppress.int.perf.mid.ptp.a.pl
ára 
mha
release.ipf.2sg
´¯
udhah
˙
udder.nom
párvatasya
mountain.gen
vajrin
udgel.bearer.vo
You have released the springs (whih have been) hemmed in by these times, the udders of
the mountain, O udgel-bearer!
The partiiple badbadh	aná- in this passage is atually glossed as b	abadhyam	ana- (that is,
with overt passive morphology) by the later ommentator Y	aska (Nir. 10.9, see Got	o 1987:
216, fn. 448).
12
The reharaterized stem badbadh- synhronially funtions as a perfet of the intensive aording to
Shaefer (1994: 156); Kümmel (2000b: 331) follows this analysis.
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ma 
mh `be generous, give'
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 116), EWA II: 286, Jamison (1983: 130f.), Got	o (1987: 233f.), VIA I:
214, Kümmel (2000a: 353.)
Pres. 3sg. má 
mhate, ptp. má 
mham	ana-
Perf. 3sg. m	amahé, ptp. m	amah	aná-
At. Caus. ma 
mháya-
Jamison (1983: 130) argues that the original meaning of the themati present was `be
ready', as seen in the idiomati phrase d	an
´¯
aya má 
mhate `is ready to give', whereas the
ausative originally meant `make ready'. However, already in the Rigveda the meaning of
the two stems has largely onverged, and the áya-stem no longer funtions as a synhroni
ausative. Moreover, the present stem ma 
mha- appears with ausative objets in the RV, as
in RV 4.31.8. I have therefore left this verb in the deponent lass.
RV 4.31.8
... sunvaté
pressing.dat
... pur
´¯
u
many
in
emph
ma 
mhase
give.2sg.pres.mid
vásu
goods.a
 ... you also give many goods to the one who presses (Soma).
I have followed the literature in keeping this root (at least synhronially) separate from
mah `be able to'.
rabh, rambh `seize' (	a) *lemb
h
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 136), LIV
2
: 411f., EWA II: 434f., Got	o (1987: 261f.), VIA I: 225,
Kümmel (2000a: 418.), Kulikov (2012: 195.).
Pres. 1sg. rabhe, 3pl. rabhante, ptp. 	a-rábham	ana-
Aor. árabdha (1x)
Perf. 1. 3sg. r	arabhe; 3pl. rebhiré
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Pass. rabhyáte `is seized' (YV+)
Ger., et. Ger. rábhya-; sú-sa 
m-rabdha- `put together tightly'
At. 1pl.perf. rarabhmá
I follow LIV
2
: 411. and EWA II: 434f. (pae VIA I: 226) who set up a single root *lemb
h
for rabh and the later root rambh `seize' (p. YV aus. rambhayati), as well as the slightly
later (but already Rigvedi) l-version of the root (see labh below). While verbal forms of this
root our only in Indi, nominal forms are also found in Gk. amphi-laph
´¯
es `wide-spreading,
enormous' and láph	ura (n.pl.) `spoils'.
The formally ative 1pl.perf. rarabhmá is attested only one in book VIII and has the
same meaning as the deponent middle forms of the perfet. It is oneivable that this form
was ativized to t the metre by losing the extra syllable of the 1pl.mid. ending (-mahe).
Kümmel (2000a: 419), however, takes the ative form to be older, and the short redupliation
syllable must indeed be original ompared to the lengthened redupliation syllable of the
perf.mid. r	arabhe.
The aorist árabdha is formally ambiguous: the root later makes an s-aorist (e.g., 1sg.
	arapsi , AVP) and this is how Whitney (1885: 136) and Madonell (1910: 379) interpret this
form, p. Narten (1964: 218). However, an old root aorist annot be exluded. Nevertheless,
the aorist paradigm of this root is marginal at best and does not threaten the generalization
that mismath verbs in Vedi tend to be restrited to imperfetive verbal formations.
labh `reeive, take' *lemb
h
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 145f.), LIV
2
: 411f., EWA II: 434f., Got	o (1987: 261f.), Kümmel (2000a:
436f.)
Perf. 3pl. anv-
´¯
a-lebhire, ptp. 	a-lebh	aná-
Pass. labhyáte `is oered' (YV+)
Ger., et.
´¯
a-labdha- `taken, seized'
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Younger, semantially dierentiated form of rabh.
vand `praise' [?*u
“
end ℄
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 153f.), LIV
2
: 681, EWA II: 502f., Got	o (1987: 286), Kümmel (1996:
97f.), Kümmel (2000a: 451f.).
Pres. 3sg. vándate, ptp. vándam	ana-
Aor. 3sg. vandi (1x); 1pl.opt. vandis
˙
	máhi
Perf. 3sg. vavande, 3pl. vavandiré
Pass. 3sg.aor. vandi
Nom.Ag. vanditár -
Ger., et. vanditá- `praised' (AV+), ger. vándiya- `praiseworthy'
At. Perf. 1/3.sg. vavanda, 1pl. vavandima
The two perfet ative forms attested to this otherwise deponent root have the same
meaning as the perfet middle. The ative inetion is in all likelihood older (Kümmel 2000a:
452). In terms of diahrony, this means that this verb took only h
2
e-onjugation endings. In
the perfet, these turned into the perfet ative endings and a renewed set of perfet middle
endings was reated. These eventually replaed the older, but now synhronially ative
endings in ases like vand .
Moreover, we nd one passive use of the 3sg.pass.aor. vandi in RV 10.61.16. While this
may not be entirely expeted for a mismath verb (sine morphologial form and syntati
funtion atually math), it does onrm the generalization stated in Setion 4.2.2: deponent
verbs an passivize if passive morphology that is distint from ative morphology is available,
as in this ase.
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RV 10.61.16
ayám
˙
this
stutó
praised.nom
r
´¯
aj	a
king.nom
vandi
praise.3sg.aor.pass
vedh
´¯
ah
˙
worshipper
This lauded king was praised as (being) a worshipper.
This availability may vary from verb to verb. Cruially, in the ase of vand we also nd
one attestation of a middle is
˙
-aorist in RV 1.82.3, whih has preisely the ative, transitive
syntax expeted of a mismath verb:
RV 1.82.3
susam
˙
d¯
˙
±am
˙
good.appearane.a
tuv	a
you.a
vayám
we
mághavan
generous.vo
vandis
˙
	máhi
praise.aor.opt.1pl.mid
We want to praise you (who is) beautiful to look at, generous one!
Both the passive and is
˙
-aorist are relatively new, but isolated formations (Narten 1964:
237, Kümmel 1996: 98), but it is interesting that the availability of a morphologial pas-
sive/middle distintion was nevertheless exploited in the (very marginal) aorist paradigm of
vand .
vas `wear (lothes), dress in' 1. *u
“
es
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 156), LIV
2
: 692f., EWA II: 529f., VIA I: 419f., Narten (1964: 238f.),
Eihner (1968), Kümmel (1996: 98.), Kümmel (2000a: 481.).
Pres. 3sg. vaste, 3pl. vásate, 2sg.ipf. ávasth	as, 3pl. ipf. avasran, ptp. vás	ana-
Aor. 3sg. (a)vasis
˙
t
˙
a, ipv. vásis
˙
va
Perf. 3sg. v	avase, ptp. v	avas	aná-
At. Caus. v	asáya-
I follow Insler (1968), Kümmel (1996), LIV
2
, and Villanueva Svensson (2012) in taking
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avasran in RV 4.2.19 as belonging to vas `wear' rather than vas `light up'.
RV 4.2.19
r
˙
tám
truth.a
avasrann
wear.3pl.ipf.pass
us
˙
áso
dawns.nom
vibh	at´¯h
˙
radiant.nom.pl
The radiant dawns were wearing (/were lothed in) truth
13
The relationship of the stative ending -ran to the regular 3pl.ipf. in -ata is only briey
disussed by Kümmel. He takes it to be evidene for an old stative paradigm of vaste, par-
allel to ±áye, ±ére `lie' or
´¯
aste,
´¯
asate (vs. YAv. 3pl. å­h	aire) `sit'. While the dentalless middle
endings for the latter two are paralleled by Anatolian (Luv. z	yari `lie', Hitt. 	e²a(ri) `sit'),
the root *u
“
es is otherwise only attested with the renewed 3sg.mid. *-to. Given the Ved.-Av.
pair
´¯
asate  å­h	aire, it is nevertheless possible that RV 4.2.19 preserves the more arhai 3pl.
ending.
s	u `give birth to' [*seu
“
H ℄
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 188: 1. s	u `impel' and 2. s	u `give birth to'), LIV
2
: 538, EWA II: 714f.,
Got	o (1991: 697.), VIA I: 325, Kümmel (2000a: 559f.).
Pres. 3sg. s
´¯
ute, 3pl. súvate
Pass. ? 3sg. s	uyata (1x)
Nom.Ag. s	utr´¯- (AV)
Ger., et. (sú-)s
˙
	uta- `-born'
At. 3sg.perf. sas	uva (3x); fut.ptp. s
´¯
us
˙
yanty	ah
˙
Verbal forms of this root are only found in Indo-Iranian. The present stem may still
ontinue an old middle root present *suH-(t)ór (p. Villanueva Svensson 2012: 335), but it
13
Cp. Insler (1968: 319, fn. 14) The radiant dawns lothed themselves in truth, Kümmel (1996: 100) ...
in die wahre Ordnung gekleidet waren [...℄ die Morgenröten, als sie aueuhteten ....
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is noteworthy that Avestan has an ative nasal inx present hun	ami with the same meaning.
Together with the fat that old media tantum tend to have full grade rather than zero grade,
this makes it unlikely that this root was a deponent before the Old Indi stage. In fat,
the attested ative perfet stem has the same syntati behavior and meaning as the present
stem, so this root ould also be lassied as a synhroni semi-deponent. Kümmel (2000a:
559) points out that the formal similarity of s	u- : sas
´¯
uva to bh	u `beome' : babh
´¯
uva ould
mean that the perfet is a relatively young formation (although in that ase one would expet
it to take the middle endings), and the later root aorist as	ut (MS) also looks suspiiously
similar to the aorist ábh	ut .
The Rigveda may furthermore have an instane of a formally and funtionally passive
form of this root in RV 10.132.4 (thus Grassmann 1996: 1562 and Lubotsky 1997: I, 1561):
RV 10.132.4a
as
´¯
av
dem.nom.sg
anyó
other.nom
asura
Asura.vo
s	u-ya-ta
???-pass-3sg.mid
dyáus
heaven.nom
That other one, the heaven, is born?/onserated?, O Asura.
Kulikov (2012: 284.) points out that all other Vedi ourrenes of the passive stem s	uyá-
are usually taken to belong to 1. s	u `impel' and mean be onserated (p. r	ajas
´¯
uya- `royal
onseration). Following, e.g., Narten (1986: 110f.), Got	o (1991: 696), Geldner (1951: III,
364)) he therefore takes s	uyata in this passage to belong to the same root. I have tentatively
grouped this form as a passive of s	u `give birth to' for now, but must leave the question open.
B.III Unlear ases
	ks
˙
(abhí, áva, sám) `see' *h
3
i-h
3
k
u
“ -se-
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 9f.), LIV
2
: 297f., EWA I: 203, Jamison (1983: 123f.), Kulikov (2012:
767f.)
Pres. 1sg.
´¯
ks
˙
e, 3du.ipf. aíks
˙
et	am
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Ger., et. 	ks
˙
éniya- `worth seeing; to be seen'
At. Caus. 	ks
˙
áyat
This neo-root goes bak to a redupliated desiderative *h
3
i-h
3
k
u
“ -s(e)-. Although it is only
sparsely attested in the Rigveda, it athes on in later Vedi, making a periphrasti perfet
	ks
˙
´¯
am
˙
akre and an is
˙
-aorist aiks
˙
is
˙
i (p. Narten 1964: 142). While the imperfet in RV
10.121.6 is unproblemati, the seond possible attestation,
´¯
ks
˙
e in RV 8.79.9 ould also belong
to 	± `have power over' (see below) and is interpreted as 3sg.pres. of that root by Lubotsky
(1997: I, 329). I follow Oldenberg (1912: 140) and Renou (1961: 71) in interpreting the form
as 1sg.pres. of 	ks
˙
:
RV 8.79.9ab:
ava
prvb
yat
if
své
own.lo
sadhásthe
dwelling.lo
dev	an	am
˙
gods.gen.
durmat´¯r
malevolene.a.pl
´¯
ks
˙
e
see.1sg.pres.mid
If I see the malevolene of the gods in my own home
Semantially, this verb is lose to ás
˙
t
˙
e `see, pereive'; both should probably be lassied
as experiener verbs.
	± `have power over, own, rule' *Hi-Hi
“
k-
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 11), LIV
2
: 223, EWA I: 207, Kümmel (1996: 23f.), VIA I: 424, Got	o
(1997: 184f.), Kümmel (2000a: 123f.)
Pres. 1/3sg.
´¯
±e, 3pl.
´¯
±ire, ptp.
´¯
±	ana- (	±	aná-); 3sg.
´¯
t
˙
e (1x), 3pl.
´¯
±ate (2x)
Nom. Ag. 	±itar - `ruler' (Up.+)
Synhronially a neo-root whih is standardly explained as going bak to an old perfet
(*Hi-Hi
“
k- ← *He-Hoi
“
“
k-/Hi
“
k-, e.g., LIV
2
: 223, EWA I: 297). This is onrmed by the o-
asional perfet aentuation of the middle partiiple, 	±	aná-. Although this verb usually
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takes genitive objets, there is a parallel in transitive use with an ausative relative pronoun
between RV 3.18.3 y
´¯
avad
´¯
±e ≈ OAv. yauuat
˜
isai as muh as I have power (Narten 1986:
119, but p. Oldenberg 1912: 140). Another instane of transitive use is RV 7.37.7a, albeit
with a transitivizing preverb:
RV 7.37.7a:
abhí
to.prvb
yám
˙
rel.pron.a
dev´¯
goddess.nom
nírr
˙
ti±
Nirr
˙
ti.nom
id
emph
´¯
±e
have.power.3sg.pres.mid
 ... over whom even the goddess Nirr
˙
ti has power.
Beause of its syntax (genitive objets) and originally stative semantis (`hold (power),
own'), this verb is therefore probably not a synhroni mismath verb.
sa `aompany, follow' *sek
u
“
Lit.: Whitney (1885: 182), LIV
2
: 525f., EWA II: 686f., Narten (1964: 262), Got	o (1987:
319f.), Kümmel (2000a: 538.)
Middle
Pres. 3sg. saate, 3pl. sáante, ptp. sáam	ana-
Aor. ptp. sa	aná- (1x)
Ative
Pres. 2pl.ipv. saat	a (RV 10.75.5);
14
3sg.pres. sís
˙
akti , 3pl. sá±ati ; them.
3sg.pres.inj. sa±at , 2pl.ipv. sa±ata, et.
Aor. 3sg.subj. saks
˙
at , 1pl.opt.mid. saks
˙
	máhi
Perf. 1pl. sa±ima, 3pl. sa±ur , 3pl.mid. sa±iré
Although the middle themati present is old, synhronially this root takes both ative
14
Got	o (1987: 319).
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and middle endings, distributed aross dierent stems. It annot be lassied as alternating
beause the formally ative and the formally middle forms share the same syntati and
semanti behavior.
While sa takes ausative objets, instrumental ones are more ommon, e.g.:
RV 9.74.5a:
ár	av	d
roar.3sg.aor
am
˙
±úh
˙
plant.nom
sáam	ana
following.mid.ptp.nom
	urmín
˙
	a
wave.instr
The Soma-plant roared, uniting with the wave
Therefore sa (or even just the themati stem sáate) should probably not be lassied
as deponent both on formal and on semanti grounds.
C. Avestan
Leaving aside hapax legomena and verbs whose meaning is unlear means that the Avestan
deponent orpus is rather smaller than that of Vedi and the other languages. The following
list is based on Kellens (1984: 19.), Kellens (1995), and Kümmel (2014a).
 aoj `speak, prolaim' ( *h
1
u
“
eg
u
“
h
): pres.: OAv. 1sg. aoj	oi , YAv. 3sg. aoxte, OAv. 1pl.
aog@mada	e-(	a), YAv. 3pl. aojaite, ptp. YAv. aojana-, inj.: OAv. 1sg. aoj	, OAv. 2sg.
(pairii-)aoγº	a, OAv. 3sg. aog@d	a (YAv. aoxta), subj.: OAv. 1sg. aoj	ai , opt.: OAv. 3sg.
aoj	ta. See LIV
2
: 253, EDIV: 169f., Kellens (1984: 92.), Kellens (1995: 9); Vedi uh ,
Greek eúkhomai .
 ?is `have power over, be able to' (*Hi-Hi
“
k-; *Hei
“
“
k): pres. (< perf.): OAv. 3sg. is	e (YAv.
i²te), ptp. is	ana-, subj.: OAv. 1sg. is	ai , 1pl. is	amaid	e, opt.: YAv. 3sg. isa	eta. See
LIV
2
: 223, EDIV: 158, Kellens (1984: 91.), Kellens (1995: 12); Vedi 	±).
 guz `hide' (*g
(u
“
)h
eu
“
“gh): inj.: YAv. 3pl. fra-guzaiian
˙
ta, ipf.: YAv. 1sg. aguze, opt.:
YAv. 3sg. guza	eta. See LIV
2
: 199, Kellens (1995: 20), EDIV: 117.
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 a² `teah' (*k
u
“ e
“
k-s-): pres.: YAv. 3sg. a²te, ptp. a²	ana-. The ausative meaning in
Avestan justies the lassiation as a synhroni mismath verb (Vedi ás
˙
t
˙
e preserves
the meaning `pereive; appear'). See LIV
2
: 383., EDIV: 35, Kellens (1984: 92.),
Kellens (1995: 22).
 θr	a `protet' (*treH ): pres.: YAv. 3pl. θr	aiien
˙
te, inf. OAv. θr	aii	oidii	ai , aor.: OAv.
2du. qr	azd	um. See LIV
2
: 646, Kellens (1995: 27), EDIV: 394; Vedi tr	a .
 θru `nourish' (*treh
1
u
“
): aor.: OAv. 3sg. θrao²t	a, perf.: YAv. 3sg. tuθruiie. See LIV2:
647, Kellens (1995: 27), EDIV: 394f.
 dra 
nj `hold on to, grasp' (*dreg
h
): pres.: YAv. 2sg. draºahe, 3sg. draºaite, ptp.
draºimna-. The aiia-ausative is formally ative. See LIV
2
: 126, Kellens (1995: 32),
EDIV: 76.
 mad `measure' (*med): pres.: YAv. 3pl. v	-m	aδaiian
˙
ta, subj.: YAv. 3pl. v	-m	aδaiiån
˙
te,
aor.subj.: OAv. 3sg. masat	a. See Hintze (2000), LIV
2
: 423; Greek m
´¯
edomai , médo-
mai .
 van
˙
d `praise' (*u
“
end): pres.opt.: YAv. 3sg. van
˙
da	eta. See LIV
2
: 681, Kellens (1995:
50), EDIV: 205; Vedi vand .
 ?vah `wear' (*u
“
es): pres.: OAv. 3sg. vast	e, ptp. va­h	ana-; them. YAv. 3sg. va­hata,
at.: YAv. 3pl. va­h@n
˙
ti , 3sg.ipv. va­hatu. See LIV
2
: 692f., Kellens (1995: 53), EDIV:
405; Vedi vas.
 ?ra² `injure, damage' (*(h
1
re
“
ks): pres.: YAv. 3pl. r	a²aiien
˙
te, OAv. inf. r	a²aiie­h	e. The
deponent status is unertain beause of the sarity of attestations, but r	a²aiien
˙
te in
Yt.10.21 is ative and transitive (damage something) without any middle meaning.
See LIV
2
: 505, Kellens (1995: 57), EDIV: 315.
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D. Greek
D.I Introdution
The following is a list of Homeri deponents (Iliad and Odyssey). Optional prepositions follow
the verb entry; if a verb is attested only with a preposition in Homer, it preedes the verb
entry (in brakets). The list follows the Greek alphabet.
Only forms that are syntatially passive are listed under pass.. For example, if a verb
makes both an s-aorist and a th	e-aorist, and both are syntatially ative and transitive, the
latter will be listed under aor. and not under pass. despite its traditional lassiation as
passive aorist.
D.II Greek deponents
aínumai (ap(o)-, ex-, sun-) `take, seize' 1. *h
1
ai
“
Lit.: LIV
2
: 229, GEW: I, 41, DELG: I, 36, van de Laar (2000: 68), Beekes (2010: 40).
Pres. 3sg. aínutai , 3sg.ipf. aínuto, ptp. ainúmenos
The root is also attested without the nasal inx in the to-partiiple éx-aitos `seleted' and
belongs to the same root as Toh. A e-/Toh. B ai- `give; take (mid.)' and Hitt. pai - `give',
from *p(e)-h
1
oi
“
- (Melhert 1989). However, Jasano (2003: 94) points out that Anatolian is
the only branh of the family in whih the root is attested with apparent zero grade,
15
with
full grade atually restrited to Hittite (e.g., Pal. p	²a-, CLuv. p	ya-, Ly. pije-, et.). He
suggests keeping the Anatolian root separate from Greek and Toharian and sets up a root
*b
h
i
“
eH /b
h
iH that may also underlie Toh. B pito `prie' (Jasano 2003: 94, fn. 206). This
means that the root of aínumai may be set up with *h
2
(similarly Beekes 2010: 40 based on
Kloekhorst 2008: 615f., who traes the family of Hitt. pai - bak to *h
1
ep `seize, grab'). The
onsistent full grade of the root may indiate that this verb was a medium tantum already in
the proto-language, falling under Villanueva Svensson (2012)'s generalization that athemati
15
Ved. inóti `impels' belongs to *h
1
ei
“
`go', LIV
2
: 232f.
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middle root presents in PIE had full grade of the root (pae LIV
2
: 229, fn. 3, where the full
grade of aínumai is argued to indiate that the formation may be seondary). The original
meaning may well have been anonial take for oneself, explaining the middle inetion, but
I have left this verb in the deponent lass for Greek sine the self-benefative meaning is no
longer evident, p. Od.14.144 with a non-agentive subjet:
Od.14.144
allá
but
m'Odussêos
me.a+Ulysses.gen
póthos
longing
aínutai
seize.3sg.pres.mid
oikhoménoio
go.pres.mid.ptp.gen
... but longing for Ulysses (who is) gone seizes me.
alé(u)omai (hup-, hup-ex-) `shun, avoid, ee' *h
2
leu
“
Lit.: LIV
2
: 278, GEW: I, 66, DELG: I, 58, van de Laar (2000: 72), Beekes (2010: 65).
Pres. 3pl.ipf. aléonto, 3sg.subj. alé	etai ; 3sg.subj. aleúetai
Aor. 3sg. aleúato, ptp. aleuámenos; 2pl.ipv. aléasthe
At. Pres.ptp. alússontes, fut.inf. alúxein, 3sg.aor.
´¯
eluxe
anaínomai (ap-) `refuse, deny'
Lit.: GEW: I, 40f., DELG: I, 35f., Beekes (2010: 39f.)
Pres. 1sg. anaínomai
Aor. 3sg. an
´¯
enato, 3sg.subj. an
´¯
en	etai
Presumably a denominal verb *ana-aínomai to anos `speeh, praise'.
arnéomai `refuse, deny' *h
2
res
Lit.: LIV
2
: 284, GEW: I, 145f., DELG: I, 112, van de Laar (2000: 86), Beekes (2010: 135).
Pres. 3sg. arnetai
Aor. Inf. arn
´¯
esasthai , 2sg.opt. arn
´¯
esaio
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The omparison with OAv. r	ar@²iiein
˙
t	 `defet, rebel' < *h
2
ra-h
2
r
˚
s-i
“
a- and the ausative
YAv. rå­haii@n `ause to rebel' suggests that the deponent behavior of this verb is an inno-
vation spei to Greek.
árnumai (ex-) `arry o, win' 2. *h
2
er
Lit.: LIV
2
: 270f., GEW: I, 146, DELG: I, 112, Rix (1970: 85), van de Laar (2000: 86), Beekes
(2010: 136).
Pres. 2du.ipf. arnústh	en, ptp. arnúmenos
Aor. 3pl. áronto (them.); 1pl. 	erámetha (s-aor.)
Both the (themati) aorist and the present stem are old, p. Arm. a	ri , pres. a	rnowm.
Greek also has an s-aorist in omplementary distribution with the themati aorist; the s-
aorist is restrited to augmented forms. Moreover, the aorist forms partially overlap formally
with those of aeír	o `lift, raise up' and mutual inuene annot be exluded.
daíomai `divide, distribute' *deh
2
(i
“
)
Lit.: LIV
2
: 103f., GEW: I, 341f., DELG: I, 247f., van de Laar (2000: 108) (+ datéomai),
Beekes (2010: 297f.)
Pres. 3sg.ipf. daíeto, ptp. daiómenos
Perf. 3pl. dedaíatai (1x)
Pass. 3sg.pres. daíetai , 3pl.perf. dedaíatai , ptp. daiómenos (2x)
Nom.ag. PN Daít	or ; daitrós `arver'
This verb goes bak to an i-present (p. Ved. dáyate above); the glide was presumably
preserved in analogy with verbal and nominal formations from the same root where it was fol-
lowed by a stop (e.g., daís, -tós `portion', daít	e `meal', daitrós `arver', et.) or the -s- of the
aorist and future. The ative future daís	o is attested already in Homer in the meaning `will
hold a banquet', as is the aorist stem daísa-. Synhronially, these are treated as belonging to
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the inner-Greek present daín	umi `hold a banquet' and are therefore not listed as ative forms
of the averbo of daíomai . This root and its derivatives are problemati in several respets
(see the disussion of their Proto-Indo-European pre-forms in Setion 6.2.1). Synhronially,
daíomai is furthermore onspiuous in that it an be both syntatially ative with a diret
objet (i.e., deponent) and syntatially passive. Of the two Homeri attestations of the nite
present stem, one is ative and the other one is passive.
At.: Od.15.140:
pár
nearby
dè
part
Bo	etho

ïd	es
B.nom
kréa
meat.a
daíeto
divide.3sg.ipf.mid
kaì
and
néme
distribute.3sg.ipf.at
moíras
portions.a
And nearby the son of Boethous arved up the meat and distributed the portions.
Pass.: Od.1.48:
allá
But
moi
me.dat
amph'
about
Odusêi
Ulysses.dat
da

ïphroni
skillful.dat
daíetai
divide.3sg.pres.mid
êtor
heart.nom
But my heart is divided for/on aount of skillful Ulysses
The perfet in Od.1.23 is likewise passive (are divided), as are two instanes of the
present partiiple (Od.5.61 and 9.551). The two ative passages (Od.15.140, ptp. daiómenos
in Od.17.332) both take kréa `meat' as diret objet. The omparison with Sanskrit suggests
that the transitive use is older, so the passive use may be due to an inner-Homeri reanalysis
of daíomai as an oppositional middle/mediopassive to an unattested ative *daí	o (whih in
turn ould be interpreted as underlying the future daís	o and the aorist édaisa).
datéomai (apo-) `divide up' *dh
2
-t-
Lit.: (LIV
2
: 103f.), GEW: I, 351f., DELG: I, 254, van de Laar (2000: 108) (+ daíomai),
Beekes (2010: 305f.).
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Pres. 3pl. datéontai , 1pl.subj. date
´¯
ometha; (3sg.ipf. dasásketo)
Aor. 3sg. edássato, ptp. dassámenos; 1pl.opt. dasaímetha, inf. dásasthai
Perf. 3sg. dédastai (3x, pass.)
Fut. 3pl. dásontai ; 1sg. apo-dássomai
Pass. 3sg. perf. dédastai (3x)
This verb belongs to the same PIE root as daíomai with whih it overlaps both in its
syntax and meaning. The perfet and the aorist are already found in Myenaean (perf. PY
Vn 20 e-pi-de-da-to /epi-dedastoi/, aor. PY Wa 917 ℄o-da-sa-t
˙
o
˙
/h	o dasato/, p. Ventris and
Chadwik 1973: 538). The three Homeri attestations of the perfet are passive, like the
perfet of daíomai , e.g.:
Il.1.125:
allà
but
tà
that
mèn
part
polí	on
ities.gen
exepráthomen,
pillage.1pl.aor.at
tà
that
dédastai, ...
divide.3sg.perf.mid
But that whih we pillaged from the ities has been divided up, ...
dékhomai (ana-, apo-, ek-, para-, pros-, hupo-) `aept, reeive' *de
“
k
Lit.: LIV
2
: 109., GEW: I, 373f., DELG: I, 267., Narten (1968a), Harðarson (1993: 62f.,
201f.), van de Laar (2000: 113.), Beekes (2010: 320f.).
Pres. 3pl. dékhatai , 1pl.ipf. edégm	en, ptp. dégmenos; 3sg. dékhetai , 1pl.subj.
dekh
´¯
ometha, 1sg.opt. dekhoím	en; 3pl. deidékhatai
Aor. 3sg. dékto; 3sg. déxato, ptp. dexámenos;
Perf. 2sg.ipv. dédexo, ptp. dedegménos
Fut. 3sg. déxetai
Nom.Ag. dekt
´¯
es `beggar', dékt	or `aepter' (Aesh.), apo-dekt
´¯
er `reeiver' (Xen.)
The s-aorist is attested already in Myenaean (KN L 641 de-ka-sa-to /deksato/, PY Pn
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30 o-de-ka-sa-to /h	o deksato/), the root aorist may be attested in My. KN Le 642 de-ko-
to /dekto/ (but see Harðarson (1993: 201f.)). Note that the omparison with the other
Indo-European languages makes it lear that the deponent/medium tantum behavior was
generalized in Greek only. Vedi, for example, has an ative Narten present d	as
˙
t
˙
i `makes of-
ferings, honors', a nasal inx present d	a±noti id., and a formally ative perfet dad
´¯
a±a. Other
ative forms inlude Latin doe	o `teah', dis	o `learn', Greek doke `seems', et. (see LIV
2
lo.it.). The Greek deponent behavior an be understood as the grammatialization of a
self-benefative of this root meaning `take, appropriate for oneself'.
d	eléomai (dia-) `hurt, spoil, destroy'
Lit.: GEW: I, 378, DELG: 271f., Beekes (2010: 323f.).
Aor. 3sg. del
´¯
esato, 3pl. ed	el
´¯
esanto, inf. d	el
´¯
esasthai , 3sg.opt. d	el
´¯
esaito
Fut. 3sg. d	el
´¯
esetai
Nom. Ag. d	e	et
´¯
er `destroyer' (Hom., Epigr . 14.8)
One of the rare ases of a Homeri deponent without an attested present stem. Most
ommentators assume that this verb is an *éi
“
e/o-iterative-intensive to the root underlying
Latin dol	o `hip, hak' and dole	o `suer, be in pain', *del or *delh
1
(thus LIV
2
: 114). How-
ever, a laryngeal-nal root seems to be exluded by the *i
“
e/o-present dállei `harm' (Hsh.),
whih ould reet zero grade of the root (p. also phreno-dal
´¯
es `mind-destroying' (Aesh.)
and pan-dál	etos `destroyed' (Hippon.), all with - - in the root syllable), but old R(
˘¯
a)-ablaut
is also possible and does not mean that this verb is non-IE, pae Beekes (lo.it).
díemai, díomai (ex-apo-) `speed, hase o' *dei
“
h
1
Lit.: LIV
2
: 107, GEW: I, 389f., DELG: I, 281, Garía Ramón (1991), van de Laar (2000:
119), Beekes (2010: 332).
Pres. stem 3pl. díentai (itr.), inf. díesthai (itr.); them.: 1sg.subj. dí	omai , 3sg.opt.
díoito
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At. 3pl.ipf. en-díesan; them. 1sg.ipf. díon
The isolated themati ative form may belong to (or at least be inuened by) deíd	o `fear'
(aor. díon), p. GEW, DELG, lo.it. The two unambiguously athemati forms díentai and
en-díesan may go bak to an old root present (thus LIV
2
lo.it.), but ould also be analogial
to híentai , híesan `speed, hasten' (hí	emi). Two of the Homeri forms are intransitive (`speed,
hurry'), but the others are transitive (`hase'). I therefore treat this verb as a synhroni
deponent, even though the omparison with other IE languages suggests that the intransitive
use is the older one (p. Ved. d´¯yanti `y').
díz	emai `seek' *i
“
i-i
“
eh
2
-
Lit.: Garía Ramón (1993), Garía Ramón (1999b), LIV
2
: 310f., GEW: 391, DELG: I, 281f.,
van de Laar (2000: 119f.), Beekes (2010: 333).
Pres. 2sg. díz	eai , ptp. diz
´¯
emenos
Fut. 1pl. diz	esómetha
16
Nom. Ag. Z	et
´¯
er `avenger' (Hsh.)
eréptomai `bite o, feed on' *(h
1
)rep
Lit.: LIV
2
: 507, GEW: I, 552, DELG: II, 367, van de Laar (2000: 149), Beekes (2010: 453).
Pres. Ptp. ereptómenos
Beside the present partiiple, an s-aorist may be attested in Od.20.234 an-	erépsanto (the
manusripts usually have -	ereípsanto), p. GEW, DELG lo.it.
16
Or aor.subj., van de Laar (2000: 119, fn. 307).
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ér	umai, erúomai, rhúomai, rhûmai `protet, guard, defend' 1. *u
“
er
Lit.: LIV
2
: 684f., GEW: I, 568f., DELG: II, 376, Solmsen (1901: 245.), Peters (1980: 94),
van de Laar (2000: 152), Hakstein (2002: 123.), Beekes (2010: 466f.).
Pres. 3sg.ipf. erúeto; 3pl.ipf. rh
´¯
uato, inf. rhûsthai ; inf. ér	usthai ; inf. rhuésthai
Aor. 3sg. eirússato; 3sg. eirúsato; 3sg. (er)r
´¯
usato;
Perf. 3pl. eir
´¯
uatai
17
Fut. 3sg. erússetai
Nom.ag. rh	ut
´¯
er `guard, protetor', rh
´¯
ut	or (Aesh.)
The oldest present stem presumably reets an ablauting u-present that underlies ér	u-
mai < *(u
“
)er-	u- and rhû-mai < *wr(-)	u-, but both the morphology and the phonology of
these and the assoiated forms are problemati, as is the status of the initial digamma, whih
seems to be missing entirely (DELG, lo.it., but p. Solmsen 1901, lo.it., for a possible
solution). van de Laar (2000: 152) proposes a dissimilation of (Proto-Greek) *we-wr	u-mai >
*e-wr	u-mai in the perfet, and analogial introdution of the digamma-less root variant into
the present stem. Hakstein (2002: 124f.) posits a root *su
“
erh
3
and laims that this root
also underlies Gk. 3pl. órontai `are wathing over, taking are of', YAv. n	 harait	e `preserves',
-hauruua- `wathing over', et. (p. LIV
2
: 534: 1. *ser), and Lat. serv	o `save, protet'. Via
metathesis of *u
“
R
˚
(H) > *Ru(H) (p. Mayrhofer 1986: 161f.), this would result in a weak
stem variant *sruh
3
whih would give Gk. rh	u° (rhûmai) diretly. Crossing with the full
grade variant *su
“
er(o)° ould then have given the stem allomorph er	u°. Myenaean, however,
preserves initial digamma in -u-ru-to /-wruntoi/ (p. Ventris and Chadwik 1973: 589), whih
Hakstein explains as analogial reintrodution of the digamma from the full grade forms.
Hakstein's proposed onnetion of the Greek forms with the Avestan and Latin forms
ited above is ontroversial, but his ore proposal of the metathesis rule must be orret,
sine struturally there is no good alternative that would give rh	u°. See Setion 6.3.1 for a
longer disussion of possible onnetions outside of Greek.
17
Synhronially used as present.
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eúkhomai (ep-) `pray, delare' *h
1
u
“
eg
u
“
h
Lit.: LIV
2
: 253, GEW: I, 595f., DELG: II, 389, Narten (1968a), Harðarson (1993: 71), van de
Laar (2000: 154f.), Beekes (2010: 485f.).
Pres. 3sg. eúkhetai , ptp. eukhómenos
Aor. 3sg. eúxato, 1sg.opt. euxaím	en, ptp. euxámenos
The Greek present is usually analyzed as a thematization of a redupliated present *h
1
e-
h
1
u
“
og
u
“
h
/h
1
ug
u
“
h
- (e.g., LIV
2
lo.it., Lindeman (1972), Harðarson 1993 lo.it., Villanueva Svens-
son 2012: 335, fn. 6), p. Ved. 3pl. óhate `they are praising', uh `praise'. The athemati 3sg.
eukto (Thebaïs Fr. 3.3), if it is old, ould be either an old root aorist or an old athemati
imperfet orresponding to the OAv. 3sg. aog@d	a (Narten 1968a: 11f.). Other athemati forms
attested in post-Homeri Greek are, e.g., the 1sg. 	eúgm	en (Soph.)) and the ptp. eugménos
(Hes.)). The Myenaean form eu-ke-to (PY Eb 297, Ep 704) is usually interpreted as themati
3sg. /eukhetoi/ (p. Ventris and Chadwik 1973: 547).
The post-Homeri perfet 	euktai is passive.
h	láskomai `appease' *selh
2
Lit.: LIV
2
: 530, GEW: I, 720., DELG: 462, Klingenshmitt (1970), van de Laar (2000: 174),
Beekes (2010: 586f.).
Pres. 3pl. h	láskontai , inf. h	láskesthai ; 3pl. hiláontai ()
Aor. ptp. hilassámenoi (), 1sg.subj. h	lássomai , 2sg.subj. hilásseai (), 1pl.
h	lasómestha
At. 2sg.pres.ipv. h´¯l	ethi `be graious!'; 3sg.pres.subj. h	l´¯ek	eisi
h	láskomai reets *si-sl
˚
h
2
-(s
“
ke/o-); the unexpeted short root vowel (also in the redu-
pliated present hílamai (Hom. hym.) ← *si-sl
˚
h
2
-, whose thematized variant is attested in
Homeri hiláontai) must be analogial, maybe to the s-aorist (LIV
2
lo.it., Beekes lo.it.,
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Klingenshmitt 1970: 78). The perfet ipv. h´¯l	ethi stands for eíl	ethi (Hsh.) < *se-sleh
2
-/sl
˚
h
2
-
(and note that the perfet is intransitive).
This group of verbs is usually thought to belong to the same root as Latin s	olor `onsole,
omfort', likewise a deponent. However, the Latin verb is ultimately denominal, and the de-
ponent inetion of the Greek and Latin ontinuants of this root may therefore have arisen
independently.
[iptomai℄ `oppress, beset'
Lit.: GEW: I, 733, DELG: II, 467, Beekes (2010: 597).
Aor. 2sg. ípsao
Fut. 3sg. ípsetai
One of the rare ases in whih a Homeri deponent is attested only in the aorist (but note
that there are only three Homeri attestations of this verb and very few post-Homeri ones).
The etymology is unlear.
kaínumai (apo-) `exel, surpass' *k/
“
kend
Lit.: LIV
2
: 351, GEW: I, 754f., DELG: II, 480, van de Laar (2000: 175f.), Beekes (2010:
616).
Pres. 3sg. ipf. ekaínuto
Perf. 3sg. kékastai , ptp. kekasménos
kélomai `exhort, ommand, drive' *kel
Lit.: LIV
2
: 348f., GEW: I, 817f. (kéll	o), DELG: II, 513, van de Laar (2000: 182), Beekes
(2010: 670).
Pres. 3sg. kéletai , 1sg.opt. keloím	en
Fut. 3sg. kel
´¯
esetai
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I follow Bendahman (1993: 110.) and LIV
2
: 361f. in grouping the redupliated aorist
kékleto with kalé	o `all' rather than with kélomai . I also keep kéll	o, okéll	o (< *kel-i
“
e/o-) `drive
a ship ashore, land' (aor. ékelsa) synhronially separate, although they in all likelihood go
bak to the same root.
[ktáomai℄ `aquire', perf. `hold, possess' *tk-eh
1
-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 619, fn. 1, GEW: II, 31., DELG: II, 590f., van de Laar (2000: 197), Beekes
(2010: 788f.).
Aor. 3sg. ekt
´¯
esato
Perf. inf. ektêsthai
Nom.Ag. kteáteira f. `owner' (Aesh.)
Aording to LIV
2
lo.it., the neo-root kt	e- was abstrated from an old denominative
*i
“
e/o-present *tk-eh
2
-i
“
é/ó- whih underlies ktáomai . This present, however, is attested rela-
tively late, i.e., Soph., Hdt.+. I therefore follow Jasano (2003: 104, fn. 32) in setting up the
root as *tkeh
1
. This seems to be required by the Ioni present ktéomai anyway; the form ktáo-
mai is presumably analogial to *páomai `aquire' (fut. pásomai , perf. pép	amai) < *k/
“
ku
“
eh
2
.
líssomai `beg, pray' *lei
“
t
Lit.: LIV
2
: 410f., GEW: II, 130, DELG: III, 643f., van de Laar (2000: 209), Beekes (2010:
866).
Pres. 1sg. líssomai , 1sg.subj. líss	omai , ptp. lissómenos; 3sg.ipf. lissésketo
Aor. 1sg. ellisám	en; inf. litésthai , 1sg.opt. litoím	en
maíomai (amphi-, eis-, epi-) `seek' *mes
Lit.: LIV
2
: 441, GEW: II, 161f., DELG: III, 658f., Beekes (2010: 892f.).
Pres. 3sg.ipf. ep-emaíeto, inf. maíesthai , ptp. maiómenos
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Aor. 3sg. ep-emássato, ptp. epi-massámenos
Fut. 3sg. mássetai
Nom.Ag. mast
´¯
er `seeker' (Soph.)
médomai `think of, take are of' *med
Lit.: LIV
2
: 423, GEW: II, 191, van de Laar (2000: 214), Beekes (2010: 918f.).
Pres. 3spl.ipf. médonto, 3sg.subj. méd	etai , 3sg.opt. medoíato
Fut. 1sg. med
´¯
esomai
At. Ptp. méd	on; ptp. méde	on, both `ruler, ruling'
I follow the standard pratie of having separate entries for médomai and m
´¯
edomai (be-
low), but their semantis and paradigms are similar and warrant the reonstrution of an
old middle with Narten ablaut (*m
´¯
ed-/méd-, p. LIV
2
lo.it., Villanueva Svensson 2006)
whih split into separate paradigms in Greek (for alternative explanations see GEW, l.., and
Beekes 2010, lo.it.). The ative paradigm is only attested in two present partiiples with
a dierent meaning than the middle (`ruling'), these are almost exlusively restrited to just
two Homeri formulae (p. van de Laar 2000: 214, fn. 768 & 769) and do not ast doubt on the
synhroni deponent status of this verb. Note that only m
´¯
edomai regularly takes ausative
objet; médomai usually takes the genitive.
(epi-)mémphomai `blame, reproah'
Lit.: GEW: II, 207, DELG: 686, van de Laar (2000: 216f.), Beekes (2010: 930).
Pres. 3sg. epi-mémphetai
No etymology.
m
´¯
edomai (epi) `plan, devise' *med
Lit.: LIV
2
: 423, GEW: II, 223, DELG: III, 693, van de Laar (2000: 217), Beekes (2010:
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941).
Pres. 3sg. m
´¯
edetai
Aor. 3sg. (e)m
´¯
esato
Fut. 2sg. m
´¯
eseai
Nom.Ag. m
´¯
est	or `adviser, ounsellor' (+ gen.)
See médomai above.
mnáomai, mnmai `be mindful of take are of; ourt' *mneh
2
Lit.: LIV
2
: 447, GEW: II, 238. (mimn
´¯
esk	o), DELG: III, 702f. (mimn
´¯
esk	o), ( van de Laar
(2000: 218 (+ mimn
´¯
esk	o), Beekes (2010: 953f. (mimn
´¯
esk	o)).
Pres. stem 3sg. mnãtai , 3pl. mnntai , 3pl.ipf. mn
´¯
onto, ptp. mn
´¯
omenos,
mn	oómenos; 3sg.ipf. mnásketo
Nom.Ag. mn	est
´¯
er `suitor' (mn
´¯
est	or , Aesh.)
At. Pres. mimn
´¯
esk	o `think of, remember', aor. émn	esa, fut. mn
´¯
es	o, et.
Most ommentators have onneted the Greek root mn	a < *mneh
2
with PIE *men `think'
(Gk. maínomai `rage'). The *i
“
e/o-present mnáomai (< *mn
˚
h
2
-i
“
é/ó-) has taken on the new
meaning `woo, ourt' in Homer, the older meaning `think of, remember' is found in the new,
seondarily redupliated present mimn
´¯
esk	o (p. Anar. mn
´¯
esketai). The s-aorist and future
forms as well as the perfet mémn	emai synhronially belong to mimn
´¯
esk	o rather than to
mnáomai .
oloph
´¯
uromai `lament, bewail'
Lit.: GEW: II, 382, DELG: 795, Beekes (2010: 1073).
Pres. 3sg. oloph
´¯
uretai , ptp. oloph
´¯
urómenos
Aor. 3sg.aor. oloph
´¯
urato
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Cp. od
´¯
uromai , kin
´¯
uromai , min
´¯
uromai for the sux. The root may be the same as that of
Arm. ołb `lament', Lith. ulbúoti `sing' (*Helbh?).
ónomai `sorn' *h
2
neh
3
Lit.: LIV
2
: 282, GEW: II, 397, DELG: 804, Pinault (1982: 20.), Hakstein (1995: 66f.),
van de Laar (2000: 232), Beekes (2010: 1085f.).
Pres. 2sg. ónosai , 3pl. ónontai , 3sg.opt. ónoito
Aor. 1sg. 	onosám	en; ptp. onossámenos
Fut. 3sg. onóssetai
The Homeri form
´¯
onato (Il.17.25) is a none form and annot be ounted as evidene for
a present *ónamai (see Hakstein 1995: 66).
pénomai (amphi-) `work at, attend to, toil' *(s)penh
1
Lit.: LIV
2
: 578, GEW: II, 504., DELG: 881f., van de Laar (2000: 243), Beekes (2010:
1172).
Pres. 3pl.ipf. pénonto, inf. pénesthai
In the intransitive use, pénomai means `busy oneself with, toil, work'. The transitive use
`work at something' is mainly found in the phrase data pénomai `prepare a banquet', e.g.:
Od.4.531:
hetér	othi
other.side.adv
d'an
´¯
ogei
part+ommand.3sg.at
data
feast.a
pénesthai
prepare.inf.mid
 ... but on the other side he ommanded (them) to prepare a feast.
ponéomai (amphi-) `work at, attend to' *(s)penh
1
Lit.: LIV
2
: 578, GEW: II, 504. (pénomai), DELG: 881f. (pénomai), van de Laar (2000: 243
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(pénomai)), Beekes (2010: 1172 (pénomai)).
Pres. 3sg.ipf. poneto, 3pl.ipf. ponéonto, ptp. poneúmenos
Aor. 3sg. pon
´¯
esato
Perf. 3sg. pepón	eto
Cp. pénomai above; ponéomai (< *sponh
1
-éi
“
e/o-, later at.) has the same range of mean-
ings as pénomai , whih it begins to replae already in Homer.
s´¯nomai `rob, plunder'
Lit.: GEW: III, 708f., DELG: 1005f., Beekes (2010: 1334f.), Hollield (1978).
Pres. 3sg. s´¯netai ; 3pl.ipf. s´¯néskonto
Nom.Ag. s´¯nt	es `robber, destroyer'
sképtomai `look around, examine' *spe
“
k
Lit.: LIV
2
: 575f., GEW: III, 725f., DELG: 1014f., van de Laar (2000: 270f.), Beekes (2010:
1347f.).
Pres. 3sg.ipf. sképteto
Aor. Ptp. skepsámenos
Nom.Ag. skopós `sout, spy'
t´¯numai (apo-) `hastise, punish, take revenge' *k
u
“ (e)i-neu
“
/nu-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 379f., GEW: III, 902f., DELG: 1120f., Wakernagel (1916: 77.), van de Laar
(2000: 291f.), Beekes (2010: 1486f.).
Pres. 3sg. tínutai , 3pl. tínuntai , 3sg.ipf. ap-etínuto, ptp. tinúmenos
Nom. Ag. tít	as `avenger' (Aesh.), títai (Hsh.)
At. Pres.inf. tínein (pres. tín	o), fut. teís	o/t´¯s	o, aor. éteisa/ét	sa
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Homeri t´¯numai (for teínumai ; this may have replaed older *tínumai in analogy to the
full grade of the s-aorist and future stems (thus LIV
2
: 380), but an old full grade is also
possible, see Wakernagel 1916 (lo.it.)) ontinues an athemati middle *nu-present of the
root *k
u
“ ei
“
`punish'. This verb was thematized early on, giving Homeri (alternating) t´¯n	o
t´¯nomai < *tinu
“
-o- (Atti has tín	o, tínomai), but the athemati stem is listed here beause
it is exlusively deponent.
Greek also has an alternating future and s-aorist stem, the latter may already be attested
in the Myenaean mid.ptp. qe-ja-me-no /k
w
ei
h
amenos/ (LIV
2
(lo.it), but has also been
argued to reet a root aorist partiiple (DELG (lo.it)).
titúskomai `aim at; make ready, prepare'
Lit.: GEW: III, 906, DELG: 1123, van de Laar (2000: 289 (teúkh	o)), Beekes (2010: 1489).
Pres. 3sg.ipf. titúsketo, ptp. tituskómenos
This verb ultimately belongs to the group of verbs in Greek that go bak to PIE *d
h
eu
“
g
h
`be useful, happen to/upon' and *teu
“
k `hit, push' (e.g., teúkh	o `make ready, prepare', aor. eté-
tukon; tunkhán	o `sueed, happen', aor. étukhon, et.). The two roots apparently inuened
eah other and are not always easily distinguishable (p. LIV
2
: 148f., 640). The synhron-
ially isolated *s
“
ke/o-present titúskomai ould go bak to either Proto-Gk. *ti-tuk-ske/o- or
*ti-tukh-ske/o-.
pseúdomai `lie, tell a lie'
Lit.: GEW: III, 1132f., DELG, van de Laar (2000: 319).
Pres. 3pl.ipf. pseúdonto, ptp. pseudómenos
Aor. Ptp. pseusámenos
Fut. 1sg. pseúsomai
Nom.Ag. pseúst	es `liar'
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Although this verb is usually intransitive, it an our with diret objets in the meaning
`tell a lie, lie about sth., belie', e.g.:
Il.7.351-2:
nun
now
d'hókria
part+oaths.a
pistà
faithful.a
pseusámenoi
lie.aor.mid.ptp.nom.pl
makhómestha
ght.1pl.pres.mid
Now we ght, having lied (about) our oaths of faith.
D. III Unlear ases
This setion ontains transitive middle-only verbs that should probably be lassied as anon-
ial middles synhronially.
dúnamai `be able (to), be strong' *deu
“
h
2
Lit.: LIV
2
: 123, GEW: I, 423f., DELG: I, 301, van de Laar (2000: 123), Beekes (2010: 358).
Pres. 1sg. dúnamai ,1sg.opt. dunaím	en, ptp. dunámenos
Aor. 3sg. (e)dun
´¯
esato; 3sg. dunásth	e
Fut. 1sg. dun
´¯
esomai
Nom.Ag. dunást	es `ruler' (Aesh.), dunást	or (Eur.)
In the majority of ases, this verb takes an innitival omplement in a subjet ontrol on-
strution. However, in a few ases dúnamai takes an ausative objet (usually a pronoun,
indenite adjetive, or quantier), e.g.:
Od.4.237:
Zeùs
Zeus.nom
agathón
good.a
te
and
kakón
bad.a
te
and
dido:
give.3sg.pres.at
dúnatai
be.able.3sg.pres.mid
gàr
part
hápanta
everything.a
 ... Zeus gives good and bad (things): For he an do everything.
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Note that both the s-aorist and the th	e-aorist have the same meaning (that is, the latter
is not passive).
óssomai (epi-, proti-) `see, sense' *h
3
ek
u
“
Lit.: LIV
2
: 297, GEW: II, 407f. (óp	opa), II, 409f. (horá	o), II, 436 (óssomai), DELG: 813.
(óp	opa, horá	o), 832 (óssomai), van de Laar (2000: 232 (op-), 233 (horá	o)), Beekes (2010:
1094 (	op	opa), 1095f. (horá	o), 1118 (óssomai)).
Middle
Pres. 3sg. ósseto, ptp. ossómenos
Fut. 3sg. ópsetai , ptp. opsómenos
Ative
Pres. [horá	o℄
Perf. óp	opa
The present óssomai (< *h
3
k
u
“ -i
“
é/ó-) is replaed by the suppletive verb horá	o (< *sor-
´¯
ai
“
e/o-) in Greek, the other stems based on Gk. op- < *h
3
k
u
“ are semantially loser to horá	o
than to óssomai .
patéomai `taste, eat' *ph
2
-t-
Lit.: GEW: II, 480, DELG: 863, van de Laar (2000: 240), Beekes (2010: 1157).
Aor. 1sg. pasám	en, 3pl. pásanto, inf. pásasthai ; ptp. passámenos, inf.
pássasthai
Perf. 1sg.pluperf. pepásm	en
The handbooks mostly assume a onnetion with *peh
2
`protet' (p. Hitt. pah
ˇ
² -), the
formation ould be ultimately denominal to a nominal stem *ph
2
-t(o)- → *ph
2
-t-éi
“
e/o-; the
s-aorist has taken over the root voalism of the present stem. This verb takes both ausative
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and (partitive) genitive objets; the middle inetion ould be due to inuene by the seman-
tially related verb geúomai , sine verbs with this meaning usually take ative morphology in
Greek (p. 6.3.3).
D.IV Denominal and deadjetival deponents
Present Aorist Meaning Base
aitiáomai `ause, blame' aítios `responsible'
akéomai (ex-) `heal, repair' ákos `ure'
gounázomai ,
gounóomai
`implore' gónu `knee'
ergázomai eirgáxeto `work' érgon `work'
[l	obáomai℄ 2pl. l	ob
´¯
esasthe `outrage, mistreat' l
´¯
ob	e `outrage'
manteúomai manteúsato `prophesy' mántis `prophet'
m	etíomai 3pl. em	etísanto `devise' mêtis `wisdom, skill'
m	uthéomai (apo-) m	uth
´¯
esato `relate, tell' muthos `speeh, tale'
od
´¯
uromai ptp. odurámenos `lament, bewail' odún	e `pain'
oinízomai `proure wine' onos `wine'
dia-skopiáomai `spy out' skopiá `look-out plae'
tekmaíromai tekm
´¯
erato `assign, ordain' tékmar `mark, sign'
[tektaínomai℄ tekt
´¯
enato `do arpentry' tékt	on `arpenter'
kharízomai opt. kharísaito `bestow, gratify' kháris `grae, favor'
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E. Latin
E.I Introdution
The following list of Old Latin deponents is based on Flobert (1975). The fous is on Plautus,
forms that are found outside of Plautus (e.g., Ennius, Naevius, et.) are speially indiated.
As before, only syntatially passive forms are listed as pass.. I depart from previous pratise
here and list ompound verbs with preverbs as separate subentries of the main verb.
E.II Latin deponents
ap	sor `reah, attain, seize' *h
1
ep-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 237, LEW: I, 57f., DELL: 39f. (apio	o), Hofmann (1910: 12, 32, 40), Flobert
(1975: 60f.), Meiser (2003: 197f.), De Vaan (2008: 47).
Pres. 3sg. apisitur (pass.)
Perf. aptus sum
Pass. 3sg. apisitur
Non-n. Inf. apisi
Unextended *ap/*	ep is found in OLat. api	o `bind together, fasten' and o-epi	o, o-
˘¯
ep	
`begin' (p. Vine 2012: 9, Leumann 1977: 119). The perf.ptp. aptus may originally belong
to *h
2
ep `t' (so LIV, lo.it.), but is synhronially used as perfet partiiple of ap	sor .
The only present stem form in Plautus is atually used as passive (i.e., non-deponent):
Plautus, Trinummus 2.2:
Non
neg
aetate,
age.abl
verum
but
ingenio
harater.abl
apisitur
attain.3sg.pres.pass
sapientia
wisdom.nom
Not through age, but through one's harater is wisdom attained.
Hofmann (1910: 12, 32) and DELL lo.it. posit a bakformed ative *ap	s	o based on
these passive readings. While we do not nd formally and funtionally ative forms of this
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verb at this stage of Latin, this nevertheless seems warranted given that we we nd formally
ative indip	s	o (see below). This suggests that there was some pressure to turn this verb
into an alternating verb early on, starting from the non-nite formations.
 adip	sor `arrive at, reah, obtain' *ad-ap-
Lit.: See ap	sor .
Non-n. Ger. adipisendus, inf. adipisier , fut.ptp. adepturus
 indip	sor `seize' *end(o)-ap
Lit.: See ap	sor .
Pres. 1sg. indipisor , 1sg.subj. indipisar (+gen.),
Perf. indeptus est
Non-n. Perf.ptp. indeptus, inf. indipisi
At. 2sg.pres. indip	ses, 3sg.pres. indip	set
Hofmann (lo.it.) suspets that the ative forms (Plaut., As. 2.2 and Aul . 4.10) are
due to metrial requirements.
 redip	sor `reover' (hapax)
Lit.: See ap	sor .
Non-n. Inf. redipisi
aspernor `rejet, spurn' *sp
h
er-n(e)-H-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 585f., LEW: II, 572f., DELL: 641 (spern	o), Flobert (1975: 50), Meiser (1998:
187), De Vaan (2008: 579f.).
Pres. 3sg. aspern	atur , 2sg.subj. aspern	eris
Non-n. Inf. aspern	ar	
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Intensive/durative of spern	o `push away, rejet'.
aluor `lie, deeive' *k/
“
kelh
1
Lit.: LIV
2
: 349f., LEW: I, 143, Hofmann (1910: 33), Flobert (1975: 44), De Vaan (2008:
85).
Pres. 3sg. aluitur
Hapax in Plautus and rare in later texts, but inluded here beause it also ours one in
the Twelve Tables (itr., Tab. I,2, Flah 2004: 38.).
om-min	sor `imagine, invent' *men-	-s
“
ke/o-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 435f., DELL: 395 (memin	), 397 (min	sor), LEW: II, 65., Flobert (1975: 61),
Klingenshmitt (1982: 73-74, fn. 17), De Vaan (2008: 371f.)
Pres. 1sg. ommin	sor , 2sg. ommin	sere, 1sg.subj. ommin	sar
Perf. 3sg. ommentust (< ommentus est), ommenta est
Pass. ommentum [est℄ `it was devised'
Non-n. Perf.ptp. ommentus, -a, -um, inf. ommin	si
°min	sor presumably goes bak to the *-s
“
ke/o-extended stem *mn
˚
-i
“
é/ó- seen in Ved.
mányate `thinks', Gk. maínomai `rage', OIr. -mainethar `believes', et. Its perfet partiiple
ommentus may underlie the denominative formation ommentor `study, think about' (see
E.III below). It displays onsistent deponent behavior in Plautus' works, with the exeption
of the following passage, in whih the perfet partiiple has a passive reading:
Plautus, Truulentus 2.5:
edepol
exl
ommentum
devised.part.perf.nom.sg.n
male
deviously
Truly, it was deviously devised.
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 re-ommin	sor `reall, remember' (hapax)
Pres. 1sg.subj. reommin	sar
	onor `attempt, try, undertake' (inf.) *kenh
1
Lit.: LIV
2
: 352, LEW: I, 262, DELL: 138, Flobert (1975: 51), Vine (1998: 690, fn. 21),
De Vaan (2008: 130f.).
Pres. 2sg. 	on	are
Perf. 	on	atus sum
Non-n. Perf.ptp. 	on	atus, inf. 	on	ari
The ve instanes of this verb in Plautus are absolute or onstruted with the innitive,
but I inlude this verb here beause it is later also attested with ausative objets. The
partiiple (a.pl.n.) 	on	ata in Mer. 39 has a passive reading (Hofmann 1910: 16).
As for the etymology, LIV
2
: 352 posits a *i
“
e/o-stem with R(	o)-grade, of the type Lat.
s	op	re `put to sleep' < *su
“
´¯
op-i
“
e/o-, Gk. p	oléomai `go up and down' < *k
u
“
´¯
olh
1
-i
“
e/o-. Vine
(1998), on the other hand, suggests that this verb ould be an old denominative to a feminine
adjetival abstrat *k
´¯
on-eh
2
(`freshness', p. Gk. kainós `fresh'), but onedes that this deriva-
tional basis is not attested anywhere. Given that Weiss (To appear) argues onviningly that
Lat. s	op	re is better explained as a bakformation from the *to-adjetive s	op	tus, itself a de-
asuative derivative *su
“
	op-ih
1
-to- from the instrumental of a (lengthened grade) arostati
i-abstrat *su
“
	opi - `sleep' (see Nussbaum (1996), (1998), Vine (1999b), and Widmer (2005)
on de-instrumental stems in general), a parallel denominative origin of 	onor is nevertheless
more likely, espeially sine the R(
´¯
o)-i
“
e/o-ausative-iterative lass posited by LIV
2
is not
universally aepted.
d	espior `despise, disdain' *spé
“
k-i
“
e/o-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 575f., LEW: II, 570f., DELL: 639. (*spei	o), Flobert (1975: 51), De Vaan (2008:
578f.).
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Pres. 3sg. d	espi	atur
Pass. Perf.ptp.f.sg. d	espi	ata (1x)
Non-n. Perf.ptp. d	espi	ata (1x; pass)
See 	onspior and suspior . The only attestation of the perfet partiiple in Plautus
has a passive reading (p. Hofmann 1910: 14):
Plautus, Casina 189:
Vir
husband.nom
me
me.a
habet
has
pessumis
worst.abl.pl
despiatam
disdained.perf.ptp.a.f
modis
manner.abl.pl
My husband holds me in disdain in the worst manner (lit. has/holds mei disdainedi)
18
fateor `onfess, aknowledge' *b
h
h
2
-t-
Lit.: LEW: I, 462, DELL: 219, Flobert (1975: 54), Leumann (1977: 555), De Vaan (2008:
204).
Pres. 1sg. fateor , 2sg. fat	ere, 3sg. fat	etur , 1sg.subj. fatear
Perf. 3sg.m. fassust , 3sg.f. fassa est
Fut. 1sg. fat	ebor
Non-n. Perf.ptp. fassus, -a, -um, inf. fat	er	
Desriptively, this verb goes bak to an *ei
“
e/o- (or *eh
1
-i
“
e/o-, p. Jasano 2004) stem
made to the t -extended version of the root *b
h
eh
2
`speak' (Lat. f	ar	, Gk. ph	emí, et.), whih
ould either be a root noun (-)b
h
h
2
-t- or maybe the to-partiiple *b
h
h
2
-to- (Gk. phatós). As
for the stem formation, LEW (lo.it.) ite Gk. patéomai `taste, eat' < *ph
2
-t-ei
“
e/o- for
omparison (f. also Gk. datéomai `divide up').
18
Although this onstrution later gave the periphrasti have+PPP perfet in the Romane languages, it
should not be translated as suh here beause the partiiple still agrees with the objet, and not the subjet.
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 	onteor `aknowledge, grant, onede'
Lit.: See fateor .
Pres. 1sg. 	onteor , 2sg. 	ont	ere, 3sg. 	ont	etur
Perf. 3sg.m. onfessus est , 3sg.subj.m. onfessus sit
Non-n. Perf.ptp. onfessus, -a, -um, inf. 	ont	er	, inf. 	ont	erier
The earliest attestation of the partiiple 	onfessus in the Twelve Tables (Duodeim tab-
ularum leges = Tab.) has a passive reading (Hofmann 1910: 13, Flah 2004: 70.):
Tab. III:
aeris
payments.dat
onfessi
aknowledged.gen
rebus=que
ase.dat.pl=and
iure
adjudged.dat.pl
iudiatis
ourt.abl
triginta
30
dies
days
iusti
right.gen
sunto.
be.3pl.ipv
For the payment of an aknowledged [debt℄ and for a ase adjudged by a ourt there
shall be 30 days of legal respite.
 proteor `delare, onfess'
Lit.: See fateor .
Pres. 3sg. prot	etur
Non-n. Inf. prot	er	
Attested twie in Plautus, both times intransitive.
for `speak, say' *b
h
eh
2
Lit.: LIV
2
: 69f., LEW: I, 525f., DELL: 245f., Flobert (1975: 51f.), De Vaan (2008: 231).
Pres. 3sg. f	atur (Enn.)
Non-n. Pres.ptp. f	ans, ger. fandus to be spoken, inf. f	ar	 (Enn.)
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This paradigm is famously defetive in its nite forms, only the 3sg. f	atur and the 3pl.
fantur atually our. However, there an be no doubt that this verb was ative and transitive,
the rst attestation of f	atur (Ennius, Ann. 360, see Vahlen 1928: 64, Warmington 1935: 130f.)
introdues diret speeh and all the early instanes of eor and profor (see below) are ative.
This also holds for the non-nite forms, whih later swith to being passive (p. DELL,
lo.it.).
 eor `speak out, delare'
Lit.: See for .
Pres. 3sg. e	atur (Enn.)
Non-n. Perf.ptp. e	atus (<efatus>, Enn.), inf. e	ar	 (<efari>,
Enn.)
The earliest attestation of the perfet partiiple is ative and transitive (see Warmington
1935: 16f.):
Ennius, Ann. I 47:
hae
this.a
eatus
delared.perf.ptp.nom.sg.m
pater,
father.nom
germana,
sister.vo
repente
suddenly
reessit
withdraw.3sg.perf.at
Having delared this, my sister, father suddenly withdrew.
 profor `announe, delare, foretell'
Lit.: See for .
Perf. 3sg.f. prof	ata est (Liv.Andr.)
Non-n. prof	atus, -a, (Enn., Liv.Andr.)
The periphrasti perfet in Livius Andronius patterns as expeted in being syntati-
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ally ative (see Warmington 1936: 28f., Livingston 2004: 7. on this passage):
Livius Andronius, Odissia 10:
quando
when
dies
day
adveniet
ome.3sg.fut
quem
whih.a
profata
foretoldperf.ptp.nom.sg.f
Morta
Morta.nom
est
be.3sg.pres
When the day omes whih Morta has foretold ...
fungor `perform, arry out; enjoy' *b
h
eu
“
g
Lit.: LIV
2
: 84f., LEW: I, 565f., DELL: 262, Flobert (1975: 45f.), De Vaan (2008: 250).
Pres. 3sg. fungitur , 2sg. subj. fung	are, 3sg.subj. fung	atur
Non-n. Inf. fung	, inf. fungier
While this verb takes ausative objets in the earlier stages of Latin, its later syntax
and meaning resemble that of fruor `enjoy' (+ abl.). However, Wakernagel 2009: 95f. (=
Wakernagel 1920: I, 68) argues that the omparison with Skt. bhu 
nkté `enjoys' (+ a. &
instr.) shows that both the use with strutural ase (a.) and inherent ase (abl. or instr.)
must be old.
hortor (horior) `inite, enourage' *“gher
Lit.: LIV
2
: 176f., LEW: I, 657 (horior), DELL: 299 (*horior ; hortor), Flobert (1975: 64),
De Vaan (2008: 289 (horior)).
Pres. 1sg. hortor , 2sg. hort	are, 3sg. hort	atur (1x unsynopated horit	atur ,
Enn.), 1pl. hort	amin	, 3pl. hortantur , 1pl.subj. hort	emur ; 3sg. horitur
(Enn.)
Ipf. 3sg. hort	ab	atur
Fut. 3sg. hort	abitur
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Non-n. Inf. hort	ar	, inf. hortarier
Nom.Ag. hort	ator `initer'
Commentators agree that horior (Enn., Ann. 432) ⇐ *“ghr
˚
-i
“
e/o- (p. Meiser 1998: 63)
represents the older stem (whih has formal ognates in, e.g., Ved. háryati `likes, is happy
about sth.' and Gk. khaír	o `rejoie', but note that the meaning does not math). This
stem was then replaed by the frequentative-intensive (DELL, lo.it.) horitor , whih gave
synopated hortor . Neither stem has an old perfet.
 adhortor `enourage'
Lit.: See hortor .
Pres. 3sg. adhort	atur
 dehortor `dissuade, disourage'
Lit.: See hortor .
Pres. 1sg. dehortor , 3sg. d	e m	e hort	atur (Enn. Ann. 381)
Non-n. Inf. dehort	ar	
imitor `imitate'
Lit.: LEW: I, 17 (aemulus); 689 (im	ag	o), DELL: 309 (im	ag	o), Flobert (1975: 64), De Vaan
(2008: 298 (im	ag	o)).
Pres. 3sg. imit	atur , 1sg.subj. imiter , 1pl.subj. imit	emur
Fut. 1sg. imit	abor
Non-n. Inf. imit	ar	, inf. imit	arier , ger. imitandum (Enn.)
At. 1sg.fut. imit	ab	o (Liv. Andr., Trag . 1)
Possibly the intensive of an unattested verb *imor (LEW: I, 17).
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liitor `oer, make a bid' (?)*lei
“
k
Lit.: (LIV
2
: 406 (lie	o)), LEW: I, 797 (lie	o)), DELL: 356 (lieor), Flobert (1975: 64),
Nussbaum (1994), De Vaan (2008: 340).
Pres. 2sg.subj. liit	ere, 3pl. liitantur (Enn.)
This rare and furthermore intransitive verb is inluded here beause of its more ommon,
transitive derivative polliitor ; liitor itself is an intensive formation to the likewise intransitive
lieor `make a bid' (p. pollieor below).
 polliitor `promise' (< *por-lik-)
Lit.: See liitor .
Pres. 2sg.subj. polliit	ere
Fut. 1sg. polliit	abor
Non-n. Inf. polliit	ar	, inf. polliit	arier
Usually onstrued with the innitive or absolutely, but one passage in Plautus has a
diret objet (Mil . 879).
loquor `speak, say'
Lit.: LEW: I, 821, DELL: 366, Flobert (1975: 46), De Vaan (2008: 348f.).
Pres. 1sg. loquor , 2sg. loquere (ind./ipv.)/loqueris, 3sg. loquitur , 1pl. loquimur ,
3pl. lountur , 1sg.subj. loquar , 3sg.subj. loqu	atur , 1pl.subj. loqu	amur ,
3sg.subj. loqu	atur , 3pl.subj. loqu	antur
Ipf. 1sg. loqu	ebar , 1sg.subj. loquerer , 3pl.subj. loquer	entur
Fut. 1sg. loquar , 3pl. loquentur
Perf. 1sg.f. lo	uta sum, 3sg.m. lo	utus est , 3pl.m. lo	ut	 sunt
Non-n. Pres.ptp. loqu	ens, perf.ptp. lo	utus, -a, -um, inf. loqu	, ger. loquendus,
sup. lo	ut	u
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Loquor is the best-attested deponent in Plautus (259 instanes, 104 with ausative objets
aording to Flobert, lo.it.) and, like sequor `follow' (178 instanes), has a late and rela-
tively rare perfet (8 instanes, not ounting the preverb ompounds, f. below); the perfet
partiiple itself is modelled on the type sol	utus, vol	utus, et. (f. Flobert, De Vaan, lo.it.).
 adloquor, alloquor `speak to, address'
Lit.: See loquor .
Pres. 1sg. adloquor , 2sg.ipv. adloquere, 1sg.subj. adloquar (all-)
Non-n. Inf. adloqu	 (all-)
 onloquor, olloquor `talk to, onverse with'
Lit.: See loquor .
Pres. 3pl. olloquontur , 1sg.subj. onloquar , 3sg.subj. onloqu	atur
Fut. 1sg. onloquar
Perf. 2sg. onlo	ut	u's
Non-n. Perf.ptp. onlo	ut	us, Inf. onloqu	 (oll-)
 	eloquor `speak out, delare'
Lit.: See loquor .
Pres. 1sg. 	eloquor , 3sg. 	eloquitur , 2sg.ipv. 	eloquere, 1pl.subj.
	eloqu	amur
Ipf. 3sg.subj. 	eloquer	etur (Enn.), 3pl.subj. 	eloquer	entur
Fut. 1sg. 	eloquar
Perf. 1sg.m. 	elo	utus sum, 3sg.m. 	elo	utust , 3sg.f. 	elo	uta est ,
1sg.pluperf.subj.m. 	elo	utus essem
Non-n. Perf.ptp. 	elo	utus, -a, -um, inf. 	eloqu	
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 pr	oloquor `speak out, delare'
Lit.: See loquor .
Pres. 1sg. proloquor
Fut. 1sg. proloquar
Perf. 3sg.m. prolo	utus est
Non-n. Perf.ptp. prolo	utus, -a, -um, inf. proloqu	
 transloquor , tr	aloquor `reount, talk over' (hapax)
Lit.: See loquor .
Non-n. Inf. tr	aloqu	 (trans-)
Itr./oblique objets: obloquor `ut o', praeloquor `speak rst'.
meditor `reet on, muse about' 1. *med
Lit.: (LIV
2
: 423 (medeor)), LEW: II, 55f., DELL: 392f., Flobert (1975: 64f.), De Vaan (2008:
368).
Pres. 3sg. medit	atur , 1pl.subj. medit	emur
Ipf. 1sg. medit	abar
Fut. 1sg. medit	abor
Perf. 1sg.m. medit	atus sum, 1pl.m. medit	at	 sumus, 3pl.m. medit	at	 sunt
Pass. 3pl.perf.m. medit	at	 sunt , perf.ptp.a.sg.f. medit	atam thought out,
planned, prepared
Non-n. medit	atus, -a, -um, inf. medit	ar	
This verb is generally onsidered an iterative-intensive formation to medeor `heal, ure',
probably from an earlier meaning `take are of' (p. Gk. médomai `be mindful of'). While
the nite forms are ative and usually transitive, the perfet partiiple has a passive reading
in its attributive use (see Hofmann 1910: 14 for more passages), e.g.:
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Plautus, Miles gloriosus 903:
Probe
thoroughly
meditatam
prepared.perf.ptp.a.f
utramque
eah.a.f
duo
lead.1sg.pres
I lead eah of them here thoroughly prepared.
However, this passive reading of the perfet partiiple is not restrited to non-nite on-
texts, as the following passive instane of a 3pl. perfet shows:
Plautus, Pseudolus 941:
meditati
preparedperf.ptp.nom.pl
sunt
be.3pl.pres
mihi
me.dat
doli
plans.nom.pl
dote
leverly
My plans are leverly prepared
Nevertheless, the third person of the perfet an also have the expeted ative reading, e.g.:
Plautus, Persa 4,2 465-6:
Tragii
tragedians
et
and
omii
omedians
numquam
never
aeque
equally
sunt
be.3pl.pres
meditati
preparedperf.ptp.nom.pl
Tragedians and omedians have never prepared themselves quite as well.
Note that the ontext makes it lear that the ators in this passage have prepared them-
selves (= have reeted on their roles), in ontrast to Mil. 903 ited above, where they have
reeived instrutions from somebody else. The passive reading of the partiiple also underlies
the adverb medit	at	e `in a well-prepared manner, thoroughly'.
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minitor `threaten'
Lit.: See minor ; Flobert (1975: 65).
Pres. 2sg. minit	are/minit	aris, 3sg. minit	atur , 2pl. minit	amin	, 1sg.subj.
miniter , 3sg.subj. minit	etur
Fut. 1sg. minit	abor
Non-n. Inf. minit	ar	, minit	arier
At. 2sg.pres. minit	as (also Liv. Andr.), 2sg.ipf. minit	abas
Intensive of minor `be threatening'; see Hofmann (1910: 41) for a olletion of the pas-
sages with formally ative forms.
minor `jut forth, be threatening, threaten sbdy. (dat.) with sth. (a)'
Lit.: LEW: II, 90 (minae), DELL: 403f. (minae), Hofmann (1910: 41), Flobert (1975: 79),
De Vaan (2008: 380 (minae)).
Pres. 2sg. min	are, 3sg. min	atur
Perf. 3sg.m. min	atus est
Non-n. Perf.ptp. min	atus, -a, -um
This verb is a denominative of minae `threats' and usually takes only dative objets, but is
inluded here beause of its derivative minitor (see above), whih is more ommon already in
Plautus (also in omminor `threaten' (1x), 	eminor `hase away with threats' (1x), interminor
`interrupt with threats' (4x)).
nan	sor `reah, obtain, get' *h
2
ne
“
k
Lit.: LIV
2
: 282f., LEW: II, 141f. (nani	o), DELL: 428f. (nanior, nani	o), Flobert (1975:
62), Garía Ramón (1999a: 62.), De Vaan (2008: 399f.).
Pres. 3pl. nan	suntur (Enn.)
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Perf. 2sg.m./f. natus/nanta es, 3sg.m. nantus est , 3pl.m. nant	 sunt ,
1sg.pluperf.m. nantus essem, 2sg.fut.m. natus eris
Non-n. Perf.ptp. na(n)tus, -a, -um, inf. nan	s	 inf. nan	sier
LIV
2
suggests a blend between an old nasal inx present of *h
2
ne
“
k and a *i
“
e/o-present
to aount for the Proto-Itali stem *nank-	- > Lat. nanior (f. Garía Ramón 1999a for a
detailed disussion of the phonologial and semanti problems), whih in Latin was extended
to *nank-	-sk-. Nanior `attain' (also renanior and at. nani	o) is sparsely attested, e.g.,
Festus 166, 29: nanitor in XII (in. 1) natus erit, praenderit ., et. (Lindsay 1913: 166, see
also Hofmann 1910: 42f., Flobert 1975: 59, Garía Ramón 1999a: 63, fn. 67).
opperior `wait, await, expet'
Lit.: LEW: II, 288f. (per	ulum), DELL: 498f. (per	tus), Flobert (1975: 60), De Vaan (2008:
445f. (pari	o)).
Pres. 2sg.ipv. opper	re, 3sg. opper	tur , 1sg.subj. opperiar , 2sg.subj. opperi	are,
1pl.subj. opperi	amur
Fut. 1sg. opperiar
Perf. 1sg.m. opper	tus sum
Non-n. Perf.ptp. opper	tus, -a, -um (later: oppertus)
Opperior an be transitive or instransitive. The simplex perior `experiene, undergo' is
attested only one in Plautus:
Plautus, Persa 270-1:
nil
nothing
iam
now
mihi
me.dat
novi
new.gen
oerre
bring.inf
potest,
an.3sg
quin
rel.neg
sim
be.1sg.subj
peritus
experiened.perf.ptp.nom.sg.m
Nothing new an he bring before me now that I have not already experiened.
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Perior was replaed by experior `experiene' early on (53x in Plautus); I exlude this verb
here beause it is an experiener verb.
19
The etymology is ontested; LEW and DELL lo.it. suggest a onnetion with 1. *per
`ross over, traverse' (Ved. píparti `helps aross', Gk. peír	o `piere', pera `attempt' ); De Vaan
(2008: 445) groups perior with pari	o `give birth; reate; aquire' < *perh
3
.
pollieor `promise, oer' (?)*lei
“
k
Lit.: (LIV
2
: 406 (lie	o)), LEW: I, 797 (lie	o)), DELL: 356 (lieor), Flobert (1975: 64),
Nussbaum (1994), De Vaan (2008: 340).
Pres. 1sg. pollieor , 2sg. polli	ere, 3sg. polli	etur , 1pl. polli	emur , 3pl. polli-
entur (Enn.), 1sg.subj. polliear
Ipf. 1sg.subj. polli	erer
Perf. 3sg.m. polliitust
Non-n. Perf.ptp. polliitus, -a, -um, inf. polli	er	
Usually transitive or onstrued with an innitive, but Nussbaum (1994) argues in detail
that the original use of (pol)lieor was intransitive (p. intransitive li	emin	 in Plautus, Stih.
221 and polliitust `he made a bid' (itr.) in Mer. 439); see also liitor above.
queror `omplain, lament, bewail sth.' *
“
ku
“
es
Lit.: LIV
2
: 341, LEW: II, 403f., DELL: 555f., Flobert (1975: 48), De Vaan (2008: 507).
Pres. 1sg. queror , 2sg.ipv. querere, 3sg. queritur
Non-n. Inf. quer	, sup. questum
19
In fat, the experiener verb.
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 onqueror `lament, deplore sth.'
Lit.: See queror .
Pres. 1sg. onqueror , 3sg. onqueritur
setor `follow, pursue' 1. *sek
u
“
Lit.: LIV
2
: 525f., LEW: II, 519f. (sequor)), DELL: 616 (sequor), Flobert (1975: 65f.),
De Vaan (2008: 555f. (sequor)).
Pres. 1sg. setor
Perf. 1sg.m. set	atus sim, 3sg.subj.m. set	atus sit
Non-n. Perf.ptp. set	atus, -a, -um, inf. set	arier/set	ar	
Intensive of sequor .
 adsetor `attend, follow'
Lit.: See setor .
Attested one with a passive reading in Ennius (In. 8, p. Hofmann 1910: 32, Warm-
ington 1935: 444, Flobert 1975: 65), adsetari se omnes upiunt all men wish to be
followed.
 	onsetor `attend, pursue'
Lit.: See setor .
Pres. 2sg. 	onset	are, 3sg. 	onset	atur , 3pl. 	onsetantur
Non-n. Inf. 	onsetarier
Oasionally has used as passive in Plautus (Hofmann 1910: 33).
 	nsetor `pursue'
Lit.: See setor .
Pres. 3sg. 	nset	atur
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Ipf. 1sg.subj. 	nset	arer
Perf. 3sg.m. 	nset	atus est
Non-n. Perf.ptp. 	nset	atus, -a, -um
Ative 3sg.fut. 	nset	abit (2x)
 persetor `follow'
Lit.: See setor .
Non-n. Inf. perset	ar	
sequor `follow' 1. *sek
u
“
Lit.: LIV
2
: 525f., LEW: II, 519f., DELL: 616, Flobert (1975: 48f.), De Vaan (2008: 555f.).
Pres. 1sg. sequor , 2sg.ind./ipv. sequere, 3sg. sequitur , 3pl. seuntur , 2pl.ipv.
sequimin	, 1sg.subj. sequar , 3sg.subj. sequ	atur
Non-n. Inf. sequ	, ger. seundus, -a, -um
Construed absolutely or with ausative objets; the perfet partiiple se	utus (see the
ompound forms below), like that of loquor , is reent and modeled on, e.g., sol	utus, vol	utus,
et.
 adsequor `pursue, follow losely'
Lit.: See sequor .
Pres. 3sg. adsequitur , 2sg.ipv. adsequere
Fut. 1sg. adsequar
 	onsequor `aompany, pursue'
Lit.: See sequor .
Pres. 3sg. 	onsequitur , 2sg.ipv. 	onsequere, 2pl.ipv. 	onseqimin	,
3sg.subj. 	onsequ	atur , 1pl.subj. 	onsequ	amur
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Perf. 3sg.m. 	onse	utust
Non-n. 	onsequ	
 exsequor `follow through, arry out'
Lit.: See sequor .
Pres. 1sg. exsequor , 3sg. exsequitur , 3pl. exsequontur , 1sg.subj. exse-
quar , 2sg.subj. exsequ	are, 1pl.subj. exsequ	amur
Fut. 1sg. exequar
Perf. 1sg.f. exse	uta sum
Non-n. ex(s)equ	
 obsequor `yield to, obey' (+dat., a.)
Lit.: See sequor .
Pres. 1sg. obsequor , 3sg. obsequitur , 2sg.ipv. obsequere, 1sg.subj. ob-
sequar , 2sg.subj. obsequ	are
Ipf. 3pl. obsequebantur (Enn.)
Perf. 3sg.f. obse	utast
Non-n. Pres.ptp. opsequ	ens, Perf.ptp. obse	utus, -a, -um, inf. obsequ	
(Enn.)
 persequor `follow, pursue'
Lit.: See sequor .
Pres. 1sg. persequor , 1pl. persequimur , 1sg.subj. persequar , 2sg.subj.
persequ	atur , 1pl.subj. persequ	amur
Non-n. Pres.ptp. persequ	ens, Perf.ptp. perse	utus, -a, -um, inf.
persequ	
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 subsequor `follow losely'
Lit.: See sequor .
Pres. 1sg. subsequor , 3sg. subsequitur , 2sg.ipv. subsequere
Fut. subsequar
s	olor `onsole, omfort' *selh
2
Lit.: LEW: II, 556f., DELL: 633f., Flobert (1975: 53), Shrijver (1991: 126), Vine (1998:
690f., fn. 21), De Vaan (2008: 572).
Pres. 3sg. sol	atur , sg.subj. sol	etur
S	olor is usually onneted with Gk. hiláskomai `appease', h´¯l	emi `am graious', et.,
and thus with *selh
2
(LIV
2
: 530). Vine (lo.it.) suggests that the Latin verb goes bak to a
denominative derivative from a lengthened grade *eh2-stem, thus *s	olh2-eh2 `onsolation' →
*s	olh
2
-eh
2
-i
“
e/o- `onsole' (f. Gk. l
´¯
ob	e `outrage' → l	obáomai `mistreat, insult').
 	onsolor `onsole, omfort'
Lit.: See solor .
Pres. 3sg. 	onsol	atur , 1sg.subj. onsoler
Non-n. Ger. 	onsol	andus, inf. 	onsol	ar	
suspior `suspet' (+inf., a. (rare)) *-spé
“
k-i
“
e/o-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 575f., LEW: II, 570f., DELL: 639. (*spei	o), Flobert (1975: 51), De Vaan (2008:
578f.).
Pres. 1sg. suspior ,3sg. suspi	atur , 2pl. supi	amin	, 1sg.subj. suspier ,
3sg.subj. suspi	etur , 3pl.subj. suspi	entur
Ipf. 1sg. suspi	abar
Fut. 3sg. suspi	abitur
Perf. 2sg.m. supi	atus es
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Non-n. Inf. suspi	arier , supi	ar	
At. 2sg.subj. suspi	es (Plaut., Cas. 394)
See 	onspior and d	espior .
tueor, tuor `protet, wath' ?*teu
“
H
Lit.: LIV
2
: 639, LEW: II, 713f., DELL: 706, Flobert (1975: 55f.), Leumann (1977: 544),
De Vaan (2008: 632f.).
Pres. 1sg. tueor/tuor (Enn.)
Non-n. (Perf.ptp. t	utus, -a, -um), ger. tuendus, -a, um (Plaut.), inf. tu	er	
(Enn.)
Nom.Ag. t	utor
Plautus and Ennius use both tueor, -	eris and tuor, -eris. The latter seems to be the
older form, it ats as a metrially onvenient variant in Plautus and Ennius and does not
our in prose (DELL, lo.it.). The easiest assumption is that its preform was either a zero
grade themati middle *tuH-e/o-. The orresponding perfet partiiple t	utus < *tuH-to- does
not make a periphrasti perfet until Classial Latin and is used only as an adjetive `safe;
areful' in Plautus (p. the adverbs t	ut	o, t	ut	e `arefully, safely'; Hofmann 1910: 16 interprets
these instanes as passive uses of the perfet partiiple). De Vaan (lo.it.) suggests that
the variant tueor reets a ausative *touH-ei
“
e/o-; this ould have taken over the zero grade
from tuor . Alternatively, a stem *tuH-eh
1
i
“
e/o- would also have given tueor (see Jasano
2004 on the stative sux *-eh
1
-i
“
e/o-, p. also Harðarson 1998 and LIV
2
(lo.it.) for a
dierent reonstrution of the sux). Given that there are no lear ognates to this root
outside of Latin (the onnetion with *teu
“
h
2
`be strong' suggested by De Vaan 2008 (lo.it.)
is semantially unonvining) and the two verbs do not dier in meaning, it is easiest to
assume that tueor was in fat an inner-Latin remodelling of tuor .
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 ontuor `observe, survey'
Lit.: See tueor .
Pres. 1sg. ontuor
Non-n. Inf. ontu	
 intueor, intuor `look losely at'
Lit.: See tueor .
Pres. 1sg. intueor/intuor , 3sg. intu	etur/intuitur , indotu	etur (Enn.),
3pl. intuentur
 obtueor, obtuor `look at, see'
Lit.: See tueor .
Pres. 2sg. optuere; 3sg. obtu	etur
Non-n. Inf. optu	erier
t	utor `protet' ?*teu
“
H
Lit.: LIV
2
: 639, LEW: II, 713f. (tueor), DELL: 706 (tueor), Flobert (1975: 66), De Vaan
(2008: 632f. tueor).
Pres. 3pl. t	utantur (pass.), 2sg.subj. t	ut	ere, 3sg.subj. t	ut	etur , 1pl.subj.
t	ut	emin	
Ipf. 3pl.subj. t	ut	ar	entur
Fut. 1sg. t	ut	abor
Perf. 3sg.m. t	ut	atust
Pass. 3pl.pres. t	utantur
Non-n. Perf.ptp. t	ut	atus, -a, -um, inf. t	ut	ar	, t	ut	arier
At. 2pl.subj. t	ut	etis (Plaut., Mer. 865), 3pl. t	utant (Naev., Trag. 17),
2sg.ipv. t	uta (Pauv., Trag. 288)
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T	utor is the repetitive/frequentative of tueor, tuor , based on the perfet partiiple t	utus.
It ours one in Plautus with a passive reading (p. Hofmann 1910: 34):
Plautus, Amphitruo 649-51:
virtus
virtue.nom
omnibus
all.dat
rebus
things.dat
anteit
preede.3sg.pres
profeto:
truly
libertas
liberty.nom
salus
safety.nom
vita
life.nom
res
propery.nom
et
and
parentes,
parents.nom
patria
ountry.nom
et
and
prognati
ospring.nom
tutantur,
wath.over.3pl.pres.pass
servantur
protet.3pl.pres.pass.
Virtue truly preedes all other things: Liberty, safety, life, property and parents, (one's)
ountry and ospring are wathed over and proteted (by it).
It is possible that this use is oppositional to the marginal, formally ative t	ut	o attested in
Plautus, Naevius, and Pauvius (f. Hofmann 1910: 45).
ul	sor `take revenge on, punish; avenge' *h
2
elk
Lit.: LIV
2
: 264, LEW: II, 810f., DELL: 743, Flobert (1975: 63), Shrijver (1991: 70), De Vaan
(2008: 636f.).
Pres. 3sg. ulis	tur , 1sg.subj. ul	sar , 2sg.subj. ul	s	are
Ipf. 1sg.subj. ul	serer
Fut. 1sg. ul	sar
Perf. 1sg.m. ultus sum, 1sg.fut.m. ultus fuer	o
Non-n. Perf.ptp. ultus, -a, -um, ger. ul	sendus, -a, -um (Pauv.), ul	s	
Nom. Ag. ultor (< *ul-tor) `avenger' (A.+)
At. 1sg.ipf.subj. ul	serem (Enn.); ull	o `will have avenged' (A.)
The etymology suggested by LIV
2
, *h
2
l
˚
k-s
“
ke/o-, presupposes a development #h
2
l
˚
C >
#olC > #ulC , but the evidene olleted by Shrijver (1991: 66f.) suggests that the out-
ome should be #alC (see also Meiser 1998: 106). De Vaan (2008: 637) suggests a preform
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*h
3
olh
1
(`perish', LIV
2
: 298. f. Gk. perf. ól	ola `I am lost') > *ol+k , with the late addition
of what is presumably the same -k- as in Gk. olék	o `destroy'. However, a preform *h
3
l
˚
h
1
-k-
would also have given both the Greek and the Latin stem form; this would then have been
extended by *-	sk - in Latin.
v	enor `hase' *u
“
enH (?)
Lit.: LIV
2
: 682, LEW: II, 749f., DELL: 720f., Meillet (1896), Flobert (1975: 53), De Vaan
(2008: 662).
Pres. 1sg. v	enor (Enn., pass.), 2sg.ipv. v	en	are
Pass. 1sg. v	enor (Enn.)
Non-n. Inf. v	en	ar	
Nom. Ag. v	en	ator `hunter'
De Vaan (lo.it.) suggests a denominative origin of this verb (from a lengthened grade
feminine abstrat *u
“
	en	a- `hunt'?). It is usually thought to belong with *u
“
enH `beome fond
of, desire', f. Ved. vánate `loves' (thus Meillet, LEW, De Vaan lo.it.).
 perv	enor `hase through(out)'
Lit.: See v	enor . Hapax in Plautus (inf. perv	en	arier , Mer. 805).
E.III Unlear ases
The following middles are transitive, but should be lassied as anonial beause of their
non-agentive behavior.
	onspior `see, pereive' *-spé
“
k-i
“
e/o-
Lit.: LIV
2
: 575f., LEW: II, 570f., DELL: 639f. (*spei	o), Flobert (1975: 51), De Vaan (2008:
578f.).
Pres. 1sg. 	onspior , 3sg.subj. 	onspi	etur
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Perf. 1sg. 	onspi	atus sum, 3sg.m. 	onspi	atust , 3sg.f. 	onspi	atast , 2sg.subj.
	onspi	atus s	s
Non-n. Perf.ptp. 	onspi	atus, inf. 	onspi	ari
The simplex spei	o `see' is ative (but note that its Greek ognate sképtomai is deponent),
and Plautus also has a formally ative 	onspii	o with the same meaning as the deponent. See
d	espior and suspior (I give separate entries for these beause there is no simplex depo-
nent).
fr	un	sor `enjoy' [?*b
h
reu
“
Hg/“g℄
Lit.: LIV
2
: 96 (fruor) , LEW: I, 552, DELL: 256f. (fruor) , Flobert (1975: 44f., 61), De Vaan
(2008: 244f. (fruor)).
Non-n. fr	un	s	
Hapax in Plautus, but inluded here beause of its opposition to its derivational basis fruor
`enjoy, make use of'. While the latter is regularly onstrued with the ablative (as in Plaut.,
As. 918), fr	un	sor , though rarer, generally ours with the ausative (a parallel between
deponent behavior and the *s
“
ke/o-sux is found in Hittite). The phonologial development
suggested by LEW and De Vaan, lo.it, *fr	ug-nV-sk- is problemati given that word-medial
-gn- should be preserved (p. Weiss 2009: 169).
	utor `use, enjoy' (+abl., a. (rare)) ?*h
3
ei
“
t
Lit.: LIV
2
: 297, LEW: II, 847., DELL: 757f., Flobert (1975: 49f.), De Vaan (2008: 647f.).
Pres. 1sg. 	utor , 2sg. 	uteris, 2sg.ipv. 	utere, 3sg. 	utitur , 1pl. 	utimur , 3pl.
	utuntur , 1sg.subj. 	utar , 2sg.subj. 	ut	are, 1pl.subj.ut	amur 2pl.subj.
	ut	amin	, 3pl.subj. 	utantur
Ipf. 3pl. 	ut	ebantur , 1sg.ipf.subj. 	uterer
Fut. 1pl. 	ut	emur , 2sg.ipv. 	utitor
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Perf. 1sg. 	usus sum
Non-n. Perf.ptp. 	usus, -a, -um, ger. 	utendus, -a, -um, inf. 	ut	, 	utier
Spelled oet-, oit- in Old Latin.
Although 	utor usually takes the ablative (46 out of 74 times in Plautus, Flobert (lo.it.)),
there are a few instanes in whih it takes an ausative objet, as in Mer. 145-6. Further-
more, ab	utor (below) regularly takes the ausative.
Plautus, Merator 145-6:
Di
Tell.ipv
mihi,
me
an
whether
boni
good.gen
quid
any.nom
usquamst,
anywhere.is
quod
whih.a
quisquam
anyone.nom
uti
use.inf
possiet
an.3sg.subj
sine
without
malo
evil.abl
omni
any.abl
Tell me whether there is anything good at all that one an enjoy without any evil.
If the onnetion with Gk. fut. oísomai `I will bring' (suppletive to phér	o) is orret, the
use with ausative objets may atually be the older one (thus also Flobert 1975: 44). The
ablative may stem from the onstrution aliu	 aliqu	a r	e 	usus est `SomebodyDAT has use
of/needs somethingABL' (	usus, -	us m. `use') or from the inuene of the semantially similar
fungor , where it must be inherited (f. the entry of fungor).
The gerundive 	utendus, -a, -um has the expeted passive reading `to be used' and is amply
attested in Plautus in the onstrution aliquid 	utendum dare `give sth. to be used' = `lend
sth.'., e.g.:
Plautus, Asinaria 444:
Syphos
ups.a
quos
whih
utendos
use.ger.a.pl
dedi
give.1sg.perf
Philodamo,
Philodamus.dat
rettulit=ne?
return.3sg.perf=part
The ups whih I gave Philodamus to use (= whih I lent to Philodamus), did he return
them?
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 ab	utor `use up, onsume'
Lit.: See 	utor .
Fut. 1sg. ab	utar
Perf. 1sg.m. ab	usus sum, 3sg.f. ab	usast
Non-n. Perf.ptp. ab	usus, -a, -um
The perf.ptp. abusa is passive in Plaut., Asin. 196 (Hofmann 1910: 13).
E.IV Denominal and deadjetival deponents
Present Meaning Base
arbitror
20
`observe, witness' arbiter `witness'
ommentor (re-) `study, think about' m	ens `mind'
21
or ommentum `-
tion, invention'
22
fabrior `make, build' fabria `workshop'
(	on-)f	abulor `speak, hat' f	abula `story'
(d	e-, 	e-)l	udi-f	or
23
`make fun of, mok' -fex `-maker'
f	uror `steal' f	ur `thief'
(d	e-)fr	ustror `deeive' fr	ustra `in error' (adv.)
interpretor `explain, interpret interpres `intermediary'
l	amentor `wail, lament' l	amenta `laments'
largior `give, bestow' largus `abundant, large'
m	ahinor `design, invent' m	ahina `engine, mahine'
20
Also passive, p. Hofmann 1910: 32.
21
See DELL: 397
22
See LEW: II, 66/67, 70.
23
Also formally ative, see Hofmann (1910: 28).
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Present Meaning Base
medior
24
`ure, heal' medius `dotor'
(	e)mentior `lie' m	ens `mind'
(om-, prae-)meror `buy, trade' merx `goods, merhandise'
(om-)miseror
25
`lament, ommiserate' miser `wrethed'
(ad-, 	a-, d	e-, 	e-)m	olior `endeavour, undertake' m	ol	es `mass, bulk; toil, labor'
(om-, d	e-, re-)moror `wait, tarry; delay, hinder' mora `delay'
perontor `question, explore' ontus `pole, boat hook'
26
per	litor `try, test' per	ulum `test, attempt, danger'
potior
27
`obtain, take possession of' potis `able'
r	uminor (Liv. Andr.+) `think over, muse on' r	umen `throat'
speulor `spy out, explore' speula `wathtower'
(	n-)stipulor `bargain, stipulate' stipula `stalk, halm'
28
(an-, d	e-, ob-)testor
29
`all/delare as witness' testis `witness'
(on-)vador `bind by bail, proseute' vas `bail'
24
Formally ative forms are also found in Plautus, p. Hofmann (1910: 41).
25
Also reexive in Plautus, see Hofmann (1910: 18).
26
Thus DELL: 140f., arguing against a onnetion with 	untor `hesitate', p. also Flobert (1975: 78, fn.
1). This verb is formally ative in Naevius, p. Hofmann (1910: 44).
27
Also formally ative, p. Hofmann 1910: 27, DELL: 528f., et.
28
See Flobert (1975: 82, fn. 3).
29
See Hofmann (1910: 15) on passive readings of the perfet partiiple.
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